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PREFACE 

Aerodynamic theory was not prepared to offer assistance in the early development of the 
airplane. The scientific community, most qualified for action at the forefront of human endeavor, 
often turns out in practice to be surprisingly conservative. It is recorded that Lord Rayleigh 
expressed "not the smallest molecule of faith in aerial navigation, except by balloon." It was not 
until experiments such as those of Lilienthal and Langley and the successful powered flights of the 
Wright brothers that correct theories for the aerodynamic action of wings were developed. 

Following the successful demonstrations of the Wright brothers, aerodynamic theory devel
oped rapidly, primarily in European laboratories. These developments we associate with the names 
Joukowsky, Kutta, Prandtl and his students, Munk, Betz, and Von Karman. It should not be 
forgotten that the writings of F. W. Lanchester provide many of the physical insights that were 
elaborated in these mathematical theories. 

Throughout World War I, these developments in aerodynamic theory remained virtually 
unknown in the U.S. However, in the early 1920's, the U.S. National Advisory Committee for 
Aeronautics undertook to translate or otherwise make available important works on aerodynamic 
theory in the form of NACA Technical Reports, Notes, and Memoranda, and to encourage similar 
effort in its own laboratory. 

At the present time, many of these old NACA documents are no longer readily available and it 
seems worthwhile to collect the most important early works under the title "Classical Aero
dynamics." In most cases, the theories are explained in the author's own words and often with a 
degree of clarity unequalled in later interpretations. 

iii 

R. T. Jones 
Senior Staff Scientist 

NASA-Ames Research Center 
June 18, 1979 
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REPORT No. 116.,

APPLICATIONS OF MODERN HYDRODYNAMICS TO AERONAUTICS.
By L. PRANDTL.

PART I.

FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS AND THE MOST IMPORTANT THEOREMS.

1. All actual fluids show internal friction (viscosity), yet the forces due to viscosity, with
the dimensions and velocities ordinarily occurring in practice, are so very small in comparison
with the forces due to inertia, for water as well as for air, that we seem justified, as a first ap-
proximation, in entirely neglecting viscosity. Since the consideration of viscosity in the
mathematical treatment of the problem introduces difficulties which have so far been overcome
only in a few specially simple cases, we are forced to neglect entirely internal friction unless we
wish to do without the mathematical treatment.

We must now ask how far this is allowable for actual fluids, and how far not. A closer
examination shows us that for the interior of the fluid we can immediately apply our knowl-
edge of the motion of a nonviscous fluid, but that care must be taken in considering the layers
of the fluid in the immediate neighborhood of solid bodies. Friction between fluid and solid
body never comes into consideration in the fields of application to be treated here, because it
is established by reliable experiments that fluids like water and air never slide on the surface
of the body; what happens is, the final fluid layer immediately in contact with the body is
attached to it (is at rest relative to it), and all the friction of fluids with solid bodies is therefore
an internal friction of the fluid. Theory and experiment agree in indicating that the transition
from the velocity of the body to that of the stream in such a case takes place in a thin layer of
the fluid, which is so much the thinner, the less the viscosity. In this layer, which we call the
boundary layer, the forces due to viscosity are of the same order of magnitude as the forces due
to inertia, as may be seen without difficulty. , It is therefore important to prove that, however
small the viscosity is, there are always in a boundary layer on the surface of the body forces
due to viscosity (reckoned per unit volume) which are of the same order of magnitude as those
due to inertia. Closer investigation concerning this shows that under certain conditions there
may occur a reversal of flow in the boundary layer, and as a consequence a stopping of the fluid
in the layer which is set in rotation by the viscous forces, so that, further on, the whole flow is
changed owing to the formation of vortices. The analysis of the phenomena which lead to the
formation of vortices shows that it takes place where the fluid experiences a retardation of flow
along the body. The retardation in some cases must reach a certain finite amount so that a
reverse flow arises. Such retardation of flow occurs regularly in the rear of blunt bodies; there-
fore vortices are formed there very soon after the flow begins, and consequently the results
which are furnished. by the theory of nonviscous flow can not be applied. On the other hand,
in the rear of very tapering bodies the retardations are often so small that there is no noticeable
formation of vortices. The principal successful results of hydrodynamics apply to this case.
Since it is these tapering bodies which offer specially small resistance and which, therefore,
have found special consideration in aeronautics under similar applications, the theory can be
made useful exactly for those bodies which are of most technical interest.

1 From this consideration one can calculate the approximate thickness of the . boundary layer for each special case. 	
161
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For the considerations which follow we obtain from what has gone before the result that
in the interior of the fluid its viscosity, if it is small, has no essential influence, but that for
layers of the fluid in immediate contact with solid bodies exceptions to the laws of a nonviscous
fluid must be allowable. We shall try to formulate these exceptions so as to be, as far as possi-
ble, in agreement with the facts of experiment.

2. A further remark must be made concerning the effect of the compressibility of the
fluid upon the character of the flow in the case of the motion of solid bodies in the fluid. All
actual fluids are compressible. In order to compress a volume of air by 1 per cent, a pressure
of about one one-hundredth of an atmosphere is needed. In the case of water, to produce an
equal change in volume, a pressure of 200 atmospheres is required; the difference therefore is
very great. With water it is nearly always allowable to neglect the changes in volume arising
from the pressure differences due to the motions, and therefore to treat it as absolutely incom-
pressible. But also in the case of motions in air we can ignore the compressibility so long as
the pressure differences caused by the motion are sufficiently small. Consideration of compressi-
bility in the mathematical treatment of flow phenomena introduces such great difficulties that
we will quietly neglect volume changes of several per cent, and in the calculations air will be
looked upon as incompressible. A compression of 3 per cent, for instance, occurs in front of a
body which is being moved with a velocity of about 80 m./sec. It is seen, then, that it appears
allowable to neglect the compressibility in the ordinary applications to technical aeronautics.
Only with the blades of the air screw do essentially greater velocities occur, and in this case the
influence of the compressibility is to be expected and has already been observed. The motion
of a body with great velocity has been investigated up to the present, only along general lines.
It appears that if the velocity of motion exceeds that of sound for the fluid, the phenomena are
changed entirely, but that up close to this velocity the flow is approximately of the same char-
acter as in an incompressible fluid.

3. We shall concern ourselves in what follows only with a nonviscous and incompressible
fluid, about which we have learned that it will furnish an approximation sufficient for our
applications, with the reserbations made. Such a fluid is also called `.'the ideal fluid."

What are the properties of such an ideal fluid? I do not consider it here my task to develop
and to prove all of them, since the theorems of classical ,hydrodynamics are contained in all
textbooks on the subject and may be studied there. I propose to state in what follows, for
the benefit of those readers who have not yet studied hydrodynamics, the most important
principles and theorems which will be needed for further developments, in such a manner that
these developments may be grasped. 1 ask these readers, therefore, simply to believe the
theorems which I shall state until they have the time to study the subject in some textbook
on hydrodynamics.

The principal method of description of problems in hydrodynamics consists in expressing in
formulas as functions of space and time the velocity of flow, given by its three rectangular com-
ponents, u, v, w, and in addition the fluid pressure p. The condition of flow is evidently com-
pletely known if u, v, w, and p are given as functions of x, y, z, and t, since then u, v, w, and p
can be calculated for any arbitrarily selected point and for every instant of time. T he direc-
tion of flow is defined by the ratios of u, v, and w; the magnitude of the velocity is ^uZ+v2+w2.
The "streamlines" will be obtained if lines are drawn which coincide with the direction of
flow at all points where they touch, which can be accomplished mathematically by an inte-
gration. If the flow described by the formulas is to be that caused by a definite body, then
at those points in space, which at any instant form the surface of the body, the components of
the fluid velocity normal to this surface must coincide with the corresponding components
of the velocity of the body. In this way the condition is expressed that neither does the fluid
penetrate into the body nor is there any gap between it -and the fluid. If the body is at rest
in a stream, the normal components of the velocity at its surface must be zero; that is, the flow
must be tangential to the surface, which in this case therefore is formed of stream lines.

2
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4. In a stationary flow—that is, in a flow which does not change with the time, in which
then every new fluid particle, when it replaces another particle in front of it; assumes its velocity,
both in magnitude and in direction and also the same pressure—there is, for the fluid particles
lying on the same stream line, a very remarkable relation between the magnitude of the velocity,
designated here by V, and the pressure, the so-called Bernouilli equation—

p +-2 VI = const.	 (1)

(p is the density of the fluid, i. e., the mass of a unit volume) . This relation is at once appli-
cable to the case of a body moving uniformly and in a straight line in a fluid at rest, for we are
always at liberty to use for our discussions any reference system having a, uniform motion in a
straight line. If we make the 'velocity of the reference system coincide with that of the body,
then the body is at rest with reference to it, and the flow around it is stationary. If now V
is the velocity of the body relative to the stationary air, the latter will have in the new refer-
ence system the velocity V upon the body (a man on an airplane in flight makes observations
in terms of such a reference system, and feels the motion of flight as "wind").

The flow of incident air is divided at a blunt body, as'shown in figure 1.. At the point A
the flow comes completely to rest, and then is again set in motion in opposite directions, tan-
gential to the surface of the body: We learn from equation
(1) that at such a point, which we shall call a "rest-point,"
the pressure must be greater by 

2 
V2 than in the undisturbed

fluid. We shall call the magnitude of this pressure, of which
we shall make frequent use; the "dynamical pressure," and
shall designate it by q. An open end of a tube facing the
stream produces a rest point of a similar kind, and there arises
in the interior of the tube, as very careful experiments have
shown, the exact dynamical pressure, so that this principle
can be used for the measurement of the velocity, and is in

FIG. t.—Flow around a blunt body.
fact much used. The dynamical pressure is also well suited
to express the laws of air resistance. It is known that this resistance is proportional to

the square of the velocity and to the density of the medium; but q = 2V z ; so the law of air
resistance may also be expressed by the formula

W= c . F. q	 (2)

where F is the area of the surface and c is a pure number. With this mode of expression it
appears very clearly that the force called the "drag" is equal to surface times pressure differ-
ence (the formula has the same form as the one for the piston force in a steam engine). This
mode of stating the relation has ,been introduced in Germany and Austria and has proved use-
ful. The air-resistance coefficients then become twice as large as the "absolute" coefficients
previously used.

Since V2 can not become less than zero, an increase of pressure greater than q can not, by
equation (1), occur. For. diminution of pressure, however, no definite limit can be set. In
the case of flow past convex surfaces marked increases of velocity of flow occur and in connection
with them diminutions of pressure which frequently amount to 3q and more.

5. A series of typical properties of motion of nonviscous fluids may be deduced in a useful
manner .from the following theorem, which is due to Lord Kelvin. Before the theorem itself
is stated, two concepts must be defined. 1. The circulation: Consider the line integral of the
velocity f V cos (V, ds). ds, which is formed exactly like the line integral of a force, which is
called "the work of the force." The amount of this line integral, taken over a path which
returns on itself is called the circulation of the flow. 2. The fluid fine: By this is meant a line
which is always formed of the same fluid particles, which therefore shares-in the motion of the
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fluid. The theorem of Lord Kelvin is: In a nonviscous fluid the circulation along every fluid
line remains unchanged as time goes on. But the following must be added:

(1) The case may arise that a fluid line is intersected by a solid body moving in the fluid.
If this occurs, the theorem ceases to apply. As an example I mention the case in which one
pushes a flat plate into a fluid at rest, and then by means of the plate exerts a pressure on the
fluid. By this a circulation arises which will remain if afterwards the plate is quickly withdrawn
in its own plane. See figure 2.

(2) In order that the theorem may apply, we must exclude mass forces of such a character
that work is furnished by them along a path which returns on itself. Such forces do not ordi-
narily arise and need not be taken into account here, where we are concerned regularly only
with gravity.

(3) The fluid must be homogeneous, i. e., of the same density at all points. We can easily
see that in the case of nonuniform density circulation can arise of itself in the course of time
if we think of the natural ascent of heated air in the midst of cold air. The circulation increases
continuously along a line which passes upward in the warm air and returns downward in the
cold air.

Frequently the case arises that the fluid at the beginning is at rest or in absolutely uniform
motion, so that the circulation for every imaginable closed line in the fluid is zero. Our theorem
then says that for every closed line that can arise from one of the originally closed lines the
circulation remains zero, in which we must make exception, as mentioned above, of those lines
which are cut by bodies. If the line integral along every closed line is zero, the line integral
for an open curve from a definite point 0 to an arbitrary point P is independent of the selection

of the line along which the integral is taken (if this were not so, and if the
integrals along two lines from 0 to P were different, it is evident that the

Y	 line integral along the closed curve OPO would not be zero, which contra-
dicts our premise). The line integral along the line OP depends, therefore,

FIG. 2.—Production of^ir-
since we will consider once for all the point0 as a fixed olre, only on the coordi-

culation by introduc- nates of the point P, or, expressed differently, it is a function of these coor-
lion and withdrawal of dinates. From analogy with corresponding considerations in the case of
liat plate. 

fields of force, this line integral is called the "velocity potential," and the
particular kind of motion in which such a potential exists is called a "potential motion." As
follows immediately from the meaning of line integrals, the component of the velocity in a
definite direction is the derivative of the potential in this direction. If the line-element is
perpendicular to the resultant velocity, the increase of the potential equals zero, i. e., the sur-
faces of constant potential are everywhere normal to the velocity of flow. The velocity itself
is called the gradient of the potential. The velocity components u, v, w are connected with the
potential 4, by the following equations:

ao	 ao	 ao

	

u=ax , zl —ay, 
w--az	

(3)

The fact that the flow takes place without any change in volume is expressed by stating that
as much flows out of every element of volume as flows in. This leads to the equation

au av aw

ax +ay+az — 0 	 (4)

In the case of potential flow we therefore have
x	 z

ax +8y +

z
a =0 	 (4a)

as the condition for flow without change in volume. All functions (P (x, y, z, t), which satisfy
this last equation, represent possible forms of flow. This representation of a -flow is specially
convenient for calculations, since by it the entire flow is given by means of the one function 'P.
The most valuable property of the representations is, though, that the sum of two, or of as
many as one desires, functions ^D, each of which satisfies equation (4a), also satisfies this equation,
and therefore represents a possible type of flow ("superposition of flows").

4
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6. Another concept can be derived from the circulation, which is convenient for many con-
siderations, viz, that of rotation. The component of the rotation with reference to any axis
is obtained if the circulation is taken around an elementary surface of unit area in a plane
perpendicular to the axis. Expressed more exactly, such a rotation component is the ratio of
the circulation around the edge of any such infinitesimal surface to the area of the surface. The
total rotation is a vector and is obtained from the rotation components for three mutually per-
pendicular axes. In the case that the fluid rotates like a rigid body, the rotation thus defined
comes out as twice the angular velocity of the rigid body. If we take a rectangular system of
axes and consider the rotations with reference to the separate axes, we find that the rotation can
also be expressed as the geometrical sum of the angular velocities with reference to the three axes.

The statemdnt that in the case of a potential motion the circulation is zero for every
closed 'fluid line can now be expressed by saying the rotation in it is always zero. The theorem
that the circulation, if it is zero, remains zero under the conditions mentioned, can also now..
be expressed by saying that, if these conditions are satisfied in a fluid in which there is no
rotation, rotation can never arise. An irrotational fluid motion, therefore, always remains
irrotational. In this, however, the following exceptions are to be noted: If the fluid is divided
owing to bodies being present in it, the theorem under consideration does not apply to the
fluid layer in which the divided flow reunites, not only in the case of figure 2 but also in the
case of stationary phenomena as in figure 3,
since in this case a closed fluid line drawn in	 ,r	

d	

p
front of the body can not be transformed into 	 ;A
a fluid line that intersects the region where the
fluid streams come together. Figure 3 shows
four successive shapes of such a fluid line. This	 -
region is, besides, filled with fluid particles which
have come very close to the body. We are
therefore led to the conclusion from the stand- 	 iI	 ^p	 ^^
point of a fluid with very small but not entirely I

vanishing viscosity that the appearance of vor- ``I°. s: —sn000ssivo positions o 
body. 

line in flow around a solid
9•

tices at the points of reunion of the flow in the
rear of the body does not contradict the laws of hydrodynamics. The three components of the
rotation i, 71, i' are expressed as follows by means of the velocity components u, v, W.

bw 66V __ _oubw 6vbu

^ o y bz, '0 0z 6x ' 
__ 

bx
_

 b—y	 (5,

If the velocity components are derived from a potential, as shown in equation (2), the rotation
2	 z

components, according to equation (5) vanish identically, since 
az y aya

7. Very remarkable theorems hold for the rotation, which were discovered by v. Helmholtz
and stated in his famous work on vortex motions. Concerning the geometrical properties of the
rotation the following must be said:

At all points of the fluid where rotation exists the direction of the resultant rotation axes
can be indicated, and lines can also be drawn whose directions coincide everywhere with these
axes, just as the stream lines are drawn so as to coincide with the directions of the velocity.
These lines will be called, following Helmholtz, "vortex lines." The vortex lines through the
points of a small closed curve form'a tube called a "vortex tube." It is an immediate con-
sequence of the geometrical idea of rotation as deduced above that through the entire extent
of a vortex tube its strength—i. e., the circulation around the boundary of the tube—is constant.
It is seen, in fact, that on geometrical grounds the space distribution of rotation quite inde-
pendently of the special properties of the velocity field from which it is deduced is of the same
nature as the space distribution of the velocities in an incompressible fluid. Consequently a
vortex tube, just like a stream line in an incompressible fluid, can not end anywhere in the
interior of the fluid; and the strength of the vortex, exactly like the quantity of fluid passing
per second through the tube of stream lines, has at one and the same instant the same value
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throughout the vortex tube. If Lord Kelvin's theorem is now applied to the closed fluid line
which forms the edge of a small element of the surface of a vortex tube, the circulation along it
is zero, since the surface inclosed is parallel to the rotation axis at that point. Since the circula-
tion can not change with the time, it follows that the element of surface at all later times will
also be part of the surface of a vortex tube. If we picture the entire bounding surface of a vortex
tube as made up of such elementary surfaces, it is evident that, since as the motion continues
this relation remains unchanged, the particles of the fluid which at any one time have formed
the boundary of a vortex tube will continue to form its boundary. From the consideration
of the circulation along a closed line inclosing the vortex tube, we see that this circulation—i. e.,
the strength of our vortex tube--has the same value at all times. Thus we have obtained the
theorems of Helmholtz, which now can be expressed as follows, calling the contents of a vortex
tube a "vortex filament": "The particles of a fluid which at any instant belong to a vortex
filament always remain in it; the strength of a vortex filament throughout its extent and for
all time has the same value." From this follows, among other things, that if a portion of the
filament is stretched, say, to double its length, and thereby its cross section made one-half as
great, then the rotation is doubled, because the strength of the vortex, the product of the rota-
tion and the cross section, must remain the same. We arrive, therefore, at .the result that the
vector expressing the rotation is changed in magnitude and direction exactly as the distance
between two neighboring particles on the axis of the filament is changed.

8. From the way the strengths of vortices have been defined it follows for a space filled
with any arbitrary vortex filaments, as a consequence of a known theorem of Stokes, that
the circulation around any closed line is equal to the algebraic sum of the vortex strengths
of all the filaments which cross a surface having the closed line as its boundary. If this closed
line is in any way continuously changed so that filaments are thereby cut, then evidently the
circulation is changed according to the extent of the strengths of the vortices which are cut.
Conversely we may conclude from the circumstance that the circulation around a closed line
(which naturally can not be a fluid line) is changed by a definite amount by a certain displace-
ment, that by the displacement vortex strength of this amount will be cut, or expressed differ-
ently, that the surface passed over by the closed line in its displacement is traversed by vortex
filaments whose strengths add up algebraically to the amount of the change in the circulation.

The theorems concerning vortex motion are specially important because in many cases
it is easier to make a statement as to the shape of the vortex filaments than as to the shape of
the stream lines, and because there is a mode of calculation by means of which the velocity
at any point of the space may be determined from a knowledge of the distribution of the rota-
tion. This formula, so important for us, must now be discussed. If r is the strength of a
thin vortex filament and ds an element of its medial line, and if, further, r is the distance from
the vortex element to a point P at which the velocity is to be calculated, finally if a is the angle
between ds and r, then the amount of the velocity due to the vortex element is

dv= r , ds sin a	 (6)
4?re

the direction of this contribution to the velocity is perpendicular to the plane of ds and r. The
total velocity at the point P is obtained if the contributions of all the vortex elements present
in the space are added. The law for this calculation agrees then exactly with that of Biot-
Savart, by the help of which the magnetic field due to an electric current is calculated. Vor-
tex filaments correspond in it to the electric currents, and the vector of the velocity to the
vector of the magnetic field.

As an example we may take an infinitely long straight vortex filament. The contributions
to the velocity at a point P are all in the same direction, and the total velocity can be deter-
mined by a simple integration of equation (6). Therefore this velocity is

F (' ds • sin a
v

=4a	
_— 

rz

6
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As seen by figure 4, s = h ctg a, and by differentiation, ds= 
—sin 

ada. Further, r = sin «'
so. that

v= 
r 

sin ada= -- r -[cos a] = r	 (6a)4rh	 4rh	 o 2 h
0

This result could be deduced in a simpler manner from the concept of circulation if we were
to use the theorem, already proved, that the circulation for any closed line coincides with
the vortex strength of the filaments which are inclosed by it. The circulation for every closed
line which goes once around a single filament must therefore coincide with its strength. If
the velocity at a point of a circle of radius h around our straight filament equals v then this

circulation equals "path times velocity"=27rh•v, whence immediately follows v= 2Ah • The

more exact investigation of this velocity field shows that for every point outside the filament
(and the formula applies only to such points) the rotation is zero, so that in fact we are treat-
ing the case of a velocity distribution in which only along the axis does rotation prevail, at
all other points rotation is not present.

For a finite portion of a straight vortex filament the preceding calculation gives the value

V = 4-h (cos a, -- dos a2)	 (6b)

This formula may be applied only for a series of portions of vortices which together give an
infinite or a closed line. The velocity field of a single portion of a filament would require
rotation also outside the filament, in the sense that from the end of
the portion of the filament vortex lines spread out in all the space
and then all return together at the beginning of the portion. In the 	 k	 r

case of a line that has no ends this external rotation is removed, 	 a

since one end always coincides with the beginning of another portion 	 ^- ---= s	 ds

of equal strength, and rotation is present only where it is predicated Fl-,. 4.—Velocity-field due to infinite

in the calculation.	 rectilinear vortex.

9. If one wishes to represent the flow around solid bodies in a fluid, one can in many cases
proceed by imagining the place of the solid bodies taken by the fluid, in the interior of which
disturbances of flow (singularities) are introduced, by which the flow is so altered that the
boundaries of the bodies become streamline surfaces. For such hypothetical constructions
in the interior of the space actually occupied by the body, one can assume, for instance, any
suitably selected vortices, which, however, since they are only imaginary, need not obey the
laws of Helmholtz. As we shall see later, such imaginary vortices can be the seat of lifting
forces. Sources and sinks also, i. e., points where fluid continuously appears, or disappears,
offer a useful method for constructions of this kind. While vortex filaments can actually
occur in the fluid, such sources and sinks may be assumed only in that part of the space which
actually is occupied by the body, since they represent a phenomenon which can not be realized.
A contradiction of the law of the conservation of matter is avoided, however, if there are assumed
to be inside the body both sources and sinks, of equal strengths, so that the fluid produced by
the sources is taken back again by the sinks.

The method of sources and sin) s will be described in greater detail when certain practical
problems are discussed; but at this point, to make the matter clearer, the distribution of veloci-
ties in the case of a source may be described. It is very simple, the flow takes place out from
the source uniformly on. all sides in the direction of the radii. Let us describe around the point
source a concentric spherical surface, then, if the fluid output per second is Q, the velocity at
the surface is

V=4 Q'	 (7)470r

7
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the velocity therefore decreases inversely proportional to the square of the distance. The
flow is a potential one, the potential comes out (as line-integral along the radius)

(D = const.– Qr 	 (7a)

If a uniform velocity toward the right of the whole fluid mass is superimposed on this
velocity distribution—while the point source remains stationary—then a flow is obtained
which, at a considerable distance from the source, is in straight lines from left to right. The
fluid coming out of the source is therefore pressed toward the right (see fig. 5) ; it fills, at some
distance from the source, a cylinder whose diameter may be determined easily. If V is the
velocity of the uniform flow, the radius r of the cylinder is' given by the condition Q = re • V.
All. that is necessary now is to assume on the axis of the source further to the right a sink of
the same strength as the source for the whole mass of fluid from the source to vanish in this,
and the flow closes up behind the sink again exactly as it opened out in front of the source.
In this way we obtain the flow around an elongated body with blunt ends.

10. The special case when in a fluid flow the phenomena in all planes which are parallel
to a given plane coincide absolutely plays an important role both practically and theoretically.

If the lines which connect the corresponding
points of the different planes are perpendicular to
the planes, and all the streamlines are plane

_ curves which lie entirely in one of those planeg,
we speak of a uniplanar flow. The flow around
a strut whose axis is perpendicular to the direc-

_.–.–._.–.–.–.___ _	 .–__.___.________–._ tion of the wind is an example of such a motion.
The mathematical treatment of plane poten-

tial flow of the ideal fluid has been worked out
specially completely more than any other prob-
lem in hydrodynamics. This, is due to the fact
that with the help df the complex quantities
(x+iy, where i= V_= 1, is called the imaginary

Fir. 5.—Superposition or uniform Bow and that caused by a source. unit) there can be deduced from every analytic
function a case of flow of this type which is incom-

pressible and irrotational. Every real function, 4) (x, y) and  (x, y), which satisfies the relation

(P+ilp =f(x+iy),	 (8)

where ,f is any analytic function, is the potential of such a flow. This can be seen from these
considerations: Let x+iy be put= z, where z is now a "complex number." Differentiate equa-
tion (8) first with reference to x and then with reference to y, thus giving

aP aNY df az df
+ax a a – 	–xdz aa: dz

a^ + = df az — df = .&I,

ay ay dz ay dz ax ay

In these the real parts on the two sides of the equations must be equal and the imaginary
parts also. If (D is selected as the potential, the velocity components u and v are given by

M^ a*	 a)	 a4l

	

u= ax – ay' v=ay=_ax	
(9)

If now we write the expressions au+ay (continuity) and ax – au (rotation) first in terms of

(D and then of T, they become

8
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au av a2(b a=4) a2q/	 4924

ax gay=49x2+aye=ayax—axay
=o	 (10)

ov ou 4924)	 a2(j)	 a z* a2^
ax — ay = ayax axay—=— axz—aye

=o

It is seen therefore that not only is the motion irrotational (as is setf-evident since there is

a potential), but it is also continuous. The relation ap+a2^=o besides corresponds exactlyY2

to our equation (4a). Since it is satisfied also by T, this can also be used as potential.
The function T, however, has, with reference to the flow deduced by using 4^ as potential, a

special individual meaning. From equation (8) we can easily deduce that the lines 4, const.
are parallel to the velocity; therefore, in other words, they are streamlines. In fact if we put

alp

d^ = aqf + aqf = o, then dy _ _ ax _ v
ax	 ay	 dx	

64f 
u

ay

which expresses the fact of parallelism. The lines T= const. are therefore perpendicular to the
lines 4, =const. If we draw families of lines, 4)=const. and T=const. for values of 4) and T
which differ from each other by the same small amount, it follows from the easily derived

equation d43 +idT=dz(dx+idy) that the two bundles form a square network; from which fol

lows that the diagonal curves of the network again form an orthogonal and in fact a square
network. This fact can be used practically in drawing such families of curves, because an error
in the drawing can be recognized by the eye in the wrong shape of the network of diagonal
curves and so can be improved. With a little practice fairly good accuracy may be obtained
by simply using the eye. Naturally there are also mathematical methods for further improve-
ment of such networks of curves. The function T, which is called the "stream function,"
has another special meaning. If we consider two streamlines T=T, and o f =*21 the quantity
of fluid which flows between the two streamlines in a unit of time in a region of uniplanar flow
of thickness 1 equals T.—T,. In fact if we consider the flow through a, plane perpendicular to
the X-axis, this quantity is

Y2	

Y2

	 y2

Q=^udy=	 aydy=	 dq,=F2—F,.
f,	 Yt

The numerical value of the stream function coincides therefore with the quantity of fluid which
flows between the point x, y and the streamline T = o.

As an example let the function ,
4^+iq =A(x+iy)°

be discussed briefly. It is simplest in general to ask first about the streamline NF=o. As is
well known, if a transformation is made from rectangular coordinates to polar ones r, <p, (x+iy)"
=r° (cos n<p+i sin n<p). The imaginary part of this expression is ir° sin n<p. This is to be
put equal to iT. T = o therefore gives sin n<p = o, i. e., nv = o, 7r 27r, etc. The streamlines T = o

are therefore straight lines through the origin of coordinates, which make an angle a=n with

each other, the flow is therefore the potential flow between two plane walls making the angle
a with each other. The other streamlines satisfy the equation r° sin n<p = const. The veloci-
ties can be obtained by differentiation, e. g., with reference to x:

a^ a^
ax

+iax=u—iv=An(x+iy)°-1 =Anr°-1 {cos (nr1) <p i sin (n-1) <p)

9
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For r = o this expression becomes zero or infinite, according as n is greater or less than 11, i. e.,
according as the angle a is less or greater than 7r(= 180°). Figures 6 and 7 give the streamlines

for a= 4= 45' and 27r = 270°, corresponding to n = 4 and 3. In the case of figure 7 the velocity,

as just explained, becomes infinite at the corner. It would be expected that in the case of
the actual flow some effect due to friction would enter. In fact there are observed at such
,corners, at the beginning of the motion, great velocities, and immediately thereafter the for-

mation of vortices, by which the motion is so changed that the velocity
at the corner becomes finite.

/	
It must also be noted that with an equationf

p + iq=,v(x + iy)	 (11)

1\ the x—y plane can be mapped upon the p—q plane, since to every pair
of values x,y a pair of values p,q corresponds, to every point of the x—y
plane corresponds a point of the p—q plane, and therefore also to every

Fic;. 6.—Uniplanar flow be- element of a line or to every cur-7e in the former plane a linear element
an

a plane walls making and a curve in the latter lane. The transformation kee s all an lesan angle 4,5* with each	 P	 p	 g
other.	 unchanged, i. e., corresponding lines intersect in both figures at the same

angle.
By inverting the function V of equation (11) we can write

x+iy=x (p+iq)

And therefore deduce from equation (8) that

4, + iq,=.f [x(p+iq)] = F (p+iq)	 (12)

4) and * are connected therefore with p and q by an equation of the type of equation (8), and
hence, in the p—q plane, are potential and stream functions of a flow, and further of that flow
which arises from the transformation of the yY network in the x—y plan.p into the p—q plane.

This is a powerful method used to obtain by transformation from a known simple flow
new types of flow for other given boundaries. Applications of this will be given in section 14.

11. The discussion of the principles of the hydrodynarilics of nonviscous fluids to be
applied by us may be stopped here. I add but one considera-
tion, which has reference to a very useful theorem for obtaining
the forces in fluid motion, namely the so-called "momentum theo-
rem for stationary motions."

We have to apply to fluid motion the theorem of general
mechanics, which states that the rate of change with the time
of the linear momentum is equal to the resultant of all the ex-
ternal forces. To do this, consider a definite portion of the
fluid separated from the rest of the fluid by a closed surface.
This surface nay, in accordance with the spirit of the theorem, 	 1

be considered as a "fluid surface," i. e., made up always of Flc. 7.—Uniplanar flow around plane
the same fluid particles. We must now state in a formula the Falls making an angle 270° with each

change of the momentum of the fluid within the surface. If, as 
other.

we shall assume, the flow is stationary, then after a time dt every fluid particle in the interior
will be replaced by another, which has the same velocity as had the former. On the boundary,
however, owing to its displacement, mass will pass out at the side where the fluid is approaching,
and a corresponding mass will enter on the side away from which the flow takes place. If dS
is the area of an element of surface, and v„ the component of the velocity in the direction of
the outward drawn normal at this element, then at this point dm=pdS . v„ dt. If we wish
to derive the component of the "impulse "—defined as the time rate of the change of momen-
tum—for any direction s, the contribution to it of the element of surface is

V. = v d = pdS . vnv.	 (13)

10
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With this formula we have made the transition from the fluid surface to a corresponding solid
"control surface."

The external forces are compounded of the fluid pressures on the control surface and the
forces which are exercised on the fluid by any solid bodies which may be inside of the control
surface. If we call the latter P, we obtain the equation

EP,= f f p . cos (n, s) . dS -+-p f fvnvsdS 	 (14)

for the s component of the momentum theorem. The surface integrals are to be taken over the
entire closed control surface. The impulse integral can be limited to the exit side, if for every
velocity v., on that side the velocity vb ' is known with which the same particle arrives at the
approach side. Then in equation (13) dJ is to be replaced by

V-- dJ' = (v,,— ve') dm = pdSvn (ve — ve ')	 (13a)

The applications given in Part II will furnish illustrations of the theorem.

11
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PART II.

APPLICATIONS.

A. DISTRIBUTION OF PRESSURE ON AIRSHIP BODIES.

12. The first application of hydrodynamical theory to be tested by experiment in the
Gottingen Laboratory referred to the distribution of pressure over the surface of models of
airships. We can construct mathematically the flow for any number of varieties of sectional
forms of bodies of revo l ution of this kind if we place along an axis . parallel with the direction
of the air current any suitable distribution of sources and sinks, taking care that the total
strength of the sources and sinks are the same. According to the intensity of the uniform
motion which is superimposed upon the flow from the sources, we obtain from the same system
of sources and sinks bodies of different thicknesses. In order to obtain the smoothest possible

shapes, the sources and sinks are generally distributed contin-
uously along the axis, although single-point sources are allowable.

In the case of continuously distributed-sources and sinks the
o	 y	 method of procedure is briefly this: The abscissas of the single

- tidy	 sources are denoted by -the intensity of the source per unit of
- 1 — _ length by f(^), in which positive values of f(^) denote sources, nega-

tive values sinks. The condition that makes the stream from the
sources self-contained is expressed by the equation

F,G. S.—Explanation of quanthies used
in calculation of streamline shapes.	 l

Abscissae: Position of source.	 f (^)d^ = o.
Ordinates: Intensity of source per unit 	 o

length, i. e.M).
By simply adding the potentials due to the single elementary

sources f(^) d^, i. e., in this case by integrating them, the total flow due to the sources will be
given by the potential defined by the following formula

a
1 jQ)d^	 (15)

`), (x ,y) _ — 4vr	 r

in which r = -^ (x — ^) 2 + y2 , and y is the perpendicular distance from the axis of the point for
which the potential is calculated, x is the abscissa along the axis measured from the same
origin as ^. (See fig. 8.) There must be added to this potential that due to the uniform flow
with the velocity V, viz, D2 = Vx. The total potential is then ^D=(DI +(D2; and therefore the veloc-

ity parallel to the axis is u= 811) = V+ 
a^-' and the sidewise (radial) velocity is v=ax	 8x	 ay ay

In order to calculate the streamlines one could perform an integration of the direction
given by u and v. These lines are obtained more conveniently, in this case also, by means of
the stream function. (See sec. 10.) In the case of flow symmetrical with reference to the axis,
such as is here discussed, one can take as stream function the quantity of fluid flowing inside
the circle drawn through the point x, y in a plane perpendicular to the axis and having its center

172
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on the axis. The amount of fluid delivered by the sources which lie up the stream is purposely
deducted from this. It is not difficult to see that all points of the X—Y plane, through whose
parallel circles the same amount of fluid flows per second—after deduction of the sources—
must lie on one and the same streamline, for evidently there is no flow, either in or out, through .
the surface formed by the streamlines drawn through the points of any one parallel circle
(since the flow is along the surface); therefore the quantity of fluid flowing within this surface is
constant, so far as it is not increased by the sources. From the meaning of the stream function,
to determine which the velocity must be integrated over a surface, it follows that the stream
function of a flow due to two or more causes is at every point the sum of the stream #unctions
of the several partial flows. For a continuous distribution of sources therefore the stream
function >p is. obtained by an integration exactly as was the potential. According to our
premise the surface of the body is designated simply by the value ty =o. The formulas are
obtained as follows:

The flow from a simple source through a circle passing through a point lying to the right of
the source is, writing r = „/x2 + y2,

V = f u.2Frydy = f 'Q , 2nydy = Qx "'dy = Q (, — x--
 l

From this, in accordance with what has been said, the quantity Q must be subtracted, so that

For points lying to the left of the source we obtain from the integral

—Q(1 + r/

which coincides with formula (16); this holds, then, everywhere.
For the assumed continuous distribution of sources we obtain

^r = -2 f f() ( l + x r > d^	 (17)

in which r= V (x— t) 2 +y2. To this stream function of the sources must now be added that due
to the parall-1 flows
	

p,= V7ry2	 (18)

Putting the total stream function *, +1, = 1F equal to zero, gives the equation of the surface
of the body around which the flow takes place. Putting 'Fi +*2 = C gives any other streamline.
It is evident that, with the same distribution of sources, a whole group
of body surfaces can be obtained, depending upon the choice of the ratio
of the intensity of the sources to the strength of the parallel flow.

The determination is best made practically by graphical methods, for
'Instance, by laying off the curves x=const. in a system of coordinates
consisting of y and Y, which can be obtained at once from a calculation I
by tables for the stream function*,. If we intersect these curves by
parabolas corresponding to the equation — xF= V7ry2 —C' we obtain at	 y
once a contour (for C= o), or some external or internal streamline (for i-
C>o or C< o). The parabola maybe drawn upon transparent paper, and FIG. s.—The curses are for
then by displacing the parabola along the * axis we can at once obtain different values of x=

from figure 9 the values of y corresponding to any x.	 aonst.

In this manner a former colleague of mine, who unfortunately fell immediately at the
beginning of the war, Dr. G. Fuhrmann, calculated the shapes of bodies corresponding to a
series of source distributions, and on the one hand he determined the distribution of pressure
over the surface of these bodies by means of the Bernouilli equation (see sec. 4)

P = po +2{ V2 — (u2 +v2)} f 	 (19)

I The velocities u and v may be obtained from the potential, but also from the stream function ^P; ^br u=2 a-" pnd v=-21 azYY

13
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and on the other he constructed models according to these drawings and measured the pressure
distribution over them when placed in a wind tunnel. The agreement was altogether surpris-
ingly good, and this success gave us the stimulus to seek further relations between theoretical
hydronamics and practical aeronautics. The work of Fuhrmann was published in Jahr-b.
der Motorluftschiff-Studien Gesellsch., Volume V, 1917-12 (Springer, Berlin), and contains
a large number of illustrations. Four of the models investigated are shown here. The upper
halves of figures 10 to 13 show the streamlines for a reference system at rest with reference to
the undisturbed air, the lower halves the streamlines for a reference system attached to the
body. The distribution of the source intensities is indicated on the axis. The pressure dis-
tributions are shown in figures 14 to 17. The calculated pressure distributions are indicated
by the lines which are drawn full, the individual observed pressures by tiny circles 2

It is seen that the agreement is very complete; at the rear end, however, there appears a
characteristic deviation in all cases, since the theoretical pressure distribution reaches the full
dynamical pressure at the point where the flow reunites again, while actually this rise in pres-
sure, owing to the influence of the layer of air retarded by friction, remains close to the surface.

As is well known there is no resistance for the theoretical flow in a nonviscous fluid. The
actual drag consists of two parts, one resulting from all the normal forces. (pressures) acting
on the surface of the body, the other from all the tangential forces (friction). The pressure
resistance, which in this case can be obtained by integration of the pressure distribution over
the surface of the body, arises in the main from the deviation mentioned at the rear end, and
is, as is known, very small. Fuhrmann's calculations gave for these resistances a coefficient,
with reference to the volume of the body, as shown in the following table: 3

Model ...............................	 .................... I II III IV

kl .......................................................	 = 0.0170 0.0123 0.0131 0.0145

This coefficient is obtained from the following formula:
Drag w, = k, U2/3 q

where U designates the volume and q the dynamical pressure.
The total resistance (drag) was obtained for the four models by means of the balance;

the difference between the two quantities then furnishes the frictional resistance. The total
drag coefficients were:3

--- — .----------
Model .......................................................

k ........................................................

I	 II III IV

0.0340	 0.0220 0.0246 0.0248

With greater values of VL than were then available for us, the resistance coefficients
become nearly 30 per cent smaller. For purposes of comparison with other cases it may be
mentioned that the "maximum section" was about 245 of U 2/3 . The surface was about seven
times U2 /3 ; from which can be deduced that the total resistance of the good models was not
greater than the friction of a plane surface having the same area. The theoretical theorem
that in the ideal fluid the resistance is zero receives in this a brilliant confirmation by experiment.

B. THEORY OF LIFT.

13. The phenomena which give rise to the lift of an aerofoil may be studied in the simplest
manner in the case of uniplanar motion. (See sec. 10.) Such a uniplanar flow would be ex-
pected obviously in the case that the wing was unlimited at the sides, therefore was "infinitely

T In the wind tunnel there was a small pressure drop in the direction of its length. In order to eliminate the effect of this, the pressures toward
th a fore had to be diminished somewhat and those aft somewhat increased.

8 After deduction of the horizontal buoyancy.
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FIG. 10.	 FIG. 11.

FIG. 12.	 FIG. 13.

Four airship models as derived by Fuhrmann by combination of sources and uniform flow. Distribution of sources indicated on axis. Upper half:
Streamlines relative to undisturbed air. Lower half: Streamlines relative to airship.

FIG. 14.	 FIG. 15.

FIG. M.	 FIG. 17.

Pressure distribution over airships of figures 10 to 13. Full lines represent calculated values; small circles, points as found by observation in a
wind-tunnel.
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long," and throughout exhibited the same profile and the same angle of attack. In this case all
the sections will be alike in all respects and each one can be considered as a plane of symmetry.
The infinitely long wing plays an important part therefore in the considerations of the theoretical
student. It is not possible to realize it in free air, and marked deviations from the infinitely
long wing are shown even with very long wings, e. g., those having an aspect ratio of 1: 10. In
laboratories, however, the infinitely long wing, or uniplanar flow, may be secured with good
approximation, if 'a wing having a constant profile is placed between plane walls in a wind
tunnel, the walls running the full height of the air stream. In this case the wing must extend
close to the walls; there must be no gap through which a sensible amount of air can flow. We will

now discuss such experiments, and first we shall state the funda-
mental theory of uniplanar flow.I	 ^ -^	 Since, as explained in section 4, in a previously undisturbed
fluid flow, the sum of the static and dynamic pressures is con-

stant: p + 2 V2 = const., in order to produce lift, for which the

/ pressure below the surface must be increased and that above
diminished, such arrangements must be made as will diminish
the velocity below the wing and increase it above. The other
method of producing such pressure differences, namely, by

Fip. 13. Deduction of the Itutta formula, causing a vortex region above the surface placed h,c:e a kite
uniplanar flow aro,ind infinite wing. oblique to the wind, by which a suction is produced, does not

come under discussion in practical aeronautics owing to the great resistance it sets up. Lanchester
has already called attention to the fact that this lifting current around the wing arises if there is
superimposed upon a simple potential flow a circulating flow which on the pressure side runs
against the main current and on the suction side with it. Kutta (1902) and Joukowski (1906)
proved, independently of each other, the theorem that the lift for the length l of the wing is

A = pr Vl	 (20)

in which r is the circulation of the superimposed flow. It may be concluded from this formula
that in a steady fluid flow lift is not possible unless there is motion giving rise to a circulation.
In uniplanar flow in an ideal fluid this lift does not entail
any drag.

The proof of the Kutta-Joukowski formula is generally
deduced by applying the momentum theorem to a circular
cylinder of large radius whose • axis is the medial line of the
wing. The circulatory motion, which could be obtained
numerically close to the wing only by elaborate mathematical
processes, is reduced at a great distance from the wing to a
motion which agrees exactly with the flew around a rectilinear
vortex filament (see sec. 8), in which, therefore, the single Im. it;. Uniplanar uniform flow around cir=

particles describe concentric circles. The velocity around a 	 cnlarcylinder.

circle of radius R is, then, v =2rR• For an element of surface 1. Rde (see fig. 18) the normal

component of the velocity is V cos B, the mass flowing through per second dm=p1RV cos ode.
If we wish to apply the momentum theorem for the vertical components, i. e., those perpen-
dicular to the direction of V, then this component of the velocity through the element of surface
must be taken. This, obviously, is v cos B, taken positive if directed downward; the total
impulse, then, is

J = f v cos edm = p1R Vv f " coO ode

The integral equals 7r, and therefore introducing the value 6f v

J=2 pM.
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Since the resulting impulse is directed downward (the upward velocity in front of the wing is
changed into a downward one behind the wing), this means that the reaction of the fluid against
the wing is a lift of the wing upward. The amount of the impulse furnishes, as is seen by re-
ferring to formula (20), only half the lift. The other half comes from the pressure differences
on the control surfaces. Since, for a sufficiently large R, v can always Ile considered small com-
pared with V, neglecting 2 v2, the pressure p is given, according to the ernouilli equation, by

p=po +2V2- M V+v sin 02 +vz cost B
J

2 po — pV sin 0.

A component of this, obtained by multiplying by sin 0, acts vertically on the surface element
MO. The resulting force D is, then,

D = plR VvJ 
o^ 

sin2 OR

This integral also equals 7r, so that here also
D=2 pVrl

-its direction is vertically up. The total lift, then, is
A=J+D=pVI,.

14. For the more accurate analysis of the flow around wings the complex functions (see
sec. 10) have been applied with great success, following the procedure of Kutta. Very different

Fie. 20.—Uniplanar flow around circular
cylinder considered as a columnar vortex
of strength r.

Fi,. 21.—Superposition of two preceding
flows.

methods have been used. Here we shall calculate only one specially simple case, in which the
flow will be deduced first around a circular cylinder and then calculated for' a wing profile by a
transformation of the circular cylinder and its flow, using complex functions.

The flow around a circular cylinder has long been known. If the coordinates in the plane
of the circle are p and q, and if we write p+iq=t, the potential and stream functions for the
ordinary symmetrical flow around the circular cylinder are given by the very simple formula

2
	^ 1 +i^r = V t+ t 5	 (21)

It is easily seen by passing to polar coordinates that, for r = a, V1 r = o, and that therefore the
circle of radius a is a streamline. Further, for the p axis, ¢, = o, i. e., this is also a streamline.
The whole flow is that shown in figure 19. To this flow must be added the circulation flow
expressed by the formula

	

(Dr + iqf2 = 2a log t 6	 (22)

which, as shown in figure 20, is simply a flow in concentric circles with the velocity 2rr. The

combination of the two flows, i. e., the flow for the sum of the expressions in equations (21)
and (22), is shown in figure 21. It is seen that the rest point is moved down an amount de.
By, a suitable choice of the circulation this can be brought to any desired point.

a t+al = (r+¢r) cos B+i (r— 
r2/ 

sin 3	 e i log t=-6+i log r.

20167-23-12
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We must now discuss the transformation of this flow to a wing profile. For this purpose
manifold means are possible. The simplest is furnished by a transformation according to the
equation z

z=x+iy=t+ t
By this the circle of diameter AB = 2b in the t plane (as we shall for brevity's sake call the p, q
plane) is transformed into a straight line A' B' of the length 4b along the X axis, and concen-

FIG. 22.	 FIG. 23.

Conformal transformation of z plane into t plane by z=t+

trio circles around the former become ellipses, the radii become hyperbolas. All the ellipses
and hyperbolas have their foci at the ends of the straight line, this forming a confocal system.
Figures 22 and 23 illustrate the transformation. It may be mentioned, in addition, that the
interior of the circle in figure-22 corresponds to a continuation of the meshwork in figure 23
through the slit A' B', whose form agrees with the meshwork as drawn. Any circle through

the points AB is thereby transformed into an are of
_	 a circle passed over twice, having an angle subtended

_ at the center equal to 40.
Many different results may now be obtained by

means of this mapping, according to the position
which the circle, around which the flow takes place

—` according to equations (21) and (22), bears to the di-
ameter AB of the circle of figure 22. If the diameter
AB is made to coincide with any oblique diameter of
the circular section of the cylinder, we obtain a flow

FIG. 29.—Illustrations of Joukowski sections.
around an oblique plate whose angle of attack coin-
tides with the inclination of the line AB. If the di-

ameter AB is selected somewhat smaller, so that both points lie inside the circle symmetrically
on the diameter, the flow around ellipses is obtained. If, however, the diameter AB coincides
with a chord of the circle around which the original flow was, which, for example, may lie below
the center,. the flow around a curved plate forming an are of a circle is obtained. By selection
of various points in the interior of the original circle forms of diverse shapes are obtained. The
recognition of the fact that among these forms very beautiful winglike profiles may be found we

18
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owe to Joukowski. These are obtained if the point B is selected on the boundary of the original
circle and the point A inside, and somewhat below the diameter through the point B. Figure
24 gives illustrations of such Joukowski profiles.

In order that the flow may be like the actual one, in the cases mentioned the circulation
must always be so chosen that the rear rest
point coincides with the ,point B, or, re-
spectively, with the point on the original
circle which lies nearest this point. In
this case there will be, after mapping on
the z plane, a smooth flow away from the
trailing edge, as is observed in practice. It
is therefore seen that the circulation must
be taken greater according as the angle of
attack is greater, which agrees with the ob-
servation that the lif t increases with increas-
ing angle of attack.

The transformation of the flows shown	
FIG. 25.—Transformation of simple potential flow, figure 19.

in figures 19 to 21 into wing profiles gives
illustrations of streamlines as shown in figures 25 to 27—figure 25, simple potential flow;
figure 26, circulation flow; figure 27, the actual flow around a wing obtained by superposition
of the two previous flows.

We are, accordingly, by the help of such constructions, in the position of being able to
calculate the velocity at every point in the
neighborhood of the wing profile, and with it
the pressure. In particular, the distribution
of pressure over the wing itself may be cal-
culated.

My assistant, Dr. A. Betz, in the year
1914 worked out the pressure distribution for
a Joukowski wing profile, for a series of angles
of attack, and then in a wind tunnel meas-
ured the pressure distribution on a hollow
model of such a wing made of sheet metal,
side walls of the height of the tunnel being

FR:. 26:.-Transformation o circulatory now, figure 20. 	 introduced so as to secure uniplanar flow
The results of the measurements agreed in a very satisfactory manner with the calculations,
only—as could be well explained as due to friction—the actual circulation was always slightly
less than that calculated for the same angle of attack. If the pressure distributions would
be compared, not for the same angles of
attack, but for the same amouht of circu-
lation, the agreement would be noticeably
better. The pressure distributions `are
shown in figures 28 to 30 in which again
the full curves correspond to the measure-
ments and the dashes to the calculated
pressures. Lift and drag for the wing
were also obtained by the wind-tunnel bal-
ance. In order to do this, the middle part
of the wing was isolated from the side parts,
which were fastened to the walls of the tun-
nel by carefully designed labyrinths, so that

F16.2;.–Transformation of superposition of the two flows, figure 21.
within a small range it could move without 
friction. The result of the experiment is shown in figure 31.. The theoretical drag is zero, that
obtained by measurement is very small for that region where the wing is "good," but sensibly
larger for too large and too small angles of attack. The lift is correspondingly in agreement
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with the theoretical value in the good region, only everywhere somewhat less. The deviations
of drag as well as of lift are to be explained by the influence of the viscosity of the fluid. The
agreement on the whole is as good as can be expected from a theory which neglects completely
the viscosity.

For the connection between the angle of incidence a and the circulation which results from
the condition discussed above calculations give the following result for the lift:

(1) The Kutta theory gives for the thin planez	 a= ^°	 plate the formula
PV2
2	 A=bt.IrpV2 sin a	 (23)

The lift coefficient Ca is defined by the equation

Ca= where q=2 pV2

	

`----^^	 and therefore

	

FIG. 2s.	 Ca = 2r sin a	 (24)

T—L^^ 1 cx=3°	 (2) For the circularly curved plates having an

2_	 _ _ _ _	 angle of are 40 subtended at the center (see figure 23)
we have, according to Kutta, if a is the angle of
attack of the chord,

/	 sin (a + a)
Ca 
_

— 2 'r cos a	 (25)

which, for small curvatures, becomes 2r sin (a +a);
this can be expressed by saying that the lift of the
circularly curved plate is the same as that of a plane
which touches the former at a point three-fourths of
the distance around the arc from its leading edge.

For the Joukowski profiles and for others the
formulas are less simple. v. Mises showed in 1917
that the increase of Ca with the angle of attack, i. e.,

d«a' is greater for all other profiles than for the flat

plate, and is the greater the thicker the profile. But
the differences are not marked for the profiles occur-
ring in practice.

The movement of the center of pressure has
also been investigated theoretically. With' the
plane plate, in the region of small angles, it 'always
lies at one-fourth of the width of the plate; with
circularly curved thin plates its position for small
angles is given by the following law:

t	 tan a	
(26)

x°	 4 tan a+tan a
Pressure distribution over a Joukowski wing, different angles of

attack. Full lines give results of wind-tunnel tests; dashed in which t is the chord of the.plate, and x° is the dis-
lines, calculated values. 	 tance measured from the center of the plate. The

fact that the movement of the center of pressure in the case of "good" angles of attack of the
profiles agrees with theory is .proved by the agreement of the actual pressure distribution with
that calculated. In the case of thin plates a less satisfactory agreement as respects pressure
distribution is to be expected because with them in practice there is a formation of vortices at
the sharp leading edges, while theory must assume a smooth flow at this edge.

15. That a circulatory motion is essential for the production of lift of an aerofoil is defi-
nitely established. The question then is how to reconcile this fact with the proposition that
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the circulation around a fluid line in a nonviscous fluid remains constant. If, before the motion
begins, we draw a closed line around the wing, then, so long as everything is at rest, the circula-
tion certainly is zero. Even when the motion begins, it can not change for this line. The ex-
planation of why, in spite of this, the wing gains circulation is this: At the first moment of the
motion there is still no circulation present, the motion takes place approximately according to
figure 25, there is a flow at high velocity around the
trailing edge. (See sec. 10.) This motion cannot, how-
ever, continue; there is instantly formed at the trailing
edge a vortex of increasing intensity, which, in accord-
ance with the Helmholtz theorem that the vortex is
always made up of the same fluid particles, remains with
the fluid as it passes on. (See fig. 32.) The circulation
around the wing and vortex, taken together, remains
equal to zero; there remains then around the wing a cir-
culation equal and opposite to that of the vortex which
has gone off with the current. Therefore vortices will
be given off until the circulation around the wing is of
such a strength as to make the fluid flow off smoothly
from the trailing edge. If by some alteration of the
angle of attack the condition for smooth flow is'dis-
turbed, vortices are again given off until the circulation
reaches its new value. These phenomena are com-
pleted in a comparatively short distance, so the full lift
is developed very quickly.

In the pictures of flow around a wing, e. g., figure 27,
one sees that the air in front of the wing flows upward
against the reaction of the lift. The consideration of
momentum has shown that half of the impulse is due to
the oncoming ascending current. This fact needs some
f hurt er explanation. The best answer is that given by
Lanchester,' who shows that for the production of lift r"-.a1.—Values of lift and drag coe[l!cientsofaJankowski

the air mass at any time below the wing must be given 	
wing as obtained in wind-tunnel tests fend by theory.

an acceleration downward. The question he asks is: What kind of a motion arises if for a short
time the air below the wing is accelerated downward, then the wing is moved forward a bit
without pressure, then the air is again accelerated, and so on? The space distribution of the
accelerations is known for the case of a plane plate, infinitely extended at the sides, accelerated

---	 _	 from rest;. the pattern of the accelera-
tion direction is given in figure 33. It

	

^V	 ^^ is seen that above and below the plate
the acceleration is downward, in front

A of and behind the plate it is upwardII	
r	 !^ opposite to the acceleration of the

plate, since the air is escaping from
the plate. Lanchester asks now about
the velocities which arise from the

PIG. 32.—Production of circulation around a wing due to vortices leaving trailing original uniform velocity relative to

edge. the plate owing to the fact that the
plate, while it gives rise to the accelerations as shown in figure 33, gradually comes nearer the
air particle considered, passes by it, and finally again moves forward away from it. The pic-
ture of the velocities and streamlines which Lanchester obtained in this way and reproduced
in his book was, independently of him, calculated exactly by Kutta. It is reproduced in figure
34. It is seen that as the result of the upward accelerations of-the flow away from the wing

] Aerodynamics I, § 110-118.
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there is an upward velocity in front of the plate, a uniform downward acceleration at the plate
itself due to which the upward velocity is changed into a downward one; and finally behind the
plate a gradual decrease of the downward velocity on account of the acceleration upward.

C. THE FINITE WING.

16. It has been known for a long time that the aspect ratio of an aerofoil had a great effect
on its properties. One could therefore have expected that, on account of the vanishing of
pressure at the side edges, the intensity of the lift must decrease toward the edge, so that its

average value for the same angle of attack must be smaller for small values
of the aspect ratio than for large ones. But the observed influence of aspect

t	 ? ratios is sensibly greater than could be explained in this way. We must
d ti	 therefore investigate whether an explanation of this phenomenon can be found,

Fxa. 33.—Acceleration if we apply to the finite aerofoil in some proper manner the results which are
diagram around an known to hold for uni lanar flow.infinitely long flat	 l^
Plate accelerated at	 It is easily seen that vortices in the free fluid must here be taken into
right, angle to its snr-
face.	

account. For it is certain that circulation- is present around the middle of
the wing, because no lift is possible without circulation. If a closed line

drawn around the middle of the wing, around which, therefore, there is circulation, is displaced
sideways over the end of a wing, it will certainly no longer show circulation here when it is
beyond the wing. From. the theorem that the circulation along a closed line only changes
if it cuts vortex filaments, and that the amount of the change of the circulation equals the,
sum of the strengths of the vortex filaments cut (see sec. 8), we must conclude that from each
half of a wing vortex filaments whose strengths add up to r must proceed, which are concen-
trated mainly near the ends of the wing. According to the Helm-
holtz theorem we know further that every vortex produced in the
fluid continues to move with the same fluid particles. We may
look upon the velocities produced by the wing as small compared
with the flight velocity V, so that as an approximation we may
assume that the vortices move away from the wing . backwards
with the rectilinear velocity V. (If it is wished, we can also im-
prove the considerations based upon such an assumption if the Fxc, 34.—Streamlines	 on infinitely

long curved plat e.
motion of the vortices of themselves relative to the air is taken into
account. This will, however, be seen to be unnecessary for practical applications of the theory.)

In order now to obtain the simplest possible scheme, we shall assume that the lift is uni-
formly distributed over the wing; then the total circulation will arise only at the ends, and
continue rearwards as free vortices. The velocity field of an infinitely long wing, as we saw,

was the same at great distances as that of a rectilinear vortex
filament instead of the wing. We shall assume that the corre-
sponding statement holds for the finite wing. We thus obtain,
for the velocity field around a finite wing, a picture which is
somewhat crude, it is true, if we take for it the velocity distri-
bution due to a vortex filament of corresponding shape.

It may be mentioned here that, on account of there being
the same laws for the velocity field of a vortex filament and the
magnetic field of an electric current (see sec. 8), the velocity

vortices replacing the N% ing.
	

g cinvestigated	 Y
I'xc. 35.—^ finite wing, considered due to near a finite win	 an also be iti ated	 ical) b cal-g	 numer

culating the direction and intensity of the magnetic field pro-
duced near an electrical conductor shaped as shown in figure 35 due to an electrical current
flowing in it.

The principles for the calculation of this.velocity field have been stated in section 8; the
total velocity is made up out of three partial velocities which are caused by the three rectilinear
vortex portions. As is seen without difficulty, for the region between the vortices the flow is
downward, outside it is upward.
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17. This approximation theorem is specially convenient if the conditions at great distances
from the wing are treated. With its help we can explain how the weight of an airplane is
transferred to the ground. In order to make the flow satisfy the condition that at the ground
components of velocity normal to it are impossible, we apply a concept taken from other
branches of physics and superimpose the condition of an image of the airplane, taking the earth
as the mirror. On account of symmetry; then, all velocity components normal to the earth's
surface will vanish. If we use as our system of coordinates one attached to the airplane, we
have then the case of stationary motion. If we take the X axis in the direction of the span
of the wing, the Y axis horizontal in the direction of flight and the Z axis vertically down,
and if u, v, w are the components of the additional velocity due to the vortices, then calling
po the undisturbed pressure and p' the pres-
sure difference from po, and neglecting the
weight of the air, Bernouilli's equation gives us

2 [u2 +(v—V) 2 +w 2] = po + . PV2pe+p'+ 

If this is expanded and if U2 , v2 , and w2 are
neglected as being small of a higher order, there
remains the simple equation

p' =P Vv	 (27)

For the determination of the pressure dis-
tribution on the ground we must now calculate
the value of v. Let us assume the vortices
run off the wing in an exactly horizontal direc-
tion (actually, their path inclines downward

	

slightly), in which case they do not contribute 	 h

to v. There remains then only the "transverse
vortex" of the length l (effective span) and
the circulation r. We will assume that the

	

span of the wing is small in comparison with	 j

the distance h of the airplane from the ground.
In that case we can treat the transverse vortex
as if it were a single vortex element. We ob- Fir. W.— Application of method of images to airplane flying near the

	tain, then—see figure 36—at a point A, with	
ground.

the coordinates x and y, a velocity perpendicular to the plane ABF, of the amount

vl—rl 
sin a

4aR2

The image of the airplane furnishes an equal amount perpendicular to the plane ABF'
If a is the angle between the plane ABF and the XY plane, then the actual velocity at the
ground, as far as it is due to the transverse vortex, will be the resultant of v, and v 2 . It is there

fore v = 2% sin (3, or, if we write sin a
B1,

sin a = R, (see fig. 36)

	

v _ 
2 7r R3	

(28)

If we take into account the fact that, according to the Kutta-Joukowski formula (20),
p r V I= A, equations (27) and (28) lead to the relation

	

A h	 (29)p ^ - 2 a R3
If this is integrated over the whole infinite ground surface, it is seen that the resultant

force due to the pressures on the ground has exactly the amount A. It is thus proved that the
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pressure distribution due to the circulation motion transfers to the ground exactly the weigh
of the airplane. The distribution of the pressure, which according to formula (29) is axially
symmetrical with reference to the foot of the vertical line drawn from the airplane, is shown in

figure 37. The pressure maximum's pf = 2 , h2 • Its amount, even for low heights of flight, is

very small, since the surface over which the pressure is distributed is very large.
18. Applications of an entirely different kind may be made of the velocity field which belongs

to the vortex of figure 35. For instance, an estimate may be made as to the magnitude of the
downward velocity component at any point of the tail surfaces, and in. this manner the influence
of the wings upon the tail surfaces may be calculated. If in accordance with the Kutta-
Joukowski formula the lift is written A=pr V1, in which, taking account of the fact that a

FIC.. 37.—Distribution of pressure on ground caused by airplane flying near it.

portion of the vortices flow off within the ends of the wing, 1, can be taken somewhat less than
the actual span b, then at a distance d, behind the wing, the velocity component downward is

f 1	 d_\ l l/2
W=2 4̂ j 1 1 + aJ+ d a ^= Z ^l +d)	 (30)

_	 2
/ z —

in which a= ^1 2) + dz.
If the flight velocity is V, this gives for the inclination of the downward sloping air-current

tan ^p= . We proved this relation in the year 1911 and found an approximate agreement
with observation.

The principle made use of above has been applied with profit to the calculation of the
influence of one wing of a biplane upon the other wing and has given a method for the calcula-
tion of the properties of a biplane from the properties of a single wing as found by experiments.
The fundamental idea, which is always applied in such calculations, is that, owing to the vortex
system of one wing, the velocity field near the wing is disturbed, and it is assumed that a wing
experiences the same lift as in an undisturbed air streim if it cuts the streamlines of the flow
disturbed by the other wing in the same manner as a monoplane wing cuts the straight stream-
lines of the undisturbed flow. As is easily seen, the wing profile must in general be slightly
turned and its curvature slightly altered, as is shown in figures 38 and 39. By the rotation of
the wing the direction of the resultant air force acting on it is turned through an equal angle.
If the magnitude of the velocity as well as its direction is also changed, this must be expressed-
by a corresponding change in the resultant air force.
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As an illustration we will treat briefly the case of a biplane without stagger. The most
important component of the disturbance velocity w is again the vertical one; in the plane of
the mean lift lines of the biplane it is affected only by the pair of vortices running off the wings,
since the transverse vortex of one wing causes only an increase (or decrease) of the velocity of

flow at the other wing. We are concerned here only with the calculation of that downward
disturbance velocity due to the vortices from the wing not under investigation, since the other
vortex system is present with the monoplane and its influence has already been taken into
account in the experiments on a monoplane.

The total velocity due to a portion of a vortex proceeding to infinity in one direction, in
the plane perpendicular to the vortex at its end, is, as may be deduced easily from the formula
in section 8, exactly half of the corresponding velocity in the neighborhood of a rectilinear
vortex filament extending to infinity in both directions. This can also be easily seen from the
fact that two vortex filaments, each extend-
ing to infinity in only one direction—but
oppositely in the two cases—form, if com-
bined, a single'filament extending to infinity
in both directions. The total velocity
caused at the point P by the vortex A,

see figure 40, is -4^r' where r= vx2 +A2 ; its
vertical component is

W,=1
, x

4 7r r
The vertical component due to the

vortex B is

_r, 1,–x
wB

_
 4^rr' • r'

where r= x/(12 – x) 2 + A2.
Therefore the vertical component due

to both vortices is
r /x 1, –x	 (31)
47r r l 	 r"

If we assume that the lift is uniformly
distributed over the effective span 127 which
again we shall take as somewhat less than
the actual span, then, since every element of
the wing must be turned through the angle

^p according to the formula 'tan gyp= V, the

FIG. 33.

direction of the air force must be turned
also, which means a negligible change in	 FIG. 39.

the lift, but an increase in the drag of this Influence of one wing of a biplane upon the other; rotation of wing profile,
alteration of its curvature.

wing which must be taken into account.
It is essential then in this calculation that we pass from a condition for a monoplane to

one in which the wing when part of a biplane has the same lift as when considered as a mono-
plane. The angle of attack for which this condition will arise can be estimated afterwards
from the average of the angles ^p.

19. The contribution of vortex A to the increase of the drag of the upper wing in figure 40
is evidently

to	

12

fc
w A2	 A2 r xdx  A2 r	 r2

W – V l2 dx = l2 4^r V e r2 l2 Orr V log r,
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The contribution of vortex B is, by symmetry, the same. In accordance with equation (20),

we can put 
r=lip

L and thus obtain for the increase of the drag of the upper wing
A.A. log r21r1	 (32)W12 1112 

2ap V2

By the symbol W12 is meant that it is the drag produced by wing 1 upon wing 2. One can
convince himself easily that the drag W21 which wing 2 produces upon wing 1 has the same
magnitude. Therefore the total increase of drag due to the fact that two monoplanes which
produce the lifts A t and AZ are combined to form a biplane, the two lifts remaining unchanged
(the angles of incidence of course being changed), is

Wt2 + W. = 2 W13 = A,A, log r2
2^r11 • lzq	 ri

in which, as always q=1 pV2.)e
2

Upon the change in the magnitude of the velocity, which in accordance with the approxi-
mation used depends only upon the disturbance velocity v in the direction of flight, only the

transverse vortex of the other wing has. an influence. For
any point this influence, according to our formula, is given by

(33)

F (x l—xl	
(34)

v 4irh —r +  r' l

	

Tr r	 in which r and r1 have the same meaning as before. The
LA'	 B	 upper wing experiences due to the lower an increase in veloc-

	

AJ	 ity, the lower one experiences due to the upper a decrease in
velocity, to which correspond, respectively, an increase or a

FIG. 40.—Velocity at a point P due to the tip decrease in lift as shown by the usual formula. If we wish to
vortices,

keep the lifts unchanged, as required in the treatment given
above, it is necessary to change . the angles of attack correspondingly.

The effective change in the curvature 9 of the wing profile will, for simplicity's sake, be

discussed here only for the medial plane of the biplane, i. e., for x= 2 • It is obtained in the
simplest manner by differentiating the angle of inclination of the air current disturbed by the
other wing, which is, remembering that tan ^p= V'

R=dy (tan a) = TVdy 	 (35)

Outside of the vertical plane, owing to the disturbing wing, three vortices contribute to
the magnitude of w. A side vortex contributes, at a point at the height h and the distance y

in front of the transverse plane, a velocity v'• perpendicular to r" of the amount 
4r 

(1—r
,/

	

and therefore its share of w is	 \	 /
r,x( y /—'( y

W, 
4^rr2 

1— r„ — 8wr2 1 r^ )

The transverse vortex contributes
rr I. y

W2= 
—47rr 

r11r`

in which the meaning of r" and r"' may be seen from figure 41. The total w is, accordingly,

w=2w1 1 w2 =47r(r -rzr ,̂ =r^^r ^^2>

9 The mutual action of two wings placed side by side can also be calculated from the considerations stated above, and results in a decrease of
the drag. This decrease is of a similar kind to that which arises in the theory of a monoplane by an increase III 	 aspect ratio.

9 By change in curvature of the wing is meant that if the flow were to be kept straight and the curvature changed, the forces on the wing would
be changed exactly as they are on the actual wing owing to the change in the flow.—Tr.
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The differential of this with reference to y, for the value of y=o, is, since then r"=r and
r"'=h

C(
dw)	 Pl, 1 + 1
dyo 	 4rr(rz hz^

the curvature sought is, then, according to equation (35),

1 r 
Xp

1 + 1
R =:1r__V 	 hi

Calculations of the preceding nature were made in 1912 by my assistant, A. Betz, so as
to compare experiments with monoplanes and biplanes and to study the influence of different
angles of attack and different degrees of stagger of the two wings of a biplane upon each other.
The influence upon the drag was not known to us at that time, and the calculation was carried
out so as to obtain the changes in the lift due to w, to v and to the curvature of the streamlines.
In this connection the change of the lift of a monoplane when flying near the earth's surface
was also deduced, by calculating the influence of the "mirrored wing" exactly as was that of
the other wing of a biplane. All that was necessary was to change some algebraic signs,
because the mirrored will had negative, lift. The theory of these
calculations was given by Betz in the Z. F. M., 1914, page 253.

The results of the theory of Betz, from a more modern
standpoint, such as adopted here, were given in the Tech-
nische Berichte, volume 1, page 103 et seq. There one can
find the discussion requisite for the treatment of the most 

A
general case of a biplane having different spans of the two
wings and with any stagger. In the case of great stagger r . ,G. 4L—Curvature of wing-profile atit appears, for example, that the forward wing is in an ascend- 	 its middle point due to velocities
ing air current caused by the rear wing; the latter is in an	 caused by transverse and tip vortices.

intensified descending current due to the forward wing and the vortices flowing off from it.
Corresponding to this, if the angle of attack is unchanged, the lift of the forward wing is

increased, and that of the rear one weakened; at the same time the ratio Ltge xperiences a

decrease for the forward wing and a marked increase for the rear one.
For a wing in the neighborhood of the ground, owing to the influence of v there is a decrease

of lift, and conversely there is an increase of lift due to the influence of w, provided the angle

of attack is kept constant, but as the result an evident decrease in the ratio —Lift-. Owing to

this last it is seen why in the early days of aeronautics many machines could fly only near the
ground and could not rise far from it. Their low-powered engines were strong enough to over-
come the diminished drag near the ground but not that in free air.

D. THEORY OF THE MONOPLANE.

20. If we extend the principles, which up to this point have been applied to the influence
of one wing upon another, to the effect upon a single wing of its own vortices, it can be said in
advance that one would expect to find in that case effects similar to those shown in the influence
of one wing of a biplane upon the other, i. e., the existence of lift presupposes a descending
flow in the neighborhood of the wing, owing to which the angle of attack is made greater and
the drag is increased, both the more so the closer to the middle the vortices flowing off at
the ends are, i. e., the smaller the aspect ratio is. One might propose to apply the theory pre-
viously given for biplanes by making in the formulas of this theory the gap equal to zero. Apart
from the fact that the formulas developed do not hold for the immediate, neighborhood of the
vortex-producing wing, but must be replaced by more accurate ones, this certainly is not the
proper path to follow, for, in the earlier treatment, we have taken the undisturbed monoplane
as the object with which other cases are to be compared and have asked what drag, what change
in angle of attack, etc., are caused by adding a second wing to this monoplane. . To proceed

(36)
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according to the same method, we must seek for the theory of monoplanes another suitable
object of comparison. As such, the infinitely long wing will serve. Where the discussion
previously was about change of angle of attack, increase of drag, etc., we intend now to refer
these to the infinitely long wing as a starting point. Since in the theoretical nonviscous flow
the infinitely long wing experiences no drag, the total drag of such a wing in such a fluid must
be due to vortices amenable to our calculations, as the following treatment will show. In a
viscous fluid drag will arise for both wings; infinitely long or not, which for those angles of
attack for which the profile is said to be "good" is, according to the results of experiment, of the
order of magnitude of the frictional resistance of a plane surface.

The carrying out of this problem is accompanied with greater difficulties than the calcula-
tion for a biplane as given. In order to obtain the necessary assistance for the solution of the
problem, we shall first be obliged to improve the accuracy of our picture of the vortex system.

The density of the lift (lift per unit length) is not constant over the whole span, but in
general falls off gradually from a maximum at the middle nearly to zero at the ends. In ac-
cordance with what has been proved, there• corresponds to this a circulation decreasing from
within outward. Therefore, according to the theorem that by the displacement of the closed
curve the circulation r can change only if a corresponding quantity of vortex filaments are cut,
we must assume that vortex filaments proceed off from the trailing edge wherever r changes.

For a portion of this edge of length dx the vortex strength is therefore to be written x- dx, and

hence per unit length of the

x edge is dx • These vortex fila-

means flowing off, closely side
by side, form, taken as a whole,
a surface-like figure, which we
shall call a "vortex ribbon."

For an understanding of

Fir. 42.—Change in shape of vortex ribbons at great distances behind the wing. 	
this vortex ribbon we can also
approach the subject from an

entirely different side. Let us consider the flow in the immediate neighborhood of the surface of
the wing. Since the excess in pressure below the wing and the depression above it must vanish
as one goes beyond .the side edges of the wing in any manner, there must be a fall in pressure near
these edges, which is directed outward on the lower side of the wing and inward on the upper.
The oncoming flow, under the action of this pressure drop, while it passes along the wing, will
receive on the lower side an additional component outward, on the upper side, one inward,
which does not vanish later. If we assume that at the trailing edge the flow is completely
closed again, as is the case in nonviscous flow, we will therefore have a difference in direction
between the upper and lower flow; the upper one has a relative velocity inward with reference
to the lower one, and this is perpendicular to the mean velocity, since on account of the Ber-
nouilli equation in the absence of a pressure difference between the two layers the numerical
values of their velocities must be the same. This relative velocity of the two flows is exactly
the result of the surface distribution of vortices mentioned above (as the vortex theory proves,
a surface distribution of vortices always means a discontinuity of velocity between the regions
lying on the two sides of the surface). The relative velocity is the greater, the greater the side-
wise pressure drop, i. e., the greater the sidewise change in lift. The picture thus obtained
agrees in all respects with the former one.

21. The strengths of our vortex ribbon remain unchanged during the whole flight, yet,
the separate parts of the ribbon influence each other; and there takes place, somewhat as is
shown in figure 42, a gradual rolling up of the ribbon, as a closer examination proves. An
exact theoretical investigation of this phenomenon is not possible at this time; it can only be
said that the two halves of the vortex ribbon become concentrated more and more, and that
finally at great distances from the . wing there remain a pair of vortices with rather weak cores.
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For the practical problem, which chiefly concerns us, namely, to study the reaction of the
vortices upon the wing, it is not necessary to know these changes going on at a great distance,
for the parts of the vortex system nearest the wing will exercise the greatest influence. We
shall therefore not consider the gradual transformation of the vortex ribbon, and, in order to
make the matter quite simple, we shall make the calculation as if all the vortex filaments were
running off behind in straight lines opposite to the direction of flight. It will be seen that,
with this assumption, the calculations may be carried out and that they furnish a theory of
the monoplane which is very useful and capable of giving assistance in various ways.

If we wish to establish the method referred to with greater mathematical rigor, we can
proceed as follows: Since the complete problem is to be developed taking into account all cir-
cumstances, we shall limit ourselves to the case of a very small lift and shall systematically
carry through all calculations in such a manner that Only the lowest power of the lift is retained,
all higher powers being neglected. The motion of the vortex ribbon itself is proportional to
the total circulation, therefore also proportional to the lift; it is therefore small if the lift is
small. If the velocities caused by the vortex ribbon are calculated, first for the ribbon in its
actual form, then for the ribbon simplified in the manner mentioned, the difference for the two
distributions will be small compared with the values of the velocity, therefore small of the
second order, i. e., small as the square of the circulation. We shall therefore neglect the differ-
ence. Considerations of this kind are capable of deciding in every case what actions should be
taken into account and what ones may be neglected. * By our simplifications we have therefore.
made the problem linear, as a mathematician says, and by this fact we have made its solution
possible. It must be considered a specially fortunate circumstance that, even with the greatest
values of the lift that actually occur with the usual aspect ratios, the independent motion of the
vortex ribbon is still fairly small, so that, in the sense of this theory, all lifts which are met in
practice may still be regarded as small. For surfaces having large chords, as, for instance, a
square, this no longer holds. In this case there are, in addition, other reasons which prove
that our theory is no longer sufficiently accurate. This will be shown in the next paragraph.

It has already been mentioned that the infinitely long wing will serve as an object of com-
parison for the theory of the monoplane. We shall formulate this now more exactly by saying:
Every separate section of the wing of length dx shall bear the same relation to the modified flow
due to the vortex system as does a corresponding element of an infinitely long wing to the recti-
linear flow. The additional velocities caused by the vortex system vary from place to place
and also vary in the direction of the chord of the wing, so that again we have to do with an
influence of curvature. This influence is in practice not very great and will for the sake of
simplicity be neglected. This is specially allowable with wings whose chords are small in
comparison with their spans, i. e., with those of large aspect ratio. If one wishes to express
with mathematical exactness this simplifying assumption, it can be said that the theory of an
actual wing of finite chord is not developed, but rather that of a "lifting line." It is clear
that a wing of aspect ratio 1: 6°may be approximated by a lifting line, specially if one considers
that actually the lift is concentrated for the greatest part in a region nearer the leading edge.
It is easily seen, however, that a surface in the form of a square can be approximated only
poorly by a lifting line.

If we assume a straight lifting line, which lies in a plane perpendicular to the direction
of flight, the flow due to the vortices, which according to the Biot-Sarvart law, is caused by its
own elements, will not produce any velocities at the lifting line itself except the circulation
flow around it, which would also be present for an infinitely long lifting line having the same
circulation as at the point observed. All disturbance velocities at a point of the lifting line,
which are to be looked upon as deviations from the infinitely long lifting line, are due therefore
to the vortices which run off and hence can be calculated easily by an integration.

A qualitative consideration of the distribution to be expected for the disturbance velocities
along our lifting line shows at once that—just as was the case for a biplane-the chief thing is the
production of a descending current of air by the vortices. If we wish to retain the lift of the
same intensity as with the infinite wing, the angle of attack must be increased, since the descend-
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ing air stream added to the wind due to flight causes a velocity obliquely downward. In addi-
tion, the air force, as before, must be turned through the same angle, so that a drag results.
The rotation will be the greater, the greater the lift and the closer to the middle of the wing

the main production of vortices is. The
drag must therefore increase both with
increasing lift and with decreasing span.

A	 A picture of what occurs with a

wing of finite but small chord is given in
I--figure 43. There the change is shown

Y__ of the vertical velocity component along
a 'straight line parallel to the direction
of flight through the middle of the
wing; in the upper part of the diagram,
for the infinitely long wing, in the lower
part, for the finite wing. We see from

A '.	 Curve I the rising flow in front of the

L7_	 wing, its transformation into a descend-
_1	 Y	 ing one at the wing itself and the gradual

--°------- w! 2r damping of the descending component
due to the upward pressure drop behind
the wing. (See sec. 15.) The corre-

III= r*17
sponding curve for the finite wing is
Curve III. It is derived from I by
adding to the latter the descending ve-
locity II. We recognize the rotation of

FIG. 43.—Wing having finite, but small, chord. Distribution of vertical velocity the profile as well as that of the lifting
component along a line parallel to direction of flight.

I. Infinitely long wing. 	 force, whichwas originally perpendicular,
IT. The downward velocity produced by vortices flowing off. 	 w

In. Finite wing, sum of I and 11.	 through the angle p where tan ^p = -V and

w is the velocity downward at the location of the center of pressure (i. e., at the lifting line).
If we follow the method of Lanchester, as described in section 15, the downward velocity w can
also be looked upon as a diminution of the ascending flow at the leading edge of the wind due
to the absence of the sidewise prolongation of the wing, i. e., to the deviation from an infinitely
long wing which was the basis of the treatment in section 15. Dis-
cussions very similar to this are given in Lanchester, Volume I,
section 117.

It may be seen from the -figure that at great distances behind
the wing the descending velocity is 2w, which agrees with the relation
already mentioned that the velocities due to a straight vortex fila-
ment extending to infinity in both directions are twice those due to
a filament extending to infinity in one direction only, for points in the
plane perpendicular to this vortex passing through its end point.

22. The mathematical processes involved in carrying out the
theory outlined above become the most simplified if one considers as
known the law, according to which the lift is distributed over the wing. FIG. 

4 — olocit g Wing 
point

point xeWe shall call this the "first problem. " The calculation is made as
follows: The distribution of lift is the circulation expressed as a function of the abscissa x. The

strength of the vortex filament leaving an infinitely small section dx is then dx • dx. This

produces at a point x', according to what has been already explained, a vertical velocity
downward or upward of the amount

1	 d1'd_x_dw=
4_7r , dx , x'—x
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In this x'— x takes the place of r in section 8. If the circulation falls to zero at the ends of the
wing, as is actually the case, then all the vortices leaving the wing are of this kind. The whole
added velocity at the position x', assuming that the function r(x) is everywhere continuous, is

_ 1 ('b dI'	 dx	
(37)2" - 4rr ° dx x'—x

We must take the so-called "chief value" of the integral, which is indeterminate at the
point x = x', i. e., the limiting value	

(f	 l1 m-
(f , E+J=b+E

must be formed, as a closer examination shows. We can do this by calculating, instead of the
value of the velocity at the lifting line, which is determined by the preponderating influence
of the nearest elements, the value of w for a point a little above or below the lifting line. It
is seen that this last is not indeterminate and that by passing to a zero distance from the lifting
line it reaches the above limit. Concerning this excursus, important in itself, the preceding
brief remarks may be sufficient.

After the calculation of the integral of (37), the downward velocity is known as a function
of the abscissa x' (which we later shall call x). We then also know the inclination of the
resultant air flow, tan p = y; the lift dA = p r V dx', acting on the section dx', therefore con-
tributes to the value of the drag

d W= tan p • dA= pr(x') • w(x') dx'

since it is inclined backward by the small angle gyp. The total drag is therefore

r (x')drdxdx'

	

W-p (b r(x') w(x') dx'-4^ ('6 b	 xdxx--	 (38)f

For along time it was difficult to find suitable functions to express the distribution of lift,
from which a plausible distribution of w would be obtained by equation (37). After various
attempts it was found that a distribution of lift over the span according to a half ellipse gave
the desired solution. According to this, if the origin of coordinates is taken at the center of the

g	 _win	
r= r°^1-

Cb/2I2 ,
	

dx= b 	 b 00xhence	 ---
2^(2 12—x2

The "chief value" of the integral 	 v \ /

f

"+ 	 t dt_	 z is equal to it
(t - t) ,11- t

and therefore the integral of equation (37) is equal to b^2, and thus is independent of x'
and constant over the whole span. Hence

 r°W
= 2b

The value of r ° is obtained from

A=pVfb

,

	

-1 

rdx=pVr° f y	 1—_x • dx= p V 1'0-7' b,
4	 J bit

giving
4A

r° ;rp V b
Hence

'"' Grp Vb2 	(39)

Since w is constant there is no need of calculating the drag by an integral, for it is simply

	

_ w _ 2A2 _ Az	 (
W V 

A — mp V Z V =;ngb2	
40)
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The calculation can also be performed for distributions of circulation given by the following
general formula:

r= V1— ^2 (r o +r2^2 + r4 ^4+ :..)	 (41)

in which ^='

According to the calculations of A. Betz
m=n

W = 1 2;n r2n	 ^2m [(2n+ 1) pn -m — 2npn- m - i )^	 (42)

m=o
and

m=k

w= 1-P
 
p i Ek r2i r2k	 , q i +m [(27c+1) pk—m- 2kpk—m-1^	 (43)

m=o	 J

in which the numbers p and q have the meaning

1.3 .	 .(2n — 1)

p° _ 2.4	 2n v qn 
= 2 --2 , P. = 1, p-1 = 0

The elliptical distribution of lift, apart from its simplicity, has obtained a special meaning
from the fact that the drag as calculated from equation (40) proved to be the smallest drag that

is imaginable for a mono lane havin iven values ofp	 b 
the total lift, the span and the velocity. The proof of
this will be given later.

It was desirable to compare this theoretical mini-
mum dragwith the drags actually obtained. As far back
as 1913 this was done, but, on account of the poor quality
of the profiles then investigated, all that was done was
to establish that the actual drab was greater than the
theoretical. Later (1915) it was shown, upon the in-
vestigation of good profiles, that the theoretical drag
corresponds very closely to the relation giving the change
of the observed drag as a function of the lift. If we
plot in the usual manner the theoretical drag, as given
in formula (40) as a function of the corresponding lift,
we obtain a parabola, which runs parallel with the
measured ",polar curve" through the entire region for
which the profile is good. (See fig. 45.)

This process was repeated for wings of different as-
pect ratios, and it was proved that for one and the same
profile the difference between the measured and the theo-

Fla. 4.5—Polar diagram showing theoretical drag and retibal drags for one and the same value of the lift eoeffi-
obseri ed drag.	 cient had almost identically the same value in all cases.

This part of the drag depends, however, upon the shape of the profile, and we have therefore
called it "profile drag." The part of the drag obtained from theory is called "edge drag,"
since it depends upon the phenomena at the edges of the wings. More justifiably the expres-
sion "induced drag" is used, since in fact the phenomena with the wings are to a high degree
analogous to the induction phenomena observed with electric conductors.

Owing to this fact that the profile drag is independent of the aspect ratio, it became possible.
from a knowledge of the actual drag for one aspect ratio to calculate it for another. To do
this, we pass from the formula (40) for the drag to the dimensionless lift and drag coefficients,

by letting Fq = ca and q = ew : we obtain then for the coefficient of the induced drag the

relation	
r^Z

	

Cwi = 7b2	 (44)
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The profile drag may then be written cwO =CW —CWi . If this drag coefficient depends' only
upon the lift coefficient, then it would be evident, since it would be the difference between the
measured and the theoretical drag coefficients, that, for the polar curves of two different wings
having c„ = Ca 2 = Ca,

Ca2F1	 Ca2F2
Cwl	 7rb 

2 = Cw'L— -7rb,2 7,
and therefore 

CW2=CW1+
.2(F2_F^)

b	 b- 	 (45)

In a similar manner a calculation for the angle of attack may be made if we presuppose an
elliptical distribution of lift. According to our assumption there is a close connection between
the lift of the separate elements of the wing and the "effective" angle of attack, which is the
same as the angle of attack of an infinitely long wing. This effective angle of attack, according
to our earlier considerations, is the angle of attack of the chord with reference to the resultant

air current. It is therefore a'= a — 4,. If we substitute tan 0 = V for 0, and introduce in equa-

tion (39) again the lift coefficient, instead of using the lift, we obtain for the comparison of two
wings, expressing the fact that the effective angle of attack
s to be the same for two equal lift coefficients, the relation

i
c^ F, =	 Ca F2a1-7 F12 a2—Z

VV
L2,

which leads to the transformation formula

	

Ca 
F2 F'	 (46 )

Flo. 49a.—Uniplanar flow in case of ellirtic dis- 	 a2 — a1 + 9r CU22 — b 12
tributionoflirtona lifting line. 	 These formulas have been found to hold for distribu-

tions of lift which do not deviate too much from elliptical ones, although strictly speaking they
apply only to the latter. The fact that the type of distribution does not have a marked effect
is based upon the consideration that both in the calculation of drag and in that of the mean
effective angles of attack we are concerned with average results. For the calculation of the drag
one can also introduce the thought that no quantity varies much in the neighborhood of its
minimum. Closer investigation of the square cornered wing has shown that, if the aspect ratio
is not too small, the lift distribution does not deviate greatly from the elliptic type, and that the
theoretical drag for usual aspect ratios at the most is 5 per cent greater than for the elliptic
distribution. As an example of these formulas we shall take !'-,ur figures from the book published
by the Gottingen Institute (Ergebnisse der Aerodynamischen Versuchsanstalt, 1, Lieferung, 1921).
The first and second figures show the polar curves, and the connection between lift coefficient
and angle of incidence for seven wings of aspect ratio 1e 1 :7 to 1 :1. The last two figures give the
results of calculating these experimental quantities from the results for the wing having the aspect
ratio 1:5. It is seen that, apart from the aspect ratios 1:1 and 1:2 practically no deviations
are present. The fact that the square can not be correctly deduced from the aspect ratio 1 :5
need not excite surprise, since the theory was developed from the concept of the lifting line, and
a square or a wing of aspect ratio 1:2 can scarcely be properly approximated by a lifting line.
On the other hand it is a matter of surprise that an aspect ratio of 1:3 can be sufficiently
approximated by the imaginary construction of a lifting line. The deviations in the case of the
square are moreover in the direction one would expect from a lift distribution expanded over
the chord. A quantitative theory is not available in any case at the present time.

23. If the lift distribution is not given, but, for example, the downward velocity, then the
method of treatment followed hitherto may be used, by developing the downward velocity in a
power series and determining the constants of the series given above for the lift from the constants

Io The American practice is to deflne aspect ratio as the ratio of span to chord, which would involve taking the reciprocals of the ratios given
in the text. Tr.
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of this power series, by the solution of linear equations. By this the lift distribution and every-
thing else are known.

Another method for the solution of this "second problem" will be obtained by the fol-
lowing consideration: The velocities at a distance behind the wing, on account of the connection
mentioned so often between a vortex filament extending to infinity in one direction only and
one extending to infinity in both directions, are twice as great as those in the cross section of .
the lifting line, if we do not take into account the change in shape of the vortex ribbon. We
therefore have here, neglecting this change in shape, an illustration of a two-dimensional fluid
flow (uniplanar flow), for which the vertical velocity components at the point where the wing
is reached are specified. For the simple case that the vertical velocity w is constant, as was
found to be true for the elliptical lift distribution, the shape of the flow that arises has been known
for a long time. It is given in figure 49a,. It is the same as that already considered, in another
connection, in section 15. The picture of the streamlines show clearly the velocity disconti-
nuity between the upper and lower sides of the vortex ribbon, indicated by the nick in the stream-
lines, and also the vortical motion around the two extreme points of the vortex ribbon, corre-
sponding to the ends of the wing.

Any problems of this kind can therefore be solved by means of the methods provided by
the potential theory for the corresponding problem of two-dimensional fluid flow. We can
not go into these matters more closely at this time; by a later opportunity some special rela-
tions will be discussed, however.

A "third problem" consists in determining the lift distribution for a-definite wing having a
given shape and given angle of attack. This problem, as may be imagined, was the first we
proposed; its solution has taken the longest, since it leads to an integral which is awkward to
handle. Dr. Betz in 1919 succeeded after very great efforts in solving it for the case of a square-
cornered wing having everywhere the same profile and the same angle of attack. The way the
solution was obtained may be indicated briefly here. We start, as before, from the relation

,	 , wa=a } _—a +V

By equation (37) w is expressed in terms of the circulation. The effective angle of attack
a' can be expressed in terms of r, since, according to the assumptions made before the lift,
distribution, which is proportional to r, depends directly upon a'. The relation between a'
and r can be assumed to be given sufficiently exactly for our purposes by a linear expression

	

r = Vt (c, a' + C2)	 (47)

in which t is the length of the chord (measured in the'direction of flight). By the introduction
of the factor Vt, c, and c2 are made pure numbers. The numerical value of c l , which is the more
important, can be expressed, if c a. is the lift coefficient for the infinitely long wing at the angle
of attack a', by the relation

1 dc,^

In fact
_ A

/y__
p rVl _2r

Cam	
_2 (c

1 
a'+c.)Fq lt. 2 p V2 

Vt 

For a flat-plate theory proves that c1 = 7r, for curved wings it has a slightly greater value.

If, according to what has gone before, we express a' by r and w by d and.,write

dx
=f(x) and therefore r= f X f(x)dx

0
we obtain after a simple calculation the integral equation

f X f(x)dx+ L' fxx): x = Vt (c,a+c2) =const.	 (48)
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A solution of this equation can be obtained by expanding P as in equation (41) and develop-

ing then all the expressions in power series of = b/2 For every power of ^ there is then

a linear equation between the quantities P o , P21 etc. There is a system of equations, then,
with an indefinite number of equations for an infinite number of unknowns, the solution of
which in this form is not yet possible. The aspect ratio of the wing appears in these equations

as a parameter, and it is clear that the solution for a small aspect ratio, i. e., 
b 

is easier than for

a large one. Dr. Betz proved that a development in powers can be"made for the unknowns in
terms of a parameter containing the aspect ratio. The calculations which are contained in the

dissertation"of Dr.. Betz (1919) are
/'0	 very complicated and can not be re-

0s	 produced here; but certain results will
be mentioned. The Betz parameter

0.8	 e °	 L has the meaning

,2b4b da'
L = c1 t t dca„

In the application to surfaces which
are investigated in wind tunnels the

value d-'a is known, not dc. • For
da	 da

this case theory gives a relation which
can be expressed approximately

L-3.85 b dea-1.3.

We can thus obtain the value of dal
from the connection mentioned.

The distribution of lift density
everthespanisellipticalfor very small
as ect ratios and for reater ratioFla. 50.—Change in distrihution of lift, as a function of L, the parameter of Betz. 	 F	 g	 s

becomes more and more uniform; for
very elongated wings it approaches gradually a rectangular distribution. Figure 50 shows
this change in the distribution depending upon L.

The drag of the wing with the rectangular distribution is greater naturally than with the
elliptic distribution, since this gives the minimum of drag, yet the differences are not very great;

for instance, for L=4,(b=6) it is about 5 per cent greater than that of the elliptical distri-

bution. An approximation formula, according to the values obtained by Betz, is

Wl- ^Az (0.99+0.015 L).
qb l

This is applicable for values of L between 1 and 10.
The distribution of lift, downward velocity, and drag upon a very elongated wing is shown

qualitatively in figure 51. It is seen that the downward velocity and the drag gradually accumu-
late at the ends of the wing. This gives also the correct transition to an infinitely long wing,
with which for interior positions the lift is constant, and the downward velocity and the drag
are equal to zero, while, as we know, near the ends these last quantities always assume finite
values.

11 Printed in extracts in Heft 2 of the "Berichte u. Abhl. der Wiss. Ges. f. Luftf." Munich, 1920 (R. Oldenbeurg).
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E. IMPROVED THEORY OF AIRPLANES HAVING MORE THAN ONE WING.

24. The knowledge obtained in the theory of a monoplane can be applied also to multi-
planes and furnishes here a series of remarkable theorems. We shall limit ourselves to the
theory of the first order, as designated in the theory of monoplanes, therefore we shall neglect
the influences of v. Further, we shall not take into account the effect of curvature—i. e., we
shall consider the separate wings replaced by "lifting lines." For the sake of simplicity we
shall limit ourselves to multiplanes with wings which are straight and parallel to each other.
The generalization of the theorems for nonparallel wings, corresponding to the deduction given in
" Wing theory II," will then be stated without proof.

Let us first solve the introductory problem of
calculating the vertical velocity w produced by a A
lifting line at a point A which lies off the lifting
line. At the beginning let us assume that this point
lies in the same "transverse plane" (plane perpen- 	 1	 i
dicular to the direction of flight). According to	 i	 i
our assumption as to the location of A, the action w
of the transverse vortex is zero. With reference to	 i
the longitudinal vortices it is to be remembered that

^the velocity 
1 dr

41 dx • a

dx 
produced by a longitudinal w.

vortex of strength d- dx is perpendicular to the FiG.5l.—Distributionoflift,down-w ash anddrag for along wing.

line a (see fig. 52), and therefore must be multiplied by sin ,3 to obtain the vertical component.
We arrive at the downward velocity, therefore, by integrating over the lifting line, viz:

b
w — — 1 fdl' sin 0

dx	 (49)
47r JO dx { —a)

This relation can be brought into another form by a partial integration. Since at both wing
ends r = o, we have

w= 1 fbI, d (sin 
R)dx

47r 	 dx	 a J
But

d (sin Q _ d	 a2-2x2   1— 2 sinz o — cos 2 0-	 —--- _	 ---
 -

-a --dx- 	 a -^) dx (
^
)— -- -a{ 	 az 2

so that we have
1 ('b cos 2 /3

	

w = 4- o ---az— dx	 (50)

With the aid of this relation we can write down immediately the value of the drag which arises
owing to a second wing being under the influence of the disturbance caused by the first wing

lying in the same transverse plane. Let us call w12 the disturbance velocity at
A	 er _ a point A on the second wing. According to the results of section 22, the

drag then is
ba

Z	 Q
Wiz = P o zwi2dx

IN! or, if the value of w1z as given by equation (50) is substituted,
Z	 .r	 dx

	

fblfb2

 

	 COS 2
PI(,. 52.—Velocity at	 W1z= p	 r,rz	 zdx,dx2	 (51

a point A off the 	 47r 	 a
lifting line, but inthe transverse The double integral, as one sees, is perfectly symmetrical in the quantities asso-
planA, due to the ciated with both wings 1 and 2. We conclude from this that the drag which
vortex system.	

wing '1 experiences owing to the presence of wing 2 is of the same amount as
the drag calculated here, that, therefore,

Wiz = T21-
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In the more general case of two curved lifting lines lying in a transverse plane, a formula is
obtained which differs from equation (51) only in having cos (R,+0,) in place of cos 2 a in which
Q, and Rz are the angles which the line a makes with the normals on the two lifting elements con-
nected by a, and in having ds,ds, in place of dx,dx,. The relation W1 ,= W2, therefore holds in
this case also. This mutual relation, which was discovered in a different manner by my assist-
ant, Dr. Munk, is of importance in various applications. Since it plainly is not necessary for
the lifting elements taken as a whole to belong to a single surface, the theorem may be stated:

If, out of a lifting system all of whose elements lie in a transverse plane any two groups
are selected, the portion of the drag experienced by group 1 due to .the velocity field of group 2
is exactly of the same amount as that experienced by group 2 due to the velocity field of group 1.

We can interpret the partial integration performed above by saying that the velocity w
appears by it as built up out of the contributions by merely infinitesimal wings having the
length dx and the circulation r, while previously we have always built it up out of the action,.

of the separate vortices drdx. The integrand of equation (50) in fact agrees with the velocity

which is caused by two vortex lines of equal but opposite strengths r lying at a distance dx apart.
The double integral in equation (51) can, from this point of view, be looked upon as the sum

x	 of the actions of the vortex strips of all the elements dx, on all the
lifting elements dx,.

0

	

	 The objection might be raised that equations (50) and (51) cease
to be applicable if the value a=o appears, since this gives an expres-

T	 y sion of the form oo — oo . They are not, therefore, suited for the
z	 a	 calculation of the velocity w at the wing itself. In this case we must

""	 return to equation (49), and take the "chief value" of the integral;
or, the value of w, 2 and of W1, for a lifting line that lies very close

Z must be calculated, and then we can obtain our final result by passing

FIG. 53.—Velocity at a point A 
to the limit for coinciding lifting lines. As is seen from this, the

not in the transverse plane,dhe relations W,,2= W. hold also for lifting lines coinciding in space,
to the vortex system.	 which, besides, may have any arbitrary lift distribution.

The mutual drag need not, as has already been mentioned, always be positive. For in-
stance, it is negative for two wings placed side by side, since then each wing is in an ascending
current caused by the other, and the total drag is therefore less than the sum of the mutual
drags which each of the wings would have at a greater distance apart. The behavior of certain
birds which in a common flight space themselves in a regular phalanx can be explained by
reference to this.

25. In order to be able to treat the case of staggered wing systems, the next problem is
to calculate the velocity field due to a lifting element of the length dx together with its pair of
vortices at a point A which may now lie off the transverse plane, and at a distance y from it.
(See fig. 53.) The origin of coordinates will be taken at the projection of the point A upon
the transverse plane, and the X axis parallel to the direction of the element. Using the abbre-
viations

a2 = x2 + z2 , rz = a2 + yz,
the velocity produced at the point A by one of the two vortices, by formula (6b), is given by
4ra(,+y);

 r the component in the direction of the Z axis, to which we here again limit our-

X
selves, is, then, putting sin a=a

W, ,I rat (1 + r)

The pair of vortices produces then a velocity which may be written as the difference of flip
effects of two vortices which are close together:

dw,=axldx= 4dx [1-a
 2x2(1+y1—a2y^^

J	 ,
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To this must be added the contribution of the transverse vortex

rd_x.y
dw2 = 4nr3

The sum of these two velocities, if the two angles defined in figure 53 are introduced, amounts to
cod — rdx J s 20	 sin a . cos' al

4,^ 1 az (1 +sin a) r2 J (52)

With the help of this formula we can now calculate at once the drag experienced by a lifting
element situated at the point A and parallel to the former, whose length is dx2 and circulation
F,. If the first element is given the index 1, this drag is

az

	

__ pr,r dx dx 	 20	 sin a cos2 ad2 TV12	 4^r ' 
2	 (1 + sin a) +	 1^	 (53)

r2

As is easily seen, the drag produced on the lifting element 1 by the lifting element 2 is obtained
if in place of a and a the values a + r and a+ir are introduced. Therefore it is

2 21=
p_r2_" I dx2 dxl rrcos 20	 sin a cos2 01 1

d W	 4 7r	 L^—a2- (1-sin a) ----rz---} 	 (53a)

It is seen from this that the two parts of the drag are equal only if a= o, that is if the two ele-
ments lie in the same transverse plane. Yet in the general case the sum d' ,+d2 V,, is inde-
pendent of a, therefore independent of the amount of stagger. The sum of the two mutual
drags leads thus to the same formula as that already derived for nonstaggered wings. If we
again pass to the general case of nonparallel lifting lines, in which again ds, and ds, are to be
written in place of dx, and dx27 we obtain as may be proved by performing the calculation, the
relation

777	 p	 r, r2 ds, ds, cos (a, +,62)

W12+ YY21- 2 - f f	
a2	 -	 (54)

As is evident, this sum remains unchanged if the two lifting groups are displaced in the direc-
tion of flight. Since the total drag of a lifting system is composed of such mutual drags as cal-
culated above and of the proper drags of the separate wings,- which likewise are not changed
by a displacement of the wing in the direction of flight, the following theorem may be stated:

The total drag of any lifting system remains unchanged if the lifting elements are displaced
in the direction of flight without changing their lift forces.

This "stagger theorem" was likewise proved by Munk. For a proper understanding of
this theorem it must be mentioned expressly that, in the displacement of the separate lifting
elements, their angles of attack must so be changed that the effective angles of attack and there-
fore the lifting forces remain unaltered.

This theorem, which at first sight is surprising, may also be proved from considerations of
energy. Let us remember that, by the overcoming of the drag, work is done, and that in a non-
viscous fluid, such as we everywhere assume, this work can not vanish. Its equivalent is, in
fact, the kinetic energy that remains behind in the vortex motions in the rear of the lifting
system. This energy depends only upon the character of these 'vortices, not upon the way in
which they are produced. If we neglect, as we have throughout, any change in shape of the
vortex system, then, in fact, the staggering of the separate parts of the lifting system can not
have any influence upon the total drag.

26. For the practical calculation of the total drag of a multiplane, we have then the follow-
ing: The total drag consists of the sum of all the separate drags and of as many mutual drags
as there are combinations of the wings in twos. If the nature of the lift distribution over all
the separate wings is specified, then the proper drags are proportional to the square of the sepa-
rate lifts; the mutual drags, to the product of the lifts of the two wings in question. If the
coefficients of this mixed quadratic expression are all known, then one can solve without diffi-
culty the problem: For a specified total lift, to determine the distribution of lift over the sepa
rate wings which will make the total drag a minimum.
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In order to know these coefficients to a certain degree I calculated them for the case of two
straight lifting lines whose middle points lie in the same plane of symmetry, with the assump-
tion that the lift over each separate wing is distributed according to a half ellipse. The results
are given in my paper "The induced drag of multiplanes" in Volume III, part 7 of the Tech-
nische Berichte. For this purpose the velocity w for the entire neighborhood of a wing in the
transverse plane was first calculated by formula (49), and then the integrals for the mutual
drags were obtained by planimetry. To show the analogy with equation (40) this may now
be expressed by the formula

7r q b, b2

by means of which the numerical factor v can be expressed as a function of the two variables

1 h	 and Z2. Calculation gave the following table:
'2 (b' + 2

TABLE I.—Values of or

2h I	 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5b^ +bz

b^	 1 .8{( 0.690 0.600 0.523 0.459
.11

0.355 0.
.290

0.225b'Y
 l	 .6 .540 .485 .437 .394 -.315 .255 .210

The curve of the function v is given in figure 54. For the most important case, viz, for
two wings of equal span, I have developed an approximation formula which is

1-0.66 b

IT 1.055+3.7b

It may be used from 
h =
 0.05 to 0.5.

The total induced drag of a biplane is then, if b, is the greater span and if the ratio b?,
is designated by 1A

W= W„+2 W12+ W22 =
2(A3 2 + 2vµA,A2 +µ2A22)	 (57)
7fV 

Simple calculation shows that for a given A, +A 2 this drag is a minimum for

	

A2 : A, = (µ — v) : Cu — v)	 (58)

The value of the minimum is fouud to be

wmin = --'rgb ,2

2	 0r2

 1.— 2vµ + µ2	 (59)

The first factor of this formula is the drag of a monoplane having the span b, and the lift A, +A2.
Since v<µ, the second factor of the formula is always less than 1, i.. e., the induced drag of a
biplane is less than that of a monoplane which in the same span carries the same load. For
a "tandem,” i. e., an arrangement of two wings one behind the other, the stagger theorem shows
an equivalence with two coinciding wings, i. e., a monoplane. Among the different biplanes
having prescribed span b, and prescribed gap h, that one is the most favorable in which the
second wing also has the span b,. The most favorable ratio of the two lifts is then 1 : 1 and

the second factor of equation (59) becomes equal to 2 (1+v).

These statements must not, however, be misunderstood; they refer only to the comparison
of such wing systems as have the same value for the greatest span. Naturally, for every biplane
a monoplane may be found with somewhat greater span than that of the biplane, which at the
same total lift has the same induced drag as the biplane.

(56)
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This last remark leads us to apply also to the biplane the deduction formulas obtained for
monoplanes. All that is necessary is to replace the biplane of span ^b, by a monoplane of a
somewhat greater span kb„ which with reference to the drag—and, on the whole, with reference
to the angle of attack—is equivalent to the biplane. If again we pass from the lift and drag
to their coefficients ea and cw, the formula connecting the drags of any two lifting systems
1 and 2 is	

(	 l

	

cwt—cwt=cir 
C(k bl)2 (k b2 ) 2/ 	 (60)tt	 zZ

in which, as is easily seen, the factor k, for a biplane having the most favorable distribution
of lift, is the reciprocal of the square root of the second factor in formula (59).

The tests of this formula with biplanes have shown that, when by giving a special shape to
the wing the lift distribution was made elliptical, there was good agreement with the calcula-
tions from monoplane experiments; with biplanes having the usual square-cornered wings,
on the other hand, there was a discrepancy, which is to be attributed to the fact that the lift
distribution on.these biplanes deviates too far from an elliptic one. We can, however, retain
the same transformation formula if the fac-
tor k is determined empirically for every 	 ^0
wing system; it is found to be somewhat
smaller than according to the theory given
above. The experiments on this point are
not yet completed, so more accurate values
can not as yet be given. The earlier Got-
tingen experiments were worked up by Dr.
Munk, to whom this last idea is due, in the
paper "Contribution to the aerodynamics 6
of the lifting parts of airplanes" in. the
Technische Berichte,Volume II, page 187.

27. In the previous section I have treated
the problem of finding the minimum of the
induced drag of a multiplane, under very
definite assumptions concerning the distri-
bution of lift over each separate wing. The

QO	 a/	 Q2 b t 0.3	 04	 05strict minimum problem is however differ- 	 b'h
ent, viz;	 2	 hs

To determine for a given front view of f^^tc. 51.—Curve of the function a for biplanes whose span ratio, g — ,is varied.
bi

a lifting system that distribution of lift over
all the lifting elements which will make the induced drag a minimum for a specified total lift.

In this statement of the problem the expression "a given front view"-i. e., more exactly
stated, a given projection of the lifting system upon a plane perpendicular to the direction of
flight—is used to mean that the wing chord is of secondary consideration, and does not need
to be determined until later when the selection of suitable angles of attack is made.

The general solution of this problem was also given by Dr. Munk. It will be deduced here
in a simpler manner than that given in Munk's dissertation, where the solution was obtained
by the calculus of variations. By means of the stagger theorem mentioned in section 25 the
wing system will be referred back to the corresponding nonstaggered system. For this, as we
showed, the relation TV1, = IV,, holds. We shall now introduce—with the simplifying assumption
that all the lifting elements are parallel to each , other-a variation of the lift distribution by
adding at any one place a lift SA and at the same time taking away an equal amount at some
other place, so that on the whole the lift, which is prescribed, remains unchanged. We must
now consider the change in the induced drag caused by this variation. If there is superimposed
upon the lift distribution an additional air force 5A distributed. over a short portion dx, there
arises therefrom, in addition to the drag proper of the added lift—which, however, if sufficiently
small is of the second order—a mutual drag, because on the one hand the added lift finds itself

Q.s

0.8

0.7

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.3

o.a
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in a flow having the downward velocity w, which is due to the lifting system, and on the other
the lifting system is in the velocity field of the added lift. The first of these two drags, as is

easily seen, is SA V; the other part, according to our theorem, has the same value; so the total

drag is twice this. What condition, now, must be satisfied by the sum of the mutual drags
caused by our twofold change of the lift distribution in order to obtain the absolute minimum
of the induced drag? The answer is, evidently, that we will have the minimum only if by no
change of this kind can the drag be further diminished. The sum of the induced drags, there-
fore, can in no case be negative; also it may not be positive, because in that case by a reversal
of the signs of the changes which we selected we could make the sum negative. Only the value
zero is therefore allowable. Hence, if w is the vertical velocity at point 1 and w2 that at point
2, we have the relation

SA,y+SAZV=o
and, therefore, since SA, _ — SAZ,

w, =w2.

Since this holds for all the lifting elements, we have obtained the answer. The lift distribu-
tion which in the given wing system, for a specified total lift, causes a minimum of drag is that
which leads to the same downward velocity at all the lifting elements. With monoplanes the
elliptical lift distribution leads to a constant downward velocity w. We recognize from this
that the elliptical distribution in fact is that distribution of lift which causes the least drag for
a monoplane.

The theorem can, besides, be extended easily to the case of nonparallel lifting elements
lying in a transverse plane. If w,, is the velocity in the transverse plane perpendicular to the
lifting element and e is the angle between the direction of w n ,and that of the given total lift,
then, as may be shown without difficulty, wII =wo cose for all the elements. (If e=o, and
hence cos e= 1,  the statement made above again appears.)

28. A way to solve the problem of finding the lift distribution for a prescribed distribution
of the vertical velocity has been indicated already in section 23. The velocity field left behind
in the air by the lifting surface is, approximately, according to the remark made before, a
uniplanar flow around the vortex system produced by the lifting system in its motion, and this
vortex system may be regarded, as a first approximation, as a solid body in the fluid. In the
minimum case this figure, according to the results of section 27, moves like a rigid body, not
alone in the case of parallel lifting elements, but also in the general case, for the general mini-
mum condition, w,, = w,, cos e,, expresses directly that the normal velocity of the fluid at an
element of the rigid figure moving in the direction of the lift coincides with the normal com-
ponent of the velocity wo of the rigid figure itself. The problem is thus reduced to a perfectly
definite one treated in the hydrodynamics of uniplanar fluid motion.

This uniplanar flow can be brought into relation, in a specially clear manner, with the
pressure distribution existing on the wing system. The wing system, during its motion along
its path, imparts to one portion of the air after the other the velocities which we have learned
to know as the result of the vortices flowing off from the wings. This transmission of velocity
is the result of the spreading out of the pressure field of the wing system over the air particles
one after another. In order to simplify the phenomenon for ourselves we can now imagine
that these velocities are produced at the same moment by a sort of impulse phenomenon over
the whole path of the lifting system. To produce this impulse it is necessary to have a solid
figure of the shape of the geometrical region passed over by the lifting system (i. e., of the
shape of the vortex surfaces which it leaves behind). If we are concerned with a system of
least drag, this figure moves as a rigid body; otherwise it would also experience a change of
shape due to the impulse. The final velocity w* of the figure coincides with the motion of the
vortex surfaces at a great distance from the lifting system, and is therefore to be put equal
to 2w. For a monoplane having elliptical distribution our, figure is therefore an infinitely
long flat plate of the breadth b.
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By the production of the velocity during the impulselike acceleration an increase in the
pressure p, arises below the plate (in the case of multiplanes, under each of the plates corre-
sponding to the separate wings) and at the same time a decrease in pressure p, above the plate
(or the plates). We can now compare in a very simple manner the total action of the pressure
differences at each point of a plate during the time of the impulse with the total action of the
pressure differences of the wing in its forward movement at the point of the medium in question.
If the resulting motion is the same in both cases, then the pressure differences integrated through
the proper times must have the same values. If in the impulse phenomenon lasting a time 'r a

portion of the fluid of length l is considered, and if therefore the action of the lift dz dx in the

time t=V required to pass over the length l is to be compared, the following relation must

hold for the conditions on a strip of width dx:

ldxJ
	

= dA
 dx dx V	 (61)

0

A formula connected with our previous relations can be obtained by a trf asformation of the
left-hand term. According to a known extension of the Bernouilli equation for accelerated
motion we have

a^b e l
P dt . fi 2 p f(t)

For our impulse phenomenon the arbitrary time function f(t) is a constant, since at the
points of the fluid lying far away from the impinging plate the pressure does not change. If
the impulse is sufficiently quick, then during the short time of impulse T the acceleration and

the pressure differences will be very large, and therefore the term e22 may. be neglected in

comparison with the other two, since it itself does not exceed moderate values. We obtain
therefore the simplified relation

pad + p = const. = po
at

which, if at the beginning everything is at rest, ((b o = o) may be integrated to

pq' = J T
(po — p)dt	

r	
(62)

we can therefore write, in equation (61), the expression p(4),-4),) in place of J (p,—p,)dt. The
0

potential differences D,-4), which here appears is, according to the connection between poten-
tial and circulation (see sec. 5), nothing but the circulation r for a closed curve which passed
around one edge of the vortex ribbon and intersects our vortex ribbon at x, the point consid-
ered. This circulation is again nothing but the circulation around the wing at the point x.
If the factor ldx is omitted from both sides of equation (61), it takes, as a result of this trans-
formation, the form

dx = p	 ADO 'V=  p V I'	 (63)

We have thus proved in an entirely independent way, as we see, the Kutta-Joukowski
theorem for a wing element, which previously we took over, without proof, from the infinitely
long wing.

The relations deduced in the previous paragraphs permit, in the case of a constant w,
the formation of general theorems for w and TV in place of (39) and (40). By integration
of (63) the total lift is at once obtained

A= pVZ f 42 -4),)dx	 (64)

The values of 4 in this formula are proportional to the velocity w* of the vortex ribbon,
that is, are dependent upon A. Quantities which are independent of A are derived if the poten-
tials 4) are divided by w*. In this way we obtain the potentials for a velocity of the vortex
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ribbon equal to 1. The potential, being the line integral of the velocity, has the dimension
velocity times length; the potential 0 for IV* =1 has therefore the dimension of a length, and
hence

zf (4,2	 dx

is a surface, which will in what follows be called F', which depends only upon the geometrical
properties of the projection of the wing system upon a plane perpendicular to the direction
of flight, therefore upon the front view of the wing system; and which evidently for geometrically
similar front views is proportional to the square of the span. By introducing F' into equation
(64) we have, since (D = 00,

A= pVw*F'	 (65)

From this we may immediately deduce w*, and thereby also the downward velocity at the point
of the wing system

IV= 2w* = 2p L	 (66)

If this value is introduced into the relation W= j,A, we have

A2	 Az
W=2pV2F' — 4qF'	 (67)

The evaluation in the manner of the flow of figure 49 gives a potential 4), if the span of
the wing is set equal to b, which has the value- (b/2) 2 — xz at the plate. The geometrical expres-

2
sion of this value gives a circle having the span b as diameter, therefore F'= 4 • Using .this

value formula (67) passes over in fact into formula (40).
It may also be noted that a uniform velocity can be superimposed upon the uniplanar

flow here discussed, whose discontinuity in potential at the rigid figure representing the vortex
ribbon causes the surface F', without thereby changing the relation for F', for the potential
discontinuity between the lower and upper sides, with which we are here concerned, is not
changed by the superimposed uniform motion. We may now choose the velocity of the uni-
form motion exactly opposite and equal to the velocity w* of the rigid figure, and thereby
secure the condition that in the new flow the rigid figure is at rest and is surrounded by a flow
which at. infinity has the velocity w. The forces which the rigid figure experiences by the
production of this motion, and which are connected intimately with the so-called "apparent
mass," are what we have here set in parallel with the wing-lift.

. The surface F' supplies in addition a very simple mechanical connection between the
velocity ,w on the one hand and the lift and drag on the other. According to equation (65)

A=PF'Vw*

WV= Aw =pF'V 2*z

where in the second equation use has again been made of the relation w* = 2w. Now p  V
is the mass of air flowing per second through the section P. If in order to simplify the whole
problem it is once assumed that all the air particles within the section F' experience the full
deviation w* but that all outside are entirely undeviated, then exactly the correct lift and
the correct work due to drag are obtained by application of the impulse theorem and the energy
theorem. For the lift is now equal to the mass of the fluid deviated per second times the
vertical velocity imparted to it, therefore equal to the impulse imparted to the medium. Also,
in the same manner, the work done per second by the drag WV is the product of the mass of
the fluid passing per second times the half square of the deflection velocity, and therefore equal
to the kinetic energy left behind in the medium. This relation is indeed best suited to establish
the phenomena of the theory of airplanes in a course for students who are only slightly skilled
in mathematics. The fact that for a monoplane the circle having a diameter equal to the span
comes out as the surface F' is one that will appear most plausible to the laity.
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29. Of the theory pictured in the preceding section, according to which the determination
of the induced drag in the case of the most favorable lift distribution is reduced to a problem
of the potential theory, manifold applications have already been made. Especially, Dr. tram-
mel and K. Pohlhausen have treated, at my instigation, the case of the biplane made up of two
straight monoplanes of the same span, and also, on the other hand, that of a monoplane having a
longitudinal slot. The calculations in both cases are solved by means of elliptic integrals. I
have given the formulas in my Wing Theory II. It maybe sufficient hereto state the practical
final result, which is referred to the magnitude of the surfaces F'. These surfaces are best
expressed for biplanes in terms of the corresponding surfaces of the monoplane having the same
span. In fact, the ratio F' : 4 b 2, as is easily seen, equals the square of the factor k, introduced

in section 26, by which the span must be increased in order to have a monoplane of the same
induced drag. The values of k2 for the biplane are obtained from the following table. The gap
of the biplane, i. e., the distance apart of the two wings, is designated by h.

.TABLE 2.
Values of k2 — F 1 4  b2

h/b=...I
k 2= .... 0.

1.000
0.05
1.156

0.10
1.212

0.15
1.289

0.2
1.352

0.3
1.461

I	 0.4
1.550

:..
_.

0.5
1.626

-
2.000

The values given in the table may be expressed by the approximation formula
k2 ,_,1.027 + 3.84h/b

1 + 1.63h/b
.In the case of the monoplane having a slot a suitable comparison wing is obtained by shov-

ing the two halves of the monoplane together until the slot is closed. If b is the original span
and d is the width of the slot, this monoplane has evidently the span d—d. We shall therefore

form the ratio F: 7r 	 and again designate it by k 2 . Calculations gave the following
values:

TABLE 3.

Values of k2 = F': 4 (b—d)2.

I
6 ..... 0.000 0.001 0.010 0.0316 0.100 0.250 0.500 1.000

k2 ...... 1.000 0.762 0.676 0.6200 0.568 0.528 0.506 0.500

It is seen that even very narrow slots produce an important increase in the induced drag.
For a very wide opening 7c 2 falls to one-half, as may be deduced easily from the fact that now,
instead of one monoplane, we have two monoplanes of half the span. The values given in the
table may be expressed by the approximation formula

k2 
1 2 ^1 + 0.35 (log,, b/d) 2	 (69)

Figures. 55-57 show, at the left, the uniplanar w*—flow and, at the right, the surfaces F', for a
monoplane, a biplane, and a monoplane with a slot.

F. AEROFOILS IN A TUBE OR IN A FREE JET.

30. To draw conclusions from the experimental results obtained in a tube bounded by
solid walls or in a free jet from a nozzle, it is very useful to know the influence of the neighbor-
ing walls and of the boundaries of the jet upon the phenomena at the aerofoil. We wish indeed
to know the behavior of the aerofoil in an air space infinitely extended in all directions; and the
problem therefore arises to introduce a method for passing by calculation from the case which
prevails in the experiments to that of the unlimited air space. For this purpose we shall next
state clearly the boundary conditions which exist at solid walls parallel to the direction of the

(68)
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Left: Flow behind a monoplane, a biplane, and a monoplane with a slot, with reference to an
observer moving doonwards with the velocity K'*of the vortex system.

Right: Corresponding surfaces FI.
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wind and at the free boundary of a jet. At solid walls, the velocity components normal to the
wall,w,,, must equal zero; on 'a free jet boundary, on the other hand, the pressure is to be put
equal to that of the surrounding quiescent air layer, and therefore is constant. We can trans-
form these last relations as follows, keeping within our theory of the first order. According to
the Bernouilli theorem, if V is the undisturbed wind velocity, and u, v, and w are the additional
velocities

P+. 21 U2 +(V+v)2+w2J =Po+2Vz

or, since P = Po, 	
uz+v2+w2+2Vv=o.

If we neglect the squares of the disturbance velocities as being small of the second order, we
have as the approximate initial condition for the free jet v=o. We proceed a step farther upon
the path indicated to us by the approximation theory of the first order if we prescribe the value.
v=o, not for the actual jet boundary, but for that cylinder which is given by the'surface of the
undeviated jet. By doing this the boundary condition for the free jet becomes very similar,
in a formal way, to that for the solid walls.

The two problems can now be solved in the following manner: We consider first the velocity
field for the unlimited air space, according to the exposition previously given. This field offers,
both in the case of the tube and in that of the free jet, contradictions with our boundary condi-
tions at the walls or the jet boundary. We must superimpose a velocity field which in the
interior of the region considered is free of singularities and which on the boundaries has veloci-
ties opposite to those velocity components, the vanishing of which is prescribed by the boundary
condition. It is easily seen that by the superposition of this second velocity field on the original
one the boundary conditions are satisfied exactly. The influence of this second field upon
the aerofoil is now exactly that influence which we are seeking, and which we can calculate
from the results of the theory of aerofoils as soon as this second field is known.

The additional velocity field corresponds to a pure potential motion; we have, therefore,. the
problem of determining its potential 4, . In the case of solid walls we are thus led to the problem
of finding the potential for a given region (:the interior of the tube) when the normal component
w„ of the flow is given at the boundary of the region. This is the so-called "second boundary
value problem" of the potential theory. The corresponding problem for a jet, as we shall see
at once, leads to the "first boundary value problem," in which at the boundary the values of
the potential itself are prescribed. According to what has been said above our region is a cylinder
whose generating lines are parallel to the velocity V, hence, parallel to the Y axis, and for each

point on the boundary the relation a y = — v (in which the dashes indicate boundary values) is

prescribed. Integrating this relation for each generating line gives

_Co

If we go sufficiently far upstream every influence of the aerofoil vanishes; therefore for y= -- co,
(D = o; and hence y = — oc is taken as the lower limit of the integral. By this, then, we obtain
the boundary values of the potential ^D (y).

The complete calculation of the added potential ^D for the entire interior of the tube or jet is
fairly difficult. If we concern ourselves, however, only with our main problem, to determine
the corrections which must be applied to our experimental results, 'then we can again assume
that the velocity components perpendicular to the axis of the tube in the plane of our aerofoil
are half as large as at a great distance behind it. This consideration, which proceeded from the
comparison of a vortex filament proceeding to infinity in one direction only with one proceeding
to infinity in both directions, holds here exactly as well as in the cases discussed previously.
We can therefore pass here as before from the space problem to a uniplanar one if we calculate
the phenomena far behind the aerofoil. Our boundary conditions for the uniplanar problem are,
for the tube, wn =o, for. the free jet, 4)=const. The last condition may be interpreted specially
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conveniently if use is made of the method of treatment of section 28. Since in this, for the end

of the impulse phenomenon, 4^ = f 
r 

(p,, — p) dt, P = const. means simply that p = const., which,
O

indeed, was the original boundary condition for the free jet.
31. The conditions stated in the preceding section can be secured most easily for a jet, or

tube, of a circular cross section. In this case the added motion is obtained very simply by
assuming for every vortex flowing off an equally strong one outside the circle, at the point out-
side corresponding to the one inside according to the reciprocal radii. If the direction of rota-
tion of the external vortex is taken the same as' that of the interior one, then at the points of
the circle the boundary condition for a free jet is obtained; and, if opposite directions of rotations
are taken, then the boundary condition for a tube is satisfied. This may be expressed by saying
that there is combined with the aerofoil another obtained by reflexion according to reciprocal
radii, whose circulation at corresponding points is the same in absolute value as that of the
actual aerofoil, and for the jet it has the same sign, but for the tube the opposite sign.

The exact calculation has been made for a straight monoplane in the middle of the jet,
assuming the lift to be distributed according to a half ellipse. If b is the span of the monoplane;
and D the diameter of the'jet, then the disturbance velocity w' caused by the jet boundary at
the distance x from the middle of the jet is

A	 3 z 5 4 35 n	 )

	

w = 7rDzp v 1 + 4 + 8 + 128 I etc. l 	(70)
in which = 2xb/D2.

The added drag calculated from this velocity according to equation (38) is found to be

R"= TD Pvz [ 1 + 16( ^^4 - (7)), + ... l	 (71)

A similar calculation for a uniform lift distribution gave for the first term in the formula
for the drag the same value as in equation (71). It appears that the other terms of the series
have but little importance with the usual ratios, so that we can limit ourselves to the first term.
An approximation treatment shows, further, that any small wing system, in the middle of the
circular jet gives rise to the same expression. We can therefore write for the total induced
drag of the wing system in a jet of cross section F., if the surface F' is again introduced from
section 28,

For a tube of circular cross section the same disturbance effect is found, but with the oppo-
site.sign; and therefore we have the approximation formula for the drag

_ Aq
F'

1 _ 1 1	
(72a)W 4

	 21

The correction, owing to the consideration of the finite cross section of the jet, is for the

ratios ordinarily used not small. For D=2 , it is already one-eighth of the induced drag.

Formula (71) gives 0.1262 instead of 0.125; the corresponding formula for uniform distribution
gives 0.127. It is seen, therefore, that the differences are not great, and that the approxima-
tion formula (72) is satisfactory for most cases.

For a tube of rectangular cross section the calculations would have to be made in such a
manner that the aerofoil was mirrored at all the walls an infinite number of times, like a check-
erboard. Further development of the calculation leads to elliptic functions. It has not yet
been carried through. One can assume, however, that for a tube having a square cross section
the influence of the walls will be of about the same magnitude as for the circle having an equal
area.
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G. APPLICATION OF THE THEORY OF AEROFOILS TO THE SCREW PROPELLER.

32. The fundamental ideas of the aerofoil theory can be applied step by step to the screw
propeller. For the elements of the blades the Kutta-Joukowski formula holds, viz, that the air
force is perpendicular to the velocity c of the element with reference to the air and that, per
unit length of the blade, it has the value pI'c. Corresponding to what has gone before, vorti-

ces will arise at the blade, having a vortex strength per unit length equal to dx • If we wish

again to construct a theory of the first order, that is, if we agree to consider as small the air
forces and the velocities produced by them, then again the proper motion of the vortices will be
small and therefore in a first approximation may again be neglected. The vortices then have
the shape of screw lines and form vortex ribbons which—if for the sake of simplicity we assume .
straight radial blades—have the shape of ordinary screw surfaces.

The calculation of the velocity field of a screw vortex is markedly more complicated than
that of a rectilinear vortex and leads to functions which thus far have not been studied in detail.
In spite of this it is possible, as Dr. Betz has shown, to prove a series of general theorems very
similar to those of Munk for multiplanes. Since the velocity c is not the same at the separate
blade elements, we must speak of the" work lost" where Munk speaks of drag. The work applied
for the motion of the propeller is composed of two parts—useful work + work lost. The latter
in our ideal case, where friction is excluded, is transformed completely into kinetic energy of the
air. The kinetic energy stands again in close connection with the vortex system produced by
the propeller. Betz proved, among others, the following theorems:

(1) If two elements of a propeller blade lie upon the same radius at -distances x and ^ from
the axis, then the work lost at the point ^ due to the disturbance velocity caused by the air
force at the point x is equal to the work lost at the point x owing to the disturbance velocity
caused by the air force at the point ^.

(2) This theorem must be somewhat modified for two elements which do not lie on the same
radius. It reads: The work lost at the point ^ due to the disturbance velocity caused by the
air force at the point x is of the same amount as the work which would be lost at the point x if
the screw vortex proceeding from the element at ^ were to pass out forward in the prolongation
of the actual vortex instead of going backward.12

(3) This last theorem leads at once to the following relation for the sum of the two amounts
of work lost: The total work lost due to the mutual action of the air forces by two blade elements
at points x and ^ is the same as the work which would be lost at one point alone if the screw vor-
tex proceeding from the other point were to extend to infinity both forward and backward.

It is easily seen that this theorem is perfectly analogous to the stagger theorem of section
25, for if the vortex of the inducing element extends in both directions, then the position of the
element itself on its own vortex strip is immaterial as far as the velocity field produced is con-
cerned. 13 It is therefore true of screws, that nothing is changed in the total energy-loss if blade
elements are displaced in any way, without change of their air forces, along the relative stream-
lines passing through them (i. e., in this case, screw lines). This naturally is connected again
with the fact that the total amount of the energy loss depends only upon the final distribution
of the vortex systems, not upon the relative position of the places where the separate vortices
arise.

Theorem No. 3 will be of use to us also in what follows. It can be made clearer by the fol-
lowing consideration. The field of the vortex ribbon of a lifting element dies away very quickly
forward of the element, but in the rear it extends over the entire length of the path traversed.
If the sum is formed of the two mutual losses in work of two elements at the points x and ^, we
can proceed, owing to the stagger theorem, to .displace one of the two elements along its screw
line so far backward that its velocity field is no longer appreciable at the position of the other

12 In this the sense of rotation of the transverse vortex is to be reversed.
18 The transverse vortex in this case cancels out completely in the determination of the velocity field, since it appears twice with opposite

senses of circulation.

20167-23-14
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undisplaced element. At the same time, however, the influence of the latter element upon the
first is increased since its vortex ribbon, viewed from the new position of the first element, extends
as far forward as backward. The sum of the two mutual losses in work is reduced in this manner
to the loss which the velocity field of the front element produces upon the displaced one."

(4) The most important of Betz's theorems, from a practical standpoint, furnishes the com-
plete analogy to Munk's theorem concerning the wing system having the least drag, and, corre-
sponding perfectly to the statements in sections 27 and 28, may be expressed thus: The flow
behind a propeller having the least loss in- energy is as if the screw surfaces passed over by the
propeller blades were solidified into a solid figure and this were displaced backward in the

nonviscous fluid with a given small velocity. The potential differ-
°P 	 ence between the front and rear sides of a screw surface at one and

the same point furnishes, then, again the circulation r of the corre-

U	 c	 sponding point of the propeller blade.
A short proof of theorem 4 will be given. For this purpose the

,t-W	 principal equations for the action of a screw must first be deduced.
do	 The screw is imagined to be displaced with the velocity v relative

'o	 to the air, and to rotate at the same time with the angular velocity co.
rIp , 5c.—Velocity field near a blade A blade element at the distance x from the . axis has then, with ref-

of ascrew-propeller•.	
erence to the air which in the theory of the first order may be

assumed to be at rest, the velocity c, with the components v and xw. (See fig. 58.)
If no vortex were produced, then, with the assumption of a nonviscous fluid, an air force

dP would arise, which, according to the Kutta-Joukowski theorems, would be perpendicular
to the velocity e and would have the value, for a blade element of length dx,

dP = prcdx	 (73)

The force dP is decomposed into two components, of which the one in the direction of v
interests us specially, since it is applied to the screw. This component is

dS = dP . cos e = prxwdx	 (74)

The .total thrust, if there are n blades, is then

S = PA f r x dx	 (75)
1	 0

The other component
d T = dP sin e = pry dx	 (76)

furnishes a contribution as a torque to the rotation moment. It is seen at once that dS . v=
d  . x co, i. e., the useful thrustwork is equal to the work done by the torque hitherto used
in our calculations. This depends immediately upon our assumption that the force dP is
perpendicular to the velocity c. But the screw blades actually produce a vortex system and
we must ask as to the reaction of the vortex system upon the phenomena of a screw. We
shall assume, exactly as in the aerofoil theory, that we turn the blade profile in such n manner
that the lifting forces desired by us actually come into play. Since we are interested here
merely in the loss in work caused by the vortex system, we have to do only with the drag
components caused by the vortex system. This depends, exactly as before, upon the velocity
component perpendicular to the velocity of motion of the element, which in this case equals c.
We shall again designate it by w. The added velocity component w furnishes a drag in the
direction of motion equal to

dQ = dP w = prw dx	 (77)

The loss of work per second is therefore

dQ c = prdx . w . c (= dP . w)

1+ This process of thought can be applied, naturally, in the same way to aerofoils and furnishes a convenient deduction for the sum of the
drags W12-+ MI.
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If now, according to figure 58, we put c = v/sin E, our problem is to make a minimum the total
loss of work

nr rwdx
L= pv` e sin -	 (78)i

The variation of this quantity must therefore be put equal to zero. We shall proceed, for
this purpose, similarly to the way Munk's theorem was deduced in section 27. We shall
change by small amounts the circulation at two places, which may reach from x, to x,+dx,
and from x, to x,+dx, f in such a manner that the total thrust remains unchanged. According
to equation (75) we must make

SP, x,dx, + Srz xzdxz = o (79)

Exactly as before the condition for the minimum is obtained if the loss of energy due to our
added circulation remains unchanged. In order to calculate the loss, let us make use of
theorem No. 3 and assume that the added wing forces are brought into action far behind the
propeller so that the loss is merely the product of the added air force by the velocity w*
which arises from the vortices of the propeller, and therefore for the first element is equal to

*
pvSr,Sin e dx,. Omitting the constant factor, we obtain as the minimum condition—

Sr, site dx, + Sra -- e dxz = o,z
from which is derived, making use of equation (79)

--w'^ ---- 
w?
*-- const.	 (80)X, sin e, xz sin e2

We must compare this condition with that obtained for the velocity components normal
to a rigid screw surface, when this surface is moved backward with the
velocity w'. We then have (see fig. 59),: 	j

wn = w' cos e

But on a screw surface the pitch h is connected with the angle of pitch e

and the radius x by the relation h = 27rx tan e.
Multiplying this last equation with that for wn, and solving, we get

27rw'x sin e

and therefore

w°—= const.	 (81)x sin e

On comparing (81) with (80) it is seen that by a suitable choice of w' the
value of W. can always be made to agree with that of w*, which proves
Betz' theorem.

FIG. 50.—Idealised vortex sys-
tem of a screw-propeller.

33. In order to learn more accurately the nature of the distribution of circulation which
we are seeking, we shall proceed as if the velocity field at great distances from the screw is pro-
duced by having the velocity w' in the direction of the axis imparted impulsively to the rigid
figure composed of the screw surfaces. In a purely qualitative way one can see that with any
system of screw surfaces having a small pitch the air in the interior of the system is actually
accelerated backward, with, of course, the appearance of tangential velocity components whose
intensity is a function of the angle e and is greatest for e =45°. At the axis itself there is neither
an axial nor a tangential acceleration. Less simple are the conditions near the outer boundary
of the screw surface where a flow around the edges of the surfaces occurs.

In order to obtain a quantitative statement, we shall for simplicity's sake next think of a
screw having a large number of blades. Our rigid figure consists, then, of a very large number
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of screw surfaces, lying close together, and therefore the air is led with difficulty into the interior.
When the impulse occurs it escapes in the direction of the normals to the screw surface. The
radial velocity components w, will be appreciable only in the neighborhood of the outer boun-
dary of the screw surfaces; further in, we may put it equal to zero approximately. For the
tangential components w t and the axial components w,, ,, the relations hold, as is easily seen,

wt = w* sin e = w' cos a sin e

wa = w* cos e = w' cos, e.

The angle may be expressed by writing
hv r_'	 (82)tan 

e=	

_ __
 2^rx xw x

In this, for brevity's sake,—^--=w is put equal to r' (r' is that radius for which the pitch of the
screw, tan e, =1). Then

r'	 xsin e = -- _— _-= and cos e =	 --e	 (83)

and hence	
Vv	 V

r'x	 x,
wt = iv • r 72 +x, 

and wa = w r,2+x2	 (84)

We must now determine the circulation around the separate blades as a function of the
radius x. For a screw with n blades the total circulation of the vortices inside the circle of
radius x coincides with the line integral for the closed circle of radius x; this circulation must

evidently equal nr, where r is the circulation of one of the screw blades at
the point x. From this we have

I'1

a

a	 I^

a	 '^I

I
Fic.60.—Conformal trans-

formation

z= aa log , (t+t).

	

27rx • wt _	 21rr'w'	 x,	 a)	
(85)

The curve for r according to equation (85) is shown in curve I of figure 62.
At the ends of the blades we would expect to have a decrease of the cir-

culation of the same character as found for aerofoils. An approximate treat-
ment can be devised in the following way: We imagine an infinite series of
aerofoils which have a distance apart a and are not staggered and which
extend infinitely far toward the left. We inquire what is the most favor-
able distribution of lift near the ends of these aerofoils. The distance a is
then to be made equal to the perpendicular distance apart of the edges of
two consecutive blades of the screw, i. e., according to figure 59,

h	 tar'	 r,

	

a = cos er = n	 r,2 + r2 (86)

The problem now, according to the procedure of section 28, may be solved by seeking the po-

tential flow around the edges of the corresponding family of planes and by determining the dis-
continuity of potential at the planes. This problem may be solved without difficulty by means
of conformal representations. (See sec. 10.) It can be shown that the plane with the straight
cuts as shown in figure 60, which we shall call the z plane, may be transformed into the unit
circle (t plane) by the formula

z=7r log 2 (t+ ^	 (87)

The flow of figure 58 is transformed thereby into circulation flow around the unit circle; in fact

(D+iT=iClog t

After a short calculation, by elimination of t, we have

z=a Glog cos 1P +igr (88)
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For the surface around which the flow takes place, and which is given by the streamline >G = o,
we have, therefore,

a
X 7 log cos C

or
X^

4) C Co ,s e a	 (89)

which gives the real values for negative values of x. The potentials thus obtained or the

velocity equal to 1 of the free flow ( to obtain which C must be put equal to a), which, accord-

ing to what has gone before, give us\ the surface F', form a picture such as is shown in figure
61: By means of this one can form a definite judgment as to how the circulation, and with it
the thrust also, decreases at the blade tips. We can replace the shaded portions of Figure 61
by a straight line, having an equal area below it which, in accordance with 	 i
the integration performed, must lie behind the blade tips at the distance

a'= a log -2 = 0.2207a	 (90)	 ^x

We conclude from this that, with screws also, the decrease of circulation
at the blade tips has about the same effect as if the screw had a radius dimin-
ished by 0.2207x, and. then the air would be considered uniform in every circle of 	 I
radius x (as would be the case for a screw having an infinite number of blades).	 FIG. 61—Potential olr

The properties found for the inner portion of the screw and for its edge tainedby the flow of

may be combined into a single formula, which can be applied as an approxima,- figure60.

tion formula also for screws having a small number of blades. This formula is obtained by
—n (r—X)

multiplying the value in equation (85) by the expression 7r cos	, e a , which for large values

of r ¢ x takes the value 1. (For —x of formula (89) r — x is here substituted, as is obvious.)

Thus we obtain the formula
4w'r 	 X   	 (r-X)

P= n	 rya +xz
Cos—,  e a	 (91)

The curve of P according to equation (91) is given in figure 62, for a 4-blade screw and for
r': r =1: 5, which correspond to average conditions in practice.

The whole deduction holds, as has already been remarked, for screws which are not heavily
loaded. For screws with heavy loads an improvement can be intro-

1 _ Asymptote_ _I	 duced by calculating the pitch of the screw surfaces formed by the
a	 vortices, corresponding to the state of flow prevailing in the circular

i 2 s 4 I $	 lane of the screw. Instead of writing n r v we must write more
—max/r '	 ¢'— 

plane 	 S xW,

a	 w
V+ - a

Fic. 62.—Distribution of circu-	 2
lation. I. infinite. number of exactly, tan £	 w , in which V is the velocity of flight, since in
blades. 11. Four blades a is	 XW __ t
the distance of two vortices.	 2
(see Fig. 59.)	 the screw disk plane half of the final disturbance velocities is already

present. A useful approximation is obtained if, retaining our formulae, v is put equal to V+ 2 ,

W'
and therefore r' is put equal to V+ 2 .

co

After the circulation is known, the distribution of thrust and torque may be calculated
easily by means of equations (74) and (76), and thus, following the method used in the aerofoil
theory, the requisite widths of the blades and angles of attack may be determined in order that
for a given working condition (i. e., r' and w' given), in which the screw is to have the most
favorable performance, all the information may be deduced from the theory. By taking into
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account the more exact velocity relations in the propeller-disk plane this information may
be improved.

The aerofoil theory has numerous further applications. An .investigation of curved flights
specially of the moment—important in discussions of stability—around-the longitudinal axis in the
case of a wing moved in a circle, is at present being made, also the calculation of the moment
of a warped wing.. A series of not unimportant single questions must wait for a further im-
provement of the theory, e. g., various conclusions specially concerning properties of profiles,
influence of curvature, etc., can be reached, if we pass from the lifting line to the case of a load
distributed also along the chord; for the treatment of a wing set oblique to the direction of
flight the assumption of a load distributed along the chord is necessary since in this case the
conditions contradict the "lifting line." Investigations of this kind, which can be accom-
plished only by very comprehensive numerical calculations, were begun during the war but
since then, owing to a lack of fellow workers, have had to remain unfinished. A similar state-
ment also applies to'the calculations of a flapping wing already begun, in which one is likewise
forced to assume the lift distributed along the chord, since otherwise the result is indefinite.
Therefore much remains to be done.
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foils. In "Ergebnisse der Aerodynamischen Versuchsanstalt," Part I, Munich, 1921, p. 50.)
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S. 65. (Forces of Lift in Flowing Fluids. Illustr. aeronaut. Mitteilungen, 1902, p. 133. More detailed papers
in the reports of the proceedings of the Bavarian Acad. of Sciences, Math.-Phys. Class 1910, 2d report,. and
1911, p. 65.)

N. Jouxowsxl: Ueber die Konturen der Tragflachen der Drachenflieger. Z. F. M., 1910, S. 281. "Aerodynamique"
aus dem Russischen tibersetzt von Drzewiecki, Paris, 1916. (On the Contours of Airplane Wings. 'Z. F. M., 1910,
p.281. "Aerodynamics" translated from the Russian by Drzewiecki, Paris, 1916.

R. GRAMMEL: "Die hydrodynamischen Grundlagen des , Fluges." Braunschweig, 1917. (The Hydrodynamic Princi-
ples of Flight. Brunswick, 1917.)

R. V. MISES: Zur Theorie des Tragflachenauftriebs. Z. F. M., 1917, S. 157, 1920, S. 68 and 87. (The Theory of Lift
of Wings. Z. F. M., 1917, p. 157, 1920, pp. 68 and 87.)

After this memoir was written, two papers, by R. Fuchs and E. Trefftz, on the theory of aerofoils appeared, both
of which discuss the theory of a monoplane and that of airplanes of least drag. . These papers are published in the
"Zeitschrift fur Angewandte Mathematik and Mechanik," 1921, Heft 2 u. 3, Berlin.
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The Mechanism of Fluid Resistance.'

By Ta, v. KARm.AN and U. RuSAc,Er.

The resistance of a solid body moving with a uniform velocity in an unhni ted fluid can be calculated theoretically
only in the limiting cases of very slow motion of small bodies or of very high fluid viscosity. We are brought in such
cases to a resistance proportional to the first power of the velocity, to the viscosity constant, and, for geometrically
similar systems, to the linear dimensions of the body. fo the domain of this linear resistance"--which has aroused
much interest, especially within recent years, on account of some important experimental applications—has to be
opposed the limiting domain of comparatively large velocities. for which the so-called "velocity square law" holds
with very good approximation. In this latter domain, which embraces nearly all the important technical applications,
the resistance is nearly independent of fluid viscosity, and is proportional to the fluid density, the square of the
velocity, and--again for geometrically similar systems--to a surface dimension of the body. In this domain of the
"square law" is included the important case of air resistance, because it is easy to verify, by the calculation of the
largest density variations which can occur for the speeds we meet in aeronautics and airserews, that the air compression
can be neglected without any sensible error. The inGuence Of the compression first becomes important for velocities
of the order of the velocity of sound. In fact, experiments show that the air resistance, in a broad range from the small
speeds at which the viscosity plays a role up to the large speeds comparable to the velocity of sound, is proportional
to the square of the velocity with very good approximation.' In general, fluid resistance depends upon the form and
the orientation of the body in such a complicated way that it is extraordinarily difficult to predetermine the flow to a
degree sufficient for the evaluation of the resistance of a body of given form, by a process of pure calculation, as can be
done by aid of the Stokes formula in the case of very slow motions. We also will not succeed in this paper in reaching
such a solution, but will still make the attempt to give a general view of the mcchan.i.sm of fluid resistance within the
limit: of the aquare lam.

We can state the problem of fluid resistance in the following somewhat more exact way.
Since the time of the fundamental considerations of Osborne Peynolds on the mechanical similitude of flow

phenomena of incompressible viscous fluids of different density and viscosity and--under geometrical similitude—for
different sizes of the system considered, it is known that the resistance phenomenon depends upon a single parameter
which is a certain ratio of the above-mentioned quantities. Thus the fluid resistance of a body moving with the uniform
velocity Uin an incompressible unlimited fluid may be expressed by a formula of the form'

(I)	 W=11l uf(lJlnl

where

A is the viscosity constant
n the fluid density
1 a definite but arbitrarily chosen linear dimension of the body, and fUl '1 a function of the single variable

/a

R= UPI - We will call "Reynolds' parameter" the quantity R which has a zero dimension.µ

Theory and experhrc .t sho+v that for very small ,aloes of P--that is, for lwv velocities, or small bodies, or great
viscosity—the function f (P) is very, nearly constant; the re,±ista,nce cocflicierit of the Stokes formula, corresponds to the
limiting case of f(ii) for R=O. The square law corresponds to the limiting case. of Ati oo . We approach this latter case
the more nearly the smaller the viscosity ;t, so that in the limiting case of R=vo, the fluid can be considered as
frictionless. And wa can ask ourselves, to urhat limiting configuration does the flow of the viscous fluid around a solid
body tend when we pass to the linzitin.g case of a Perfect fluid? This is, according to our view, the fundamental point of
the resistance problem.

The fact that we obtain in this case a resistance nearly independent of the viscosity constant—since according
to formula (T) this corresponds to the square law--allowa us to conjecture that in this limiting case the resistance is
determined by flow types such as can occur in a perfect fluid.

I Translation of the paper of Th. v. Karman and H. Rubach published in "Physikalische Zeitschrift," Jan. 15, 1912.
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It is now certain that neither the so-called "continuous" potential flow, nor the "discontinuous" potential flow
discovered by Kirchhof and v. Helmholtz, can express properly this limiting case. Continuous potential flow does not
cause any resistance in the case of uniform motion of a body, as may be shown directly by aid of the general momentum
theorem; the theory of the discontinuous potential flow, which, in relation to the resistance problem has been dis-
cussed principally by Lord Rayleigh, I leads to a resistance which is proportional to the square of the velocity; the cal-
culated values do not, however, agree with the observed ones. And, independent of the insufficient agreement between
the numerical values, the hypothesis of the "dead water," which, according to this theory ought to move with the
body, is in contradiction to nearly all observations. It is easy to see by aid of the simplest experiments that the flow,
when referred to a system of coordinates moving with the body, is not stationary, as assumed in this theory. Further-
more, in the theory of discontinuous potential motion, the suction effect behind the body is totally missing, while in
the dead water, which extends to infinity, we have everywhere the same pressure as in the undisturbed fluid at a great
distance from the body. But according to recent measurements, in many cases the suction effect is of first importance
for the resistance, and in any case contributes a sensible part of the last.

The reason why in a perfect fluid the discontinuous potential flow, although hydrodynamically possible, is not realized
is without any doubt the instability of the surfaces of discontinuity, as has already been recognized by v. Helmholtz
and specially mentioned by Lord Kelvin. 2 A surface of discontinuity can be considered as a vortex sheet; and it can
be shown in a quite general way that such a sheet is always unstable. This can also be observed directly; observation
shows that vortex sheets have a tendency to roll themselves up; that is, we see the concentration around some points
of the vortex intensity of the sheet originally between them. This observation leads to the question: Can there exist

FIG. 1.

stable arrangements of isolated vortex filaments, which can be considered as the final product of decomposed vortex
sheets? This question forms the starting point of the following investigations; it will, in fact, appear that at least for
the simplest case of uniplanar flow, to which we will limit ourselves, we will be led to a "flow picture" which in all
respects corresponds quite well to reality.

THE INVESTIGATION OF STABILITY.

We will investigate the question whether or not two parallel rows of rectilinear infinite vortices, of equal strength
but of inverse senses, can be so arranged that the whole system, while maintaining an invariable configuration, will
have a uniform translation and be stable at the same time. It is easy to see that there exist two kinds of arrangements
for which two parallel vortex rows can move with a uniform and rectilinear velocity. The vortices may be placed
one opposite the other (arrangement a, fig. 1), or the vortices of one row may be placed opposite the middle points
of the spacing of the vortices of the other row (arrangement b). In the case of equality of spacing of the vortices in
both rows, as a consequence of symmetry for the two arrangements a and b, it appears that each vortex has the same
velocity in the sense of the X axis, and that the velocity in the sense of the Y'axis is equal to zero. We have to answer
the question, which of these two arrangements is stable?

To illustrate first by a simple example the method of the investigation of stability, we will start with the con-
sideration of an infinite row of infinite vortices disposed at equal distances l and having the intensity l• , and will study

On the resistance of fluids, Mathematical and Physical Papers, Vol. I, p. 287.
Mathematical and Physical Papers, Vol. IV,p. 215. This paper contains a detailed critique of the theory of discontinuous motion.
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the stability of such a system. If we designate by xp , yp, the coordinates of the p—th vortex, and by xq , yq the
coordinates of the q—th the velocity impressed on the latter vortex by the former is given by the formulae

u =	
yp—yg

Pq 2a (X, —xq)2+(yp—yq)2

v =—	 XP—xg
Pq	

2a (X, — xn)'+(yp —yq)2

These formulm express the fact that each vortex communicates to the other a velocity which is normal to the line
joining them and is inversely proportional to their distance apart. Therefore the resultant velocity of the q—th vortex
due to all the vortices is equal to

dxq— 1 yp—yg
dt 27r

1 

(xP— xq)2+(yp-7Jq)2P° —°°

00

dyq_	 X.—xq

dt	 2'r	 (xp—xq)2+(yp—yq)2
P--0°

where p=q is excluded from the summation. If now the vortices are disturbed from their equilibrium position, the
small displacements being 1-p, 77p, the vortex velocities can be developed in terms of these quantities, and we will
be brought to a system of differential equations for the disturbances ^p , q,, i. e., for small oscillations of the system.

Let us accordingly put
xp=pl+^r
yp=71p

and, neglecting the small quantities of higher orders, we will get

d^q — 3' V I?p-77q
dt2^r	 (p—q)2l2

d7g = 3'	 ^P—^9
dt 2^r	 (p—q)2l2

Pa—°°

The differential equations so obtained, which are infinite in number, are reduced to two equations by the sub.
stitution

p= ot%{Ps° i 71P= 7oe¢P9
These two equations are

dt^

°o
—it = rEefPN — 1
at 770	 p212

P--00

dn°= 1	 e{Pw—I
dt ^ 02a^ p212

P°-0p

with p,-o

The physical meaning of this substitution is easy to see: we consider a disturbance in which each vortex undergoes
the same motion only with a different phase p. Under such conditions we have to do with a wave disturbance and the
system will be called stable, when for any value of rp, that is, for any phase difference between two consecutive vortices,
the amplitude of the disturbance does not increase with the time.

Let us introduce the notation
00

1e{P 212	 cos(p^o)-1
K(0=2ar p212 7r12	 p2

P°—W 	 P°1

The foregoing equations then take the form

dt =K(s°)7o

d

ae
t—=

K(en) o

Let us put ^o and 70 proportional to ext ; we will then find for each value of w two values for a, that is

a= f K(,P)	 59
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It follows that the vortex system considered is unstable for any periodic disturbance, because there is always
present a positive real value of X, that is, the disturbance is of increasing amplitude.

Applying this method in the case of two vortex rows we will find that the arrangement a, that is, the symmetrical
arrangement, is likewise unstable, but that for the arrangement b there exists a value of the ratio h/l (h is -the distance
between the two rows, l is the distance between the vortices in the row) for which the system is stable.

In both cases T can be brought to the form

 i(B Ca—Aa)

where A, B, Care functions of the phase difference rp. The system will The stable if (Ca —Aa) is positive for any value of w.
For the symmetrical arrangement a, the functions A, B, Care expressed by the formulae :

OD	 00

1 pals —ha >11— cos pip•

	

A(sa)=^h' —	 (pal2+ha)2+ J Pale
Pm 	 Pm1

00

B( ^v)=
LJ( pZ +h )a sin (p P)

Pet

00

	

C(a)=2ha—	 (p2ls.^ha)a cos (PP)
PTA

But for v= " we get

A(") 8P Lctgha (1 ) —tgha \hl

	

C(,)=_8la
2 	 h
 
Lctgha 

(l ) 
—tgha \M

so that this arrangement is unstable for any values of h and 1.
For the unsymmetrical arrangement b we find

A(^P)__
2 (p+J)ala—ha rt —Cos (PP)

^(p^
-'})ala+ha]a 1	 pals

	

P.-0	 P®1

00

(p+J)ala—ha
B(s^)=

[(p+J)2p+h2]5sin 
(p I ),p

P-0

2

(p+J)212— h2 cos (p I ^4)w
^(p-Fii)ala^,ha]a

P-0

We see now that C(7r)=o, so that in the place where p= r, A must also be equal to zero, because, on account of the
double sign, ), takes a positive real value. This brings us to the condition

	

(p+J)ala--ha	 i	 2

	

((p+j)2P+h1]1	 -{-,pmo(2p1)al
P°0	

'z

But
I(p+1)2la—h2 _ "a

L(p+_JJ l4-4-421' 2la cosha lPe0

and

n

2 "a

(2p+l ale
P-0

so that, as the necessary condition of stability we find the relation

cosh f=VF

and for the ratio h/l we find the value
411=0,288....
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For a certain value of the wave length of the disturbance, corresponding to p=7r, we get a=o, that is, the system
is in a neutral state. But it can be shown by calculation that our system is stable for all other disturbances. This
unique disturbance has to be tested by further investigations. It can, however, be seen that a zero value for X must
appear, because only one stable configuration exists. If this were not so, we would find for 11h a finite domain of sta-
bility.'

THE "FLOW PICTURE."

The consideration of the question of stability has brought us to the result that there exists a particular config-
uration of two vortex rows which is stable. The vortices of both rows have then such an arrangement that the
vortices of one row are placed opposite the middle of the interval between the vortices of the other row, and the
ratio of the distance h between the two rows to the distance l between the vortices of the same row has the value

Z = I arc cosh V =0,283

The whole system has the velocity

--- hU=
^(P I)2lz+hz

P=O

which can also be written
u=21tgh 1

or, introducing the value of hll found by the stability investigation, we get

Su — l. J8

The flow is given by the complex potential (,p potential, ¢ flow function)

i 1	 sin (zo—z) lx='P+i^=— i 19
sin (zo-f-z)1

where
l hi

z° 4+2

By aid of this formula we have calculated the corresponding streamlines and have represented them in Fig. 2.
We see that some of the streamlines are closed curves around the vortices, while the others run between the vortices.

On the other hand, we have tried to make visible the flow picture behind
a body, e. g., a flat plate or circular cylinder, moved through immobile

\ /^ \ •
	 ^^	 water, by aid of lycopodium powder sifted on the surface of the water, and

to fix these pictures photographically (exposure one-tenth of a second).
The regularly alternated arrangement of the vortices can not be

^, f (:^ F ;^^^	 doubted. In most cases the vortex centers can also be well determined;
sometimes the picture is disturbed by small "accidental vortices"pro-
duced in all probability by small vibrations of the body, which in our pro-

`	 visional experiments could not be avoided. We had a narrow tank whose
floor was formed by a band running on two rolls, and the bodies tested

FrC}. 
z. were simply put on the moving band and carried by it. It is to be expected

that by aid of an arrangement especially made for the purpose much more regular flow pictures could be obtained,
while in the actual experiments the flow was disturbed on the one hand by the vibrations of the body and on the
other by the water flow produced by the moving band itself.

The alternated arrangement of the vortices rotating to the right and to the left can only be obtained when the
vortices periodically run off first from one side of the body, then from the other, and so on, so that behind the body
there appears a periodic motion, oscillating from one side to the other, but with such a regularity, however, that the
frequency of this oscillation can be estimated with sufficient exactness. The periodic character of the motion in the
so-called "vortex wake" has often been observed. Thus, Bernard 2 has remarked that the flow picture behind a
narrow obstacle can be decomposed into vortex fields with alternated rotations. Also for the flow of water around
balloon models the oscillation of the vortex field has been observed: z Finally, v. d. Borne 4 has observed and pho-
tographed recently the alternated formation of vortices in the case of air flowing around different obstacles. The

1 From a mathematical standpoint our stability Investigation may be considered as a direct application of the theorems of Mr. O. Toplitz on
Cyclanten with an infinite number of elements, which he has in part published in two papers (Gottingen Nachrichten, 1907, p. 110; Math. Annalen
1911. p. 351), and in part been so kind as to communicate personally to us.

I Comptes Rendus, Paris, 148, 839, 1908.
a Technical report of the Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (British), 1910-11.

Undertaken on the initiative of the representatives of aeronautical scienco in Gottingen, November, 1911.
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phenomenon could not be explained until now; according to our stability investigation the periodic variations appear
as a natural consequence of the instability of the symmetrical flow.'

It is also very interesting to observe how the stable configuration is established. When, for example, a body is
set in motion from rest (or conversely, the stream is directed onto the body) some kind of "separation layer" is first
formed, which gradually rolls itself up, at first symmetrically on both sides of the body, till some small disturbance
destroys the symmetry, after which the periodic motion starts. The oscillatory motion is then maintained corresponding
to the regular formation of left hand and right hand vortices.

We have also made a second series of photographs for the case of a body placed at rest in a uniform stream of
water. For this case the flow picture can be obtained from Fig. 2 by the superposition of a uniform horizontal velocity.
We will then see on the lines drawn through the vortex centers perpendicular to the stream direction, some ebbing
point where the stream lines intersect and the velocity is equal to zero. However, in the same way as the motion is
affected by the vibrations of the experimental body in the case of the motion of a body in the fluid, so in this case the
turbulence of the water stream gives rise to disturbances.

As to the quantitative agreement attained by the theory, it must be noted that our stability conditions refer to
infinite vortex rows, so that an agreement of the ratio h11 with the measured values is to be expected only at a certain
distance from the body. The measurements on the photographs show that the distance l between vortices in a row is
very regular, so that l may be measured satisfactorily, but per contra the distance h is much more variable, because
the disturbance of the vortices takes place principally in the direction normal to the rows, that is, the latter undergo
in the main transverse oscillations. The best way to determine the mean positions of the centers of the vortices would
be by aid of cinematography, but we can also, without any special difficulty, find by comparison the mean direction
of each vortex row directly from photographs. So in the case of the photograph of a circular cylinder 1.5 cm. in diameter,
when making measurements beyond the first two or three vortex pairs we have found the following mean values for
h and l

h=1.8 cm.; 1=6.4 cm.
So that for the ratio h11 we obtain the value

h/1=0.28.

For the flow around a plate of 1.75 cm. breadth we found

h=3 cm.; 1=9.8 cm.
Accordingly

h/1=0.305.

The agreement with the theoretical value 0.283 is entirely satisfactory.
For the first vortex pair behind the body, hll comes out sensibly larger, somewhere near h/1=0.35. But in the first

investigation of K'armAn, mentioned at the beginning of this paper, the stability of the vortex system was investigated
in such a way that all the vortices with the exception of one pair were maintained at rest and the free vortex pair con-
sidered oscillating in the velocity field of the others. Under such assumptions it was found that h/1=1/ir are cosh ^_3=
0.36. We therefore think that the conclusion can be drawn, that in the neighborhood of the body, where the vortices
are even more limited in their displacements, the ratio h/l is greater than 0.283 and approaches rather the value of 0.36.

APPLICATION OF THE MOMENTUM THEOREM TO THE CALCULATION OF FLUID RESISTANCE.

Let us assume that at a certain distance behind the body there exists a flow differing but slightly from the one
of stable configuration which we have established theoretically in the foregoing, but that at a distance in front of the
body, which is great in comparison with the size of the body, the fluid is at rest—as it is quite natural to assume.
We will then be brought by the application of the momentum theorem to a quite definite expression for the resistance
which a body moving with a uniform velocity in a fluid must experience. Practically, by such a calculation for the
uniplanar problem, we will obtain the resistance of a unit of length of an infinite body placed normally to the plane
of the flow.

We will use a system of coordinates moving with the same speed u as the vortex system behind the body. In
this coordinate system, according to our assumptions, at a sufficient distance from the body the vortex motion behind
the body as well as the fluid state in front of the body will be steady, and we will have, when referred to this.system
of coordinates, a uniform flow of speed —u in front of the body, but behind the body the velocity components will
be expressed by

—u+L- and —LIP

where ', is the real part of the complex potential

ii	 sin (ze+z) 1
x=,P 4=21r19

sin (ze—z) 7r,

3 The tone that is omitted by a stick rapidly displaced in air is fixed by this periodicity, to which Prof. C. Runge has already drawn our
--ution.
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The body itself has, relative to this system of coordinates, the velocity U— u, where U is the absolute velocity of the
body. If we designate by l the distance between the vortices of one row, there must take place, as a consequence
of the displacement of the body, in the time T=I/(U—u), the formation of a vortex on each side of the body. We
will calculate the increment of the momentum, along the X axis, in this time interval T (that is, between two instants
of time of identical flow state) and for a part of the flow plane, which we define in the following way (see fig. 3). On
the sides the plane portion considered is limited by the two parallel straight lines y= ± 7 7; in front and behind, by
two straight lines x=Const, disposed at distances from the body which are great in comparison with the size of the
body, the line behind the body being drawn so as to pass through the point half way between two vortices having
inverse rotation. When the boundary lines are sufficiently far from the body we can consider the fluid velocities at
those lines as having the values indicated in the foregoing.

For a space with the boundaries indicated above the relation must exist that the momentum imparted to the

body f. Wdt  (where Wis the resultant fluid resistance) is equal to the difference between the momentum contained

in the space considered at the times t=r and t=7-+T and the sum of the inflow momentum and the time integral
of the pressure along the boundary lines. If we thus consider as exterior forces the force — W and the pressure, which
act on the whole system of fluid and solid, they must then correspond to the increment of the momentum—that is,
to the excess of momentum after the time T less the inflow momentum.

.v

FIG. 3.

We will calculate these momentum parts separately. The excess of momentum after the time T is equal to the
difference of the values that the double integral p f f u (x, y) dx dy takes at the times t=r and t=7-+T. But the
time interval has been chosen in such a way that the state of flow is identical, with the difference that the body has
been displaced through the distance 1=(U—u) T. The double integral reduces thus to the difference of the integrals
taken over the strips ABCD and A, B, C, D' both of breadth 1. For the strip A , B ,*C, D' the fluid speed can be taken

equal to —u for the strip AB CD equal to—u+N so that we get

l 
I, =p 	 ^ydxdy

o	 —

If we pass to side boundaries having j=m, we obtain for I, the very simple expression

Ii =pi h
which can also be obtained directly by the application of the general momentum theorem to vortex systems.

We will unite in one single term the inflow momentum and the time integral of the pressure, because in such a
way we will be led to more simple results. If we consider a uniplanar steady fluid motion with the velocity com-
ponents u (x, y) and v (x, y) and consider a fixed contour in the plane, the inflow momentum in a unit of time in the
direction of X is expressed by the Closed integral p f (u2dy—uvdx) where u, v are the velocities on the contour. The

pressure gives the resultant f p dy along the X axis, but since for a steady flow the relation

p=Const —p4
 2+ V2

must hold, we thus obtain for the sum of both integrals, multiplied by T

I.Z =T f p(u2dy—uvdx)+T f p dy

=Tp f (42 2 v2 dy—uvdx)
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Or, introducing the complex quantity,
io=u—iv= a(w+i* ax

a(x -{-iy) — az
we get

I2=p f (w2dz)

where Im is to be understood as the complex part of the integral.
If we put for the contour

U= —U+U1,
V='V

then the terms in u2 will at once be eliminated, and also the terms in u on account of the equality of the inflow and
outflow; and there will remain only the terms in U12 and uevl. The latter will give a finite value only for the boundary
line passing through the vortex system (AD in fig. 3). Passing to q=ao, we get

t^

I2 =TpIm	 L.X )'d,]

—tom

and integrating along AD we get
x(ioo )

I2=TpIm	 M—dx

x(—too
But

dx	 1 her 
Sr cos 2^x

w= dx
=—

l tgh d —	 ha
1 cosh 1

so that, integrating and introducing the values

x(lw)= 4 —ti 
hr

x(—iW)=-4 
i21

I2 

Tp huh 

2 J

where u again has been written for 2 Z tgh"i

Thus the total momentum imparted to the body is

T	 /ruh r2 /Wdt=plh—Tp 1\ l 410

If for the mean value of 3/Tf T Wdt we write W (as the time mean value of the resistance) we will obtain with
0

T=ll(U—u) the final formula
2

(II)	 W pr 
Z 

(U-2u)+p 2l

The fluid resistance appears here expressed by the three characteristic constants r, h, I of the vortex configuration
(as u is expressed by the last). In the deduction of this last formula we did not take account of the stability condi-
tions, so that this formula applies to any value of the ratio h/l. If we assume the vortices in the row to be brought
all close together so that they are uniformly distributed along the row, but in such a way that the vortex intensity per
unit of length remains finite, we thus pass to the case of continuous vortex sheets. In this case r/l= U, but 14/1=0

and u= 27 so that the fluid resistance disappears. The discontinuous potential flow of v. Helmholtz thus does not

give any resistance when the depth of the dead water remains finite, as can also be shown from general theorems.

THE FORMULAE FOR FLUID RESISTANCE.

Let us now apply to our special case the general formula we have just found, introducing the relations between
g and u, and h and l according to the stability conditions. For the speed u we have

__ 1•

u 1V 8
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further,
h/1=0,283

so that we get

W= N110,283V-8-.0 (U-2u)-f ^W

If we introduce, as is ordinarily done, the resistance coefficient according to the formula

W ,Pw P d U2

where d is a chosen characteristic dimension of the body, to which we refer the resistance, we will obtain ¢w expressed
by the two ratios u/ U and lld in tlae following way

(III)	 *,=CO3799U-0,323(U)2] d

We have thus obtained. the resistance coefficient—which before could be observed only by resistance measurements—
expressed by two quantities which can be taken directly from the flow phenomenon, viz, the ratio

U _Velocity of the vortex system
U— Velocity of the body

and
I Distances apart of the vortices in one row
d—	Reference dimension of the body

Both quantities, corresponding to the similitude of the phenomenon, within the limits of validity of the square law
can depend only upon the dimension of the body.

These two quantities can be observed very easily experimentally. The ratio lld can be taken directly from photo-
graphs, while the ratio ul U can be found easily by counting the number of vortices formed. If we designate by T the
time between two identical flow states we can then introduce the quantity lo= UT, which is the distance the body
moves in the period T. This quantity must be independent of velocity for the same body, and the ratio 1l10 for similar
bodies must also be independent of the dimensions of the body but determined by the shape of the body. Remember-
ing that T= 1/( U—u), we then find between u/ U and l/lo the simple relation

U	 to

By some provisional measurements we have proved the similitude rule and afterwards calculated the resistance
coefficient for a flat plate and a cylinder disposed normal to the stream, for the purpose of seeing if the calculated values
agreed with the air resistance measurements, at least in order of magnitude.

Our measurements were made first on two plates of width 1.75 and 2.70 cm. and 25 cm. length, and we have meas-
ured the period T and calculated the quantity to=UT for two different velocities. We have used a chronograph
for time measurements and the period was observed for each vortex row independently. Thus was found for the
narrower plate

U=10.0 cm/sec	 15.1 ctn/sec
T=1.26 sec	 0.805 sec

UT=12.6 cm	 12.1 cm

for the • wider plate.
IT=9.6 em/sec	 15.5 cm/sec
T=1.99 sec.	 1.20 sec.

UT=19.1 sec.	 18.6 sec.

Mean value UT=18.8 cm
The ratio of the plate width is equal to

2.70
1.75 =1.54

and the ratio of the quantities lo= UT is equal to
18.8
12.3 =1.52

So that the similitude rule is in any case confirmed.
A circular cylinder of 1.5 cm. diameter was also teasted at two speeds. We found the values

U=11.0 cm/sec	 15.8 cm/sec
T=0.66 sec.	 0.48 sec.

UT=7.3 cm	 7.5 cm

Mean value UT=7.4 cm
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Knowing the values of lo= UT we can calculate for the plate and the cylinder the speed ratio u/U. Thus,

for the plate u/ U=0.20.
for the cylinder u/ U=0.14

and with the values of l indicated before we have

for the plate l/d=5.5

for the cylinder 1ld=4.3

where d is the plate width or cylinder diameter. We thus find the resistance coefficients
for the plate >y,=0.80
for the cylinder ¢W =0.46

The resistance measurements of Foppl' have given for a plate with an aspect ratio of 10:1 the resistance coefficient
¢W =0.72 and the Eiffe1 2 measurements, for an aspect ratio of 50:1; that is, for a nearly plane flow, the value'Gw=0.78.
Further, Foppl has found for a long circular cylinder 1G,=0.45, so that the agreement between the calculated and meas-
ured resistance coefficients must be considered as fully satisfactory.

The theoretical investigations here developed ought to be extended and completed in two directions. First,
we have limited ourselves to the uniplanar problem; that is, to the limiting case of a body of great length in the direc-
tion normal to the flow. It is to be expected that by the investigation of stable vortex configurations in space we will
also be brought to a better understanding of the mechanism of fluid resistance. However, the problem is rendered
difficult by the fact that the translation velocity of curved vortex filaments is not any longer independent of the size
of the vortex section, because to an infinitely thin filament would correspond an infinitely great velocity. Never-
theless, it must not be considered that the extension of the theory to the case of space would bring unsurmountable
difficulties.

Much more difficult appears the extension of the theory in another direction, which really would first lead to a
complete understanding of the theory of fluid resistance, namely, the evaluation by pure calculation of the ratios
lld and ul U, which we have found from flow observations, and which determine the fluid resistance. This problem
can not be solved without investigation of the process of vortex formation. An apparent contradiction is brought out
by the fact that we have used only the theorems established for perfect fluids, which in such a fluid (frictionless fluid)
no vortices can be formed. This contradiction is explained by the fact that we can everywhere neglect friction except
at the surface of the body. It can be shown that the friction forces tend to zero when the friction coefficient decreases,
but the vortex intensity remains finite. 'If we thus consider the perfect fluid as the limiting case of a viscous fluid,
then the law of vortex formation must be limited by the condition that only those fluid particles can receive rotation
which have been in contact with the surface of the body.

This idea appear first, in a perfectly clear way, in the Prandtl theory of fluids having small friction. The Prandtl
theory investigates those phenomena which take place in a layer at the surface of the body, and the way in which the
separation of the flow from the surface of the body occurs. It we could succeed in bringing into relation these inves-
tigations on the method of separation of the stream from the wall with the calculation of stable configuration of vortex
films formed in any way whatever, as has been explained in the foregoing pages, then this would evidently mean
great progress. Whether or not this would meet with great difficulties can not at the present time be stated.

3 See the work of O. Foppl already mentioned.
2 G. Eiffel, "La Resistance de ]'Air et ]'Aviation," p. 47, Paris. 1910.
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TECRNICAL LE TMORANDUi! INT O. 336.

Pry ESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON JOUKOWSKI WINGS.*

By Gtto Blumenthal.

In the winter semester of 1911-12 3, I described, in a lec-

ture on the hirdrodynamic bases of the problem of flight, the

potential flow about a Joukowski wing.** In connection with

this lect}zre, Karl Toepfer and Erich Trefftz computed the

pressure distribution on several . typical wings and plotted

their results. I now publish these diagrams accompanied by a

qualitative discussion of the pressure distribution, which

sufficiently indicates the various poEsible phenomena. For a

quicker survey, I have divided_ the article into two parts,

the first part dealing with the :more 'rathematical and hydrody-

namic aspects and the second past, which is comprehensible in

itself, taking up the real discussion from the practical stand-

-,00 int .

* From "Zoitschrift fi?r Flugtechnik and 11lotorluftschiffahrt,"
cy 31, 1913.

** So., above magazine, Vol. I .(1910), p. 281.
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I

we obtain the -entire number of all Joukowski t.rings of the

length 21 with the trailing edge at the ,--)oint x = - t, by

laying, in a.	 + i r plane through the point 	 1/2,

the cluster of all the circles which contain the point	 = l/2,

either inside or on their circumference, and plotting these

circles . by means of the 1 ormula.

z = Y: + Z2	 (1)
4

on the z, = x + i y plane. The circles, which contain the

point'	 = 1/2 on their circumference, thus become doubly in-

tersected arcs and, in particular, the circle, which has the

distance (-1/2, + 1/2) for its diameter, becomes the recti-'

linear distanc e of 'the length 2 Z	 The circles which contain

the point	 - 1/2 inside, furnish the real Joukowski fig-

ures. The point	 -1/2 passes every time into the sharp

trailing edge- The individual Joukowski wings are character-

ized by the following quantities (Fig. 1). The center M of

the circle . K is connected with the point E,	 l/2, and

the point of intersection of this connecting line with the- ?1

axis is designated by M t . The distance OM l on the T1 axis

is equal to half the height of the arc produced by describing

the circle about 10 as its center and is therefore designated

by f/2 1 as half the camber of the Joukowski wing, f being

its first characteristic dimension. We have chosen as the
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second characteristic dimension, tho radii differenceX1 ,1 1 = b.

This gives a measuremer..t for the thickness of the Joukowski

vying.

We will now consider the determination of the velocity

and pressure distribution which produce an air flow along the

wing, in infinity, with the velocity V at an angle of T_173

with the positive x axis, P being the angle of attack of the

going.

The absolute velocity q of this flow is calculated taus:

If K (^ ' ri)f is the absolute velocity of the air flow, of ve-

locity V and angle of attack (3, around the circle K in

the t plane, then

q (x, Y) =	 5 r
dz j
,ail

It is, ho^^rcver,

2
Idz i = 2	

(Cr2	 2/i + e T1 2 , 62 = E2 + ^2^

and E,:,lo:,ig, the circle K

K ( ,^1) _ ----1	 I2 V (.E sin( + 71 cos R) + cI,

2

where 2 n c is

according to Kut

trailing edge is

appears, K must

tain

the circulation. This const;

ta, by the condition that the

finite and therefore, since

also disappear at the point

nt is drat ermined

velocity at the

dz/dt there dis-

H. Thus we ob-
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K (t,ri ) =	 1	 61 + 11 sing + r cos^3.
Z2	

s
33  	 V	 2 /

2	 + s`

-	 02	 21 ^^ + ^^, s in g + r c o s 9

Z2'+_+ b
	 (^ 2— 1 2 2 + z2 r,2.

2	 `	 4

Q2 = 2 + &2 .

This rather involvod expression is simplified by the in-

(<)

troduction of a new y r riable,

the circle K. measured from

the coordinates I , r and the

are exnresscd as follows: Fo:

radius of the circle K with

the anEle to at the center of

the radius M& In this angle,

quantities connected with thel"I

r abbxeviation, we designate the

r = '^/ O+ f 2+ S and introJuce

the angle A by

cos1^= -
j 

l	 sin A=	 f
N Z2 + f~	 Z2 + f

The geometric significance of A and to is obvious from Fig. 1.

By simple calculations we now obtain

= - 2 +2 r singsine+A^,

(3)

r - 2 r sin ^ cos 0 + Al .$

'	 l'	 w	 ^	 w
4 	 2 l r sin 

2 
_•sin ^ ; \ 2,+ Al + 4 r2 s in2 2

( 4)
to

2 
+4r sin	 sin2- 

f 
cos	 +A^1
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Formula 2 for q is simplified by the introduction of the

angle w , to

1I 
_ a2

V	 l
x 2

1,
:160's \2 + A + (31

-	 (5)

ccs2 ,9 + A,/ + 2 ^8 sin 2 - 2 cos Cw + A)J
G2=	 F

r 2

From this we next derive a few general results which. hold

good for all the quantities f, fi , R .

a) On the trailing edge q == 	 cos (A + ^) .
V 2r

b) On top of the wing, there is always a portion along

which the velocity q > V, hence where there is a negative

pressure. As proof of this, we will consider the center of

the upper side, the point w -= 2 . -' A• At this point 6> r,

as can easily be seen geometrically (Fig. 1) or from formula 4.

However, if we put W = 2' A in formula 5, it then becomes

q	 62 Cos (- 2
V I rcos / tt - A	 ^_ 4	

_ f

	

w	 4 2 j 	 +F Cfi+2

	

cos - R 	
r	

> cos 

cos ^i^	 cos	 A

	

- A	 l + fi +	 - ^I

	

^4 2/	 ^4	 2/	 ^.4 2
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c) The velocity is zero at the point w = rr - 2A - 2P,

whica is always located on the lower side. At this point the

streamline enters the tiring. Further general conclusions (i. e. ,

applying to all f, S, (3) can hardly be drawn. We obtain

considerably more accurate expressions in the especially irt-

cresting practical case where, in the vicinity of the leading

edge, a pronounced velocity maximum and consequently a strong

suction is produced. We Till confine ourselves to this case

in all teat follows. Hereby we can, in formula 5, first of

all disregard the slight fluctuation of the factor ( y2 for

small values of f and S and consider only the factor F,

which must be alone decisive for the great changes in velocity.

This factor, however, enables a simple explanation.

For this purpose, we introduce the angle 	 2 + A +
The entering ?point of the streamline then lies at 	 = n/2,

where F disappears. In general, we have

(a2 + sin2 R) tang 	2 (ab -- sin g cosR) tan* +

l + ( b2 + cos2 P ),

6a	
z 

\S cos (A + '^) - 2 sin(

b = L S sin (A + ^) + 2 cos(3 .

Consequently, F attains its maximum value at the angle fro,

which is given by the fornlala

tan *o = ab - sinB cosS,

a2 + s in2 R
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!71C--Lx (71)
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and this value is

We nova make Vae assu.,ption, correspondin" to the already

announced purpose of our investigation, that F has a hi gh

maximum in relation to the value of cos (A + P) on the trail-

ing ec-ge. We require, e. . , that F1MaX shall equal or exceed

12.-2. This is ma,the:-^a tically the most favorable. Formula 71

TNith the ^^ad of a rough estimate, then gives

2	 {,2l : +	 sinC z 5 cos (A + 3) 1 +	 f2	 h^z +

o cos (A --f- P) (1+ sin A) .. • .	 (a)

With this insertion, the numorator, of tan *0 is smaller than

-- —^ cos (A + q ) ! "^ 12 + f2 cos - b sin (A +	 (1-sin4

For smal-1 f, b and	 this value is a>ltivays negative and there-

fore the maxi—mum v^.lue of F is assuimed to be at a point 10-

catcd between the entering -point and the trailing edge on the

portion of the surface belonging to the upper side.* On the

* Generally the -point is located on the upper side. It lies
betvrz^en tho entering point and the leading edge, only when 8

is very smo-11 in comparison with f. For S = 0, it lies on
the leading ec_Ee.
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other hand, it can be shown that the maximum is located -not

far from tho entering-)oint. In fact the ;really preponderat-

ing member in the numeroator of tan ,fro , on account of formula

8, is cosp sin P . The case is not quite so simple with the

denominator, which is

a2 + S i rp

4 1 52 cost (A + ) - 5 f cos (A + ^) sinF3 + 12^+ f2 sin2
^°:b^^l

If we introo_uce into the first member, on the right side of

formula 8, the above limit for 8, the denominator is then

smaller thin 2	 a 
f sin2	Hence tan *p is either smaller

or at cost only unesscnt ially* greater than - 	 cota, which

shows that U is either smaller or at most only slightly great-

or than T 	 2	 The point w, at. which F assumes its max-

imum value, is located between the entering point of the stream-

line and the upper side and, at most, only slightly farther

than 4P from the ontering point.

Lastly, it may be remarked that in. formula 6 for F , both

the powers, tang *	 and tan fir, appear to be multiplied by

small coefficients. Both these members therefore assume quite

large values for large values of tan, i.e., in the i_:lmedi-

ate vicinity of the entering point and the le^ding edge. Hence

F differs but little over the whole surface, with the excep-

tion of the specified region, from the value cos (A + R) on

the trailing edge and therefore only slightly from unity.

* "Unes sent ially" means that the deviations are of the order of
magnitude f/^ 8/Z
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II

The results of the computations in I arc as follows: A

Joukowsl,,i 1,„;ing is characterized by the three dimcnsions, name-

ly, the length 2t, the cambor f and the radii difference

6, whic 1 is expressed in the thickne,,,s of the tying. To these

is added the angle of a.ttack	 The joints on the surface

are most conveniently co -puted - ith the aid of a variable w of

the Pngle at the center of the circle in Fig. 1. The formulas

for the coordinates will not be given here. In practice, a

graphic -.rocess is employed which is explained in the.accompa-

nying note by E• Trefftz (pages 130-131 of this same volume

of "Zeitschrift fur Flugtechnik and ;otorluftschiffahrt.”)

We require only the following data: w = 0 gives the trailing

edge; w = n - 2A (tan A = Z} gives the leading edge and the
intermediate values of w correspond to the lower surface of

the wing. W = 7 - 2A - 2 P gives the entering point, i. e. ,

the point where the air flow strikes the surface and hence

where the velocity is zero.

The ratio of the absolute velocity q of the air flow'

on the wing to the velocity V in infinity is ' given by

q	 o2

V	 t 
F

r .2

(5)

r = "-=-1 
2 .+ f 2 +
2

is the radius of the circle in Fig. 1 and
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a the distance OB in the same figure. Both factors, 6 and

F, depend on w. For sma11 f and. &, the value of the factor
62l differs but little from unity. The properties of the fac-
r 2

for F. as obtained b J, the calculations of I, can be sur,=arized

as follows.

On the trailing edge, F has the value cos (A + (3) and

decreases at the customary angles of attack (about 6 0 ), from

the leading edge to the entering point, where it becomes zero.

For small f and S, the decrease takes place very slowly

throughout .0
moot of the lower side and first becomes rapid in

th,e imirediate vicinity of the entering point.

From the entering point, F increases rapidly and attains

near the leading edge, a maximum of the order of magnitude

SL /26. This is approximately also the inaxirma.m value of the

velocity ratio q : V For this maximum value, the ratio of

the angle of attack to the thickness of the wing is therefore

decisive, the camber having, in the first order, no effect on

it. In constructive wing shapes, where ^ and R are of the

same ordcr of magnitude, the velocity at the leading edge is

accordingly not very great. This result is important because

it explains the effect of rounding the leading edge. The re-

sult is still more striking when we consider the radius of

curvature p of the leading edge. It is, namely, with unes-
2

sential omissions P	 /- = 16 b (7. - 4	 The radius of curvature

therefore diminishes rapidly with decreasing S, the rounding
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off of the leading edge.being very slight, and the maximum ve-

locity remains within moderate bounds. The negative pressure

on the leading edge, which, according to Bernouilli's equation,

is proportional to q 2 /V 2 , is computed by the introduction of

the radius of curvature in the first approximation, to

4 p2 p. I consider this simple, formula worthy of attention.

The course of F along the top of the wing can finally

be characterized as follows: At some distance from the leading

edge, F changes but slowly. If, therefore, the maximum value

of F is much greater than unity, it falls abruptly at first

and then gradually approaches the value at the trailing edge.

Only in the vicinity of the leading edge does the factor

F jive us sufficiently accurate information concerning the

course of the velocity q. Everywhere else we need to know

tITe course of a. This can be easily found geometrically from

Fig. 1. On the leading edge a • has the value of 1/2. From

the triangle ETIIO, it follows that a assumes its minimum value.

for the angle w rein, which is given by

2

sin A 2 cos A + r sine A

Hence
7.sin w min -

4 82 + 4 r2f	 l2

For the angle 2 ^rnin^ we again have 6 = 2 and then a
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increases further, up to the angle w r,1ax = wmin + n• The value

	

of w	 increases with f/6 . For	 = 0 w	 = 0 hencei_^ln	 ^	 min
the value of a is smallest on the trailing edge and greatest

on the leading edge. Conversely, for 6, 	 min =f	 n= 0 w	 (n/2) - A

and is therefore situated in the middle of the lower surface.

In general, with increasing f/8, the minimum value of 6

moves from the trailing edge to the middle of the lower sur-

face; the point where u^, again from the trailing cd ge to
G

the leading edge, while the maximum value of 6 moves sirnul-

taneously from the leading; edge to the middle of the upper

surface.

In order to get an idea of the course of the velocity, we

must now estimate the mutual effect of the factors F and 62.

I will proceed with this discussion in close connection 1,.°:ith

the diagrams, which I must first explain. - Their arrangement

is the sar e as for the diagrams in Eiff el' s "Resistance de

hair." Each figure has; at the bottom, an accurate outline

of the wing section. Vertically above each point of the Tsring,

there is plotted from a zero line on the vertical the ratio

q2/V 2, the upper curve corresponding to the upper side and

the lower curve to the lower side of the wing section. The

dashed line shows. the unit distance from the zero line. The

area enclosed by -the e /V 2 curve gives, when multiplied by

	

V 2	 the lift of a unit width of the wing. The chosen an-
M	 1

`C)

gle of attack is 6 0 ((3 = 0.1 ), the air flow being horizontal.
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I am dividing the discussion into several paragraphs.

1. The strong suction on - the greater portion of the upper

surface is common to all the figures. This is indeed the chief

source of the lift, xhile the -p ressure on the lo"Ver surface.

contributes only a small increment. This can be easily veri-

fied frora the general laves. In fact, as already stated, F

diminishes very slolrily along the under surface from the trail-

ing edge almost to the entering point. Hence F differs-but

little, on most of the lower surface, from the value

cos (A + ), which it has on the trailing edge, and therefore
2

only a little from unity. Since also the factor 6l falls
r 2

only slightly below 1, up to the vicinity of the entering

point, q/V is certainly,- not imuch s^:aller than one and hence

there is only a slight- ?.pressure.

2. Fig. 2 (f = 0 and ° = lL) indeed sho,,vs a suction
V

effect =),long a portion of the underside. Since the values

of f arc here less than unity,, such a suction effect can

only be very sma- 11. Its appearance is due to relatively large

values of e and depends ossontia,lly on the ratio f 	 8.

Between the trailing ed: e and w = 2:wmin no suction can occur,

because 6 is here s n.a 111 c  than l/2. Any suction effect can

therefore be expected for only s._Zall values of f : 8, where

`min is &mall. For b = 0 any suction effect is entirely i^1

possible, since 2w , in then corresponds to the leading edge.
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The suction effect has also boon experimentally  deter .ined by

Eiffel on the tiring "en aile V oiseau" which probably alone of

all the surfaces 'tested by Mira can be compared with a Jouko7shi

wing section.*

3. Even on the upper side, the course of the velocity is

characteristically affected by the ratio f : 8. This is clear-

ly shown by Figs. 2-4. 	 Q is expressed on the upper surface

in the position of the angle Lomax = Wmin 
F 7 1 for which cs

has its maximum value. The fact that o continues to increase

from the leading edge as far as w ax causes the maximum valuQ

of q to .move farther from the leading edge than the maximum

of F and the fall in velocity to be less rapid. We differ-

entiate "slightly cambered" wings (f/5<2), in which wm ax in

near the leading edge, and "highly cambered" wings (f/6 Q) ,

in which (s rax lies nearer the middle of the upper surface.

Fig. 2, with f	 0, is a typical example of a slightly cc "ml-

bered tiering. Hero the maximum value of c is situated. in the

leading edge and the values of F and 6 therefore dec-ro sc

* Eiffel,. "Resistance de fair," 1911, Table YII; also p. 105
and "Complement," p. 1°2	 ails Yieuport") . The Ei.ffol fig
ures show that the suction effect increases on the under site
with decreasing angle of attack. This is in aglooment with
our theory, for the factor F increases, as shown by formula
6, at every point on the under side with decreasing P. An-
other suction effect, which Eiffel finds on the trailing odgo
of nearly all wings, .is doubtless due to the formation of
vortices.
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simultaneously, thus producing a very pronounced maximum voloc-

ity, although the maximum velocity is not important in itself.

On the other hand, Fig. 4 (f/L	 1/5, b/% = 1/20) . shows, in

spite o a twice as large maxilmlm velocity, a rciIm,Tkably slow

velocity decrease toward the upper side. In fact, in these

experirncnts, the riaximum of a is situated at about 1/3 of the

upper side and a more rapid velocity decrease accordingly

first begins behind this point. We note also the small inter-

mediate nuximum. on the upper side, which is caused by the in-

crcase of a2 in spite of the simultaneous decrease in F. The

mean between Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 is held by Fig. 3, with

f/l = 1/10 and S/L	 1/20. Here wmax does not lie very far

from the leading eC.ge, about 1/6 of the upper side, the in-

crease in 62 vanishes under the decrease. in F and along the

greater portion- of the upper side we note a uniform falling

off in velocity, clue to the simultaneous decrease in the fac-

tors F and

These :r.elaion.s were also found in Eiffel's experiments

with the wing "en aile d' oiscau." Even the intermediate maxi-

mum of q on highly cambered wings is found on his f iEur ;s ..*

Lastly, I w ish to call attention to the fact that the

measurements of Fig. 4 appear to me to be worthy of commenda-

tion, on-,account of the very uniform stressing of the upper

side.
* On Eiffol's figures, it appears> that,. with decreasing (^ ,
the ;Raxiiuum velocity moves backward from the leading edge on
the upper side. This also agrees with the theoretical conclu-
sions.
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4. Fig. 5 has a very slight rounding . (6/1 = 1/50) at

f/i = 1/5: Therefore ^ = 2.5 and hence the very high ve-

locity maximum on the leading edge. We havealready seen that

the high maxima must decrease very rapidly toward the upper

side. The region of this steep decline corresponds to an angle

of about the size R. During the drop, however, there is in

the figure a long space of almost constant velocity. This is

explained, as in paragraph 3, by the fact that the maximum

value of a is located at about 1/2.5 of the upper side. Only

behind this point is there again a rapid decline to the trail-

ing edge. This behavior is generally characteristic for high-

ly cambered wings of slight rounding and occurs also on Eif-

f el I s d iagrams

As regards the production of the diagrams, it may be noted,

in conclusion, that they were drawn according to the very con-

venient method of E. Trefftz, as set forth in the accompanying

note. Wherev er it appeared necessary, the plotting was veri-

fied by calculation.
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GRAPHIC CONSTRUCTION OF JOUKOWSKI WINGS.*

By F. Trefftz.

In plotting the cross-sect ion .l outline (or profile) of

a Joukowski viing, we proceed as follows (Fig. 6) .

We first plot an xy system of coordinates with the ori-

gin 0 such that the x axis forms the angle 0 with the hor-
izontal direction  of the wing and mark on the x axis the

point L, for which x. = - Z, and on the y axis the point

F, for which y = f.

We now describe two circles and label them K 1 and K2.

The center 11, of the first circle is situated on the straight

line LF at a distance 25 from the rjoint F (beyond the

section 1F). The circle, moreover; passes through. the point

L. The second. circle likewise vasses through the point L

and its center .Al is likewise on LF, the position of M

on LF being; determined by the following condition. If OV.,

is the portion of the positive x axis cut off. by the circle

K 1 a,nd OV2 the portion cut off by the circle K2 1 then

OV, , x OV,^ = l"

Ne now craw, from the point 0, the two lines OA, and

OA2 , so as to form equal angles with the x axis, A, being

the boint of intersection of the first line with the circle

Kz and Ae. the intersection of the second line with the circle

* From "Zeitschrift fur Flugtcchnik and Motorluftschiffahrt,"
May 31, 1913, pp. 130 and 131.
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K2 • Then the center P of the line Al A2 is the point . sought

on the loukowski wing prOfil&

In 'lotting the preceding figures, 24 points were found

In this manner. for each one, by shifting the first line from

the point L 150 each time and draiing the second line syn"

metrically with reference to the x axis.

In order to determine the pressure on each point of tie

profile, when the wing is exposed to a horizontal wind having

the velocity V; we must know the velocity q at which the

air flows by each point of the profile. The pressure on,each

unit area of the wing surface is then proportional- to

We can now find the values of q in a very simple man-

ner. For this purpose, we draw a horizontal line through the

point L. If we designate by h the distance of the point

Al (of the circle K,) from this horizontal line, We obtain,

for any desired point P of the figure, the corresponding

value of q in the following manner. We take from the dia-

gram the distance between the points A, and A21 it the mid-

dle of which we had found the point P, and also the distances

of the point A l from the origin 0, from the center M, of

the circle A and from the horizontal line passing through

L. We then have

q V 0 Al	2 h
A In AA2, 1L, A,

The mathematical proof for the given constructions is sirma-

Ple. As already mentioned, the profile of a Joukowski wing
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can be constructed by describing on the z plane, with the aid
2

of the formula z	 + 4- ,. the circle K, determined by

the camber and radii difference. This circle passes through

the point	 - 1

The systems of coordinates are plotted both in the

plane and in the z plane in such manner that the ^ axis and

the x axis form the angle R with the horizontal wind direc-

tion.

If we now describe, in the z plane, both circles, which

we obtain from the given circle K in the C plane by employ-

ing the two conversion -formulas

z;	 l2
,,,= 2 ^ and z _ -

J

then these are the same two circles we designated above by

K, and K2.

The point A,, has the coordinate zl and the point A2

has the coordinate 2-2 , hence the center of A, A2 has the

coordinate z = 2 (z l + z2) ==	 + f as desired. P is

therefore an actual point on the Jou.kowski curve.

The following formula holds good for the velocity q at

which the air flows by every - p oint on the Joukowski figure.

q = -K (L-R!
d^I

2
From z _	 +	 it follows that
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d 	 12	
- 1 Z,	 2

dC	 2C
(2
	 2^/	 zi

whence we obtain

dz	 Ax A2

d .1	 0 A,

,,.:,ince the absolute value of z, - z2 equals the distance

A, A2 and the absolute value of z, = the distance OAI -
For K	 we obtain, from formula 2 of the preceding

article, K TV A
	

in which h is the distance of the point
IJ

A. from the horizontal line passing through L. In the ex-

pression . there given for the numerator, it is equal to h and

the denominator is equal to J(M,A,), as may be easily veri-

f iod. We thus obtain

q= V 
2 
h 

LAI
YI As Al A-,

which is just the formula given above for I.

Translation by Dwight Y. Miner.,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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THE MINIMUM INDUCED DRAG OF AEROFOILS.

By MAX M. MUNli.

INTROD-UCTION.

The following paper is a dissertation originally presented by the author to the University
of Goettingen. It was intended principally for the use of mathematicians and physicists. The
author is pleased to note that the paper has aroused interest in other circles, to the end that
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics will make it available to a larger circle in
America. The following introduction has been added in order to first acquaint the reader
with the essence of the paper.

In the following development all results are obtained by integrating some simple expressions
or relations. For our purposes it is sufficient, indeed, to prove the results for a pair of small
elements. The qualities dealt with are integrable, since, under the assumptions we are allowed
to make, they can not be affected by integrating. We have to consider only the relations
between any two lifting elements and to add the effects. That is to say, in the process of inte-
grating each element occurs twice—first, as an element producing an effect, and, second, as an
element experiencing an effect. In consequence of this the symbols expressing the integration
look somewhat confusing, and they require so much space in the mathematical expression that
they are apt to divert the reader's attention from their real meaning. We have to proceed up
to- three dimensional problems. 'Each element has to be denoted twice (by a Latin letter and
by a Greek letter), occurring twice in a different connection. The integral, therefore, is sixfold,
six symbols of integration standing together and, accordingly, six differentials (always the same)
standing at the end of the expression, requiring almost the fourth part of the line. The meaning
of this voluminous group of symbols, however, is not more complicated and not less elementary
than. a single integral or even than a simple addition.

In section 1 we consider one aerofoil shaped like a straight line and ask how all lifting
elements, which we assume to be of equal intensity, must be arranged on this line in order to
offer the least drag.

If the distribution is,the best one, the drag can not be decreased or increased by transferring
one lifting element from its old position (a) to some new position (b). For then either the
resulting distribution would be improved by this transfer, and therefore was not best before, or
the transfer of an element from (b) to (a) would have this effect. Now, the share of one element
in the drag is composed of two parts. It takes share in producing a downwash in the neighbor-
hood of the other lifting elements and, in consequence, a change in their drag. It has itself a
drag, being situated in the downwash produced by the other elements.

Considering only two elements, Fig. 1 shows that in the case of the lifting straight line the
two downwashes, each produced by one element in the neighborhood of the other, are equal.
For this reason the two drags of the two elements each produced by the other are equal, too,
and hence the two parts of the entire drag of the wings due to one element. The entire drag

375
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produced by one element has twice the value as the drag of that element resulting from the
downwash in its environs. Hence, the entire drag due to one element is unchanged when the
element is transferred from one situation to a new one of the same downwash, and the distribu-
tion is the best only if the downwash is constant over the whole wing.

In sections 2 to 6 it is shown that the two parts of the drag change by the same value in
all other cases, too. If the elements are situated in the same transverse plane, the two parts are
equal. A glance at Fig. 2 shows that the downwash produced by (1) at (2), (3), (4), and (5)

(21 (4)

W

(3) (51

Fig. 2

is .equal. But then it also equals the downwash due to (4); say, produced at (1). This holds
true even for the component of the downwash in the direction of the lift if the elements are nor-
mal to each other (Fig. 3.); for this component is proportional x.y/r 3 , according to the symbols

^–}- Fig.  3.

of the figure. Hence, it is proved for lift of any inclination, horizontal and vertical elements
being able, by combination, to produce lift in any direction.

There remains only the question whether the two parts of the drag are also equal if the
elements are situated one behind the other—that is to say, in different longitudinal positions.
They are not; but their sum is independent of the longitudinal distance apart. To prove
this, add in Fig. 4 to the lifting element (2) a second inverse lifting element (3) with inverse

linear longitudinal vortices in the inverse direction. The reader observes that the transverse
vortices (2) and (3) neutralize each other; the longitudinal linear vortices, however, have the
same sign, and all four vortices form a pair of vortices running from infinity to infinity. The
drag, produced by the combination of (1) and this pair, is obviously independent of the longi-
tudinal positions of (1) and (2). But the added element (3) has not changed the drag, for (1)
and (3) are situated symmetrically and produce the same mutual downwash. The direction
of the lift, however, is inverse, and therefore the two drags have the inverse sign, and their sum
is zero.

If the two lifting elements are perpendicular to each other (chapter 5), a similar proof can
be given.

Sections 6 and 7 contain the conclusions. The condition for a minimum drag does not
depend upon the longitudinal coordinates, and in order to obtain it the downwash must be
assumed to be constant at all points in a transverse plane of a corresponding system of aero-
foils. This is not surprising; the wings act like two dimensional objects accelerating the air
passing in an infinite transverse plane at a particular moment. Therefore the calculation
leads to the consideration of the two dimensional flow about the projection of the wings on a
transverse plane.
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Section 8 gives the connection between the theory in .perfect fluids and the phenomenon
in true air. It is this connection that allows the application of , the results to practical questions.

1. THE LIFTING STRAIGHT LINE.

A system of aerofoils moving in an incompressible and frictionless fluid has a drag (in the
direction of its motion) if there is any lift (perpendicular to the direction of its motion). The
magnitude of this drag depends upon the distribution of the lift over the surface of the aerofoils.
Although the dimensions of the given system of aerofoils may remain unchanged, the distribu-
tion of the lift can be radically altered by changes in details, such as the aerofoil section or the
angle of attack. The purpose of the investigation which is given in the following pages is to
determine (a) the distribution of lift which produces the least drag, and (b) the magnitude of this
minimum drag.

Let us first consider a single aerofoil of such dimensions that it may be referred to with
sufficient exactness as a lifting straight line, which is at right angles to the direction of its flight.
The length or span of this line may be denoted by 1. Let the line coincide with the horizontal,
or x axis of a rectangular system of coordinates having its origin at the center of the aerofoil.
The density of the lift

A'= dx	 (1)

where A, the entire lift from the left end of the wing up to the point x, is generally a function of
x and may be denoted by f (x). Let the velocity of flight be ve.

The modern theory of flight 1 allows the entire drag to be expressed as a definite double
integral, if certain simplifying assumptions are made. In order to find this integral, it is neces-
sary to determine the intensity of the longitudinal vortices which run from any lifting element
to infinity in a direction opposite to the direction of flight. These vortices are generally
distributed continuously along the whole aerofoil, and their intensity per unit length of the
aerofoil is .

v 1p • dx	 (2)
0

where pis the density of the fluid. Now, for each lifting element dx, we shall calculate the down-
wash w, which, in accordance with the law of Biot-Savart, is produced at it by all the longi-
tudinal vortices. A single vortex, beginning at the point x, produces at the point x = ^ the
downwash

dw=4 
pv 

dA' 1 x	 (3)
0

Therefore the entire downwash at the point ^ is

+1
r^

W 
4 PiloJ dd 	 ^ 1 xdx	 (4)

a

The integration is to be performed along the aerofoil; and the principal value of the integral is
to be taken at the point x = ^. This rule also applies to all of the following integrals. Hence it
follows that the drag according to the equation .

jX	 e
is

=4^ry zp 	 dx	 1xdx A'd^	 (6')0

I See L. Prandtl, TragdOgeltheorie, I. Mitteilung. Nachrichten der Ges. d. Wiss. zu Gottingen, 1918.
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or, otherwise expressed,

+f ^ f
+I

W 	 I—4^r 	J	
f'( ^ - (^) dxd^	 (6)

0
:	 1_I _-

f here signifies the derivative off with respect to x or ^. The entire lift is represented by

+1

A= f f (x) dx
	

(7)
t

Hence the solution of the problem to determine the best distribution of lift depends upon
the determination of the function f so that the double integral

+71+-,

t ,J a --T— —X

shall have a value as small as possible; while at the same time the value of the simple integral

Jz = f .1  (x) dx = const.	 (9)
t

is fixed.
The first step towards the solution of this problem is to form the first variation of J,

SJ,= f 15f (x) dx f ^ x d^j+f l BP Q)dj • xxd,}	 (10)

The second integral on the right side of (10) can be reduced to the first. By exchanging the
symbols x and ^ and by partial integration with respect to x, considering f Q) as the integrable
factor, there is obtained

J {
Sf'Q)dj f(xxdxj=— f 18f (x)dx' dx 

J - _ dt
l 	

(11)

The second member disappears since . f = 0 at the limits of integration .2 Further, the right
hand part of (11)

+t

d('f(x)d^dx x—

upon substitution of̀ the new variables x and t-x—^ for x and ^, is transformed into

x-

d .f(x — t) 
d 

dx,^ t
_+-T

2 If this were not true, there would be infinite velocities at these points.
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Now

dx- x—t) _f G, 	x-
f (	 dt= 	 - -f( -2) + ff(x —t)t

dx; f	
dt

t	 Z	 Z 	 t

x+^	 x = 2	 x + 2 x+^

or, since f disappears at the limits of integration,

dxf
^f(xt) dt x

f-f' (x   —t)
dt

x+I	 x+I

which, upon the replacement of the original variables, becomes

+^

f f' () A
x—^

so that, finally,
+^	 +	 +I	 +T

f {b.f Wd^j ^(xxdx}= f {S f GOdx f ^^(^^ 
del	 (12)

J

Substituting this in (10) there finally results

+_T	 +

SJ,=2 f S.f(x)dxf ^'( ) d^ 	 (13)

From which the condition for the minimum amount of drag, taking into consideration the
second condition (9), is

a+1

f
« d I A=0	 (14)

l
—z

or, when equation (4) is taken into consideration

w = const. = wo	 (15)

The necessary condition for the minimum of drag for a lifting straight line is that the down-
wash produced by the longitudinal vortices be constant along the entire line.

That this necessary consideration is also sufficient results from the obvious meaning of
the second variation, which represents the infinitesimal drag produced by the variation of the
lift if it alone is acting, and therefore it is always greater than zero.

2. PARALLEL LIFTING ELEMENTS LYING IN A TRANSVERSE PLANE.

The method just developed may be applied at once to problems of a more general nature.
If, instead of a single aerofoil, there are several aerofoils in the same straight line perpen-
dicular to the direction of flight, only the limits of integration are changed in the development.
The integration in such cases is to be performed along all of the aerofoils. However, this is
nonessential for all of the equations and therefore the condition for the minimum drag (equa-
tion 15) applies to this entire system of aerofoils.
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Let us now discard the condition that all of the lifting lines are lying in the same straight
line, but retain, however, the condition that they are parallel to each other, perpendicular to
the line of flight as before, and that they are all lying in a plane perpendicular to the line of
flight. Let the height of any lifting line be designated by z or 1'. Equation (3) transforms into
a similar one which gives the downwash produced at the point x, z by the longitudinal vortex
beginning on the lifting element at the point i :

1	 5—x
dw=47rpvo 

dA 
(^ — x) z + (i'-z)z	 (3a)

The expression, which must now be a minimum, is

J'—ff[f(x, z)] f (^ i) Q
— x) l +(i —z)2d dx
	 (8a)

with the unchanged 'secondary condition

	

JZ = f f(x, z) dx = const.	 (9a)

These integrals are to be taken over all of the aerofoils.
This new problem may be treated in the same manner as the first.

. ^—x

Q - x) Z + (^ - z)z

is always to be substituted for 1. x It may be shown that this substitution does not

affect the correctness of equations (10) to (15). Therefore

w = const. = wo	(15a)

is again obtained as the necessary condition for the minimum of the entire drag.
Finally, this also holds true for the limiting case in which, over a limited portion of the

transverse plane, the individual aerofoils, like venetian blinds, lie so closely together that
they may be considered as a continuous lifting part of a plane. Including all cases which
have been considered so far, the condition for a minimum of drag can be stated:

Let the dimensions of a system of aerofoils be given, those in the direction of flight being small
in comparison with those in other directions. Let the lift be everywhere directed vertically. Under
these conditions, the downwash produced by the longitudinal vortices must be uniform at all points
on the aerofoils in order that there may be a minimum of drag for a given total lift.

3. THREE DIMENSIONAL PARALLEL LIFTING ELEMENTS.

The three-dimensional problem may be based upon the two-dimensional one. Let now
the dimensions in the direction of flight be considerable and let the lifting elements be dis-
tributed in space in any manner. Let y or 77 be the coordinates of any.point in the direc-
tion of flight. For the time being, all lifting forces are assumed to be vertical.

The calculation of the density of drag for this case is somewhat more complicated than in
the preceding cases. Consideration must be given not only to the longitudinal vortices, which
are treated as before, but also to the transverse vortices which run perpendicular to the lift at
any point and to the direction of flight. Their intensity at any point where there is a lifting
element is

r A' vo a 
-.f (x, y, z) • uo

The density of drag, W' now has two components, Wl and W2, the first being due to the trans.
verse vortices and the second to the longitudinal vortices.
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For the solution of the present problem only the total drag of all lifting elements

W= f W'dx

is to be considered. In the first place it will be shown that the integral of those parts of the
density resulting from the transverse vortices

W, = f W,'dx

does not contribute to the total drag. A small element of one transverse vortex of the length dx
at the point (x, y, z) produces at the point % ,Y1 , i) the downwash

dw = 1 ' 3y f (x, y, z) • dx	 (16)
4^rpva r

where
r2= (^ — x) 2 + (-n —y) z + (i"—z)1.

Therefore

W'= 47r 1 fff(x , y,z)-fQ' ,,7,^    ) ^n _y dxdt.
	 (17)

This integration is to be extended over all the aerofoils. It .is possible to write this expression
in such a manner that it holds fora continuous distribution of lift over parts of surfaces or in
space. This is true, moreover, for most of the expressions in this paper. Now, exchanging the
variables x, y, z, for ^, v, i, in equation (17) does not change the value of the integral, since the .
symbols for the variables have no influence on the value of a definite integral. On the other
hand, the factor (77 —y), and therefore the integral also, changes its sign. Hence

W,= — W,=0	 (18)
and, as stated,

W= W2 .	 (19)

Therefore the entire drag may be calculated without taking into consideration the transverse
vortices.

The method of calculating the effect of the longitudinal vortices can be greatly simplified.
At the point % 77 , l') that part of the density of drag resulting from a longitudinal vortex begin-
ning at the point (x, y, z) is

W2' 
Uo Pf f %^1, f (x, y, z) •,Pdx	 (20)

where

f dx f, resp. d f

and
^

I fL-7v--Xds;r= (^—X)2+ (n _W+(^—z) Z .	 (21)
Y

The entire drag is

W= f .W2'dx=vu Pf J 'f  % 17, 0 f (x , y, z) ,Pd^dx.	 (22)

Now, in the double integral (22) the variables x, y, z may be exchanged with , ^,1, as before,
without affecting the value of the definite integral. Partial integration may then be performed
twice, first with respect to ^ and then with respect to x. The substitution results in

W= vo Pf 
ff (x, y, z) f	 ,kdxd^	 (23)
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,y is obtained from p upon the exchange of variables. Its value is therefore

4Jx_ ' ds; _ t3	
tz=( 

–x)2+(s–y)'+(1–z)2•	 (24)
v

When partially integrating with respect to d^, the integrable factor is f Q, 21 , 1-)

'f  (' 	 AP.fW= — 
vpp J f (^n, 1) 	 (x, y, z) dxd	 (25)

In the subsequent partial integration with respect to dx, the integrable factor is Z p _ – dx4'

	

W= -;j. ppJ ff  %'r, 1) f' (x, y, z) ^dxd^.	 (26)

Finally, by addition of (22) and (26), there is obtained

2 W=—
pJ J f % ^l, ^) f (x, y, z) (iG–+) dxd^.	 (27)

= y + n – s may now be substituted in (24) for the variable of integration s. Then t changes to
t., and with the exception of the sign the integrand in (21) agrees with the resulting one in (22)

_W

fx
_
 t3 ids	 (28)

,v

Subtracting (28) from (21) there results finally
+.

1 f_X ds.	 (29)t3

Hence,–iy and therefore the entire right side of equation (22) is seen to be independent of the
longitudinal coordinates y of the lifting elements.

Therefore the entire resistance of a three-dimensional system of aerofoils with parallel lifting
elements does not depend upon the longitudinal positions of the lifting elements.

4. LIFTING ELEMENTS ARRANGED IN ANY DIRECTIONS IN A TRANSVERSE PLANE.

The problem considered in section 2 can also be generalized in another way. For the present
the condition that all lifting elements be in one transverse plane may remain. However, they
need no longer be parallel, and the lift may be due to not only a great number of infinitesimal
lifts dA but also to similar transverse forces dB. In the first place let the direction of all lifting
elements be arbitrary, but such that there is a minimum drag, 'and let this direction be an
unknown quantity to be determined.

In the present problem it is desirable to consider a continuous distribution of lift over given
areas instead of lines. The last case can be deduced from the first at any time by passing to
the limit.

Let A' =f(x, z) be the density of the vertical lift per unit area, and B'= F(x, z) the density
of the lateral force per unit area. The lateral force is considered positive when acting in the
positive direction of the X-axis. Then the density of the transverse vortices has the com-

ponents 
op	 p

• A' and – vo B'. The density of the longitudinal vortex is the divergence of the

density of the transversal vortex or 
v,,p (dx –dz ). The longitudinal vortices beginning
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at the point (x, z) therefore produce at the point %0 the downwash and the transverse velocity

1 dA' dB' ) 
dxdz L-2
	

(3b)'dw = 
4^rv.p \ dx — dzr2

1	 d_A' _dB'	 z—^	 (3c)du = 4,rvop ( dx dz) dxdz r2

According to the above, the density of the dra g is

dW=A' odxdz+B'B" dxdz (5b)

With these symbols there results for the total drag the expression

	

,)	 (,^ )z

	

W=4^r 1 v2p If f f ff (x,z) f (,^) P_ dxdzd d^ — f f f f F (x, 	 'F	
7 

dxdzd d+ (30)

fffff  (x,z) F (,^) z  dxdzd^dl 
fff  

f F' (x,z) f Q, r 2 dxdzd^d^}

All of these integrals are to be taken over all of the lifting surfaces. Now the first two
integrals have forms corresponding to the integral in (8), and therefore there is a possibility of
substituting (12) for these. A similar relation also holds for the last two integrals. For exam-
ple, the variation of the third integral is

of J f ff  (x,z) F (,l) z e ^ dxdzAd^

ff f f[af  (x,z) • F Q,^) z _2 '+f' (x,z) a F Q,^) z _jl dxdzd^d^	 (31)

Now in the first term on the right-hand side the variables x and z may be exchanged with
and i . It may then be partially integrated with respect to d^, the integrable factor being df l % ).
This gives

ffff a f^ (x,z) F' ( ,l) z rz dxdzd^d^ _— ffff a r (,^) • d F (x,z) 1 r2 z dxdzd^dl	 (32

This may be partially integrated with respect to dz, the integrable factor being

d ^ —z	 d ^—x
d^_ .. -7;2-

	
— dz r2

fff f (x,z) F Q,l) z^ dxdzd^d^ — f ff fbf  Q,^) • F' (x,z) 	 x dxdzd^dl	 (33)

Hence the first term of the .variation of the third integral of (30) can be transformed into the
second term of the variation of the fourth integral of this equation. In a similar manner the
two other terms may be transformed into each other. It .is therefore demonstrated that the
variation of the entire drag may be written

	

a TV= 2 f faf•w•dxdz+2f faF•u•dxdz	 (13b)
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Two problems of variation can now be stated. In the first place limited parts of the surfaces
may be at our disposal, over which the vertical lift A and the horizontal transversal force B
may have any distribution. Only the total lift

A = f f f (x,z) dxdz = const.	 (9b)
will be given in this case.

Then
w=const.=wo; u = o	 (15b)

is the condition for the least drag.
If, however, the lifting parts are similar to lines, there is generally one other condition to

fulfill. It is then required that the lift disappear everywhere along the direction of the aerofoils.
That is to say,

f sin li — F cos 0= o	 (34)

where 0 is the angle of inclination of the aerofoil to the horizontal X-axis. In order to add the
new requirement (34) a second Lagrange constant µ is introduced. The condition for the least
drag is now

w+A+cos—°''^ sin R
-0	 (34a)

and after the elimination of µ
w cos R + u sin O=w,  cos a	 (15c)

the constant 2 A being replaced by — w o , as before. In words:
If all lifting elements are in one transverse plane, the component of the velocity perpendicular

to the wings, produced by the longitudinal vortices, must be proportional, at all lifting elements, to
the cosine of the angle of lateral inclination.

5. LIFT DISTRIBUTED AND DIRECTED IN ANY MANNER.

The results obtained previously can be generalized not only for lifting elements distributed
in a transverse plane but also for lifting elements distributed. in any manner in space. That
part of the total drag resulting from the transverse vortices is, in the general case

w' 4 pU2 [fffffff(x,y,z)f(tn,3)n—ydxdydzdtdndl

f 
f f f f f	 (17 a)

+	 F (x, y, z) F (, ,t , 1) n y dxdydzdi d^dl 1

Both terms have the same form as the integral in (17). The demonstration for (17) therefore
applies to both. In the general case also the total drag can be calculated from the longitudinal
vortices without taking into consideration the transverse vortices.

'W= 4 pU2 LJ J J J J ff(x,  y, z) f % n, 1) +G dxdydzd^d,?dl

+ f f ff f f F' (x, y, z) F (, ^, s) ¢Z dxdydzd^dgdr
(22a)—fffffff (x, y, z) F' Q, ^, ^) k, dxdydzdtdr?dl'

— f f f f f f F (x, y, z) .f ' Q, n, i) +GZ dxdydzd^dnd1-1

In this as in (20),

47ffk

W	
tt	 p-x ds; t2=Q—

x)2 +(jq-s)Z±(J —z)z

b

 1 ^ 
z ds412 =

4r `s

v
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The first two terms in (22a) have the same form as the right-hand side of (22), and the same
conclusions are therefore valid for each. It can be proved directly for (22a) as for (22) that
each of the two double integrals is independent of the longitudinal coordinates of the lifting
elements. This proof can now be extended over the last two integrals of equation (22a).

The third integral, after changing the variables, becomes

f f f f f f . f (x, y, z) F' % 71 , ^) ,P, dxdydzd^d,7d^ _	 (35)

f f f f f f f Q, n, () F' (x, y , z) 41, d^dndi dxdydz

where

r^
> 1_— Ix .1 t 

x ds, t2=Q—x)2+ (s—y)2+(1"—z)?
Y

Now, let F' be chosen as the integrable factor and be partially integrated with respect to z.

ffffffj (x; y, z) I' (^, n, i) O,dxdydzd^dnd^=	 (36)

f f f f f f f (, n, 1) F (x, y , z) dz ¢,d^dnd^dxdydz.

As in the previous cases, the second integral to be expected vanishes since f as well as F

disappear at the limits of the integration. Next dz ¢l, _ — d^ ^z is chosen as the integrable f actor

and partially integrated with respect to x. By ¢ 2f by analogy, is meant

412
	 1	 g_ z

— ds

	

-- 4^r	 i2
Y

f f f f f f f (x , y , z) F' % 1, 1') ¢,dxdydzd^dnd^ _ 	 (37)

f f f f f f f' (^, 1-) F (x, y, z) ^;d^dndl dxdydz.

Now ¢2 may be transformed, the variable s in the defining equation being replaced by 77* + y — S.

The result is that

fL_z ds; t2= Q x)2+ (1),—s)2+(^—z)2•

Y

It is seen that the integrand agrees with that of the defining inte gral > ,. Therefore, and since
the right-hand side of (37)'contains the same function under the double integral as the fourth
turn in (22a), this fourth term can be combined with the transformed third member. This
gives

f f f f f f f (x, y, z) F' Q, n, 0 ¢,dxdydzAdndi + 	 (38)
f f f f f f F (x, y, z) f' % ,7 , ^) • ¢Zdxdydzd^dndi

f f f f f f F (x, y, z) .f' Q, n, 0 42 — 'GZ) dxdydzd^d,idl
where

f z 3 ds;

ip2 and therefore the two sides of (38) are independent of y. This is therefore demon-
strated for the whole right-hand side of (22a).

20167-23-25
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In general it can therefore be said:
The total resistance is always independent of the longitudinal coordinates of the lifting elements.
And further:
The most favorable distribution of the lift, with reference to the total drag, occurs when this is

also the case for the projection of the lifting elements on a transverse plane.
That is to say, all of the lifting elements are projected on a plane perpendicular to the

direction of flight, and any element so obtained has a lift equal to the sum of the lifts of all lifting
elements projected onto it.

6. DETERMINATION OF THE SOLUTIONS.

The previous demonstrations show that the investigation for the distribution of lift which
causes the least drag is reduced to the solution of the problem for systems of aerofoils which are
situated in a plane perpendicular to the direction of flight. In addition, the condition for least
drag (15c), which becomes the condition of uniform downwash (15) if the lift is vertical, leads
to a problem which has often been investigated in the theory of two-dimensional flow with a
logarithmic potential. The flow produced within the lifting transverse plane by the longitudinal
vortices originating in it is, indeed, of this type. Each such vortex produces a distribution of
velocity such as is produced by a two-dimensional vortex of half its intensity, and the whole
distribution of velocity is obtained by adding the distributions produced by the longitudinal
vortices. The potential flow sought is determined by the condition of (15c). Let it be com-
bined with the flow of constant vertical upward motion w = — co,,. The resulting flow satisfies
the condition at the boundaries

W cos R+ µ sin a= 0
	

(39)

and there results, for the case of lifting lines:
The two dimensional potential flow is of the type that encircles the lifting lines, and at a great

distance the velocity is directed upwards and has the value w = — wo.
Within lifting- surfaces the velocity is zero according to the condition ( 15b), and the fluid

therefore flows around the contour.
The intensity of the longitudinal vortices at any point is twice the rotation of the two

dimensional flow. In the case of the lifting lines, therefore, the density of the longitudinal
vortices is double the discontinuity of velocity from one side to the other. The intensity of the
transversal vortices is determined by integrating the longitudinal vortices along the aerofoils
and therefore equals twice the difference of the velocity -integral produced on the two sides of
the aerofoil. Now the integral of the velocity produced is identical with the potential and
hence it appears:

The density of the lift perpendicular to the lifting line is proportional to the discontinuity of
potential V, — (p,, and has the .value

N A '2 + Biz 
= 2vop ( ,pz — ^pi)	 (40)

Hence the total lift obtained by integrating over all aerofoils is

A = 2vop f (,pz — gyp,) dx
	

(41)

Sometimes a transformation of this equation is useful. In order to obtain it,. suppose that
all of the lifting lines are divided into small parts. Then, on the two ends of each lifting element.
there begin try o in'r-rse longitudinal vortices, the effect of which on a distant point is that of a
double vortex. Their velocity-potential ^p and their stream function ¢ may be combined in the
comp'.ex function ¢+ip, and, not considering tbLe existence of a parallel flow, which is without
any importance in the calculation, this complex function has the form for a lifting line,

d(¢+i^p) =
dA+idB	 (42)

z=za
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where z represents x+iy and z, =xo +iyo , x and ya being the coordinates of the lifting elements of
the line. For a lift distributed over areas a similar equation can be formed. The integration of
(42) gives

dA+ idB
+G+i'p—	 z—z	

(42a)
0

Now the residuum of the integrand at infinity is dA+idB and therefore the residuum of the
integral is A+iB. Therefore the expression can be written.

	

A=2vapR [Res( +i^p)]	 (41a)

where the last part means the real part of the residuum of 4, +i 'P at infinity. In the most im-
portant case of horizontal aerofoils the residuum itself is real and can be used directly to calcu-
late the lift. The density of drag at any point is proportional to the perpendical component of

the density of lift and is W' _'^'° A', from which results tiV Mo • A. Making use of (41) one obtains
vo	 vo

	W =A 2 
1z	

1	 ( )

	

2V"2p
 f (^Pz — S0 dx
	

43

J ` wo /

	

z 1	
'w

o=A 
2v zpz R [Res (¢+i^p)]	

(43a)

The integral in the denominator of (43) represents an area characteristic of the system of
aerofoils investigated. Frequently the easiest method of calculation is to assume from the
beginning the velocity wo at infinity to be unity.

The case of the lift continuously distributed over single parts of areas is derived from the
preceding one by passing to the limit. Since the vertical velocity w disappears at all points in
the lifting surfaces, the velocity is zero at all points and the rotation vanishes.

Therefore, in the case of the most favorable distribution of lift, all of the longitudinal vortices
from the continuously lifting areas begin at the boundaries of the areas.

Equations (43) and (43a) remain. The distribution of lift is indeterminate to a certain
extent. On the other hand, it is possible to connect the points of the contour having the same
potential p by strips of any form, and it is only necessary that the lift be always perpendicular
to the strip and its density have a constant value along the whole strip. According to equation
(40) this equals the difference of the potential at the contour between the two borders of the
strip. Worthy of note is the special case in which 'all of the strips run along the contour, thus
coming again to the case of lifting lines. It appears that:

Closed lines have the same mimimum of drag as the enclosed areas when continuously loaded.
Especially important are those symmetrical contours which are cut by horizontal lines in

only two points. With such the limitation to vertical lift does not involve an increase of the
minimum drag. For this case it appears that:

The density of the vertical lift per unit area must be proportional to the vertical component of
the velocity of the two-dimensionalfow at the point of the contour of the same height z. It is

	

dA
dF=2v^p dz	 (44)

The corresponding density of drag is

	

dd W= 2w,,p 
dz	

(45)
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7. EXAMPLES OF CALCULATIONS.

Examples of calculation of the previous demonstrations can be based on any calculated
two-dimensional potential flow around parts of lines or areas. The simplest flow of the first
kind is that around a single horizontal line. It leads to the problem investigated at the begin-
ning of this paper.

In this case the potential is the real part of where p denotes x+iz. The lifting
line joins the two points z = 0, x= —1 and z=0, x= +1, and has the length 2. The velocity at
infinity is w =1. The discontinuity of potential along the lifting -line is (p 2 — v,1 2 V 1— x2. The
density of lift is distributed according to the same law, therefore if plotted over the span the
density of lift would be represented by the half of an ellipse.

The minimum drag is

TV= A 2 
1 1

vo2p/2 4vr

If, instead of the value 2, the span had the general value b, the minimum drag would be

TV= A2	
21 _._1

v p/2 7rb
2

This same result has been obtained by Prof. Prandtl by another method.3
The simplest example for a lifting vertical area is the circle. Let its center coincide with

the origin of the system of coordinates. Then the potential of the flow around this circle is

	

gyp=+z	 (48)

where r = , Jx2 +z
2. At infinity Wo =1. Under the condition of and according to equation (40)

the density of lift is	
/	 \

	

A' = 2uep dz ( V +z )r 1	 (49)

This results in a constant density of lift of A'=2. Therefore the drag is

	

_ 142 . 1 . 
(^ 1 = A2 —1—	 (50)2vo2p	

J J 2dxdz	 vo2p/2.8-

The double integral is to be taken over the circle. If the general case for the diameter
equal to D be considered, then the least drag is

W= A2	 1	 1	
(51)

	

u2p/2	 D22Tr

Hence in respect to the minimum drag the circle is equivalent to a lifting line having
a length V̂ times the diameter.

A lifting circular line would have the same minimum drag as the circular area.
This result was also obtained by Prof. Prandtl by another method .4 A reduction of the

original problem of variation to the two-dimensional flow sometimes enables a survey of the
result to be made without calculation. For instance, let a third aerofoil be added between the
two aerofoils of a biplane having a small gap. (The gap may be about one-sixth of the
span.) Then, in order to find the most favorable distribution of lift, the double line about
which the flow occurs is to be replaced by three lifting lines. Now, in the region of the middle
lifting line the velocity is small, even before this line is introduced. Therefore the discontinuity
of the potential along the middle line is very much smaller than that along the others. Hence
it results that the middle aerofoil of a triplane should lift less than the other two.

8 Fist communication concerning t i:in Zeitschrift fiir Flugtechnik and Motorl.1914. S. 239, in a note by Betz.
4 See Technische Berichte der Flugzeugmeisterei Bd. II Heft 3.

(46)

(47)
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8. PROCEDURE FOR THE CASE OF FLUIDS WITH SMALL VISCOSITY.

The preceding results do not apply so much to the calculation of the most favorable distribu-
tion of lift as to the calculation of the least drag. For it appears, and the results are checked
by calculation, that even considerable variations from the condition of most favorable distribu-
tion of lift do not increase the drag to any great extent. Usually the minimum drag can be
considered as the real drag of the system of aerofoils and in order to allow for the effect of
friction of the air it is sufficient to make an addition. This addition depends chiefly upon the
aerofoil section; it also depends, omitting the Reynolds Number, only upon the area of the
wings and on the dynamical pressure. It is independent of the dimensions of the system of
wings themselves. It may be useful -to have a name for that part of the density of drag, inde-
pendent of the friction of the air, which results from the theory developed in this paper. It is
called the "induced drag." Generally it is not the drag itself but an absolute coefficient which
is considered. This coefficient is defined by

-Ti	 (52)Cwi=,q FF

where Wa is the drag previously denoted by W, q is' the dynamical pressure vo2 .pl2, and F is
the total area of the wings. Equation (43) can now be written

c Q,; : F
ewd = r(k, 0 z

where ca, is the lift coefficient r 
qq 

corresponding to cw. The greatest horizontal span b of the

system of wings perpendicular, to the direction of flight is arbitrarily chosen as a length char-
acteristic of the proportions of the system, k is a factor characteristic of the system of aero-
foils and has, according to the preceding, the value.

k _ 
4 1 IP2 — `Pldx

V a b2J Ww

It has a special physical significance.
Under the same conditions a single aerofoil with a span of k times the maximum span of a

system of aerofoils has the same induced minimum resistance as the system.

9. REFINEMENT OF THE THEORY.

The demonstrations given rest on the assumption that the velocities produced by the
vortices are small in comparison with the velocity of flight. The next assumption, more ac-
curate, would be that only powers higher than the first power could be neglected.

In this case the solutions just found for lifting elements in a transverse plane can be con-
sidered as the first step towards the calculation of more exact solutions. The following steps

must be taken: The exact density of drag is W'=A'v +v where v is the horizontal velocity

produced at the lifting elements by the transverse vortices. It can be calculated exactly
enough from the first approximation. Now, the condition of least drag is

W . cos 0+µ sin (3=wo cos a ( 1 +v)	 (15d)
\	 o

and the flow of potential, according to this condition at the boundary, is to be found. Compared
with the first approximation the density below is in general somewhat increased and the den-
sity above is somewhat decreased. The minimum drag changes only by quantities of the
second order.

(53)

(54)
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If the lifting elements are distributed in three dimensions a similar refinement can easily
be found. In this case there is to be taken into consideration a second factor which always
comes in if the differences of the longitudinal coordinates of the lifting elements are consider-
able. The direction of the longitudinal vortices do not agree exactly with the direction of
flight, but they coincide with the direction of the velocity of the fluid around the aerofoil.
They are therefore somewhat inclined downwards. A better approximation is obtained by
projecting the lifting elements not in the direction of flight but in a direction slightly inclined

upwards from the rear to the front. This inclination is about 2v ° Except for this, the method
0

of calculation remains unchanged.
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THE AERODYNAMIC FORCES ON AIRSHIP HULLS.

By MAX M. MUNK.

SUMMARY

This report describes the new. method for making computations in connection with the
study of rigid airships, which was used in the investigation of Navy's ZR-1 by the special
subcommittee of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics appointed for this purpose.
It presents the general theory of the air forces on airship hulls of the type mentioned, and an
attempt has been made to develop the results from the very fundamentals of mechanics, with-
out reference to some of the modern highly developed conceptions, which may not yet be
thoroughly known to a reader uninitiated into modern aerodynamics, and which may perhaps
for all times remain restricted to a small number of specialists.

I. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF AERODYNAMIC FLOWS.

The student of the motion of solids in air will find advantage in first neglecting the
viscosity and compressibility of the latter. The influence of these two properties of air are
better studied after the student has become thoroughly familiar with the simplified problem.
The results are then to be corrected and modified; but in most cases they remain substantially
valid.

Accordingly I begin with the discussion of the general properties of aerodynamic flows
produced by the motion of one or more solid bodies within a perfect fluid otherwise at rest.
In order to be able to apply the general laws of mechanics to fluid motion I suppose the air to
be divided into particles so small that the differences of velocity at different points of one par-
ticle can be neglected. This is always possible, as sudden changes of velocity do not occur
in actual flows nor in the kind of flows dealt with at present. The term "flow" denotes the
entire distribution of velocity in each case.

With aerodynamic flows external volume forces (that is, forces uniformly distributed over
the volume) do not occur. The only force of this character which could be supposed to influ-
ence the flow is gravity. It is neutralized by the decrease of pressure with increasing altitude,
and both gravity and pressure decrease can be omitted without injury to the result. This
does not refer to aerostatic forces such as the buoyancy of an airship, but the aerostatic forces
are not a subject of this paper.

The only force acting on a particle is therefore the resultant of the forces exerted by the
adjacent particles. As the fluid is supposed to be nonviscous, it can not transfer tensions
or forces other than at right angles to the surface through which the transfer takes place. The
consideration of the equilibrium of a small tetrahedron shows, then, that the only kind of tension
possible in a perfect fluid is a pressure of equal magnitude in all directions at the point considered.

In general this pressure is a steady function of the time t and of the three coordinates of
the space, say x, y, and z, at right angles to each other. Consider now a very small cube with
the edges dx, dy, and dz. The mean pressure acting on the face dy dz may be P. The mean
pressure on the opposite face is then p+ oploxdx. The X-component of the resultant volume
force is the difference of these two mean pressures, multiplied by the area of the faces dydz,
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hence, it is — axdx dy dz. Per unit volume it is - ox, as the volume of the cube is dx, dy, dz.

It can be shown in the same way that the other two components of the force per unit volume

are — bx and— Wiz • Such a relation as existing between the pressure distribution and the force

produced by it is generally described as the force being the "gradient" of the pressure, or
rather the negative gradient. Any steady distribution of pressure has a gradient at each point,
but if a distribution of forces (or of other vectors) is given, it is not always possible to assign
a quantity such that the forces are its gradient.

We denote the density of air by p; that is, the mass per unit volume, assumed to be con-
stant. dr may denote the small volume of a particle of air. The mass of this particle is then
pd-r. The components of the velocity V of this particle parallel to x, y, and z may be denoted

by u, v, and w. Each particle has then the kinetic energy dT= - dr(u2 +v2 +w2) and the

component of momentum, say in the X direction, is pdru. The kinetic energy of the entire
flow is the integral of that of all particles.

T= pf(u2+v2+w2)dr

Similarly, the component of momentum in the X-direction is the integral

p f udT

and two similar equations give the components for the two other directions. These integrals
will later be transformed to make them fit for actual computation of the energy and the
momentum.

It is sometimes useful to consider very large forces, pressures, or volume forces acting
during a time element dt so that their product by this time element becomes finite. Such
actions are called "impulsive." Multiplied by the time element. they are called impulses, or
density of impulse per unit area or unit volume as the case may be.

After these general definitions and explanations, I proceed to establish the equations
which govern an aerodynamic flow. Due to the assumed constant density, we have the well-
known equation of continuity

au 6v caw
&+rJy+6z—

_ 0

We turn now to the fact that for aerodynamic problems the flow can be assumed to be
produced by the motion of bodies in air originally at rest. As explained above, the only force
per unit volume acting on each particle is the gradient of the pressure. Now, this gradient
can only be formed and expressed if the pressure is given as a .function of the space coordinates
x, y, and z. The laws of mechanics, on the other hand, deal with one particular particle, and
this does not stand still but changes its space coordinates continually. In order to avoid
difficulties arising therefrom, it is convenient first to consider the flow during a very short
time interval dt only, during which the changes of the space coordinates of the particles can be
neglected as all velocities are finite. The forces and pressures, however, are supposed to be
impulsive, so that during the short interval finite changes of velocity take place. Suppose
first the fluid and the bodies immersed therein to be at rest. During the creation of the flow
the density of impulse per unit area may be P, i. e., P = f pdt. The principles of mechanics
give then

__ _ bp
up cox

U C)x( Pl
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and similarly in the two other directions

V 6y(--P)

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- __(4)

w=y P/

Hence the velocity thus created is the gradient of (— P)• At this state of investigation the
\ P

value of P is not yet known. But the important result is that the flow thus created is of the

type having a distribution of velocity which is a gradient of some quantity, called the velocity
potential -P. 4^ is the impulse density which would stop the flow, divided by the density p.
According to (4)

u ax' v ay' ^' az	 (5>

from which follows
f (gadx +vdy + wdz)	 (6)

A second differentiation of (5) gives
au av

by ax' etc.-------------------------------- 7)

2

since both are equal to axb y • The substitution of (5) into the equation of continuity (3) gives

624) a2(j) ()2(p	

..

axe+aye+az2 =0	 - (8)

(Laplace's equation), which is the desired equation for the potential (P. The sum of any
solutions of (8) is a solution of (8) again, asr can easily be seen. 'This is equivalent to the super-
position of flows; the sum of the potential, of the impulsive pressures, or of the velocity com-
ponents of several potential flows give a potential flow again.

All this refers originally to the case only that the flow is created by one impulsive pressure
from rest. But every continuous and changing pressure can be replaced by infinitely many
small impulsive pressures, and the resultant flow is the superposition of the flows created by
each impulsive pressure. And as the superposition of potential flows gives a potential flow
again, it is thus demonstrated that all aerodynamic flows are potential flows.

It can further be shown that for each motion of the bodies immersed in the fluid, there
exists only one potential flow. For the integral (6) applied to a stream line (that is, a line
always parallel to the velocity) has always the same sign of the integrant, and hence can not
become zero. Hence a stream line can not be closed, as otherwise the integral (6) would give
two different potentials for the same point, or different impulsive pressures, which is not pos-
sible. On the contrary, each stream line begins and ends at the surface of one of the immersed
bodies. Now suppose that two potential flows exist for one motion of the bodies. Then
reverse one of them by changing the sign of the potential and superpose it on the other. The
resulting flow is characterized by all bodies being at rest. But then no stream line can begin
at their surface, and hence the flow has no stream lines .at all and the two original flows are
demonstrated to be identical.

It remains to compute the pressure at each point of a potential flow. The acceleration
of each particle is equal to the negative gradient of the pressure, divided by the density of
the fluid. The pressure is therefore to be expressed as a function of the space coordinates,

and so is the acceleration of a particle. Each component of the acceleration, say tt , has to

be expressed by the local rate of change of the velocity component at a certain point bd and
23-24-30
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by the velocity components and their local derivatives themselves. This is done by the equa-
tion

du bu bu bu bu	
(9)_+u. —+v—+w-	 --dt_ i)t	 ^x	 cry	 ^z	 --	 -

For during the unit of time the particle changes its coordinates by u, v, and w, respectively,

and therefore reaches a region where the velocity is larger by u , etc. This increase of

velocity has to be added to the rate of change per unit time of the velocity at one particular
point.

The general principles of mech^ nie.s, applied to a particle of unit volume, give therefore

(I'll ou	 bu	 bu	 i)u	 1 ap
di = at f uC)x "a^

+w
az - - Pax--	 - -	 (io)

Substituting equation (7) in the last equation, we have

	

bu +ubu +vov +wbw = _ 1 C)p	
- -	 (11)tit	 ax	 &x	 cox	 p

Integrating this with respect to d.r gives

	

Po t
 f 2 (,ct"-- V2 +w2)

	
_P p -	 -- -- -- -- (12)

The equations for the two other components of the acceleration would give the same equation.
Hence it appears that the pressure can be divided into two parts superposed. The first part,

— p 
^t , 

is the part of the pressure building up or changing the potential flow. It is zero if the

flow is steady; that is, if
o4)_- . p	 (131cat---- ------ ----------------------

The second hart,

— V2 2 - - -	 ---	 -	 -	 --	 -- (14)

if the pressure necessary to'maintain and keep up the steady potential flow. It depends only
on the velocity and density of the fluid. The greater the velocity, the smaller the pressure.
It is sometimes called Bernouilli's pressure. This pressure acts permanently without changing
the flow, and hence without changing its kinetic energy. It follows therefore that the Ber-
nouilli's pressure (14) acting on the surface of a moving body, can not perform or consume
any mechanical work. Hence in the case of the straight motion of a body the component of
resultant force parallel to the motion is zero.

Some important formulas follow from the creation of the flow by the impulsive pressure
—4)P . I will assume one body only, though thig is not absolutely necessary for a part of the
results. The distribution of this impulsive pressure over the surface of the bodies or body is
characterized by a resultant impulsive force and a resultant impulsive moment. As further
characteristic there is the mechanical work performed by the impulsive pressure during the
creation of the flow, absorbed by the air and contained afterwards in the flow as kinetic energy
of all particles.

It happens sometimes that the momentum imparted to the flow around a body moving
translatory is parallel to the motion of the body. Since this momentum is proportional to the
velocity, the effect of the air on the motion of the body in this direction is then taken care of by
imparting to the body an apparent additional mass. If the velocity is not accelerated, no force
is necessary to maintain the motion. The body experiences no drag, which is plausible, as no
dissipation of energy is assumed. A similar thing may happen with a rotating body, where
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then the body seems to possess an apparent additional moment of momentum. In general,
however, the momentum imparted to the fluid is not parallel to the motion of the body, but it
possesses a lateral component. The body in general possesses different apparent masses with
respect to motions in different directions, and that makes the mechanics of a body surrounded
by a perfect fluid. different from that of one moving in a vacuum.

The kinetic energy imparted to the air is in a simple relation to the momentum and the

velocity of the body. During the generation of the flow the body has the average velocity 2
during the time dt, hence it moves through the distance 2d t. The work performed is equal

to the product of the component of resultant force of the creating pressure in the direction of
motion, multiplied by this path, hence it is equal to half the product of the velocity and the
component of the impulsive force in its direction.

The same argument can be used for the impulsive pressure acting over the surface of the
body. Let do be a linear element at right angles to the surface of the body drawn outward.
The velocity at right angles to the surface is then, — d4)ldn and the pressure — p(b acts through

the distance — d4)2dndt. The work performed all over the surface is therefore

T= f 2^dn ds --- -  - - - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- (15)

which integral is to be extended over the entire surface of the body consisting of all the elements
dS. The expression under the integral contains the mass of the element of fluid displaced
by the surface element of the body per unit of time, each element of mass multiplied by the
velocity potential. The Bernouilli pressure does not perform any work, as discussed above,
and is therefore omitted.

The apparent mass of a body moving in a particular direction depends on the density of the
fluid. It is more convenient therefore to consider a volume of the fluid having a mass equal
to the apparent mass of the body. This volume is

— T - - -	 --	 - - -- -- -- -- -- -- (16)
V2 P2

and depends only on the dimensions and form of the body.
The kinetic energy of the flow relative to a moving body in an infinite fluid is of course

infinite. It is possible, however, to consider the diminution of the kinetic energy of the air
moving with constant velocity brought about by the presence of a body at rest. This diminu-
tion of energy has two causes. The body displaces fluid, and hence the entire energy of the
fluid is lessened by the kinetic energy of the displaced fluid. Further, the velocity of the air
in the neighborhood of the body is diminished on the average. The forces between the body
and the fluid are the same in both cases, whether the air or the body moves. Hence this second
diminution of kinetic energy is equal to the kinetic energy of the flow produced by the moving
body in the fluid otherwise at rest.

II. THE AERODYNAMIC FORCES ON AIRSHIP HULLS.

An important branch of theoretical aerodynamics deals with moments on bodies mov-
ing through the air while producing a potential flow. Wings produce a flow different from a
potential flow, in the, strict meaning of the word. The wings have therefore to be excluded
from the following discussion.

Consider first bodies moving straight and with constant velocity V through air extending
in all directions to infinity. There can not then be a drag, as the kinetic energy of the flow
remains constant and no dissipation of energy is supposed to take place. Nor can there be a
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lift in conformity with the remarks just made. Hence the air pressures can at best produce
a resultant pure couple of forces or resultant moment. The magnitude and direction of this
moment will depend on the magnitude of t',.e velocity V and on the position of the body rela-
tive to the direction of its motion. With a change of velocity all pressures measured from a
suitable standard, change proportional to the square of the velocity, as follows from equation
(14). Hence the resultant moment is likewise proportional to the square of the velocity. In
addition it will depend on the position of the body relative to the direction of motion. The
study of this latter relation is the chief subject of this section. At each different position of
the body relative to the motion the flow produced is different in general and so is the momentum
of the flow, possessing different components in the direction of and at right angles to the direc-
tion of motion. By no means, however, can the relation between the momentum and the
direction of motion be quite arbitrarily prescribed. The flow due to the straight motion in
any direction can be obtained by the superposition of three flows produced by the motions in
three particular directions. That restricts the possibilities considerably. But that is not all,
the moments can not even arbitrarily be prescribed in three directions. I shall presently
show that there are additional restrictions based on the principle of conservation of energy
and momentum.

Let there be a component of the momentum lateral to the motion, equal to K, Vp, where
p denotes the density of the air. Since the body is advancing, this lateral component of the
momentum has continually to be annihilated at its momentary position and to be created anew
in its next position, occupied a moment later. This process requires a resultant moment

M=K, Vzp -	 -	 ---	 ----------------(17)

about an axis at right angles to the direction of motion and to the momentum. In other words,
the lateral component of the momentum multiplied by the velocity gives directly the resultant
moment. Conversely, if the body experiences no resultant moment and hence is in equilibrium,
the momentum of the air flow must be parallel to the motion.

Now consider a flow relative to the body with constant velocity V except for the disturb-
ance of the body and let us examine its (diminution of) kinetic energy. If the body changes
its position very slowly, so that the flow can still be considered as steady, the resultant moment
is not affected by the rotation but is the same as corresponding to the momentary position and
stationary flow. This moment then performs or absorbs work during the slow rotation. It
either tends to accelerate the rotation, so that the body has to be braked, or it is necessary to
exert a moment on the body in order to overcome the resultant moment. This work performed
or absorbed makes up for the change of the kinetic energy of the flow. That gives a fundamental
relation between the energy and the resultant moment.

There are as many different positions of the body relative to its motion as a sphere has
radii. The kinetic energy of the flow is in general different for all directions, the velocity V
and density p supposed to be constant. 'It has the same value, however, if the motion of the
immersed solid is reversed, for then the entire flow is reversed. Therefore each pair of direc-
tions differing by 180° has the same kinetic energy. This energy moreover is always positive
and finite. There must therefore be at least one pair of directions, where it is a minimum and
one where it is a maximum. Moving parallel to either of these directions the body is in equilib-
rium and experiences no resultant moment. This follows from the consideration that then a
small change in the direction of motion does not give rise to a corresponding change of the
kinetic energy; the moment does not perform any work, and hence must be zero. The equilibrium
is stable if the diminution of energy of the entire flow is a maximum and unstable if it is a mini-
mum. It can be proved that in addition there must be at least one other axis of equilibrium.
This is the position "neutral" with respect to the stable direction and at the same time neutral
with respect to the unstable one. I call these directions "main axes."

I proceed to demonstrate that the three main axes of equilibrium are always at right angles
to each other. Consider first the motion parallel to a plane through one of the main axes and
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only the components of the momentum parallel to this plane. The direction of motion of the
body may be indicated by the angle a in such a way that a = 0 is one motion of equilibrium, and
hence without lateral component of momentum. The component of momentum in the direc-
tion of the motion may then (that is, when a=0) be K1pV. When moving at the
angle of a= 90°, the momentum may be supposed to possess the components K2pV parallel
and Kip V at right angles to the motion, and we shall prove at once that the only momentum
is the former.

The kinetic energy for any direction a can be written in the general form

T= V2 2 (KI cos2 a+ K2 sin  a+ K,, cos a sin a)

and hence the resultant moment is

M=dT/d«=V2^(K2—K,) sin2«+K2 COS 2a^______(18)

This resultant moment was supposed to be zero at a = 0. Hence K3 = 0, and it f ollows that
a=90° is a position of equilibrium for motions in the plane considered. As for other motions,
it is to be noticed that the third component of the momentum, at right angles to the plane,
changes if the plane rotates around the axis of equilibrium. It necessarily changes its sign
during a revolution, and while doing it M is zero. Thus it is demonstrated that there are at
least two axes at right angles to each other where all lateral components of the momentum are
zero, and hence the motion is in equilibrium. And as this argument holds true for any pair of the
three axes of equilibrium, it is proved that there are always at least three axes of equilibrium
at right angles to each other.

Resolving the velocity V of the body into three components, u, v, w, parallel to these three
main axes, the kinetic energy can be expressed

2 (Kog + K2v2 + K2w2)

The differential of the energy
p (K,udu+K2vdv+K3wdw)

is identically zero in more than three pairs of positions only if at least two of the K's are equal.
Then it is zero in an infinite number of directions, and there are an infinite number of directions
of equilibrium. The body is in equilibrium in all directions of motion only if all three K's are
equal; that is, if the apparent mass of the body is the same in all directions. That is a special
case.

In all other cases the body experiences a resultant moment if moving with the velocity com-
ponents u, v, and w parallel to the three main axes. The component of this resultant moment
is determined by the momentary lateral momentum and its components, as stated in equation
17.

In most practical problems the motion occurs in a main plane; that is, at right angles to a.
main axis. Then the entire resultant moment is according to (17) the product of the velocity
and the component of momentum at right angles to it, giving

M=V2 2 (K2 —K,) sin 2 « - -------------------------- (19)

In general, the three main momenta of the flow, parallel to the respective motion, do not
pass through one center. Practical problems occur chiefly with bodies of revolution. With them
aswell as withbodieswith a center of symmetry—that is, such as have three planes of symmetry—
the relation between the motion and the momenta is simple. It follows then from symmetry
that the body possesses an aerodynamic center through which the three main momenta pass.
This means that the body can be put into any straight motion by applying a force at a fixed
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center. The force, however, is not parallel to the motion except in the main directions. The
center where the force has to be applied coincides with the aerodynamic center, if the center of
gravity of the body does so or if the mass of the body itself can be neglected compared with
any of the three main additional masses.

Airship hulls are often bounded by surfaces of revolution. In addition they are usually
rather elongated, and if the cross sections are not exactly round, they are at least approximately
of equal and symmetrical shape and arranged along a straight axis. Surfaces of revolution
have, of course, equal transverse apparent masses; each transverse axis at right angles to the
axis of revolution is a main direction. For very elongated surfaces of revolution a further
important statement may be made regarding the magnitude of the longitudinal and transverse
apparent mass. When moving transversely the flow is approximately two-dimensional along
the greatest part of the length. The apparent additional mass of a circular cylinder moving at
right angles to its axis will be shown to be equal to the mass of the displaced fluid. It followE
therefore that the apparent transverse additional mass of a very elongated body of revolution
is approximately equal to the mass of the displaced fluid. It is slightly smaller, as near the
ends the fluid has opportunity to pass the bow and stern. For cross sections other than circular
the two main apparent masses follow in a similar way from the apparent mass of the cross
section in the two-dimensional flow.

The longitudinal apparent additional mass, on the other hand, is small when compared with
the mass of the displaced fluid. It can be neglected if the body is very elongated or can at
least be rated as a small correction. This follows from the fact that only near the bow and the.
stern does the air have velocities of the same order of magnitude as the velocity of motion.
Along the ship the velocity not only is much smaller but its direction is essentially opposite to
the direction of motion, for the bow is continually displacing fluid and the stern makes room
free for the reception of the same quantity of fluid. Hence the fluid is flowing from the bow to
the stern, and as only a comparatively small volume is displaced per unit of time and the space
is free in all directions to distribute the flow, the average velocity will be small.

It is possible to study this flow more closely and to prove analytically that the ratio of the
apparent mass to the displaced mass approaches zero with increasing elongation. This proof,
however, requires the study or knowledge of quite a number of conceptions and theorems, and
it seems hardly worth while to have the student go through all this in order to prove such a
plausible and trivial fact.

The actual magnitudes of the longitudinal and transverse masses of elongated surfaces of
revolution can be studied by means of exact computations made by H. Lamb (reference 5),
with ellipsoids of revolutions of different ratio of elongation. The figures of k, and kz, where
K= k X volume, obtained by him are contained in Table I of this paper, and k, — k2 is computed.
For bodies of a shape reasonably similar to ellipsoids it can be approximately assumed that
(k,-7c2) has the same value as for an ellipsoid of the . same length and volume; that is, if V611V

has the same value.
The next problem of interest is the resultant aerodynamic force if the body rotates with

constant velocity around an axis outside of itself. That is now comparatively simple, as the
results of the last section can be used. The configuration of flow follows the body, with constant
shape, magnitude, and hence with constant kinetic energy. The resultant aerodynamic force,
therefore, must be such as neither to consume nor to perform mechanical work. This leads
to the conclusion that the resultant force must pass through the axis of rotation. In general
it has both a component at right angles and one parallel to the motion of the center of the body.

I confine the investigation to a surface of revolution. Let an airship with the apparent
masses K,p and KZp and the apparent moment of inertia K'p for rotation about a transverse
axis through its aerodynamic center move with the velocity V of its aerodynamic center around
an axis at the distance r from its aerodynamic center and let the angle of yaw 0 be measured
between the axis of the ship and the tangent of the circular path at the aerodynamic center.
The ship is then rotating with the constant angular velocity V/r. The entire motion can be
obtained by superposition of the longitudinal motion V cos 0 of the aerodynamic center, the
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tranverse velocity V sin 0, and the angular velocity V/r. The longitudinal component of the
momentum is Vp. cos -P. k,. vol, and the tranverse component of the momentum is VP sin ¢.
k2 . vol. Besides, there is a moment of momentum due to the rotation. This can be expressed
by introducing the apparent moment of inertia K'p= k'Jp where J is the moment of inertia of
the displaced air; thus making the angular momentum

Ic'.Tp (V)
r,

As it does not change, it does not give rise to any resultant aerodynamic force or moment during
the motion under consideration.

The momentum remains constant, too, but changes its direction with the angular velocity
V/r. This requires a force passing through the center of turn and having the tranverse com-
ponent

	

Ft:--- K, p cos O VZ1r -	 (20)

and the longitudinal component
Fl= KZp sin OV21r- -- -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- __( 21)

The first term is almost some kind of centrifugal force. Some air accompanies the ship, increas-
ing its longitudinal mass and hence its centrifugal force. It will be noticed that with actual
airships this additional centrifugal force is small as k, is small. The force attacking at the
canter of the turn can be replaced by the same force attacking at the aerodynamic center and
it nuxnent around this center of the magnitude.

	

I1=: 4(KZ — K,)p sin 201 -2	-.(22)

This moment is equal in direction and magnitude to the unstable moment found during straight
motion under the same angle of pitch or yaw. The longitudinal force is in practice a negative
drag as the bow of the ship is turned toward the inside of the circle. It is of no great practical
importance as it does not produce considerable structural stresses.

It appears thus that the ship when flying in a curve or circle experiences almost the same
resultant moment as when flying straight and under the same angle of pitch or yaw. I proceed to
show, however, that the transverse aerodynamic forces producing this resultant moment are
distributed differently along the axis of the ship in the two cases.

The distribution of the transverse aerodynamic forces along the axis can conveniently
be computed for very elongated airships. It may be supposed that the cross section is circular,
although it is easy to generalize the proceeding for a more general shape of the cross section.

The following investigation requires the knowledge of the apparent additional mass of a
circular cylinder moving in a two-dimensional flow. I proceed to show that this apparent
additional mass is exactly equal to the mass of the fluid displaced by the cylinder. In the
two-dimensional flow the cylinder is represented by a circle.

Let the center of this circle coincide with the origin of a system of polar coordinates R and
0, moving with it, and let the radius of the circle be denoted by r. Then the velocity poten-
tial of the flow created by this circle moving in the direction 0= 0 with the velocity v is
4) = vr' (cos 0) IR. For this potential gives the radial velocity components

z
dR— 

—vRz cos

and at the circumference of the circle this velocity becomes v cos ¢. This is in fact the normal
component of velocity of a circle moving with the velocity v in the specified direction.

The kinetic energy of this flow is now to be determined. In analogy to equation (15),
this is done by integrating along the circumference of the circle the product of (a) the elements

of half the mass of the fluid penetrating the circle (2 cos ovrd¢) and (b), the value of the veloc-
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ity potential at that point (—v cos q).r). The integral is therefore

2	 toss oei4do

giving the kinetic energy e7reP

This shows that in fact the area of apparent mass is equal to the area of the circle.
I am now enabled to return to the airship.
If a very elongated airship is in translatory horizontal motion through air otherwise at rest

and is slightly pitched, the component of the motion of the air in the direction of the axis of the
ship can be neglected. The air gives way to the passing ship by flowing around the axis of the
ship, not by flowing along it. The air located in a vertical plane at right angles to the motion
remains in that plane, so that the motion in each plane can be considered to be two-dimensional.
Consider one such approximately vertical layer of air at right angles to the axis while the ship
is passing horizontally through it. The ship displaces a circular portion of this layer, and this
portion changes its position and its size. The rate of change of position is expressed by an
apparent velocity of this circular portion, the motion of the air in the vertical layer is described
by the two-dimensional flow produced by a circle moving with the same velocity. The momen-
tum of this flow is Svpdx, where S is the area of the circle, and v the vertical velocity of the
circle, and dx the thickness of the layer. Consider first the straight flight of the ship under the
angle of pitch 0. The velocity v of the displaced circular portion of the layer is then constant
over the whole length of the ship and is V sin 0, where V is the velocity of the airship along the
circle. Not so the area S; it changes along the ship. At a particular layer it changes with the
rate of change per unit time,

V cos 0. dx

where x denotes the longitudinal coordinate.
Therefore the momentum changes with the rate of change

Y

1%-2 sin 2¢ dx-dx

This gives a down force on the ship with the magnitude
Y

d F= (IX V2 2 sin god x - - - -	 - - - - - -	 -	 (23)

Next, consider the ship when turning, the angle of ,yaw being 0. The momentum inin each layer
is again

vSpdx

The transverse velocity v is now variable., toe), as it is composed of the constant portion V sin 0,

produced by the yaw, and of the variable portion V r cos 0, produced by the turning. x=0

represents the aerodynamic center. Hence the rate of change of the momentum per unit
length is

Z
P22s in 2cp^ x p r cos 0dx (XS)

giving rise to the transverse force per unit length

Vz2 sin 20dx+Vz r co s ¢(S+xdx)
or otherwise written	 \

dF=dx(V22 sin2q,dx+Vzp cosO S+V2rc os 0 .. Xd >(24)
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The first term agrees with the moment of the ship flying straight having a pitch 0. The
direction of this transverse force is opposite at the two ends, and gives rise to an unstable
moment. The ships in practice have the bow turned inward when they fly in turn. Then the
transverse force represented by the first term of (24) is directed inward near the bow and out-
ward near the stern.

The sum of the second and third terms of (24) gives no resultant force or moment. The
second term alone gives a transverse force, being in magnitude and distribution almost equal to
the transverse component of the centrifugal force of the displaced air, but reversed. This latter
becomes clear at the cylindrical portion of the ship, where the two other terms are zero. The
front part of the cylindrical portion moves toward the center of the turn and the rear part
moves away from it. The inward momentum of the flow has to change into an outward mo-
mentum, requiring an outward force acting on the air, and giving rise to an inward force
reacting this change of momentum.

The third term of (24) represents forces almost concentrated near the two ends and their
sum in magnitude and direction is equal to the transverse component of the centrifugal force of
the displaced air. They are directed outward.

Ships only moderately elongated have resultant farces and a distribution of them differing
from those given by the formulas (23) and (24). The assumption of the layers remaining plane
is more accurate near the rjiiddle of the ship than near the ends, and in consequence the trans-
verse forces are diminished to a greater extent at the ends than near the cylindrical part when
compared with the very elongated hulls. In practice, however, it will often be exact enough
to assume the same shape of distribution for each term and to modify the transverse forces by
constant diminishing factors. These factors are logically to be chosen different for the different
terms of (24). For the first term represents the forces giving the resultant moment proportional
to (k2 — kl), and hence it is reasonable to diminish this term by multiplying it by (kz —kl). The
second and third terms take care of the momenta of the air flowing transverse with a velocity
proportional to the distance from the aerodynamic center. The moment of inertia of the
momenta really comes in, and therefore it seems reasonable to diminish these terms by the
factor Ic', the ratio of the apparent moment of inertia to the moment of inertia of the displaced air.

The transverse component of the centrifugal force produced by the air taken along with the
ship due to its longitudinal mass is neglected. Its magnitude is small; the distribution is dis-
cussed in reference (3) and may be omitted in this treatise.

The entire transverse force on an airship, turning under an angle of yaw with the velocity
V and a radius r, is, according to the preceding discussion,

dF=dx [(k,—k)dxV22 sin ,24, +k'VrS cos 0+k'V'p*X dx cos 
0

1__ _ __ __ __ __ (25)

This expression does not contain of course the air forces on the fins.
In the first two parts of this paper I discussed the dynamical forces of bodies moving

along a straight or curved path in a perfect fluid. In particular I considered the case of a very
elongated body and as a special case again one bounded by a surface of revolution.

The hulls of modern rigid airships are mostly surfaces of revolution and rather elongated
ones, too. The ratio of the length to the greatest diameter varies from 6 to 10. With this
elongation, particularly if greater than 8, the relations valid for infinite elongation require
only a small correction, only a few per cent, which can be estimated from the case of ellipsoids
for which the forces are known for any elongation. It is true that the transverse forces. are
not only increased or decreased uniformly, but also the character of their distribution is slightly
changed. But this can be neglected for most practical applications, and especially so since
there are other differences between theoretical and actual phenomena.

Serious differences are implied by the assumption that the air is a perfect fluid. It is not,
and as a consequence the air forces do not agree with those in a perfect fluid. The resulting
air force by no means gives rise to a resulting moment, only; it is well known that an airship
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hull model without fins experiences both a drag and a lift, if inclined. The discussion of the
drag is beyond the scope of this paper. The lift is very small, less than 1 per cent of the
lift of a wing with the same surface area. But the resulting moment is comparatively small,
too, and therefore it happens that the resulting moment about the center of volume is only
about 70 per cent of that expected in a perfect fluid. It appears, however, that the actual

resulting moment is at least of the same range of magnitude, and the contemplation of the
perfect fluid gives therefore an explanation of the phenomenon. The difference can be
explained. The flow is not perfectly irrotational, for there are free vortices near the hull,
especially at its rear end, where the air leaves the hull. They give a lift acting at the rear
end of the hull, and hence decreasing the unstable moment with respect to the center of volume

Constant
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Fit;. 1.—Diagram showing the direction of the transverse air lorco,

acting on an airship flying in a turn. The three terms are to be
added together.
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FIG. 2.

What is perhaps more important, they produce a kind of induced downwash, diminishing the
effective angle of attack, and hence the unstable moment.

This refers to airship hulls without fins, which are of no practical interest. !Airship hulls
with fins must be considered in a different way. The fins are a kind of wings; and the flow
around them, if they are inclined, is far from being even approximately. irrotational and their
lift is not zero. The circulation of the inclined fins is not zero; and as they are arranged in the
rear of the ship, the vertical flow induced by the fins in front of them around the hull is directed
upward if the ship is nosed up. Therefore the effective angle of attack is increased, and the
influence of the lift of the hull itself is counteracted. For this reason it is to be expected that
the transverse forces of hulls with fins in air agree better with these in a perfect fluid. Sonic
model tests to be discussed now confirm this.
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These tests give the lift and the moment with respect to the center of volume at different
angles of attack and with two different sizes of fins. If one computes the difference between
the observed moment and the expected moment of the hull alone, and divides the difference
by the observed lift, the apparent center of pressure of the lift of the fins results. If the center
of pressure is situated near the middle of the fins, and it is, it can be inferred that the actual
flow of the air around the hull is not very different from the flow of a perfect fluid. It follows,
then, that the distribution of the transverse forces in a perfect fluid gives a good approximation
of the actual distribution, and not only for the case of straight flight under consideration, but
also if the ship moves along a circular path.

The model tests which I proceed to use were made by Georg Fuhrmann in the old Goet-
tingen wind tunnel and published in the Zeitschrift fur Flugtechnik and Motorluftschiffahrt,
1910. The model, represented in Figure 3, had a length of 1,145 millimeters, a maximum
diameter of 188 millimeters, and a volume of 0.0182 cubic meter. Two sets of fins were
attached to the hull, one after another; the smaller fins were rectangular, 6.5 by 13 centimeters,
and the larger ones, 8 by 15 centimeters. (Volume) 2i2 = 0.069 square meter. In Figure 3 both
fins are shown. The diagram in Figure 2 gives both the observed lift and the moment expressed
by means of absolute coefficients.. They are reduced to the unit of the dynamical pressure,
and also the moment is reduced to the unit of the volume, and the lift to the unit of (volume) 2/3

Fins  or mode/
Fin b

Fin. a	 — — — — — —

b

O° 2° 4° 6° 8° /O° 12° 14° 16° /8°
Angle of offock

FIG. 3.—Airship model.	 FIG. 4.—Center of pressure of tin forces.

Diagram Figure 4 shows the position of the center of pressure computed as described
before. The two horizontal lines represent the leading and the trailing end of the fins. It
appears that for both sizes of the fins the curves nearly agree, particularly for greater angles
of attack at which the tests are more accurate. The center of pressure is situated at about
40 per cent of the chord of the fins. I conclude from this that the theory of a perfect fluid
gives a good indication of the actual distribution of the transverse forces. In view of the
small scale of the model, the agreement may be even better with actual airships.

III. SOME PRACTICAL CONCLUSIONS.

The last examination seems to indicate that the actual unstable moment of the hull
in air agrees nearly with that in a perfect fluid. Now the actual airships with fins are statically
unstable (as the word is generally understood, not aerostatically of course), but not much so,
and for the present general discussion it can be assumed that the unstable moment of the hull
is nearly neutralized by the transverse force of the fins. I have shown that this unstable

moment is M= (volume) (k2 —k,) V2P sin 2¢, where (k2 — k,) denotes the factor of correction

due to finite elongation. Its magnitude is discussed in the first part of this paper. Hence the

transverse force of the fins must be about a ) where a denotes the distance between the fin and

the center of gravity of the ship. '.then the effective area of the fins—that is, the area of a wing
giving the same lift in it two-dimensional flow—follows:

(Volume) (k2 — k, )
a7i
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Taking into account the span b of the fins—that is, the distance of two utmost points of a pair
of fins—the effective fin area S must be

(Volume) (k, — k,) X 1 + 2 bz

a	 W

This area S, however, is greater than the actual fin area. Its exact size is uncertain, but a far
better approximation than the fin area is obtained by taking the projection of the fins and the
part of the hull between them. This is particularly true if the diameter of the hull between
the fins is small.

If the ends of two airships are similar, it follows that the fin area must be proportional
to (k, — k) (volume) /a. For rather elongated airships (k, — k,) is almost equal to 1 and con-
stant, and for such ships therefore it follows that the fin area must be proportional to (volume)/a,
or, less exactly, to the greatest cross section, rather than to (volume) 1 /3 . Comparatively short
ships, however, have a factor (k, — k) rather variable, and with them the fin area is more nearly
proportional to (volume)213.

This refers to circular section airships. Hulls with elliptical section require greater fins
parallel to the greater plan view. If the greater axis of the ellipse is horizontal, such ships are
subjected to the same bending moments for equal lift and size, but the section modulus is
smaller, and hence the stresses are increased. They require, however, a smaller angle of attack
for the same lift. The reverse holds true for elliptical sections with the greater axes vertical.

If the airship flies along a circular path, the centrifugal force must be neutralized by the
transverse force of the fin, for only the fin gives a considerable resultant transverse force. At
the same time the fin is supposed nearly to neutralize the unstable moment. I have shown
now that the angular velocity, though indeed producing a considerable change of the distribution
of the transverse forces, and hence of the bending moments, does not give rise to a resulting
force or moment. Hence, the ship flying along the circular path must be inclined by the same
angle of yaw as if the transverse force is produced during a rectilinear flight by pitching. From
the equation of the transverse force

Z
Vol P-- =

Vol (k2 — k,) V 22 sin 2¢

a

it follows that the angle is approximately
a 1

rk2—k,

This expression in turn can be used for the determination of the distribution of the transverse
forces due to the inclination. The resultant transverse force is produced by the inclination
of the fins. The rotation of the rudder has chiefly the purpose of neutralizing the damping
moment of the fins themselves.

From the last relation, substituted in equation (25), follows approximately the distribution
of the transverse forces due to the inclination of patch, consisting of

dS
dxV2 2r^dx (26)

This is only one part of the transverse forces. The other part is due to the angular velocity;
it is approximately

7c'2x	 Vzpdx+k' p
z
Sdx - -	 -	 ---	 (27)r dx	 2	 r

The first term in (27) together with (26) gives a part of the bending moment. The second
term in (27), having mainly a direction opposite to the first one and to the centrifugal force,
is almost neutralized by the centrifugal forces of the ship and gives additional bending moments
not very considerable either. It appears, then, that the ship experiences smaller bending moments
when creating an air force by yaw opposite to the centrifugal force than when creating the same
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transverse force during a straight flight by pitch. For ships with elliptical sections this can not
be said so generally. The second term in (27) will then less perfectly neutralize the centrifugal
force, if that can be said at all, and the bending moments become greater in most cases.

Most airship pilots are of the opinion that severe aerodynamic forces act on airships
Hying in bumpy weather. An exact computation of the magnitude of these forces is not possible,
as they depend on the strength and shape of the gusts and as probably no two exactly equal.
gusts occur. Nevertheless, it is worth while to reflect on this phenomenon and to get acquainted
with the underlying general mechanical principles. It will be possible to determine how the
magnitude of the velocity of flight influences the air forces due to gusts. It even becomes
possible to estimate the magnitude of the air forces to be expected, though this estimation will
necessarily be somewhat vague, due to ignorance of the gusts.

The airship is supposed to fly not through still air but through an atmosphere the different
portions of which have velocities relative to each other. This is the cause of the air forces in
bumpy weather, the airship coming in contact with portions of air having different velocities.
Hence, the configuration of the air flow around each portion of the airship is changing as it
always has to conform to the changing relative velocity between the portion of the airship and
the surrounding air. A change of the air forces produced is the consequence.

Even an airship at rest experiences aerodynamical forces in bumpy weather, as the air moves
toward it. This is very pronounced near the ground, where the shape of the surrounding
objects gives rise to violent local motions of the air. The pilots have the impression that at
greater altitudes an airship at rest does not experience noticeable air forces in bumpy weather.
This is plausible. The hull is struck by portions of air with relatively small velocity, and as the
forces vary as the square of the velocity they can not become large.

It will readily be seen that the moving airship can not experience considerable air forces
if the disturbing air velocity is in the direction of flight. Only a comparatively small portion
of the air can move with a horizontal velocity relative to the surrounding air and this velocity
can only be small. The effect can only be an air , force parallel to the axis Of the ship which is
not likely to create large structural stresses.

There remains, then, as the main problem the airship in motion coming in contact with air
moving in a transverse direction relative to the air surrounding it a moment before. The
stresses produced are severer if a larger portion of air moves with that relative velocity. It is
therefore logical to consider portions of air large compared with the diameter of the airship;
smaller gusts produce smaller air forces. It is now essential to realize that their effect is exactly
the same as if the angle of attack of a portion of the airship is changed. The air force acting
on each portion of the airship depends on the relative velocity between this portion and the
surrounding air. A relative transverse velocity u means an effective angle of attack of that
portion equal to u/V, where V denotes the velocity of flight. The airship therefore is now to
be considered as having a variable effective angle of attack along its axis. The magnitude of
the superposed angle of attack is u/ V, where u generally is variable. The air force produced at
each portion of the airship is the same as the air force at that portion if the entire airship would
have that particular angle of attack.

The magnitude of the air force depends on the conicity of the airship portion as described in
section 2. The force is proportional to the angle of attack and to the square of the velocity of
flight. In this case, however, the superposed part of the angle of attack varies inversely as the
velocity of flight. It results, then, that the air forces created by gusts are directly proportional
to the velocity of flight. Indeed, as I have shown, they are proportional to the product of the
velocity of flight and the transverse velocity relative to the surrounding air.

A special and simple case to consider for a closer investigation is the problem of an airship
immersing from air at rest into air with constant transverse horizontal or vertical velocity.
The portion of the ship already immersed has an angle of attack increased by the constant
amount u/ V. Either it can be assumed that by operation of the controls the airship keeps its
course or, better, the motion of an airship with fixed controls and the air forces acting on it
under these conditions can be investigated. As the fins come under the influence of the increased
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transverse velocity later than the other parts, the airship is, as it were,. unstable during the time
of immersing into the air of greater transverse velocity and the motion of the airship aggravates
the stresses.

In spite of this the actual stresses will be of the same range of magnitude as if the airship
flies under an angle of pitch of the magnitude u/V, for in general the change from smaller to
greater transverse velocity will not be so sudden and complete as. supposed in the last para-
graph. It is necessary chiefly to investigate the case of a vertical transverse relative velocity u,
for the severest condition for the airship is a considerable angle of pitch, and a vertical velocity
^t increases these stresses. Hence it would be extremely important to know the maximum
value of this vertical velocity. The velocity in question is not the greatest vertical velocity of
portions of the atmosphere occurring, but differences of this velocity within distances smaller
than the length of the airship. It is very difficult to make a positive statement as to this
velocity, but it is necessary to conceive an idea of its magnitude, subject to a correction after
the question is studied more closely. Studying the meteorological papers in the reports of the
British Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, chiefly those of 1909-10 and 1912-13, I should
venture to consider a sudden change of the vertical velocity by 2 m./sec. (6.5 ft./sec.) as coming
near to what to expect in very bumpy weather. The maximum dynamic lift of an airship is
produced at low velocity, and is the same as if produced at high velocity at a comparatively
low angle of attack, not more than 5°. If the highest velocity is 30 m./sec. (67 mi./hr.), the

57.3 X 2
angle of attack u/ V, repeatedly mentioned before, would be ^ - 36 =3.8

0 . This is a- little

smaller than 5°, but the assumption for u is rather vague. It can only be said that the stresses
due to gusts are of the same range of magnitude as the stresses due to pitch; but they are prob-
ably not larger.

A method for keeping the stresses down in bumpy weather is by slowing down the speed
of the airship. This is a practice common among experienced airship pilots. This procedure
is particularly recommended if the airship is developing large dynamic lift, positive or negative,
as then the stresses are already large.

-.. 

I - - - -

	 --	 ---
Length	 Kl (lon i• ^ Kz(trans•	 I K'(rota-

(diameters). tudlns 	 verse).	 tion).

10.500	 0.500	 0	 1	 0
1.50	 .305	 .621	 .316	 .094
2.00	 .209	 .702	 .493	 .240
2.51	 .156	 .763	 .607	 .367
2.99	 I	 .122	 .803.681	 .465
3.99	 .082	 .860	 .778	 .608
4.99 	 .	 .	 .059	 895	 836	 j	 .701
6.01	 .045	 .918	 .873	 .764
6.97	 I	 .036	 .933	 .897	 .805
8.01	 .029	 .945	 916	 .840
9.02	 .024	 .954	 .930	 .865
9.97.021	 .960	 .939	 .SS3
cv	 .000	 1.000	 1.000	 1.000
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REPORT No. 191.

ELEMENTS OF THE WING SECTION THEORY AND OF THE WING
THEORY.

By MAX M. MUNK.

SUMMARY.

The following paper, prepared for the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
contains those results of the theory of wings and of wing sections which are of immediate
practical value. They are proven and demonstrated by the use of the simple conceptions of
"kinetic energy" and "momentum" only, familiar to every engineer; and not by introducing
"isogonal transformations" and "vortices," which latter mathematical methods are not
essential to the theory and better are used only in papers intended for mathematicians and
special experts.
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I. THE COMPLEX POTENTIAL FUNCTION.

1. I have shown in the paper, reference 1, how each air flow, considered as a whole,
possesses as characteristic quantities a kinetic energy and a momentum necessary to create it.
Many technically important flows can be created by a distribution of pressure and they then
have a "velocity potential" which equals this pressure distribution divided by the density
of the.fluid with the sign reversed. It is further explained in the paper referred to how the
superposition of several "potential flows" gives a potential flow again.

The characteristic differential equation for the velocity potential ^D was shown to be

2	 2

a x2+^y 
624,6X2 (Lagrange's equation) (1)

where x, y, and z are the coordinates referred to axes mutually at right angles to each other.
The velocity components in the directions of these axes are

a^D()^D	 aD
U= ax' v

__ 
3y , w bzu

I assume in this paper the reader to be familiar with paper reference 1, or with the fundamental
things contained therein.

2. The configurations of velocity to be superposed for the investigation of the elementary
technical problems of flight are of the most simple type. It will appear that it is sufficient to
study two-dimensional flows only, in spite of the fact that all actual problems arise in three-
dimensional space. It is therefore a happy circumstance that there is a method for the study
of two-dimensional aerodynamic potential flows which is much more convenient for the investi-
gation of any potential flow than the method used in reference 1 for three-dimensional flow.
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The method is more convenient on- account of the greater simplicity of the problem, there
being one coordinate and one component of velocity less than with the three-dimensional flow.
But the two-dimensional potential is still a function of two variables and it represents a distri-
bution of velocity equivalent to a pair of functions of two variables. By means of introducing
the potential a great simplification of the problem has been accomplished, reducing the number
of functions to one. This simplification can now be carried on by also reducing the number
of variables to one, leaving only one function of one variable to be considered. This very
remarkable reduction is accomplished by the use of complex numbers.

The advantage of having to do with one function of one variable only is so great, and
moreover this function in practical cases becomes so much simpler than any of the functions
which it represents, that it pays to get acquainted with this method even if the student has
never occupied himself with complex numbers before. The matter is simple and can be
explained in a few words.

The ordinary or real numbers, x, are considered to be the special case of more general
expressions (x+iy) in which y happens to be zero. If y is not zero, such an expression is
called a complex number. x is its real part, iy is its imaginary part and consists of the product
of y, any real or ordinary number, and the quantity i, which is the solution of

i2 =-1; i.e.,i=^l-1

The complex number (x+iy) can be supposed to represent the point of the plane with the
coordinates x and y, and that may be in this paragraph the interpretation of a complex num-
ber. So far, the system would be a sort of vector symbolism, which indeed it is. The real
part x is the component of a vector in the direction of the real x-axis, and the factor y of the
imaginary part iy is the component of the vector in the y-direction. The complex numbers
differ, however, from vector analysis by the peculiar fact that it is not necessary to learn any
new sort of algebra or analysis for this vector system. On the contrary, all rules of calculation
valid for ordinary numbers are also valid for complex numbers without any change whatsoever.

The addition of two or more complex numbers is accomplished by adding the real parts
and imaginary parts separately.

(x + iy) + (x' +iy') = (x +X') +i (y +y')

This amounts to the same process as the superposition of two forces or other vectors. The
multiplication is accomplished by multiplying each part of the one factor by each part . of the
.other factor and adding the products obtained. The product of two real factors is real of
course. The product of one real factor and one imaginary factor is imaginary, as appears
plausible. The product of i X i is taken as —1, and hence the product of two imaginary parts
is real . again. Hence the product of two complex numbers is in general a complex number
again

(x+iy) (x'+iy')=(xx'—yy')+i(xy'+x'y).

There is now one, as I may say, trick, which the studen^ has to know in order to get the
advantage of the use of complex numbers. That is the introduction of polar coordinates. The
distance of the point (x,y) from the origin (0,0) is called R and the angle between the positive
real axis and the radius vector from the origin to the point is called 'P, so that x = R cos 'p;
y = R sin 9. Multiply now

(R, cos gip, + i R, sin gyp,) (R, cos gyp, + i R, sin (p,) .
The result is

R,R, cos gyp, cos V, — R,R, sin <p, sin cp, +i(R,R, cos gyp, sin cp, +R,RZ sin gyp, cos (p2)

or, otherwise written
RA [cos ((p, + (p,) + i sin ((p, + (p2) l
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That is: The radius R of the product is the product of the radii R, and R, of the two factors,
the angle ^p of the product is the sum of the angles ap t and ^o2 of the two factors. Further, as
is well known, we may write

z=R (cos P+i sin p) =R e,0

where e denotes the base of the natural logarithms.

As a particular case

(e va)n,_ (cos <p+i sin cp) n == cos n ^p +i sin n <p =enap

This is Moivre's formula.
I proceed now to-explain why these complex numbers can be used for the representation of a

two-dimensional potential flow. This follows from the fact that a function of the complex num-
bers, that is in general a complex number again different at each point of the plane, can be treated
exactly like the ordinary real function of one real variable, given by the same mathematical
expression. In particular it can be differentiated at each point and has then one definite differ-
ential quotient, the same as the ordinary function of one variable of the same form. The
process of differentiation of a complex function is indeterminate, in so far as the independent
variable (x+iy) can be increased by an element (dx+idy) in very different ways, viz, in
different directions. The differential quotient is, as ordinarily, the quotient of the increase of
the function divided by the increase of the independent variable. One can speak of a differ-
ential quotient at each point only if the value results the same in whatever direction of (dx +idy)
the differential quotient is obtained. It has to be the same, in particular, when dx or dy is zero.

The function to be differentiated may be

F (x+iy) =R (x, y) +iT (x, y)

there both R and T are real functions of x and y. The differentiation gives

cb_F__oR o 
cbx cox +a 6x

or again
bF bR 6T
iby —, by + by

These two expressions must give identical results and hence are equal. That is, both the real
parts and both the imaginary parts are equal:

M _oT M bT
C)y	 tYx may = —"6x.

Differentiating these equations with respect to dx and dy

61R 61 T	 61	 zz

ax6y — ^yZ — — c5x2' i. e., 6X2 ()yz =0
or again

C)2 To IR __ _ () zR	 C)ZR ()2R2R__

bx&y yy 	 6xz' i. e., 6x- + bya =0

Hence, it appears that the real part as well as the imaginary part of any analytical complex
function complies with equation (1) for the potential of an aerodynamic flow, and hence can be
such a potential. If the real part is this potential, I shall call the complex function the "poten-
tial function" of the flow. It is not practical, however, to split the potential function in order
to find the potential and to compute the velocity from the potential. The advantage of having
only one variable would then be lost. It is not the potential that is used for the computation
of the velocity, but instead of it the potential function directly. It is easy to find the velocity
directly from the potential function. Differentiate F(x+iy) = F(z). It is seen that

dF(z) _ oR b T
dz	 Yx +i 6x
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But it was shown before that
6T M
cox	 ay

Hence

dF(z) M 6R
dz 3x 

—Z 
6y

The velocity has the components ^Fx and ^R • Written as a complex vector, itwould be ^R +i ay

It appears therefore:
Any analytical function F(z) can be used for the representation of a potential flow. The

potential of this flow is the real part of this potential function, and its differential quotient dz,

called the "velocity function, " represents the velocity at each point " turned upside down. "
That means that the component of the velocity in the direction of the real axis is given directly

by the real part of the velocity function dz ) and the component of the velocity at right angles to

the real axis is equal to the reversed imaginary part of dz The absolute magnibide of the ve

locity is equal to the absolute magnitude of dz

3. I proceed now to the series of two-dimensional flows which are of chief importance for
the solution of the aerodynamic problems in practice. They stand in relation to the straight
line. The privileged position of the straight line rests on the fact that both the front view and

the cross section of a monoplane are approxi-
mately described by a straight line. The different
types of flow to be discussed in this section have
in common that at the two ends of a straight
line, but nowhere else, the velocity may become
infinite. At infinity it is zero. This suggests
the potential function which has discon-
tinuities at the points f 1 only, but it does notrr	 ;D;^) give the velocity zero at infinity.

F=	 —z

gives rise to an infinite velocity at the points
z = f 1 which may be regarded as the ends of the
straight line, and in addition the velocity be-
comes zero at infinity. A closer examination
shows that indeed the potential function

	

F= i (z — -^z2 —1)	 (2)

represents the flow produced by the straight line extending between the points z= f 1, moving
transversely in the direction of the negative imaginary axis with the velocity 1 in the fluid other-
wise at rest. For its velocity function is

za
jF'=i— 2

giving for points on the line a transverse velocity —1. This flow may be called " transverse flow."
The velocity potential at the points of the line, i. e., for y=0 is V --x2 . This gives the kinetic
energy of the flow (half the integral of the product of potential, density and normal velocity
component, taken around the line (reference 1)).
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-^

giving an apparent mass of the straight line moving transversely equal to the mass of the fluid
displaced by a circle over the straight line as diameter. This reminds us of the apparent
additional mass of the circle itself, which is the same (ref. 1, sec. 6). It can be proved that
the additional mass of any ellipse moving at right angles to a main axis is equal to the mass of
the fluid displaced by a circle over this maid axis as diameter (reference 6).

The flow around the straight line just discussed can be considered as a special case of a
series of more general flows, represented by the potential function

	

F= i (z -	 1) n	 (4)

where n is any positive integer. n =1 gives the transverse flow considered before. For n
different from 1 the component of the transverse velocity along the straight line is no longer
constant, but variable and given by a simple law. Such a flow, therefore, can not be produced
by a rigid straight line moving, but by a flexible line, being straight at the beginning and in the
process of distorting itself.

It is helpful to introduce as an auxiliary variable the angle S defined by z=cos S. Then
the potential function is

F= i (cos nS - i sin n5) = i e-ins

where S is, of course, complex. The potential along the line is

	

(1) =sin n5	 (5)

where now S is real. The velocity function is
ins^„- d_ j =T5 dzd5 - - n e- _ _ n 

(cos n5-i sin n5)z d5	 sin S	 sin -6

giving at points along the line the transverse component

	

n_ sin n5	 (6)
u	 sin S

and the longitudinal component
n cos n3

v	
sin S	 (7)

This becomes infinite at the two ends. The kinetic energy of the flow is

T= 2 np f,2^ s
in 2

in 6  5 sin S dS = n7r -	 (8)

This impulse is given by the integral
pf(Ddx

to be taken along both sides of the straight lines, since the velocity potential times p represents
the impulsive pressure necessary to create the flow. This integral becomes

sin nS shi S d5

for the nth term. This is zero except for n=1.

By the superposition of several or infinitely many of the flows of the series discussed

F=i[A,(z-^/z2-i)+AZ(z- ^1z2-i)2+...+An(z- ^1z2 -i) nl,	 (9)

with arbitrary intensity, infinitely many more complicated flows around the straight line can be
described. There is even no potential flow of the described kind around the straight line existing

T= 2
2
 • 2f	 --X-" dx=^,r	 (3)
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which can not be obtained by such superposition. The kinetic energy of the flow obtained by
superposition stands in a very simple relation to the kinetic energy of the single flows which rela-
tion by no means is self-evident. It is the sum of them. This follows from the computation of
the kinetic energy by integrating the product of the transverse component of velocity and the
potential along the line. This kinetic energy is

2ir

T=2o	 (A, sin S+A, sin 25+. •) (A, sin 8+2A, sin 2 S+..)dS	 (10)

But the integral

J
sin nS sin mS d8 =0 (nom)	 (11)

0

is zero if m and n are different integers. For inte grating two times partially gives the same
integral again, multiplied by (m/n) 2. In the same way it can be proved that

J
^ cos n  cos ma dS = 0 (n 7 4- m)	 (12)

0

Only the squares in integral (10) contribute to the energy and each of them gives just the kinetic
energy of its single term (equation (S)).

It may happen that the distribution of the potential (D along the line is given, and the flow
determined by this distribution is to be expressed as the sum of flows (equation (9)). The
condition is, for points on the line, a known function of x is given,

=A, sin S+A, sin 25+...+A,,, sin nS+... 	 (13)

and the coefficients A are to be determined. The right-hand side of equation (13) is called a
Fourier's series, and it is proved in the textbooks that the coefficients A can always be deter-
mined as to conform to the condition if (P has reasonable values. At the ends S = 0 or 7r, hence
has to be zero there as then all sines are zero.

Otherwise expressed equation (4) gives enough different types of flow to approximate by
means of superposition any reasonable distribution of the potential over a line, with any exact-
ness desired. This being understood, it is easy to show how the coefficients A can be found.

Integrate	

r

J
(A, sin a+ A, sin 23 ...) sin nS dS

0

According to equation (11) all integrals become zero with the exception of

A,,, f ' sin' nS dS = r . A,,
U

Hence

A,z =
2
	 4) sin nS dS

?r o

These values may be introduced into equation (9), and thus the potential function F is
determined.

Another problem of even greater practical importance is to determine the potential func-
tions, equation (4), which superposed give a desired distribution of the transverse component
of velocity. The condition is now

sinS	 sin 25

u=A1 sin-6 +2A, sin S +' ' '	
(15)

That means, now, u sin S, a known function, is to be expanded into a Fourier's series

u sin S = B 1 sin &+B,  sin 26+. . . + B, sin nS	 (16)

(14)
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The B's may be determined by an equation like (14), and then the A's may be deduced, since

	

A,,, = B,,/n
	

(16a)

This is always possible if the velocity component is finite along the line. These values may then
be introduced in equation (9).

The value of the potential function Fas given by series (13) with the values of A,n substituted
from (16) may be transformed into a definite integral which sometimes is more convenient for
application. Let uo be a function of the coordinate zo, a point on the line joining z= —1 and
z = + 1, and let f (z, zo) be a function to be determined so that

+l
F= + f(z, zo) . uo . dzo

I have found that this is satisfied by making

f= 1 [log (eta — eih) — log WOO 

—
e—iao)1 	 (17)

and this leads to a physical interpretation of uo.

Hence, the velocity function

_	 J'+' f
F^ — 

dz — -i dz uo dzo

The potential function and the velocity function are both thought of, then, as being the summa-
tion of functions due to "elementary flows." An element gives rise to a potential function

f (z, zo) uo dz o and to the velocity function dzuo dz o 	I	 (18)

df 1 sin So	 1 _ 1—z o2_ 1	 _ i
f dz 7rsin S cos S—cos So —± 7rz —zo^I —zz

where the plus sign is to be taken for points on
the positive side of the line, and the negative sign
for those on the opposite side. In this elemen-
tary flow, then, the velocity is parallel to the line
at all points of the line excepting the point zo,
being directed away from this point on the
positive side of the line and toward it on 'the other side. For points close to zo,

f' uo dzo = 
u°-dz° 1-z-zo

from which the value of the velocity of the flow may be deduced. If a small circle is drawn
around the point z o, it is seen that there is a flow out from the point zo of amount uo dz e per sec-
ond on the positive side and an inflow of an equal amount on the other side; so that this is
equivalent to there being a transverse velocity u o at points along the element dz o, positive on
one side, negative on the other. The total flow around the line due to f(z , zo) uo dz o is illustrated
in Figure 2.

Substituting the value off in F'

F1—	 (+' 1 uo dzo 1 — zo2

^J—^ 7r z—zo N 1—zZ
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Therefore, for any point on the real axis, the transverse velocity is u e and the longitudinal
velocity

+` 1 u° dzo 1— z a
vz= f

f-1  7r z-zoN1—zz

Or, interchanging symbols, writing z for ze and vice versa

v _ TT +' 1 udz	 1—z2	 (19)
°— T f 1 7r z — ZON 1 — z02

For a point near the edge on the positive side, write z ° =1— e

'	 1 +zvedQ e = —7r ^^i1	 udz 1 — z—1

or, substituting V&= sin Sedge

1I( 
+1	

V1—Zvedge 	 i 	 3 —i udz
	 (19a)

For the discussion of the elements of the wing theory, in addition to the flows mentioned,
there is one flow which needs a discussion of its own. This is given by the potential function

F= A. sin-1 z

The velocity function of this flow is

F'= Ae
a^1— z

(20)

I shall call this flow "circulation flow" as it
represents a circulation of the air around the
line. The transverse component of the velocity
at points along the line is identically zero.

The circulation flow does not quite fit in
with the other ones represented by equation

(4), because the potential function (20) is a
multiple valued one, the values at any one
point differing by 27r or multiples thereof. All
this indicates that the flow is a potential flow,
it is true, but it does not conform to the condi-
tion of a potential flow when considered as in
equation (4) .

This is in accordance with the physical
consideration, that it is impossible to produce
this flow by an impulsive pressure over the

Fic. 3.—Circulation flow around a straight line.	
straight line. Such a pressure would not per-
form any mechanical work, as the transverse

components of velocity at points along the line are zero. The kinetic energy of this flow, on
the other hand, is infinite, and hence this flow can not 'even be completely realized. Still it
plays the most important part in aerodynamics.

The best way to understand this flow and its physical meaning is to suppose the line to be
elongated at one end, out to infinity. On the one side the potential may be considered zero.
Then it is constant and will be equal to 27r on the other side. The transverse velocity component
is finite. Hence the flow can be produced by a constant impulsive pressure difference along
this line extending from the edge z =1 to infinity. This pressure difference makes the fluid
circulate around the original straight line, the pressure along the line itself being given by the
potential function (20) and not performing any work.
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A pressure difference along an infinite line does never actually occur. At least t does not
occur simultaneously along the whole line. A very similar thing, However, occurs very often
which has the same effect. That is a constant momentum being transferred to the air at
right angles to an infinite straight line at one point only, but the point traveling along the line,
so that the final effect is the same as if it had occurred simultaneously. This is the fundamental
case of an airplane flying along that infinitely long line. During the unit of time it may cover
the length V and transfer to the air the momentum L, equal to the lift of the airplane. Then
the impulse of the force, per unit of length of the line, is LI V, and hence the potential difference is

V
p • That makes A° in equation (20) A°= 2Vp,, * If the airplane has traveled long enough,

the flow in the neighborhood of the wing, or rather one term of the flow, is described by the
circulation flow, provided that the airplane is two-dimensional, that is, has an infinite span.

The velocity at the end of the wing z= +1 due to this circulation flow

F= Ao sin—' z,
where

L
A° 

= ,27rp V
is

C

A 	 __	 L
Veg9e — sin S g=o i ^ p V (sin S) 8=0

(21 a)

II. THEORY OF WING SECTION.

4. The investigation of the air flow around wings is of great practical importance in view
of the predominance of heavier-than-air craft. It is necessary to divide this problem into two
parts, the consideration of the cross section of one or several wings in a two-dimensional flow,
and the investigation of the remaining effect. This chapter is devoted to the first question.

All wings in practice have a more or less rounded leading edge, a sharp trailing edge and
the section is rather elongated, being as first approximation described by a straight line. The
application of the aerodynamic flows around a straight line for the investigation of the flow
around a wing section suggests itself. I have shown in section (3) how the potential flow
around a straight line is determined, for instance, from the transverse components of velocity
along this line. Only one type of flow, the circulation flow, is excepted. This flow does not
possess any transverse components at the points of the line and hence can be superposed on a
potential flow of any magnitude without interfering with the condition of transverse velocity.
I have shown, on the other hand, that it is just this circulation flow not determined so far,
which gives rise to the chief quantity, the lift. It is, therefore, necessary to find some additional
method for determining the magnitude of the circulation flow.,

This magnitude of the circulation flow is physically determined by the fact that the air
is viscous, no matter how slightly viscous it is. The additional condition governing the magni-
tude of the circulation flow can be expressed without any reference to the viscosity and was
done so in a very simple way by Kutta. The condition is very plausible, too. Kutta's condition
simply states that the air does not flow with infinite velocity at the sharp, rear edge of
the wing section. On the contrary, the circulation flow assumes such strength that the air
leaves the section exactly at its rear edge flowing there along the section parallel to its mean
direction. The wing as it were acts as a device forcing the air to leave the wing flowing in a
particular direction.

Consider, for instance, the wing section which consists merely of a straight line of the length 2.
The angle of attack may be a. The flow produced by this line moving with the velocity V is
then represented by the potential function

F= V sin a • i e -at

which gives a constant transverse component of velocity along the wing, as shown in equation
(6) for n=1. The real axis is parallel to the straight line, its origin is at the center of the line.

(21)
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The infinite longitudinal velocity at the rear end is

—Vsin « • 1
(sin S)s=o

The angle of attack may now be assumed to be small and I change slightly the way of
representing the flow, turning the real axis of coordinates into the direction of motion. Instead
of referring the flow to the line really representing the wing section I consider the straight line
between z= ±1, which differs only slightly from the wing and is parallel to the motion. The
transverse components of the flow relative to this line are approximately equal to the transverse
velocity relative to the wing section at the nearest point and therefore constant again and equal
to V sin «. Therefore, this way of proceeding leads to the same flow as the more exact way
before. It also gives the same infinite velocity at the rear end.

This velocity determines the magnitude of the circulation flow

(21)F= A° 'sin 3 z

by the condition that the sum of their infinite velocities at the edge is zero.

1	 1
V sin « (sin 3)a_o ° nS)S 0(si 

and hence A° = V sin «. The lift is therefore

L= 2r V2 p sin «.

The lift coefficient, defined by CL= L since the chord= 2, is therefore,
S VZ

CL=.27r sin «, or approximately 27r«	 (22)
and

L= Vl ^ S ,21ra	 (23)

where S denotes the area of the wing.
The representation of the flow just employed is approximately correct and gives the same

result as the exact method.. This new method now can be generalized so that the lift of any wing
section, other than a straight line, can be computed in the same way, too. The section can be
replaced with respect to the aerodynamic effect by a mean curve, situated in the middle between
the upper and lower curves of the section and having at all points the same mean direction as
the portion of the wing section represented by it. The ordinates of this mean wing curve may

be ^, the abscissa x, so that the direction of the curve at each point is dx. This direction can

be considered as the local angle of attack of the wing, identifying the sine and tangent of the
angle, with the angle itself. Accordingly it is variable along the section. Since the velocity of
the air relative to the wing is approximately equal to the velocity of flight, the component at

right angles to the x-axis is ddb. As before, the infinite, velocity at the rear edge is to be found.

It is, according to equation (19a) r+^
^r (sin S)a=o J 1 dx ^1±x dx	 (24)
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At the rear edge x =1. The mean apparent angle of attack, that is the angle of attack of the
straight line giving the same lift as the wing section, is found by the condition that this infinite

value must be the same as that deduced for a straight line; viz, _ 
V s*in _« Hence, replacing

sin S

sin « by «
a'= _ 7rf G1 ± . dx length = 2	 (25)

+1

r +ya
«' _ —

J
	dx- JI + fix dx length= 1	 (25a)

z

This formula holds true i„ , any small angle of attack of the section. The integral can now

be transformed into one containing the coordinate ^ rather than the inclination dx of the wing

curve, provided that the trailing edge is situated at the x-axis, that is, if ^ is zero at the end

x= +1. This transformation is performed by partial integration, considering dx dx 
as a factor

to be integrated. It results

1 +' _	 _«^	 dx _	 -	 —	 length = 2	 (26)
T	 (1—x) -/1—e

+i/2
06---  

7r 
f 
i (1— .2,c) ^1— 4rz 

length= 1	 (26a)
/a

The important formula (26) gives the mean apparent angle of attack directly from the
coordinates of the shape of the wing section. The mean height ^ of the section has to be inte-
grated along the chord after having been multiplied by a function of the distance from the
leading edge, the same for all wing sections." This integration can always be performed, whether
the section be given by an analytical expression, graphically , or by a table of the coordinates.
In the latter case a numerical integration can be performed by means of Table II, taken from
reference 4. The figures in the first column give the distance from the leading edge in per cent
of the chord. The second column of figures gives factors for each of these positions. The
height ^ of the mean curve of the section over its chord, measured in unit of the chord terms,
is to be multiplied by the factors, and all products so obtained are to be added. The sum gives
the apparent angle of attack in degrees.

5. The lift of a wing section as computed in section (4) is caused by the circulation flow
symmetrical with respect to the straight line representing the wing. Hence the pressure creat-
ing this lift is located symmetrically to the wing, its center of pressure is at 50 per cent of the
chord, it produces no moment with respect to the middle of the wing. This lift is the entire
lift produced by the wing. It is not, however, the entire resultant air force. The remaining
aerodynamic flow in general exerts a resultant moment (couple of forces) and this moment
removes the center of pressure from its position at 50 per cent.

If the wing section is a straight line of the length 2, its apparent transverse mass is 7rp, as
seen in section (4). The longitudinal mass is zero. Hence, according to reference 1, the result-
ant moment is

M= Vz 2 7r sin 2« length=2	 (27)

M– V' - ,2 7r« length = 2	 (28)

Both the exact and the approximate expressions give the constant center of pressure 25 per cent
of the chord from the leading edge, as results by dividing the moment by the lift (23).

The straight sections considered have a constant center of pressure, independent of the angle
of attack. The center of pressure does not travel. This is approximately true also for symmet-
rical sections with equal upper and lower curves, where the center of pressure is also at 25
per cent. If, however, the upper and lower curves are different and hence the mean section

52201-25-11
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curve is no longer a straight line, the potential flow produced at the angle of attack zero of the
chord not only gives rise to the circulation flow and thus indirectly to a lift, but also creates a
moment of its own. It is simple to compute this moment from the potential flow, which is
represented in equation (9) as a superposition of the flows, equation (4).

The longitudinal velocity relative to the line is, according .to equation (7),

v=
 —(

A cos S +A ,2 cos ,25 + .	 +A.n cos nS
)

+ V
i sin S	 2 sin S	 "` sin S

As the section is supposed to be only slightly curved, dx is always small, so are, therefore, the

coefficients A,, when compared to V, so that they may be neglected when added to it. The
pressure at each point along the line, according to reference 1, is

P = '2 U'

The present object is the computation of the resultant moment. When really forming the
square of the bracket in the last expression, the term with V a indicates a constant pressure and
does not give any resultant moment. The squares of the other terms are too small and can be
neglected. There remains only the pressure,

__ _ p V (A
Cos 8 +A 2 cos 2S	 1

P	 ` ' sin Sz sin S	 J

giving the resultant moment about the origin

M= 2 V p f'(A I sin S +Az sin S2Scos S sin S dS,

since the density of lift is twice the density of pressure, the pressure being equal and opposite
on both sides of the wing. But according to (12)

J
Fcos nS cos ma dS = 0	 (12)

if m and n are different integers. Hence there remains only one term. The resultant moment is

M=2p VA, 2

A I was found according to equation (14) by means of the integral.

AI = a (o^ V dx sinz S d S

Hence the moment is

M= 2P P x !x sinz S d S

or, expressed by x

M=2pV2 f 11 dx IT--e dx	 (29)

By the same method as used with integral (25) this integral can be transformed into

M
=2pV2 

+1 xdx	 (30)
-1 ^l1—xz
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It has been shown that for a chord of length 2, the center of pressure has a lever arm'2 and the

lift is Vz ^ • ,2,. • 2, giving a moment VZp7r«; so that an angle of attack corresponds to a

moment Vzplra. Consequently the resultant moment is the same as if the angle of attack is
increased by the angle l	 f+1

« _7
	

^1 x ^Z length = 2	 (31)

+1 /z
all = 16- 

1 2 _/1 x4xz length =1	 (32)

It is readily seen that this angle is zero for sections with section curves equal in front and
in rear. Hence such sections have the center of pressure 50 per cent at the angle of attack zero
of the mean curve, that is, for the lift (24) produced by the shape of the section only. The
additional lift produced at any other angle of attack of the chord and equal to the lift as produced
by the straight line at that angle of attack has the center of pressure at 25 per cent. Hence a
travel of the center of pressure takes place toward the leading edge when the angle of attack is
increased, approaching the point 25 percent without ever reaching it. The same thing happens
for other sections with the usual shape. At the angle of attack zero of the chord the lift pro-
duced was seen to be 2,r Pp«', i. e., from (26)

L=P p /^ f+1
	 dx

2 J 1 (1—x)V1—x2
and the moment, see equation (30),

M-2pVZ +1 
x ^ dx	 (30)

1 ^1—e

giving the center of pressure at the distance from the middle

+1 x ^ dx

f
1

-1 y — x2

f

+	 dx ^	 glen th = 2

- 1 (1— x) v — x2

The lift produced by the angle of attack of the chord, equation (23) as before has the center of
pressure 25 per cent. The travel of the center of pressure can easily be obtained from this
statement. The moment about the point 25 per cent is independent of the angle of attack.

The center of pressure in ordinary notation at the angle of attack zero is

f
+i x t dx

CP=50%-50 +I-3
-1 ^1—x2 %

dx ^

f 1 (1 —x) VT_ xz

The computation of the mean apparent angle of attack with respect to the moment is done in
the same way as that of the angle with respect to the lift. Table II, gives the coefficients for
numerical integration, by means of two ordinates only, to be used as the other figures in Table II.
The final sum is the mean apparent angle in degrees.

6. The problem of two or even more wing sections, combined to a biplane or multiplane and
surrounded by a two-dimensional flow can be treated in the same way as the single wing section.
The two sections determine by their slope at each point a distribution of transverse velocity
components along parallel lines. The distribution determines a potential flow with a resultant
moment. According to Kutta's condition of finite velocity near the two rear edges, the potential
flow in its turn determines a circulation flow giving rise to a lift and moment. The physical
aspect of the question offers nothing new, it is a purely mathematical problem.
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This mathematical problem has not yet been solved in this extension. I have attacked
the problem within a more narrow scope (reference 4). The method followed by me amounts to
the following considerations:

Equation (13) represents different types of flow around one straight line, consisting in a
motion of the air in the vicinity of the straight line only. Now the motion of the flows with high
order n is more concentrated in the immediate neighborhood of the straight line than the flows
of low order n. The transverse velocity components along the line, determining the flow, change
their sign (n —1) times along the line. With large n, positive and negative components follow each
other in succession very rapidly so that their effect is neutralized even at a moderate distance.

Hence the types of flow of high order n around each of a pair of lines will practically be the
same as if each line is single. The flows of high order do not interfere with those of a second line
in the vicinity even if the distance of this second line is only moderate. It will chiefly be the
types of flow of low order, the circulation flow n = 0, the transverse flow n =1, or it may be the
next type n=,2 which differ distinctly whether the wing is single or in the vicinity of a second
wing. Accordingly, I computed only the flows of the order n = 0 and n =1, the circulation flow
and the transverse flow for the biplane and used'the other flows as found for the single section.

The results are particularly interesting for biplanes with equal and parallel wings without
stagger. Their lift is always diminished when compared with the sum of the lifts produced by
the two wings when single. The interference is not always the same. If the sum of the angle
of attack and the mean apparent angle of attack with respect to the moment is zero, or other-
wise expressed, at the angle of attack where the center of pressure is at 50 per cent, it is par-
ticularly small. The lift produced at the angle of attack zero is diminished only about half as
much as the remaining part of the lift produced by an increase of this angle of attack.

This second part of the lift does not have its point of application exactly at 25 per cent of
the chord, although its center of pressure is constant, too. This latter is quite generally valid for
any two-dimensional flow. At any angle of attack zero arbitrarily chosen, the configuration of
wing sections produces a certain lift acting at a certain center. The increase of the angle of
attack produces another lift acting at another fixed point. Hence the moment around this
second center of pressure does not depend on the angle of attack; and the center of pressure at
any angle of attack can easily be computed if the two centers of pressures and the two parts of
the lift are known.

The resultant moment of the unstaggered biplane consisting of portions of equal and
parallel straight lines is again proportional to the apparent transverse mass, as the longitudinal
mass is zero (reference 1). This mass is of use for the considerations of the next chapter, too.
Therefore, I wish to make some remarks concerning its magnitude. If the two straight lines are
very close together, the flow around them is the same as around a line of finite thickness and is
almost the same as around one straight line. Its apparent mass is the same, too, but in addition
there is the mass of the air inclosed in the space between the two lines and practically moving
with them. Hence the mass is approximately

b(b 'r+h)p

where b is the length of the lines and h their distance apart, if the distance h of the lines is small.
For great distance, on the other hand, the flow around each of the lines is undisturbed, the
apparent mass is twice that of the flow around each line if single. It is therefore

,2b2 ;P

For intermediate cases the apparent mass has to be computed. Particulars on this computa-
tion are given in reference 4. Table I gives the ratio of the apparent mass of a pair of lines to

that of one single line for different values of b • This ratio, of course, is always between 1 and 2.
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These few remarks on the theory of biplane sections seem to be sufficient in this treatise
on the elements of wing theory. The student will find full information on the subject in my
paper on biplanes, reference 4. The remarks laid down here, I hope, will assist him in under-
standing the leading principles of the method there employed.

III. AERODYNAMIC INDUCTION.

7. The last chapter does not give correct information on the aerodynamic wing forces,
since the flow in vertical longitudinal planes was supposed to be two-dimensional. The vertical
layers of air parallel to the motion were supposed to remain plane and parallel and only the
distortion of the two other planes at right angles to it was investigated. This is a very incom-
plete and arbitrary proceeding, for the vertical longitudinal layers do not remain plane, as
little as any other layers remain plane. It is therefore necessary to complete the investigation
and to assume now another set of layers, parallel to the lift, to remain plane, thus studying
the distortion of the vertical longitudinal layers. Accordingly, I will now assume that all
vertical layers of air at right angles to the motion remain ,plane and parallel, so that the air
only moves at right angles to the direction of flight. Hence, I have now to consider two-
dimensional transverse vertical flows. This consideration, it will appear, gives sufficient
information on the motion of the air at large, whereas the preceding investigation gives infor-
mation on the conditions of flow in the vicinity of the wing. Both, the longitudinal two-
dimensional flow studied before and the two-dimensional flow to be studied presently, possess
vertical components of velocity. Both flows and in particular these vertical components
are to be superposed, and thus one can determine the final aerodynamic pressures and resultant
forces.

The transverse vertical layer of air is at rest originally. The wings, first approaching it,
then passing through it and at last leaving it behind them, gradually build up a two-dimensional
flow in each layer. The distribution of impulse creating this flow is identical with the distri-
bution of the lift over the longitudinal projection of the wings. It is immaterial for the final
effect whether all portions of the wings at every moment have transferred the same fraction
of the momentum to a particular layer or not. The final effect and hence the average effect
is the same as if they always have. They actually have if all wings are arranged in one trans-
verse plane—that is, if the airplane is not staggered. It may be assumed at present that at
each moment each layer has received the same fraction of the impulse from every portion of
the wings and it follows then that the shape of the configuration of the two-dimensional flow
is always the same and that it is built up gradually by increasing its magnitude while not
changing its shape, beginning with the magnitude zero at a great distance in front of the wing
and having obtained its final magnitude at a great distance behind the wings.

The potential of the final two-dimensional flow long after the wings have passed through
the layer is easy to find, for the impulsive pressure creating it is known along the longitudinal
projection of the wings. It is identical with the distribution of the lift over this projection,
acting as long as the airplane stays in the layer. This is the unit of time, if the thickness of
the layer is equal to the velocity of flight. Hence the potential difference along the longi-
tudinal projection of the wings is equal to the density of the lift along this projection divided
by the product of the density of air and the velocity of flight, since the velocity potential is
equal to the impulse of the pressure creating the flow, divided by the density. In general the
longitudinal projections of the wings can be considered as lines. The density of lift per unit
length of these lines is then equal to the difference of pressure on both sides, and hence the
density of the lift is proportional to the difference of the potential on both sides. This state-
ment determines completely the final two-dimensional flow in the transverse vertical layer,
and nothing remains unknown if the distribution of the lift over the wings is given. The
actual determination of the flow is then a purely mathematical process.
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For the present purpose, however, not the final transverse flow but the vertical flow at the
moment of the passage of the wings is of interest. It is this flow that is to be superposed on
the longitudinal flow in order to determine the actual air forces. It has already been men-
tioned that this flow can be supposed to differ from the final flow in magnitude only. It
remains therefore only to find the ratio of momentum already transferred while the wing passes
through the layer, to the momentum finally to be imparted.

The fraction % seems to me more plausible than any other fraction. The effect of the
wing on the layer is the same at equal distances from the layer, whether in front or back of it
and this would involve the factor %. It is not necessary, however, to have recourse to a mere
assumption in this question, however plausible it may be. It can be proved that the assump-
tion of % is the only one which does not lead to a contradiction with the general principles of
mechanics. I proceed at once to demonstrate this.

If the transverse flow in the plane of the wings is found, only the vertical component down-
ward u', called the induced downwash, is used for the computation. This downwash can be
positive or negative, but in general is positive. Such downwash in the neighborhood of a
portion of wing changes the motion Of the air surrounding the wing portion relative to it. The
induced downwash is always small when compared with the velocity of. flight. Hence, its
superposition on the velocity of flight at right angles to it does not materially change the mag-
nitude of the relative motion between the wing and the air in its vicinity. It changes, however,
the direction of this relative velocity, which is no longer parallel to the path of the wing but
inclined toward the path by the angle whose tangent is u'/ V. This has two important
consequences.

The flow produced and hence the air force no longer correspond to the angle of attack be-
tween the wing and the path of flight but to the angle given by the motion of the wing relative
to the surrounding portion of the air. In most cases the angle of attack is decreased and the
effective angle of attach, smaller than the geometric angle of attack between path and wing,
determines now the flow and the air forces. Hence, the lift in general is smaller than would
be expected from the geometric angle of attack. The angle of attack in the preceding chapter
on the wing section is not identical with the geometric angle between the chord and the direc-
tion of flight but with the effective angle of attack, smaller in general, as there is an induced
downwash motion in the vicinity of : the wing. Therefore the geometrical angle of attack is
decreased by

a2 = V	 (34)

That is not all. The lift is not only decreased but its direction is changed, too. It is no
longer at right angles to the path of flight, but to the relative motion between wing and adjacent
portion of air. It is generally turned backward through an angle equal to the induced angle
of attack. The turning backward of the lift by itself does not materially change the magni-
tude of the lift, as the angle is always small; the vertical component of the lift remains almost
the same, but the effective angle of attack has to be decreased. In addition to this the air force
has now a component in the direction of the motion. The wing experiences an "induced"
drag, in addition to the drag caused by the viscosity of the air, not discussed in this paper,
and the induced drag is often much larger than the viscous drag. The density of the induced

drag is dL u' 	 dL is the density of lift, as can be directly seen from Figure 4.

dDi=dL V	 (35)

The existence of a drag could have been anticipated, as there must be a source of energy
for the creation of the transverse flow under consideration. The final kinetic energy of this
flow in a layer of thickness V is

f dLu
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and this energy is to be delivered by the wing per unit of time, as during this unit of time
another layer has been put into motion in the way discussed. On the other hand the energy
delivered by the wings is the integral over the drag multiplied by the velocity, that is, f dL u'.

From which follows immediately u'=^ u, and it is thus confirmed that the transverse flow

is only half formed when the wings are passing through the vertical layer.
8. The problem is thus solved in general if the shape of the wings and the distribution

of lift over the wings is known. Before passing to special wing arrangements and distributions
of lift, in particular to the simple monoplane, there is one general problem to be discussed.
The longitudinal projection of the wings being given, as well as the entire lift, the induced
drag depends on the distribution of the lift over the projection. The drag is desired to be as
small as possible. The question arises, What is the distribution of lift giving the smallest
induced drag? The importance of this question is at once obvious.

The entire lift and the entire induced drag of the wings are found again as important
characteristics of the final transverse flow, discussed in the last section. The resultant lift
is equal to the resultant vertical momentum of this flow for the thickness of the layer equal
to the velocity V, and the induced drag is equal to the kinetic energy in the same layer divided
by V. The problem is therefore to find such a two-dimensional flow produced by impulsive
pressure over the longitudinal projection of the wings as possesses a given magnitude of the
vertical momentum, and the kinetic energy of which is a minimum.

It is sufficient for elementary questions to consider only arrangements of wing symmetrical
with respect to a vertical longitudinal plane, giving moreover horizontal lines in the longitudinal
projections. The results are valid for all conditions (reference 1). It is then easy to find the
solution. The momentum of several flows superposed on each
other is the sum of their single momenta. The flow is of the de- D=

	

sired kind if the superposition of any other How with the resultant	 i

	

vertical momentum zero increases the kinetic energy of the flow.	 I^

	

The velocity of the superposed flow can be assumed to be 	 i
small, for instance, so that its own kinetic energy, containing the L i^

	

square of the velocity, can be neglected. The impulsive pressure	 f	 90°

	

.along the projection of the wings necessary to create the super- 	 i 90°	 Direction of wind
	posed flow acts along a path determined by the magnitude of the	 V

downwash at the same points. The increase of kinetic energy is
er770f16,7 ofoi^ —>

P f it'd) dx	 FIG. 4.—Diagram showing the creation of the
induced drag.

where f 4) dx = 0.
It is readily seen that the first expression can be identically zero for any distribution of the

potential 4) restricted by the second condition only if the downwash u' is constant over the
entire projection of the wings. Only then a transfer of a portion of lift from one point to another
with smaller downwash is impossible, whereas this proceeding in all other cases would lead to a
diminution of the induced drag. It is thus demonstrated:

The induced drag is a minimum, if the transverse two-dimensional flow has a constant
vertical component of velocity along the entire projection of the wings.

For wings without stagger it follows then that the induced angle of attack u'/V isZD
constant over all wings.

The magnitude of the minimum induced drag of a system of wings is easily found from the
apparent mass pK of their longitudinal projection in the two-dimensional transverse flow.
For the vertical momentum equal to the lift is u•V pK=L where u is the constant downwash
of the final flow. This gives

L
u= VpK
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The induced drag is equal to the kinetic energy divided by V

D{ = uz E K

It follows therefore that the minimum induced drag is

Dti LZ

	

VZ 
p K	 (36)
2

and the constant or at least average induced angle of attack is

U'	 L
V— 4

V2 
'0 (37)

K is a constant area determined by the longitudinal projection of the wings. It is the area of
the air in the two-dimensional flow having a mass equal to the apparent mass of the projection
of the wings.

The results (36) and (37) show that the minimum induced drag can be obtained from the
consideration that the lift is produced by constantly accelerating a certain mass of air downward
from the state of rest. The apparent mass accelerated downward is at best equal to the apparent
mass of the longitudinal projection of the airplane in a layer of air passed by the airplane in the
unit of time.

In practical applications the actual induced drag can be supposed to be equal to the mini-
mum induced drag, and the average induced angle of attack equal to (37). It is, of course,
slightly different, but the difference is not great as can be expected since no function changes
its value much in the neighborhood of its minimum.

I proceed now to the application of the general theory of induction to the case of the mono-
plane without dihedral angle, giving in longitudinal projection a straight line of the length b.
Consider first the distribution of lift for the minimum induced drag. It is characterized by the
transverse potential flow with constant vertical velocity component along this straight line.
This flow has repeatedly occurred in the earlier parts of this paper. For the length 2 of the line,
it is the transverse flow given by equation (2) or by equation (4) and n=1. The potential
function for the length b is

F— A l a[ bz— 
V \ bz/2—j J 	 (38)

giving the constant vertical velocity component along the line

u=A1 b

The density of the lift per unit length of the span is equal to the potential difference of the final
flow on both sides of the line, multiplied by Vp.

S*dL _ 2 VpA 1— 
2z)2 

,2 A Vp sin S= /f L sin	 (39)

	

dx	 1	 ( b —	 1	 b7r

where cos S= . Plotted against the span, the density of lift per unit length of the span is

represented by half an ellipse, the multiple of sin S being plotted against cos S. The lift there-
fore is said to be elliptically distributed.

	

+bM	+b/R

	

'• Le dxdx= r PVpA^Vl	 ) dz—VpAia6

	

fb ^	 J b,s

Hence

`!^ Vpxb
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The apparent mass of the line with the length b according to equation (3) is equal to

pK=V p

Hence, with this distribution of lift, the minimum induced drag is, according to equation (36)

D, _	 L2	 (40)

	

b2 V 2	 7r

and the constant induced angle of attack according to equation (37) is

	

L	 (41)
as =	 —

b2 V2 P ,r2

The density of lift (39) per unit length of the span together with the chord c, different in general
along the span, and with equation (22) determines the effective angle of attack at each point,
including the apparent mean angle of attack of the section. Namely, from equation (39),

dL
density of lift	 dx	 ,2L sin S	 (42)ae = 	_	 _
27r chord V2 ^ ,27rcV2 ^ b7r2 cV2 P

N

The geometric angle of attack is greater by the constant induced angle of attack, and hence

	

a _ ,2L sin 
S + 

L = a ( 1 + 'rc )	 43g 
b^r2 c V2	 b2?r V2 

P
	

e \
	 .2b sin

	

S	 ( )

Equation (40) indicates the importance of a sufficiently large span in order to obtain a small
induced drag.

Any distribution of lift

 
dL

A	 over the span other than the elliptical distribution is less simple

to investigate, as then the induced downwash is variable. The distribution of lift gives directly
the distribution of the potential difference along the two-dimensional wing projection.

dL

	

0^ = Vp	
(44)

The transverse two-dimensional flow can now be obtained by superposition of types of flow

given by equation (4) with z= b , as now the length of the line is not 2 but b. The condition

that the superposition of such flows gives the required potential difference, viz,

dL

	

0^ = ;p =A 1 sin S+AZ sin 2S+	 +An sin nS+	 (45)

Hence, the distribution of the density of lift, divided by 2 Vp is to be expanded into a Fourier's
series. The induced angle of attack results then, according to equation (15),

1

	

ai b V sin S (A, sin S +.2A 2 sin 26 +	 + n An sin nb +,	 )	 (46)
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and the entire induced drag, being the integral of the product of the induced angle of attack
and the density of lift with respect to the element of the span is

+b/a

	

Di =	 dx ai dx = p 7 A 12 + ,2A 	 22 
+ . . . n A nt . . .)	 (47)

^/z

As mentioned before, the induced drag for any reasonable distribution of lift agrees prac-
tically with the minimum induced drag, given by equation (40). A l is the main coefficient and
all other A's are then small when compared with it. It is, therefore, exact enough for practical
problems to apply equation (40) indiscriminately, whether the distribution of lift is exactly
elliptical or only within a certain approximation. In the same way, equation (41) for the
constant induced angle of attack can be used generally for the average induced angle of attack.

9. In practice the reversed problem is more often met with. Not the distribution of the
lift but the shape of the wing is known, viz, the magnitude of its chord and the angle of attack
at each point. The air forces are to be determined.

The solution of this problem in full generality is barred by great mathematical difficulties.
There is, however, one particular plan view of the wing which can be treated comparatively
simply and which gives very interesting results. That is the elliptical wing; that is, a wing
with such a plan view that the chord plotted against the span is represented by half an ellipse.

A possible way to investigate a wing with a given plan view would be to look for particular
distributions of the angle of attack such that the solution for them can be found. It would
be particularly easy to use such special solutions for the solution of the general problem, if it
is possible to determine those particular special solutions, for which the induced angle of attack
is proportional to the effective angle of attack and hence to the geometric angle of attack, too.
These functions found, the distribution of the angle of attack arbitrarily given has to be
expanded, as a series of such functions, that is, as a sum of them. It is then easy to find from
this series the induced angle of attack or the effective angle of attack, as this can be done for
each term separately by the mere multiplication with a certain constant. Hence, a new series
for the effective angle of attack is readily obtained from the series of geometric angles of attack.

That sounds simple, but it is extremely difficult to find such distributions of the angle
of attack of a given plan view. It suggests itself, therefore, to try the other way and to begin
with simple distributions of the angle of attack and to try to find a plan view .which can be
conveniently investigated by means of them. The only distributions discussed in this paper
are those represented by the flows equation (4). It suggests itself to begin by considering their
induced angle of attack and effective angle of attack. For one special term, as follows from
equations (42), (45), and (46), the effective angle of attack is

«e

	

_,2A,, sin n5	 (48)
7rC V --

and the induced angle of attack is

n A,, sin nS
ai	

b V sin S	 (49)

It is at once seen that these two angles become proportional to each other if the chord c
becomes proportional to sin 5. For circles and ellipses

	

e = S sin S,	 (50)
b4

and therefore this is taken as applying to other shapes also. Hence,

_ A,^ sin nS
ae	

28V b sin S b-1
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where S denotes the entire area of the wing. The ratio of the two angles of attack becomes then

	

aa_,2n S	 (51)

	

ae 	b2
This plan view is called elliptical.

With an elliptical wing, all equations found for any monoplane become particularly simple.
Equation (43) can be written

%=a, 1+ S)	 (52)

The geometric angle of attack follows from equations (48) and (49) for the effective and induced
angles of attack, valid for a special n, by taking the sum of all such expressions. The condition
for the coefficient A, if the geometric angle of attack a 9 is given, is therefore

VS aQ sin S=A 1 sin 5 (1 + bs)+A 2 sin ,2S (1 + bs)+ •+- An sin nS (1 + 2bs)+ • • • • • • (53)

That is, ,2V aQ sin S S is to be expanded into a Fourier's series

2V a9 sin S b =B1 sin S+BZ sin .25+Bn sin n5+	 (54)

and the coefficients An are then
Bn

An=
	

,2nS	 (55)
+ 

b2

The distribution of the lift follows then from equation (44)

dL

	

dx —,2Vp (A 1 sin S+A2 sin 2S+	 +An sin n5+)	 (56)

and the distribution of the induced angle of attack is given by equation (46). The entire
induced drag is given by equation (47).

+bit dL

J
The entire lift is • b/2 dx dx and only the first term of series (56) contributes to it in view of

formula (11), since dx= —sin S d S. Hence, the entire lift is

+b/2

	

L=,2Vp A,	 sin S dx
—b/2

or, transformed by introducing a 9 , and using (54) and (55)

+b/2

L= VZ ! -- 2S.2	 ag c dx	 (57)

1 +b2 ^	
b,2

That is to say, the entire lift of an elliptic wing can be obtained by supposing the effective

angle of attack equal to the geometric angle of attack divided by (1 +S)• Otherwise expressed

the aerodynamic induction reduces the entire lift of the elliptical wing in the ratio

i
1 + bS

however the wing may be twisted.
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This is not so plausible as it sounds. The distribution of the lift itself is by no means
obtained by a mere diminution of the angle of attack in a constant ratio; only the entire lift
can be computed that way. Nor does this theorem hold true for any other plan view but the
elliptical. It may, however, be applied to shapes approximately elliptical so as to gain approxi-
mate results.

The rolling moment of the lift can be found by means of quite an analogous theorem. Only
the second term in (56) gives a contribution to the rolling moment in view of formula (11).
This is therefore as a consequence of formulas (56), (55), (54), and (50),

+b/2
P ^ 2,,-

M=	
S	

c a x dx	 (58)
J+ b2 

—b/2

Hence, the entire rolling moment is obtained by taking as the effective angle of attack, the

geometric angle of attack times 
I • 

The induction decreases the rolling moment in the
1 + b2

ratio ids • This is of interest for the computation of the effect of a displacement of ailerons.
i + b2

It will be noticed that this factor of decrease is a different one for the entire lift and for the
entire rolling moment. The induced angle of attack is not proportional to the geometric angle
of attack except when all factors but A, are zero. This is the case in the main case n=1 where
the constant angle of attack is decreased by a constant induced angle of attack, as we have
seen before.

Equation (58) may also be applied approximately to shapes differing from elliptical plan
forms. The error involved in this proceeding is probably greater in general than for the deter-
mination of the entire lift, as the rolling moment is more influenced by the ends of the wing
and there the deviation from the elliptical shape will be particularly pronounced.

10. The biplane, represented by two parallel lines in the longitudinal projection, gives
rise to the same considerations as for the monoplane. The apparent mass of the pair of lines
is always greater than that of one line. Therefore, the minimum induced drag of a biplane
is always smaller than the induced drag of a monoplane of the same span under the same con-
ditions. It is

D= Lz

4K P P	
(59)

It is equal to that of a monoplane of equal. area and of greater span. The span of the mono-

plane with the same induced drag as the biplane has to be kb where k, = 
K— • The magnitude

bz =
of K is given in Table II.

I have discussed the subject at full length in my paper on the biplane (reference 4). This
paper contains also the discussion of the influence of the induction on the stability of staggered
biplanes. It can easily be seen that the induced angle of attack of a staggered biplane is greater
at the rear wing, this wing being in a layer of air having received more than 50 per cent of the
impulse, whereas the front wing is in a layer having received less than that. Hence, the center
of pressure is moved toward the front wing.

A theory of a particularly shaped biplane when the angle of attack is given, in analogy to the
theory of the elliptical wing as given by me in the last section is not yet written. Even less
is written on triplanes and other multiplanes. The number of variables to be considered and
the general mathematical difficulties increase with the number of wings, and at the same time
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the results become less important as they are more seldom used. This refers to the exact
numerical information. The general physical problem is as easily understood as with the
monoplane.

TABLE I.

APPARENT MASS OF A PAIR OF STRAIGHT LINES.

gap_
span

X=b2 
4 . 

c
C

k=	
c

0.00
.05

1.000
1.123

1.000	 j
.962

10
.15

1.212
89

.909

.881
. 20
.30

1.353
1.462

.860

.827
40

:50
1.550
1.626

.803

.784
co 2.000 •707

TABLE H.

COMPUTING THE ANGLE OF ATTACS OF ZERO LIFT AND OF ZERO MOMENT

ZERO LIFT.

Per cent of chords. Factor.

2 points:
X1=89 185 fI =264.9
X2=10.815 f2= 32.1

points:
X4=99.548 f,= 1125.24
X2=87.426 f2= 109.048
X3=50.000 f3=	 32.5959
X4=12.574 f4=	 15.6838
Xs=	 .542 fa=	 5.97817

ZERO MOMENT.

XI=95.74	 fl =f2=62.634
X2= 4.26
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TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 196.

REMARKS ON THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION OVER THE SURFACE OF AN

ELLIPSOID, MOVING TRANSLATIONALLY THROUGH A PERFECT FLUID.

By Max M. Munk.

Summary

This note, prepared for the National Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics, contains a discussion of the pressure distribution

over ellipsoids when in translatory motion through a perfect fluid.

An easy and convenient way to determine the magnitude of the veloc-

ity and of the pressure at each point of the surface of an ellip-

soid of rotation is described.

The knowledge of such pressure distribution is of great prac-

tical value for the airship designer. The pressure distribution

over the nose of an airship hull is known to be in such good agree-

ment with the theoretical distribution as to permit basing the com-

putation of the nose stiffening structure on the theoretical dis-

tribution of pressure.
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Experiments have shown that the knowledge of the pressure

disbribution over the surface of ellipsoids, moving translationally

through a perfect fluid, is often of considerable practical inter-

est. This pressure distribution is of a simple description; it

can easily and quickly be determined by analytical methods. To

the best of my knowledge this has never been brought out clearly

in any publication. The mathematical theory of the flow created

by an ellipsoid is given by H. Lamb in his "Treatise on Hydrody-

namics," Chapter V. It requires considerable mathematical train-

ing to grasp the full meaning of the results as given by Lamb.

E. G. Gallop (Ref. 3) has given some comments on the nature of the

resulting distribution of the velocity and pressure, for the spec-

ial case of an ellipsoid of revolution. A part of this holds true

for all ellipsoids, including those with three different principal

axes. Mr. Gallop does not, however, for the special case of sphe-

roids make the distribution of the pressure sufficiently plain for

immediate computation or for the practical application of this

interesting analysis.

The knowledge of one simple lemma on the potential flow around

ellipsoids, implicitly contained in Lamb's result (Third Edition,

Equation (114 (8) ), ) is sufficient for the deduction of all the

following theorems and for the determination of the pressure dis-

tribution. This lemma is:

If an ellipsoid is moving with uniform velocity parallel to

one of its principal axes, say parallel to the x-axis, the velocity
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potential at any point of the surface can be written in the form

o = A'x	 (1)

where A' is constant for a given flow and a given ellipsoid.

This theorem is the key to all the relations referring to the dis-

tribution of velocity and of pressure.

If the velocity of flow is not parallel to a principal axis,

but has components in the direction of each of them, the resulting

flow is the superposition of three flows analogous to the one just

considered. Hence, at all points of the surface, the potential is

a linear function of the Cartesian coordinates x, y, and z

again, and can be written in the form

I = A'x + B'y + C'z	 (2)

where the coordinate axes are chosen to coincide with the axes of

the ellipsoid. Hence the curves of equal potential	 are

situated on parallel planes.

Now, suppose first the ellipsoid to be at rest and the fluid

to be moving relative to it, as in a wind tunnel or as with an

airship moored in a gale. The change from the ellipsoid moving

through the fluid otherwise at rest to the fluid passing by the

stationary ellipsoid does not affect the validity of Equation (2)

except giving the constants A', B', and C' other values, say

A " , B", and C". In the latter case (the body at rest) the

velocity of the fluid at all points of the surface is parallel to

the surface. Consider first the elements of surface containing a
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line element at right angles to the planes of constant potential,

i.e. at the points of the ellipsoid where the plane

A"x + B"y + C"z = 0 meets the surface. It is apparent from (2)

that at all these points the velocity has the components A", B",

and C". This is evidently the maximum velocity.

At all other points of the ellipsoid the elements of surface

are inclined towards the direction of maximum velocity, say by the

angle E. Then the elements of distance on the surface, As,

between curves of equal potential are increased in the ratio

1	 when compared with the actual distances between the planes
COS E'

of equal potential. Accordingly, the velocity, being equal to

Ss is decreased inversely, its magnitude is A" cos e. It will

be noted in particular that the velocity is equal at surface

elements which are inclined by the same angle e. It is equal to

the projection of the maximum velocity at right angles to the

surface element. Hence the velocity cannot exceed the one rightly

denoted by "maximum velocity," having the components A", B",

and CIT.

Returning to the case when the direction of flow is parallel

to a principal axis, it can be shown that the maximum velocity A"

stands in a very simple relation to the kinetic energy of the flow,

and hence to the apparent additional mass of the ellipsoid. We

have now to suppose the fluid to be at rest and the ellipsoid to

move, say with the velocity U, parallel to a principal axis,
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e.g., the x-axis. The kinetic energy of the flow set up is equal

to - 2 p	 do dS, i.e., the volume of fluid displaced by an

element of the surface per unit of time, multiplied by the poten-

tial at the point of displacement and by 2 where p denotes the

density of the fluid. Now, the volume displaced by a surface ele-

ment per unit time is equal to the projection of this element

perpendicular to the direction of x, multiplied by the velocity

U. The potential being A'x the integrand becomes A' Ux 2 dy dz.

f xdy dz is the volume of the ellipsoid, hence the integral gives
Volume A'U L . This is the kinetic energy, usually expressed by

Volume k l U22 , where k l denotes the factor of apparent mass.

It follows that

A'U = kl.

A " , referring to the case when the ellipsoid is stationary, is

connected with A by the equation

A ll = A t + U1

as the latter flow results from the former by the superposition of

the constant velocity U. Hence it appears that

All
T- 	 k 1 + 1 = A.

A is the maximum velocity corresponding to a flow having unit

velocity along the x-axis. It is a constant for a given ellipsoid.

It equals the sum of 1 and of the factor of apparent mass

k l as is confirmed for two special cases, where the factor A

is well known. With a sphere, the maximum velocity is 1.5 times
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the velocity of flow, and the additional apparent mass is one-half

the mass of the displaced fluid. With a circular cylinder, moving

at right angles to its axis, the maximum velocity is twice the

velocity of flow, and the apparent additional mass is equal to the

mass of the displaced fluid.

The ratios A = U" , B = V , C = W' are independent of the
velocities U,V, and W and hence only depend on the ratio of the

three semi-axes of the ellipsoid a, b, and c. Lamb gives the

method to compute them. Compute first the integral

a = abc f 00	
dx

°	 ( a2 + x)	 (a 2 + x)(b 2 + x)(c2 + x)

and the analogous integrals g and Y for the axes b and c. The

factors of apparent mass are then

k l = 2 a a , etc.

There are no tables for A, B, C, or for k l , k2, k 3 , pub-

lished yet. The integrals for a etc., can be numerically evalu-

ated in each case, and I will assume at present that A,B, and C,

are therefore known. For the special case b = c, that is, for

ellipsoids of revolution, k l and k2 have been computed for a ser-

ies of elongation ratios, and are reprinted in a small table in

Ref. 3. They are connected by the relation k l = 1 2 k2
2	

The

determination of the velocity at any point is thus reduced to a

simple geometric problem. The maximum velocity, whose components

are AU, BV, and CW, has to be projected onto the plane tangent
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to the ellipsoid at the point considered, i.e. it has to be multi-

plied by the cosine of the angle between the normals to the sur-

face at this point and at the point where the velocity is a max-

mum.

In the most interesting case of an ellipsoid of revolution,

this can be done analytically in a very convenient way. The for-

mula is most easily arrived at by the application of elementary

vector analysis. First compute the component of the maximum veloc-

ity in a direction normal to the surface at a given point. The

longitudinal component of the maximum velocity is AU, and the

lateral component of the maximal velocity is BV.

Let the angle between the normal and the longitudinal axis be

n, and let the dihedral angle between the plane containing this

axis and the line of velocity of flow and the plane containing the

axis and the point in question be g. Then cos n is the longi-

tudinal component and sin n cos g the lateral component of the

normal of unit length. Hence the component of the maximum velocity

in a direction perpendicular to the element of surface is

V 2 = (1 + k l ) U cos rj + (1 + k 2 ) V sin n cos S.

Let V 1 denote the component parallel to the surface element.

Then

V12 + 
V22 = Vmax' and hence

V 1 = Vmax - V22

( 1+k 1 ) 2U2+ ( 1+k2 ) 2 V 2 -[1+k 1 )U cosh +(1+k2 )V Sinn coS^l 2
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This is the desired formula for the velocity of flow along

the surface. The pressure is computed directly from the velocity

at the points of the ellipsoid, now supposed to be stationary in

the flowing fluid. For this is a steady flow and hence

Bernouilli's equation for the pressure holds true, viz.:

p + 2 p V 1 2 = const. That is, the pressure is equal to an

arbitrary constant pressure minus V12 2, where V 1 denotes the

velocity. The points of greatest velocity are those of smallest

pressure or of greatest section. The curves of equal velocity

are also the curves of equal pressure.

In practice, we are chiefly interested in rather elongated

ellipsoids of rotation, and the angle a between the principal

axis and the direction of motion is small. With very elongated

ellipsoids, k l is about 1 and k 2 is very small. Hence A is

about '2 and B is about 1, and the angle between the direction

of the line of maximum velocity and the axis is about twice as

large as the angle between the direction of motion and the axis.

The maximum velocity is always greater than the velocity of motion.

The difference between the largest negative pressure and the pre-

sure in the undisturbed atmosphere is

V2 { - (1 + k l ) 2 cos t a + (1 + k2 ) 2 sing a - 1^
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THE INERTIA COEFFICIENTS OF AN AIRSHIP IN A FRICTIONLESS FLUID.
By H. BATEMAN.

SUMMARY.

The following investigation of the apparent inertia of an airship hull was made at the
request of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. The exact solution of the aero-
dynamical problem has been studied for hulls of various shapes and special attention has been
given to the case of an ellipsoidal hull. In order that the results for this last case may be
readily adapted to other cases, they are expressed in terms of the area and perimeter of the
largest cross section perpendicular to the direction of motion by means of a formula involving
a coefficient K which varies only slowly when the shape of the hull is changed, being 0.687
for a circular or elliptic disk, 0.5 for a sphere, and about 0.25 for a spheroid of fineness ratio 7.
For rough purposes it is sufficient to employ the coefficients, originally found for ellipsoids, for
hulls otherwise shaped. Where more exact values of the inertia are needed, estimates may be
based on a study of the way in which K varies with different characteristics and for such a
study the new coefficient possesses some advantages over one which is defined with reference to
the volume of fluid displaced.

The case of rotation of an airship hull has been investigated also and a coefficient has
been defined with the same advantages as the corresponding coefficient for rectilinear motion.

I. INTRODUCTION.

It follows from Green's analysis that when an ellipsoidal body moves in an infinite incom-
pressible inviscid fluid in such a way that the flow is everywhere of the irrotational, continuous
Eulerian type, the kinetic energy of the fluid produces an apparent increase in the mass and
moments of inertia of the body. The terms mass and moment of inertia are used here in a
generalized sense because it appears that the apparent mass is generally different for different
directions of motion and the apparent moment of inertia different for different axes of spins
For this reason it seems better to speak of inertia coefficients, these being the constant coeffi-
cients in the expression for the kinetic energy in terms of the component linear and angular
velocities relative to axes fixed in the body.

The idea of inertia coefficients may be extended to bodies of any shape and to cases in
which there is more than one body or in which the fluid is limited by a boundary. Generalized
coefficients may be defined, too, for cases in which there is circulation round some of the bodies
or boundaries and values can eventually be obtained which should correspond closely to the
values of the inertia coefficients for the motion of a body in a viscous fluid.

The inertia coefficients of airship -hulls are useful for the interpretation of running tests
and in fact for a dynamical study of any type of motion of an airship, whether steady or unsteady.
The coefficients are needed, for instance, in the study of the stability of an airship by the method
of small oscillations 1 and for a computation of the resulting momenta in various types of steady
motion.

For the case of motion of translation with velocity U the kinetic energy, T, of the fluid
is usually expressed in the form	

T= ^km Uz

where m is the mass of the fluid displaced by the body and k is a numerical coefficient whose
value is known in certain cases. A value of k for an airship hull is generally found by choos-

t For the literature on this subject reference may be made to a paper by R. Jones and D. H. Williams, British Aeronautical Research Com-
mittee, R. 11. 751. June,1921.
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ing an ellipsoid with nearly the same form as the hull and calculating the value of k for the
ellipsoid. This method is to some extent unsatisfactory because the coefficient k varies con-
siderably with the shape, being infinite for a circular disk, 0.5 for a sphere, and 0.045 for a
prolate spheroid of fineness ratio 6. For this reason an alternative method is proposed in which
the kinetic energy of the fluid is expressed in terms of quantities relating to the master 'section
of the hull by means of a formula involving a numerical coefficient K which varies only slowly
with other characteristics such as the fineness ratio. The proposed expression is

T _4KpS2. Uz .

l
where S denotes the area and- l the perimeter of the greatest cross section of the hull by a plane
perpendicular to the direction of motion; p is the density of the fluid and K the new coefficient
which is apparently greatest for a circular or elliptic disk.

In the case of a spheroid moving in the direction of its axis of symmetry the way in which
k and K vary with the fineness ratio is shown in Figure 1. In Figure 2 the corresponding curves
have been drawn for a hull bounded by portions of two spheres cutting each other orthogonally.
The high value of K when the two spheres are equal is undoubtedly caused by the presence of
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the narrow waist, while the sudden drop in value indicates the effect of a lack of fore and aft
symmetry. The curves for Khave an advantage over those for k in indicating more clearly the
effect of a change in shape. The effect of a flattening of the nose of the hull has been studied
by considering the case of a surface of revolution whose meridian curve is a limacon. The effect
is only slight, as is seen from the table in Section IV. In the case of an airship hull spinning about
a central axis in a plane of symmetry the kinetic energy mn also be expressed in terms of general
characteristics by using a formula involving a coefficient K, which varies only slowly with
the shape. The proposed formula is

l
64	 (S,,7-S 2

T- 45 K^°RZg	
y WZg

where co. is the angular velocity about the axis of spin, which we take as the axis of x, R. is the
maximum radius of gyration of a meridian section about the axis of x, S 3. and S. are the areas of
central sections perpendicular to the axes of y and z and l is the perimeter of the meridian section
with the greatest perimeter, a meridian section being cut out by a plane through the axis of spin.

This formula has been constructed from the known formula for an ellipsoid with the axes
of coordinates as principal axes. To adapt it to a hull of a different shape a suitable set of axes
must be chosen. The principal axes of inertia at the center of gravity may, perhaps, be used
with advantage.
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The coefficients k, K and K' will now be computed in some cases in which the aerodynamical
problem is soluble. In particular they will be computed for the following cases:

(1) Disk moving axially.
(2) Prolate spheroid moving longitudinally.
(3) Prolate spheroid moving laterally.
(4) Oblate spheroid moving in the direction of its axis of symmetry.
(5) Oblate spheroid moving at right angles to its axis of symmetry.
(6) Solid formed by two orthogonal spheres.
(7) Solid formed by the revolution of a limagon about is axis of symmetry.

II, THE INERTIA COEFFICIENTS FOR AN ELLIPSOID.

When the viscosity of the fluid is neglected and the motion is treated as irrotational there
is no scale effect. This means that if we increase the velocity of the body in the ratio s:1, keeping
its size constant, the velocity at any point of the fluid changes in the same proportion. A
similar remark applies to the case in which the body is spinning about an axis instead of moving
with a simple motion of translation and in the more general case in which a body has motions
of both translation and rotation the kinetic energy, T, can be expressed in the form'

2T=Au2 +Bv2 + Cwt+2A'vw+2B'wu+2C'uv+Pp2+Qq2+Rr2+2P'gr+2Q'rp+2R'pq
+2p (Fu +Gv+Hw)'+2q (Fu +G'v+H'w) +2r (F"u+G"v+H"w),

where (u, v, w) are the component velocities of a point fixed in the body and (p, q, r) are the
angular velocities of the body about axes through this point that are likewise fixed in the body.
The coefficients A, B, C, A', B', C', P, Q, R, P, Q', R', F, G, H, F, F", G', G", IT, H" are
constants which are called the inertia-coefficients of the body relative to these axes. This expres-
sion for the kinetic energy has been used also in cases in which the velocities are variable and the
determination of the inertia coefficients is evidently a matter of some importance.

The inertia coefficients are usually found by writing down the velocity potential or stream-
line function which specifies the flow and calculating the kinetic energy by means of an integral
of type

2T= —p f 0dndS

over the surface of the body, (A being the velocity potential, p the density of the fluid and do
denotes an element of the normal to the surface dS drawn into the fluid. A different integral
may be used when the stream-line function is known, but in many cases integration is unneces-
sary, for Munk3 has remarked that in the case of a simple velocity of translation the fluid motion
may be supposed to arise from a series of doublets and that the sum of the moments of all these
doublets has a component in the direction of motion which is proportional to the sum of the
kinetic energy of the fluid and the kinetic energy which the fluid displaced would have if it moved
like a rigid body with the same velocity. as the body. The sum of the masses of the fluid and
the fluid displaced has been called the complete mass.

The inertia-coefficients are well known for the case of an ellipsoid with semiaxes a, b, c when
the axes of reference are the principal axes of the ellipsoid. We have in fact2

A=
2 aoao m' P 2 (b2 

^C2) 
+ (b2 +c2) (Q) —'Yo) 5 

etc.

m= 4 rpabc, A'=B'=C'=P'=Q '=R'=F=F'=F"=G=G'=G"=H=H'=H"=o.
where

ao=abcf
co

a2+X)0 , (3 o =abc	 aUcfb,+X)A, ye= 	^C2+X)A 0=L(a2+^)(b2+^1)(c2+^)]}.

 
U	 ^	 J

2 See Lamb's hydrodynamics. -
3 Technical Note No. 104, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. July, 1922.
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The complete coefficients of inertia for motion of translation are

A*— 2m B*= 2m c*— 2m
2 — ao	2 — /30'	 2— 'Yo

The coefficient k defined by the equation

aok _2 - ao

has been tabulated by Professor Lamb in a number of cases .4 We have extended his tables
and have also tabulated the coefficient K defined in I. The different special cases of an ellipsoid
will now be discussed.

1. Elliptic disk.—In this case k is infinite but the kinetic energy is finite. To find an
expression for K we write

_	 abc dX —	 1.3 • • • (2n-1) (2 2)n	 abc d)
CIO	

(a2 +a)A	 2.4 • • • 2n	 c — b	
(a2 +X ) j (c2 +Xyii

o	 n=o
	

foo

°°	 d),	 2	 f	 a	 7r_ 2a	 a2
(a2 

+1`)§ 
(c2 +),) , Jc2 — a2 

L2 —tan
_,

 WO — a2^ a c2 + 
a

 2 ca

when a is small. Differentiating once with respect to a and n times with respect to c2 , we get

adX	 2	 ira	 3.5• • • (2n+l)

	

(-1)°n! (a2+X),(c2 +X)n+1 =2n2n+z ( - 1 ) n n ^ — ^za+s+a (-1) n 	2n	 +

foo

Hence

2 b	 1 e2 — b2 1 . 3 e2 — b2l 2	 grab r 	 1 . 3 e2 — b2 1 .32.5(f^y
ao= 

a 
L1+2 

e2 +
2.4 ( 

e2	
+ ... _ c

2 122 C2 + 22 
42	

c2
+ ....l

z
=2 I— abc	 2 

de 
2 2	 +higher powers of a] =2 L1— 

al
(C2 cos 0 + b2 	 0) a'	 4bc

6

approximately, where l is the perimeter of the ellipse with semiaxes b and c. Hence finally we
obtain

2T= 16 n 
UZS2, S = abc3a	 l

andb
K=— = 0.637a

The distribution of doublets may be found from the well-known expression for the potential
We have for an ellipsoid

abc x U I	 dX	 x2 y2 	 z2 _
w 2—ao

	

	(a2+X)A' a2+Xo
+b2+Xo +c2+Xo— 1

No
As a---)0 we have

_ 2b2c2	 dX	 x2	 y2	z2
l xj

Xj'(b2 + X)j (e2 +K) jII'	 o +b2
+),e+C2+ae=1

Putting X = x28 and making x—>0 we find that the value of 4) on the disk is

+ =41 UV b2 —^2

4 British Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, R. & M. No. 623, October (1918).
6 In the case of an infinitely long strip bounded by two parallel lines the value of Sis 0.589
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This must be equal to the 27r times the moment per unit area of the doublets in the neighbor-
hood of the point (0, y, z) of the disk. Hence the expression for the potential is equivalent to

2bc	 f	 I1
— b22- czz]I dyodzo

UX	
[ + y—(y 	o) 2 +.(z — zo)2]1

and this formula shows the way in which the potential arises from the doublets. The complete
energy is in this case

	 [24 f f r	 1T 
37r 

P UZ 
12b2c2 

= 21rp U 
xl 

UJ J L 1 b  czzJl dyodzo

in accordance with Munk's theorem. To verify this result we put

Y" = bs cos w, zo = cs sin w
then	

f f r
J J L 1—

y.2

 csa]§ dyodzo = be f 1 s -^/1— 82ds f 
z^ 

dw = 27r bc.

With the above substitution the expression for the potential may be written in the form

z^

— 2 ^c L
Tx s^l—s2ds	 R3'

0

R2 =x2 +(y—b8 cos w) 2 +(z—cs sin (,0)2

and may be compared with the corresponding expression for the oblate spheroid. For the case
of the circular disk (b = c) the stream-line function may be obtained by replacing x in the above
formula by — (y2 +z2). When an elliptic disk spins about the axis of y the kinetic energy is
given by

z (1 +cost B)dB
2T= 

15 
Tpc2 ,QY -

fo
(c2 co82 9 + b2 sin? B)

where Sly is the angular velocity. In the case of a circular disk the kinetic energy is

5 Pcs0Y

The coefficient Kl thus has the value
KI=1=0.318.•7

2. Prolate spheroid.—In the case of, a prolate spheroid moving in the direction of its axis of
symmetry, we have (Lamb, loc. cit.)

z2(1 —e fl	 1+eao=-- 3 . -- 1 log 1--e er
e	 2	 1-- e

where e is the eccentricity of the meridian section and so

b=c=a^/1—e2

The velocity potential is
00ab2 Ux	 A

Oa = 2 — ao (a + X), (b2-; ^ )
r

where
x2	 y2 + z2

d2 +1\ +b2 +1•-
1
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By introducing the spheroidal coordinates

x = h µl', y = w cos w, z = w sin w, w = h (1— µ2)1(i-2 —1) r , h = ae

we may write this in the form

o8 = AP1 (1A) Ql(J)= A,u{2i logy±i-1^

where
1 	 1- 	 1-+ e l =cc U.A 1—eZ 2elOgl—eJ 

The velocity potential may also be expressed as a definite integral

+1

^g = 2 Ah _ - - - 
sds_

1 [ 
(x--hs)2+yZ+z2f

which indicates the way in which it may be imagined to arise from a row of sources and sinks
on the line joining the foci. This result may be obtained by writing

r
µ{ 1 i log^ +J 11=1hJ 

tl	

f (8)ds z

- 1
[[ (x -hs) +y +z)1

and determining f (s) from the integral equation

Q,(3)=2hJ ^^1

which is obtained by putting y = z — 0. The integral equation is solved most conveniently by
using the well-known expansion

1 =^ (2n+1) P.(s)Qo(1)
^—s

0

and the integral formula

f1Pm(s)Pn(s)A	
2 m=n

2 n4 1
It is thus evident that

f(s) =P,(s) S.
The strength of the source associated with an element Us is

2 Ah. sdg. 47rp

Multiplying this by Ux = Uhs and integrating with regard to s between —I and 1, we get

4w Ahzp 
U — 47rp	 a7),2 Ua

3	 3_1	 1 to 1+e
1—ez 2e g l  — e.

The kinetic energy of the fluid plus the kinetic energy of the fluid displaced is, on the other
hand

43p2 2 UZr1+2 
a« J

	

L	 o
and

2(1—eZ)	 1	 1	 1+e2—«	 to0=— 0	 f— e2 2e g1—e ]

Thus Munk's theorem is again confirmed.
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In the case of a prolate spheroid moving broadside on we have

1 1-e2 	I+e
ae = e2 2 o log 1-6

and the relation between K and k is

K—.2 as

where 1 is the perimeter of the meridian section. The potential Ob may be expressed in the
forms

coab2Vy	 d A
Ob=2-0. (a2+X)i(b2 +X)2

a
where

x22+z2 =1
a2 +X + 

yb2 +X

Ob = A( 1 —µ2) 1 (1'2 - 1 ) j { 2 log ^±Ji - 1.2 ^ 1 I Cos 4c

where
A 1 l0 1+e_ e(1-20)	

h {2 log
	 1—e2 }_—
+1

Ob=- 2 Ayk 
_1 

r(x—h,$)Z+ya +Z2]^

At Doctor Munk's suggestion one may interpret these results with the. aid of the idea of
complete momentum, i. e., the momentum of the fluid plus the. momentum which the fluid
displaced by the body would have if it moved like a rigid body with the same velocity as the
body.

Let Ma and Mb denote the complete masses. for motions parallel to the axes of x and y
respectively, then

Ma=3 rpabc (1+ka) Mb=3 wpabc (1+kb)
and we may write

+1

3 Ma U _ 
7 

sds
^e= 87th _-1 I (x—Jas)2 + y2 +z2]

3MbVy

_1 

+1	
(1—s2) ds

(bb	 16r	 [ (x—hs)2+y2+e]l

These equations show that when the Complete momentum is given the velocity potential
and the sources from which it arises are the same for a seri A.s of confocal spheroids.' This is
true for any angle of attack as is.seen by superposition. This resalt is easily extended to the
ellipsoid, for we may write

^a=8^MaUxP,

where
dX

P. (a 2+X) A'
ao

X2 2 	 02

a2 +Xe + 
y

b2+Xe+e2+Xe
=1.

6 This is an extension to three dimensions of a theorem that has been proved for the elliptic cylinder. Cf. Max. M. Munk, Notes on Aero-
dynamic Forces. TePuical Note No. 103, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
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It is easily seen that t is the same for a system of confocal ellipsoids. This result may be
used to find an appropriate system of singularities distributed over the region bounded by a
real confocal ellipse, the result is the same as that already found for the elliptic disk.'

It is well known that an ellipsoid has three focal conics, one of which is imaginary, and the
question ,arises whether there is more than one simple distribution of singularities which will
produce the potential. This question will be discussed in Section III.

When a prolate spheroid is spinning with angular velocity Sh y about the axis of y, the
velocity potential 4) is given by the formulae

+1
J3	 1+1	 1 1	 1	 s (1-82) ds-P=Aµ (1-µ2) l (f2 -1)' i2 r log 1-1-3-12_1 Sinw=-2Az	 z 2 24_ 1 [(x-hs) +y +z ]

where A is a constant to be determined by means of the boundary condition

0 _	 ZL- xSz
S^'-	 y ( Sg S1'

It is easily seen that

A [2e2 (2 - e2) log 1 +ee - e -1 
e e2] = 

&00,

The energy may be expressed in terms of the mass of the fluid displaced by means of the
formula

2T=k1m{ 5-5)022

(the coefficient P having been tabulated by Lamb) or it may be expressed in terms of other
characteristics with the aid of our coefficient K 1. The values of the various coefficients k and
K are given in Table I. The suffixes a and c are used to indicate the axis along which the
spheriod is moving. The coefficients k' and Kl refer to the case of rotation. It will be seen
that the coefficients K vary only slowly and the same remark applies to the product (1 + ka)
(1+k,). One advantage in using the coefficients Ka and K. is that it is not necessary to compute
the volume of the hull of the airship. Since Ka varies very slowly indeed when the fineness
ratio a/c is in the neighborhood of 6, it follows that if we take Ko=0.6 for an airship hull we shall
not be far wrong.

TABLE I.

e
( 1 +k.)
(1+k.) S.	 !	 k' K'

1 0.500 0.500 2.250 0.500 1	 0.500 0 1
1.155 ................................................ 0.906
1.50 0.305 0.821 2.116 0.457

......................6........
0.'523 0.244 .	 ....

2.00 0.209 0.702 2.058 0.418 0.541 0.399 0.895
2.065 ........................................ ....................................... 0.685
2.99 0.122 0.803 2.023 0.365 0.571 0.582 .............
3.571 ............. ............. .............. ... :......... ......... ................. 0.512
3.99 0.082 0.860 2.012 0.317 0.587 0.689 .............
4.99 0.059 0.895 2.006 0.294 0.599 ..........................
6.01 0.045 0.918 2.004 0.270 0.606 0.807 ............
6.97 0.036 ........................... 0.250 .'........ ......... ....... .............
8.01 0.029 ........................... 0.232 .......................................
9.02 0.024 ........................... 0.216 ..........................
9.97

00
0.021

0
.............

1
..............

2
0.209

0 0.637
............................_..........

1 0.477

In this table use has been made of the coefficients computed by Lamb. It should be

noticed that K.+2Ko is very nearly constant for values of ^ lying between 1 and 6. This fact

may be used to compute Kc,when K. is known using a formula such as

Kc='743 -2 $

The value thus found is too large for large values of and too small for small values of a

7 Cf. Lamb's Hydrodynamics, 3d ad., ch. V, p.145.
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3. Oblate spheroid.—In the case of an oblate spheroid moving with velocity U in the
direction of its axis o f symmetry, which we take as axis of x, we have

	

I
	 e _ z

ao=e 1- l a sin-'eI

where a is the eccentricity of the meridian section. In this case

b=c, a=c^l1-e2.
The velocity potential is

	

ace Ux	 A
^Q- 2-ao a2+X)j (cz+^)

ro
where

Y2 + z2

a2 +),° + y +1`o
=1.

Introducing the spheroidal coordinates

x= hµl-, y=w cos w, z =w sin w, w=h (1 - µ2) j (YZ +1) i , h=ce.

we may write
¢g= Aµ (1-1' cot-'1')

where

Al  a2 a2 - cos-' aj = - h2 U.

We also have	
tilt	 111111

i
	 f

o.= 2xr sV/1-s2 dsRs
0

R2 = (y-hs cos w) 2 +(z-hs sin w)2+x2•

When an oblate spheroid moves with velocity W at right angles to its axis of symmetry
we have

go =70e2 
[sin-' e - e- l - e2]

and the relation between k° and K° is now

K0 21ra^

The velocity potential ¢° is given by the formulae

co

	

ace Wz	 da
0° - 2 you (a2+X)^(0+^)z

ro

=A(1--µ2) l (1 2 +1) 1 {lz+l-cot-'1'} sin w

	

i	 zx

_ _v 2s^/1 - s2 ds Yz (R)

	

0	 0

R2= (y — hs cos w) 2 + (z — hs sin w) 2 +x2 ,- h=ce=Vc2—a2

	

A {cos-' 
c - a2 a '	

2} = g^1c2 -a -h W.
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Some values of the coefficients k a, ko, X, Sej are given in Table II.

TABLE II.

a k. S. k, K. (1+k,) (1+4)

I
1.00 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 2.250
1.50 0.621 0.523 0.382 0.4824 2.240
2.00 0.702 0.541 0.310 0.477 2.229
2.99 0.803 0.571 0.223 0.473 2.205
3.99 0.860 0.587 0.174 0.474 2.184
4.99 0.895 0.599 0.143 0.477 2.166
6.01 0.918 0.606 0.1205 0.478 2.149

00 1.000 0.637 0.000 0.500 .2.000
i

When an oblate spheroid spins with angular velocity co, about the axis of y the velocity
potential 0' is given by the formulae

==nzJ

dX

(c2+1^)(a2+^)^

(C2 - a2) 2abewyC_ 

2 (c2 - a2) + (c2 + a2) ('yo - ao)

1
¢'=Aµ (1- µ2)i (Y2 +1)' 31 cot-'f-3+Y2+1^

A 3c2+a2 Co._,
 
a_ a 7c2+a2 

ltsw
C2 - a2	 c c2 /C2 _ a2^ =	 Y

We also have	 `	 lJ
2r

	

s (1- S2). ds	 c^xbz(R)dw
fo	 0

III. THE METHOD BASED ON THE USE OF SOURCES AND SINKS.

It was shown by Stokes 8 that the velocity potential for the irrotational motion of an
incompressible nonviscous fluid in the space outside a sphere of radius, a, moving with velocity
U, is the same as that of a doublet of moment 2a Ua8 situated at the center of the sphere. This
result has been generalized by Rankine, 9 D. W. Taylor, lo Fuhrmann, ll Munk, 12 and others, two
sources of opposite signs at a finite distance apart giving stream lines shaped like an airship.

Munk has shown in a recent report that the intensity of the point source near one end of
an airship hull may be taken to be r27r U, where r is the radius of the greatest section of the
ship and jr the distance of the point source from the head of the ship. The total energy of
the fluid displaced is then

T= 6i.rsp U2

and the apparent increment of mass of the airship is equivalent to about 21 per cent of the
mass of fluid displaced.

In this investigation the airship is treated as symmetrical fore and aft, the two sources
of opposite signs being equidistant from the two ends and the contributions of the two sources
to the kinetic energy being equal. The, final result is identical with that for an elongated
spheroid with a ratio of axes equal to 9.

s Cambr. Phil Trans., vol. 8 (1843). [Math. and Phys. Papers, Vol. I. p. 17.1
Phil. Trans. London (1871), p. 267.

19 Trans. British Inst. Naval Architects, vol. 35 (1894), p. 385.
» Jahrb. der Motorluftschiff-Studiengeseilschaft , 1911-12.
12 National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Reports 114 and 117 (1921).
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It is thought that a lack of fore and aft symmetry will still further reduce the values of the
coefficients k and K. To get an idea of the effect of a lack of symmetry we shall consider the
case of a solid bounded by portions of two orthogonal spheres. In this case, as is well known,
the velocity potential may be derived from three collinear sources. We may in fact write

— 1 as U cos 8 + 1 a,8 U 
cos 8' — 1 

ps U 
cose2

2	 r2	 2	 r	
Z

_ 1 as 
U 

sing B + 1 a's U sine B' _ 1 3 sine 6
2	 r	 2	 r'	 2 p	 R

where a and a' are the rad ii of the two spheres (r, B), (r' B'), (R, 6) are polar coordinates re-
ferred to the three sources as poles, the angles being measured from the line joining the three
sources. If Q is a common point of the two spheres R is measured from the foot of the per-
pendicular from Q on the line of centers, while r and r' are measured from the centers of the two
spheres respectively. The quantity p represents the distance of Q from the line of centers and is
given by the equation

pZ az+ alz

By means of Munk's theorem we infer that the complete energy is given by the formula

2T=2ap [as +a's —ps]U2 = P ( 1 +7c)VU2
where

V= 3a 2 (&+a'2)f+2as+2a's-3 azaiz(as +a'2);

is the volume of the fluid displaced.
The fineness ratio, i. e., the ratio of the length to the greatest breadth, is

a+a'+_/a2 +a12

	

f	 ' 2a

Some values of k and K are given in Table III and curves have been drawn in Figure 2 to
show the effect of a lack of fore and aft symmetry. For a comparison we have given in Table
III the values of k and K for a spheroid of the same fineness ratio. The high value of K for
the two orthogonal spheres is undoubtedly due to the presence of a narrow waist. The sudden
drop in the value of K is probably due to the lack of fore and aft symmetry. The coefficient
K shows the effect of a change in shape much more clearly than the coefficient k.

TABLE III.

?1
4

k K J k (spheroid). K(spheroid).

1.0 0.313 0.5897 1.707 0.243 0.440
0.9 0.315 0.5136 1.622 ..........................
0.8 0.329 0.4708 1.54 ..........................
0.75 0.334 0.4509 1.5 0.305 0.457
0.66 0.363 0.4603 1.434 ..........................
0.41 0.448 0.471 1.25 ..........................
0.29 0.48 0.488 1.188
0 0.5 0.5 1 0.5 0.5

It appears from an examination of the case of the oblate spheroid that the motion of air
round a moving surface of revolution can not always be derived from a number of sources at
real points on the axis. For the oblate spheroid the sources, or rather doublets, are in the
equitorial plane. It is possible, however, to replace these doublets by doublets at imaginary
points on the axis as the following analysis will show.

23-24-11
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If F(x, y, z) is a potential function, we have the equation 13

f0

z^

F[x, y—o cos w, x—Q sin w] dw=
7
1—r
fo

F[x+.iv cos X, y, z] dX

which holds under fairly general conditions. On account of this equation we may write

h	 2n	 h	 2a

2a f (Q) dv ^x (R) d. 1 f (v) da ax- (R;) dX
0	 0	 0	 0	 \ /

1	 h	 2a	

1	 1	
h	 r2n	

1
2a o fi (Q ) da o bz (R) dw = 

7r 

fi ( Q) dv
J

 7 (R,) dX

  h	 2a

1f

h f2a

g (^) d,
2^r	 3zbx (R) dw =	 9 (^) dv	

bzbx (R) dX . .
0

where	
0

R2=x2+ (y—v cos w) 2 + (z —v sin w) 2, R'2 = (x-Pia- cos X)2+y2 +z2.
Putting	 {'	 ./'	 7,	 /t	

Z - Q2)

	

(Q) =3 f (o-) = or (h2 — U2) J , y (Q) = -Y W	 3
making the substitution

Q cos X = ^, dX V QZ — t2 = — d^,

changing the order of integration and making use of the equations

f h

do- 	=4 W—V),

f 

h	
7777,,,, 

2	
Z

`	 2

which are easily verified by means of the substitution

a2 = t1 cos2 B + h2 sing B,

we find that the potentials for the oblate spheroid in the three types of motion may be written
in the forms

4h2f
h	 h

-h

(IGZ — 2 ) d 
i)x

	2 
fh 

R

h
oc	

7	

r

fh
A

6 -h	 xbz(h2—SZ)Zd^ 
^2 ( 

R ,)= 2
+2

A
fh

^ 
bz R

(IGZ— 2) d	
( 1,/8h	 ^ 

where
R" = [ (x + i^) 2 + y2 +;t2] J.

These formulae resemble those for the prolate spheroid.
A distribution of sources or doublets over the elliptic area bounded by a focal ellipse of an

ellipsoid may be replaced by a system of sources or doublets at imaginary points in one of the
other planes of symmetry by making use of the equation i4

18 H. Bateman, Amer. Journ. of Mathematics, vol. 34 (1912), p. 335.
14 H. Bateman, loc. cit., p. 336.
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f
zv	 2.

F[x— o- cos B cos a, y—o- sin B, z] de=	 F[x+iv sin X sin a, y, z+ia cos X] dX0
which likewise holds under fairly general conditions when F(x, y, z) is a potential function
and a an arbitrary constant.

The theorem relating to the transformation of doublets in a central plane into a series of
doublets at imaginary points on the axis of symmetry may be written in the general form

I h	 z^	

C	 1 _j
h 

c^	 1

2a u f ( P) dv o G (ax' ^y' Viz) R dw= hG (fix' i)y' i)z	 ^) R^ f () 
d4

where the functions f(a) and F(^) are connected by the integral equation

('hfor) dor

In order that Munk's theorem may be applicable to doublets at imaginary points as wel
as to doublets at real points we must have the equation

—h 

7 F (0 d^ =f

h

f(Q)do-.
h

Now
fh	 h	 h	 o	 h

hd^ ^ ^() a _ j f (a) dv -QVPdt z= o f (a) do-

hence the formula is verified and the complete, mass may be calculated from doublets at imaginary
points by adding the moments and using Munk's formula.

IV. CASES IN WHICH THE MASS CAN IiE FOUND WITH THE AID OF SPECIAL HARMONIC FUNCTIONS

It is known that the potential problem may be solved in certain cases by using series of
spheroidal, toroidal, bipolar, or cylindrical harmonics. Thus it may be solved for the spherical
bowl, anchor ring, two spheres, 15 and for the body formed by the revolution of a limagon about
its axis of symmetry. The last case is of some interest, as it indicates the effect of a flattening
of the nose of an airship hull. Writing the equation of the limacon in the form

r=2a2 
s+ Cos 0

82-1

where r and e are polar coordinates, we find on making the substitutions

r COS O=x=^1 -77 2. r sin 6=y=2^77

a sinh o-	 _	 a sin X

= cosh Q — cos X. '7 — cosh o- — cos X

that the potential for motion parallel to the axis of symmetry is

l=2 a2 U (m+1)[(m+2)2 p;+ ^W —map r
o (s)J

m=o

[Pm (cosh o) Pm+,(cos X) —Pm+,(cosh v) Pm (cos X)]

is For references sep Lamb's Hydrodynamics, 3d ed., pp. 126,149; and A. B. Basset, Hydrodynamics, Cambridge, 1888, Vol. I.
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where Pm (s) and Q. (s) are the two types of Legendre functions (zonal harmonics) and P ro (s),
Q'm (s) are the derivatives of P m (s) and Q. (s) respectively. The stream-line function ^ as found
by Basset is in our notation.

co

^

1p = cosh v4 cos X r, 
(2m+3) . p,M+i (S) P'^,^ 1 (cosh a) P' m+l (cos x) sinh2 v sine x

At a great distance from the origin we have the approximate expressions

z	 z

ae U gS, 1 a8 Ut, —Pa =cosh v— cos x,

W

S=Z (2m+3) (m+1) z (m+2)2Q ,m+l
 (s)

M-0 P m+1 (s)

which give the sum of the moments of the doublets from which the potential arises. The
coefficients k amd K may now be calculated with the aid of Doctor Munk's theorem and an
incomplete table of spheroidal harmonics which is in the author's possession. We thus obtain
the values 18

TABLE IV.

a J k K Ik(spheroid) K(spheroid)

00 1 0.500 0.500 0.500 C. 500
3 1.05 0.527 0.507 0.512 0.502
2 1.10 0.548 0.513 0.524 0.505

1.2 1:153 0.569 0.518 0.536 0.507
1.1 1.154 0.573 0.523 0.536 0.507

1 1.155 0.578 0.527 0.536 0.507

S=2 The corresponding values for an oblate spheroid are given for com-
parison. The case in which s=,2 is particularly interesting because
the limacon then has a point of undulation at the nose. When s <,2
the limacon curves inward at the front, as may be seen from the dia-
grams in Figure 3, and the apparent mass is probably increased on
account of fluid being confined in the hollow. In calculating the fine-
ness ratio in such a case the length has been measured from the rear
to the point where the double tangent meets the axis.

F,gQ

is The values for the spheroid have been obtained by interpolation from Table H. The values of k and K for the cardioid s=1 have been esti-
mated by extrapolation.

s=L2

0
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REPORT No. 253

FLOW AND DRAG FORMULAS FOR SIMPLE QUADRICS
By A. F. ZAHM

PREFACE

In this text are given the pressure distribution and resistance found by theory and experi-
ment for simple quadrics fixed in an infinite uniform stream of practically incompressible fluid.
The experimental values pertain to air and some liquids, especially water; the theoretical refer
sometimes to perfect, again to viscid fluids. For the cases treated the concordance of theory
and measurement is so close as to make a resume of results desirable. Incidentally formulas
for the velocity at all points of the flow field are given, some being new forms for ready use
derived in a previous paper and given in Tables I, III. A summary is given on page 536.

The computations and diagrams were made by Mr. F. A. Louden. The present text is a
slightly revised and extended form of Report No. 312, prepared by the writer for the Bureau of
Aeronautics in June, 1926, and by it released for publication by the National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics. A list of symbols follows the text.

PRESSURE AND PRESSURE DRAG

We assume the fluid, of constant density and unaffected by weight or viscosity, to have in
all the distant field a uniform velocity qo parallel to x; in the near field the resultant velocity q.
If now the distant pressure is everywhere po, and the pressure at any point in the disturbed flow
is po+p, the superstream pressure p is given by Bernouilli's formula,

P/P. =1— q2/V,	 (1)
where p.= pgozl2, called the "stop" or "stagnation" or "nose" pressure.

At any surface element the superpressure exerts the drag f p dy dz, whose integral over
any zone' of the surface is the zonal pressure drag,

D = f p dy dz.	 (2)

Values of p, D are here derived for various solid forms and compared with those found by
experiment.

PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS

The measured pressures here plotted were obtained from some tests by Mr. R. H. Smith
and myself in the United States Navy 8-foot wind tunnel at 40 miles an hour. Very accurate
models of brass, or faced with'brass, had numerous fine perforations, one at the nose, others
further aft, which could be joined in pairs to a manometer through fine tubing. Thus the
pressure difference between the nose and each after hole could be observed for any wind speed,
Then a fine tube with closed tip and static side holes was held along stream at many points
abreast of the model, to show the difference of pressure there and at the nose. Next the tube
was thrust right through the model, to find the static pressure before and behind it. The
method is too well known to require further description.

THE SPHERE

Assume as the fixed body a sphere, of radius a, in a uniform stream of inviscid liquid, as
shown in Table I. Then by that table the flow speeds at points on the axis x, y and on the
surface are

qx= (I —alIx q,	 qu= ( 1 +a3/2y')go,	 q,= 1.5q,, sin B,	 (3)

where 9 is the polar angle. Figure 1 shows plots of these equations.
I A zone is apart of the surface bounded by two planes normal to qo. Usually one plane is assumed tangent to the surface at its upstream end.
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To graph p/p„ in Figure 1, we subtract from the line y=1, first qi2/q 2 to show the pressure
along x; then g t2lgd2 to portray the surface pressure. A similar procedure gives the superpressure
in the equatorial plane.

The little circles show the actual superpressures found with a 2-inch brass sphere in a tunnel
wind at 40 miles an hour. These agree well with the computed pressures except where or
near where the flow is naturally turbulent.

By (3) and (1), on the sphere's surface p1pn = 1-2.25 sin 20; hence the zonal pressure drag
f p.2,rydy is

D = 7ra2sin26(1— 8 sin2B)p,,,	 (4)

for a nose cap whose polar angle is B. With increase of B, as in Figure 2, Dlp„ increases to a
maximum .698 a 2 for 6=41°-50' and p=0; then decreases to zero for 8=70°-37'; then to its
minimum—.3927 a2 for 0 = 7r/2; then continues aft of the equator symmetrical with its fore
part. Thus the drag is decidedly upstream on the front half and equally downstream on the

5 .0 v

C^
4 4

4/40 —
921goa

NO I _O	 I{'^

to ^ p, \ m°	 f

° Y	 I	 i

2 ° 3	 4	 5

e°°°°°	 Lengfh in i—ber

Wind

FIG. 1.—Velocity and pressure along axes and over surface of sphere; graphs indicate theoretical values:
circles indicate pressures measured at 40 miles per hour in 8-foot wind tunnel, United States Navy

rear half, having zero resultant. The little crosses, giving D/p, for the measured pressures,
show that the total pressure drag in air is downstream, and fairly large for a body so blunt as
the sphere.

Figure 3 depicts the whole-drag coefficient' CD =2D/7r p a'go2 , of a sphere, for the manifold
experimental conditions specified in the diagram, plotted against Reynolds Number R= 2 goals,
P being the kinematic viscosity. For 0.2 < R < 200000, the data lie close to the line.

CD = 2$R-• e' +.48,	 (5)

an empirical formula devised by the writer as an approximation.
For .5<R<2 (5) fairly merges with Oseen's formula

CD = 24R-'+ 4.5,	 (6)

and for R < .2 Stokes' equation C D = 24/R is exactly verified. Both these formulas are theoretical.
Stokes treated only viscous resistance at small scale; Oseen added to Stokes' drag coefficient,
24/R, the term 4.5 due to inertia.

1 From the drag Da Co. S, where S is the model's frontal area, one derives the drag coefficient Cr.6 D/P.S.
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Over an important R range Figure 3 shows C, =.5, giving as the sphere's whole drag

D=.5  p„ S,	 (7)

where S=7r a2 is the frontal area. That is, the sphere's drag equals half its nose pressure times
its frontal area. For R<.2 Stokes' value, D = 67r µ a q,,, has been exactly verified experi-
mentally, as is well known.

y

ry	
a^

v

^	 4	 x

0 +"n 	 o	 CK

1	
Y	

^N	
.5	 K

1

b	
X

1

W11?d	 It

	 0	 x
1.5	 2.0

D/P	 Lengfh inA 	 inchesi	 J	 B
1	 O O	 1 p00

1	 O
O	

1

1	 /

^1	
1

P/P 11

-l.O,

FIG. 2.—Pressure and pressure-drag on sphere. Graphs indicate
theoretical values; circles indicate pressure p/p. measured at
40 miles per hour; crosses indicate pressure-drag D/p,,, com-
puted from measured pressure

THE ROUND CYLINDER

Next asJame an endless circular cylinder, of radius a, fixed transverse to the stream, as
indicated in Table I. By that table the flow speed at points on the axes x, y and on the surface is

qx = ( I - a2/x2)
go, qr = ( I + a2/yl) for	 qt=2 go sin B,	 (8)

where B is the polar angle. Plots of (8) are shown in Figure 4.
Graphs of p/p,,, made as explained for the sphere, are also given there, together with experi-

mental values, marked by small circles, for an endless 2-inch cylinder in a tunnel wind at 40
miles an hour. The agreement is good for points well within the smooth-flow region.

On the surface p/p„ =1-4 sine B. The integral 2 f' pdy gives, per unit length of
cylinder, the zonal pressure-drag formula, 	 e

D/p = 2 a sin 0- 
8
3 a sin' B.	 (9)

42488-27-34
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FIG. 4.—Velocity and pressures along axcs and over surface of endless cylinder; graphs indicate theoretical values;
circles indicate pressures measured at 4o miles per hour in 8-foot wind tunnel, United States Navy
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FIG. 6.—Drag coefficient for an endless cylinder in steady translation through a viscous fluid
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Fro 5.—Pressure and pressure-drag on endless

cylinder. Graphs indicate theoretical values;
circles indicate pressure p/po measured at 4'1
miles per hour; crosses indicate pressure-drag

D/p„ computed from measured pressure
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This is 0, 2a/3 (max.), 0, —2a/3, for B=0°, 30°, 60°, 90°; and is symmetrical about the equatorial
plane x=0. In Figure 5, the little crosses give Dlp rz for the measured pressures, and show total
D/p rz = 2.33a.

Figure 6 delineates the drag coefficient CD plotted against R=2 aq,ly, from Wieselsberger's
(Reference 1) wind tunnel tests of nine endless cylinders held transverse to the steady flow.
The faired line is the graph of

CD=9AR-8+1.2,	 (10)

an empirical equation devised by the present writer.
For very low values of R, Lamb derives the formula

(11)CD—	 8 
(2..002— log^R)R'

whose graph in Figure 6 nearly merges with (10) at R=.3.

For 15000<R<200000, Figure 6 gives CD =1.2; hence the drag per unit frontal area is

D =1.2prz,	 (12)

which is 2.4 times that for the sphere, given by (7).

THE ELLIPTIC CYLINDER

An endless elliptic cylinder held transverse to the stream, as shown in Table I, gives for
points on x, y and on its surface,

q= = ( 1 — n )qo,	 qv = (1 + m )qo,	 qt = (1 + b/a )go sin B,	 (13)

where m, n are as in Table I. Amidships q,=  (1 + b /a)qo = 2qo for a = b, as given by (8). Graphs
of (13) are given in Figure 7.

To find a', b' for plotting (13), assume a' and with it as radius strike about the focus an

	

arc cutting y. The cutting point is distant b' from the origin. Otherwise, b'=	 where
c2 = a2 — F = const.

With alb =4 one plots p/p rz in Figure 7, as explained for the sphere. The circles give the
experimental plp rz for an endless 2-inch by 8-inch strut, at zero pitch and yaw, in a tunnel wind at
40 miles an hour. The theoretical and measured pressures agree nicely for all points before,
abreast, and well behind the cylinder.

Again, sin 26 =a 2y2/ (b 4  + e2y% if c2 =a 2 — b 2. Hence on the model

plprz 1— qt2/q	
(a —+0 2Y! .2 =1— b° +C2y2 (14 )

This gives the zonal pressure drag, D = 2 f ypdy, pdr unit length of cylinder, of
U

	

Dlpn = 2y-2(a+b) 2f9
 b'+dye=-4b â by+2b2(a^3 ) tan- p.	 (15)

O
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whose graph, for a/b=4, appears in Figure 8. It rises from 0 at the nose to its maximum where
p=0, then falls to its minimum amidships.

l
h

,o U

11 
v

1^6-Zj

N OII	 4 J^

—J ------------

-B	 -6_ c4	 -2	 0	 2	 41	 6	 P	 - 10	 I-

Wind	 Lengih in inches
FIG. 7.—Velocity and pressure along axes and over surface of endless elliptic cylinder. Graphs indicate theoretical value;

nircles indicate pressure measured at 40 miles per hour in 8-foot wind tunnel, United States Navy

a^q

FIG. 8.—Pressure and pressure-drag on endless elliptic cylinder. Graphs ; indicate theoretical values; circles
indicate pressure PIP. measured at 40 miles per hour; crosses indicate pressuredrag DIP, computed from
measured pressure

Whatever the value of alb, the whole pressure on the front half is negative or upstream,
as for the sphere and round cylinder, and is balanced by the rear drag. For b fixed it decreases
indefinitely with b/a.
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The crosses marking actual values of D/p, found in said test show a downstream resultant
D. In fact, it is one-third the whole measured drag of pressure plus friction, or one-half the
friction drag.

For the cylinder held broadside on, b >a and a'— b 2 = —c', hence changing c2 to —0 under
the integral sign of (15), we find

a+b 2. (a+b) 2	b2+cy

	

D/p,, 4b ^z J —b ca lOgeb2 —cy ,	 (16)

where now c2 =b2 — a2 . With b fixed, the upstream pressure dragon the front half increases with
b/a, becoming infinite for a thin flat plate. It is balanced by a symmetrical drag back of the
plate.

Such infinite forces imply infinite pressure change at the edges where, as is well known, the
velocity can be q = V/p,/p = - , in a perfect liquid whose reservoir pressure is p, = Co . Otherwise
viewed, the pressure is p, at the plate's center (front and back) and decreases indefinitely toward
the edges, thus exerting an infinite upstream push on the back and a symmetrical downstream
push on the front. In natural fluids no such condition can exist.

THE PROLATE SPHEROID

A prolate spheroid, fixed as in Table I, gives for points on x, y and the solid surface, respec-
tively, the flow speeds

n )qo,	 qv=(1+m)qo,	 qt=(1+ka) go sin 6,	 (16)

,..5 a

-l0	 -8	 -6 ^ -4	 -2	 2	 4	 6	 a	 /0
Win?
	 ,Length in inches

FIG. 9.—Velocity and pressure along axes and over surface of prolate spheroid. Graphs indicate theoretical values; circles
indicate pressures measured at 40 miles per hour in 8-foot wind tunnel, United States Navy; dots give pressures found
with an equal model in British test, R. and M. No. 600, British Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

C	 1!N y 0.

FIG. 10.—Pressure and pressure-drag on prolate spheroid. Oraphs indicate theoretical values; dots indicate
measured pressure p/p . from Figure 9; crosses indicate pressure-drag D/p„ computed from measured pressure
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where ka is to be taken from Table II. Graphs of (16) are given in Figure 9, for a model having
alb = 4, viz., kd = 0.082.

For this surface p/pn plots as in Figure 10. For a 2 by 8 inch brass model values of p/p„
are shown by circles for a test at 40 miles an hour in the United States Navy tunnel; by dots for
a like test in a British tunnel. (Reference 2.)

By (16), for points on the surface p/p, =1— qt 2/q 2 =1— (1 + ka ) 2 sing B. From this, since
sine 0=a2y21 (b 4 +c 2y2 ), the zonal pressure drag f p. 2 7r y dy is found. Thus

D/pn=ay2— 
-a2  

(l+ka ) 2 y2 +'r 4 b4 (l+ka) 2 1og. b4 b42y? .	 (17)

Starting from y=0, D/pa increases to its maximum when p=0, or sin 0=1 1(1 +7c,); then
diminishes to its minimum for y=b. Figure 10 gives the theoretical and empirical graphs of
D/p, for a/b=4.

For b fixed the upstream drag on the front half decreases indefinitely with b/a, becoming
zero for infinite elongation.

OBLATE SPHEROID

The flow velocity about an oblate spheroid with its polar axis along stream is given by
formulas in Table I, and plotted in Figure 11, together with computed values of p/pn. No
determinations of p or D were made for an actual flow. The formula for D/p„ is like (17),
except that 0=b 2 —a2, and ka is larger for the oblate spheroid, as seen in Table II. For b fixed
the upstream drag on the front half increases indefinitely with b/a.

a	 o ^

B \ 0 Y

_2	 ^	 z
W"nd >•

FIG. II.—Theoretical velocity and pressure along x axis of oblate spheroid. Diameter/thickness=4

CIRCULAR DISK

The theoretical flow speeds and superpressures for points on the axis of a circular disk fixed
normal to a uniform stream of inviscid liquid are plotted in Figure 12, without comparative
data from a test. One notes that the formulas are those for an oblate spheroid with eccen-
tricity e = 1.

For 1500<qe a/v <500000, Wieselsberger (Reference 3) finds for the air drag of a thin
normal disk, of area S,

D = 1.1 p,,S;	 (18)

or 2.2 times that for a sphere. For agoly extremely small, theory gives

D=5.1 7r A a go,	 (19)

as is well known. Test data for a complete graph, including these extremes, are not yet available.

Ô N_N

-s	 -a	 -z	 o	 a	 ¢	 s

Wind
FIG. 12.—Theoretical pressure and velocity along axis of disk
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REGIONS OF EQUAL SPEED

In the flow field q, p are constant where qt 2 +qa2 = constant, viz. where

q2/qa2 =(1+m) 2 sin 20+(1—n) 2 cos20=const.	 (20)

In particular for the region q =qa, this becomes

tan 20= n 2— n —a14 tan2p*	 (21)M— 2+m b'4

a
0
qjv
r

a Q

xv

vo
4

N ^
0 0
U L
.0^
l .0
izu

.0

a
v

7.4

2.2

-15

—14

^p

E_

/	 2	 3

Fla. 13.—Inertia coefficient vs, elongation. Plotted from Table II

which applies to all the quadrics in Table I. Clearly tan 0=0 for n=2; tan20=n/m for
m, n=0, viz. for all distant points of (21). For these points the normal to any confocal ellipse
lies along the radius vector and asymptote of (21), as seen in Figures 14 to 17.

FIG. 14. —Lines of steady flow, lines of constant speed and pressure, for
infinite frictionless liquid streaming past a sphere

For the sphere n = 2m = a 2/r3 ; hence (21) becomes

tan20= 2 2r3; d'	
(22)

2r'—.5a'

where r= a'= /x2+	 The form of this is depicted in Figure 14.
' tan d =y/x is the slope of a radial line through the point (x, y) where (21) cuts a confocal curve a'b', of Table I. Knowing a', b', 0, to locate.

(x, y) draw across the radial line an arc of a'b' by sliding along the x, y axes a straightedge subdivided as in the ellipsograph. The operation is rapid
and easy.
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For a round cylinder n = m = a21r2 ; hence

tan2B= 2r2 a2 or 2r2 = a2 sec 2B
2r2 +a2 '	 '

which is the section of a hyperbolic cylinder, as in Figure 15.
v

FIG. 15.—Lines of steady flow, lines of constant speed and pressure, for infinite frictionless liquid streaming across endless
round cylinder

(23)

q= 40

Y= Y0	
Y	

4=40

- - ->	 —x

i

i
i

/
/

i

/	 4=40

-•	 •_x

Y`Yo \\ 	 I	 i 4-40

FIG. 18.—Lines of steady flow, lines of constant speed and pressure, for infinite frictionless liquid
streaming across endless elliptic cylinder
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A plot of (21) for an elliptic cylinder, fixed as shown in Table I, is given in Figure 16; for a
prolate spheroid in Figure 17.

Besides the region (21), having q= q01 it is useful to know the limit of perceptible disturbance
say where q21q 2 = 1 ±.01. This in (20) gives

(1 +m) 2 sin2 B+ (1 — n)2 cos2 8=1 ±.01,	 (24)

which applies to all the quadrics here studied. Hence

tan2B=m 
2+m ± m(2+m) cos2B'	 (25)

A graph of (25) for a round cylinder is shown in Figure 15. Like plots for the other quadrics

FIG. 17.—Li_es^fstmd. flu s, lines of constant speed and pressure, for infinite friction-
less liquid streaming past a prolate spheroid. Full-line curve q=q„ refers to stream
parallel to x; dotted curve q=q, refers to stream inclined 10° to z

If in (20) a series of constants be written for the right member, the graphs compose a family
of lines of equal velocity and pressure, covering the entire flow field. Rotating Figures 14, 17
about x gives surfaces of q = qo.

COMPARISON OF SPEEDS

Before all the fixed models the flow speed is q. at a great distance and 0 at the nose; abreast
of them it is qo at a distance, and (1 +ka)go amidships.

The flux of q—q, through the equatorial plane obviously must equal q eS where S is the
body's frontal area. Hence two bodies having equal equators have the same flux qoS, and the
same average superspeed or average q—q,. But the longer one has the lesser midship speed;
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hence its outboard speed wanes less rapidly with distance along y. A like relation obtains
along x from the nose forward. These relations are shown in the velocity graphs of Figures
18 and 19. A figure similar to 18, including many models, is given in Reference 4.

FIG. IS.—Superposed graphs of flow speed abreast of endless round and elliptic
cylinders of same thickness fixed transverse to ,an infinite stream of inviscid
liquid. At great distance flow speed is q,

4p

FIG. 19.—Superposed graphs of axial flow speed before three endless cylinders 1, 2, and 3 (3 osculating
2), each fixed transverse to an infinite stream of inviscid liquid. At great distance flow speed is q,

COMPARISON OF PRESSURES

The foregoing speed relations determine those of the pressures. The nose pressures all
are pn = pq 2/2; the midship ones are p = p, — (1 + ka) 2p.a. The drag on the front half of the
model is upstream for all the quadrics here treated.; it increases with the flatness, as one proves
by (15), (17), and is infinite for the normal disk and rectangle.

APPLICATION OF FORMULAS

The ready equations here given, aside from their academic interest in predicting natural
phenomena from pure theory, are found useful in the design of air and watercraft. The formula
for nose pressure long has been used. That for pressure on a prolate spheroid, of form suitable
for an airship bow, is so trustworthy as to obviate the need for pressure-distribution measure-
ments on such shapes. The same may be said of the fore part of well-formed torpedoes deeply
submerged. The computations for stiffening the fore part of airship hulls can be safely based
on theoretical estimates of the local pressures. The velocity change, well away from the
model, especially forward of the equatorial plane, can be found more accurately by theory
than by experiment. The equation (21) of undisturbed speed shows where to place anemometers
to indicate, with least correction, the relative speed of model and general stream.

REFERENCES

1. WIESELSBERGER, C.: Physicalische Zeitschrift, vol. 22. 1921.
2. JONES, R., and WILLIAMS, D. H.: The distribution of pressure over the surface of airship model U. 721,
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3. WIESELSBERGER, C.: Physicalische Zeitschrift, vol. 23. 1922.
4. TAYLOR, D. W.: Speed and Power of Ships, gives a figure similar to 18 but including more models. 1910.
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SYMBOLS USED IN TEXT

x, y ------- Cartesian coordinates; also axes of same.
r,0-------- Polar coordinates.

a --------- Angle of attack of uniform stream.
s- - - ------ Length of are, increasing with S.
8 --------- Inclination to x of normal to confocal

curves in Table I.
--------- Velocity function.

4__---___- Stream function.
q --------- Resultant velocity at any point of fluid.
q--------- Velocity of distant fluid 	 (parallel to x

axis).
qx, q v - --- - Velocity at points on x and y axes (parallel

to x axis).
q ,-------- Velocity along confocal surface or model

surface.
q --------- Velocity normal to confocal surface.
p --------- Density of fluid.
p --------- Viscosity.

v---------  Kinematic viscosity.
p„__----__ Nose pressure=p q.112
p --------- Pressure in distant fluid.
p --------- Superstream pressure anywhere.
D-------- Zonal pressure drag= _r p dy dz.
D -------- Whole drag.
S -------- Frontal area of model.
CD ------- Drag coefficient=Dlp„S.
R-------- Reynolds number.
a --------- Radius of sphere, cylinder.
a, b ------- Semiaxes of ellipse.
a', b'_____- Semiaxes of confocal ellipse.
e --------- Eccentricity of ellipse.
e--------- Eccentricity of confocal ellipse.
c --------- Focal distance= ae=a'e'=^/az—bz
k --------- Inertia factor (Table II).
m, n, m.___ Quantities defined in Tables I, II.
e --------- Colatitude (see equation 30).

TABLE I

Flow functions for simple quadrics" fixed in a uniform stream of speed q. along x positive

Value of functions at any confocal surfaces of semiaxes a', b'

Symbol defini- Form of quadric IItions
Velocity function w Stream function ¢ Component velocities

I;
I  -

4a> 4n

= — (1w	 + m) 4.x, wherelG 1	 z> where=-- (1—n) q.y2

Differentiation	 along
are s of either figure

SphereP as as i
gives:

m
_

 3a'a n= dx
qj

_
 dx ds—(1	 m) q.

See diagram A
(fig. 20) —	 - sin B, valid for all the

w= — (1-I-m)4.x, +G=—(1—n)4.y , figures;
^¢dy—

Circular cylinder az az qn—dy ds	 (1—n) q.
I,m=Q,z n=o. cos 0, for the cylin-

ders;

4 = 1 04, dy= _	 I'
(1—n)y by dsp=—(1I m) g ox, G=—(1—n)q.y, qo cos B, for the axial

Elliptic cylinder b a+b a+b_b surfaces; viz., sphere,
m=

	 a' I G'
n	 b' a' i b' spheroids, disk.

Fora , G —a, b, Table I,
II gives m.; whence-----

w= — (1-{- m) q.x,
I n) q.yz,

See diagram B
(fig. 20)

q,= (1+m.) q. sin B,
as the flow velocity on a ..

2 fixed quadric surface. .
Prolate spheroid 1	 e' q„= f 0 for disk. since I:

1
e=—^/az —bz

log. ;-2e'1—e
1-}-e _ 2e

log. 1—e'	 1—e'z
n=1
Remark—both q, q„a m	 I+e_ 2e

1.9"_
n	 I+e	 2ez can be derived from P

e	 1—ez log.	 -11—a—ez either v or 4/.
^IIf ge, q n= max. q ,, q n

on a b', at any other
point thereof

-------
I

w= — (1+m)gx, $=-2(1—n)q.yz, qe=qj sin B, q.=qn
Oblate spheroid I	 e b	 -'

cos B

e =b^/bz — az — si n	 a
''rr

e ,,a — sin -re'
G

See diagram C

ea

ea —sin -leib
n= ea

-b —sin -re
i

(fig. 20) I I

w=—(1+m)q.x.
1	 z—$=2 (1—n) q.y,

Circular disk

a-0' a=1 M=2	 b—sin—re n=— 2	
a'b	 sin -re')

I

,F , P, in elliptic coordinates, can be found in textbooks; e. g., §§ 71,105,108, Lamb's Hydrodynamics, 4th Ed.
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TABLE II

inertia factors ka* for quadric surfaces in steady translation along axis a in Figure 20

Prolate spheroid E=alb
Elliptic cylinder, E=a/b I +e Oblate spheroid E=b/a

Elonga-
1—e-2e_ log` eE2—E sin-letion E ka=b

ka
__

k°	 -^e
a

l+e	 2e
log, a—E sin

1—e	 1 —e2

1.00 1.000 0.500 0. 500
1. 50 . 667 . 305 *803
2.00 .500 .209 1. 118
2. 50 .400 . 157 1. 428
3.00 .333 .121 1.742
4.00 .250 .082 2. 379
5.00 .200 .059 3. 000
6.00 167 . 045 3. 642
7.00 143 .036 4.279
S. 00 125 .029 4. 915
9.00 .111 .024 5. 549

10.00 . 100 .021 6. 183
.000 .000 co

• In this table k,=m, of Table I, viz, the value of m when a', b'=a, b. Lamb (R, and M. No. 623, Brit. Adv. Com . Aeron.) gives the numerical
values in the third column above. For mot`on of elliptic cylinder along b axis inertia factor is kb—alb.

	

Diagram A	 y

4yqe„ 1

^qI
1

, e x -
qo 	 qx a'a

Diogrom B	 y

b'

	

A	 qy'
b

qn B x
qa 	 qx a'a

FIG. 20

Diagram C	 y

of } .^ b , qy
v'	 ql-'	 B

qo	 qx	 a' a

VELOCITY AND PRESSURE IN OBLIQUE FLOW 2
PRINCIPLE OF VELOCITY COMPOSITION

A stream qa oblique to a model can be resolved in chosen directions into component streams
each having its individual velocity at any flow point, as in Figure 21. Combining the individuals
gives their resultant, whence p is found.

VELOCITY FUNCTION

Let a uniform infinite stream qa of inviscid liquid flowing past a fixed ellipsoid centered
at the origin have components U, V, W along x, y, z, taken parallel, respectively, to the semi-
axes, a, b, c; then we find the velocity potential p for qa as the sum of the potentials spa, Sp b, VC
for U, V, W.

In the present notation textbooks prove, for any point (x, y, z) on the confocal ellipsoid
a' b' c'

'P. = — ( 1 +m a) Ux,	 (26)
and give as constant for that surface

/

f2

	 \-1 r^ day
m a =abc l—ab

	 a' 2 b' c'/) J 
x a' 2 b' c'

the multiplier of
1
 being constant for the model, and X=a' 2 —a2 . Adding to (26) analogous

.>
values of Wp b, p, gives

gyp= — (I +m,) Ux— (1+m b)Vy— (1 +m,) Wz-- (1 +m)goh,	 (28)
2 This brief treatment of oblique flow was added by request after the preceding text was finished.
• Simple formulas for this integral and the corresponding b, c ones, published by Greene, R. S. Ed. 1833, are given by Doctor Tuckerman in

Report No. 210 of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics for 1925. Some ready values are listed in Tables III, IV.

(27)
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where h is the distance of (x, y, z) from the plane P =0, and m a , ma, m a, m are generalized inertia
coefficients of a' V c' for the respective streams U, V, W, go. For the model itself the inertia
coefficients usually are written k a, k b , k,, k. The direction cosines of h are

1+m a U	 1+mb 
V,

	 W	 (

	

L= l+m "qa' M= 1+m qo' N 1 +m. Qo'	 29)

as appears on dividing (28) by (1+m)qo, the resultant of,(1 +ma) U, (1+m b)V, (1+m,) TV.

EQUIPOTENTIALS AND STREAMLINES

On a' V c' the plane sections <p = constant are equipotential ellipses parallel to the major
section p=0, and dwindling fore and aft to mere points, which",we call stream poles, where the
plane (28) is tangent to a' V c'. If e is the angle between any normal to a' V c' and the polar

y

FIG. 21.—Superposition of streamline velocities for component plane flows parallel
to axes of elliptic cylinder

normal, whose direction cosines are L, M, N, we call the line e = const. a line of stream latitude.
Thus a is the colatitude or obliquity of a surface element of a' F c'. The line e=90' is the stream
equator. This latter marks the contact of a tangent cylinder parallel to the polar normal, viz,
perpendicular to the plane (28), as in Figure 22. If 1, m, n are the direction cosines of any normal
to a' V c'

cos e=1L+mM+nN.	 (30)

Since the streamlines all cut the equipotentials squarely,' the polar streamline must run
continuously normal to the family of confocal ellipsoids a' V c'. Hence it forms the intersec-
tion of a pair of confocal hyperboloids, and at infinity asymptotes a line parallel to go through the
origin. This straight line maybe called the stream axis. Its equation is x: y: z= 17: V :W.

t On the model, therefore, the streamlines are longitude lines, viz. orthogonals to the latitude lines.
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COMPONENT VELOCITIES

At any point of any confocal surface a' V c' the streamline velocity q, perpendicular to the
equipotential ellirse there, has components qn, q t, respectively, along the surface normal n
and the tangents in the plane of q and n. By (28) we have

app dh_

	

q ` ah ds — q t sin t, 	 (31)

where —a^p/ah=(1+m)qo-q, = max. qt , is the equatorial velocity. By (26) the inward normal
velocity due to <p, is

— a ( 1 +m a)Ux=-1(1—na)U,	 (32)

na being constant on a' b' c', as may be shown. Similarly, pb, So, contribute —m(1—nb)V,—n
(1— n,) W; hence the whole normal component is

q,	 l(1—na)U—m(1—n b)V—n(1—n,)W=q a cost,	 (33)

where q a = [ (1— no)' Uz + (1— nb)2 V2 + (1— n,) 2 W21 •5 = max. 9  is the normal velocity at the stream
poles. Some values of no, n b are given in Tables I, III. One also may find (33) as the normal
derivative of (28).

We now state (28) : At any point of a' V c' the velocity potential equals qtk, the equatorial
speed times the distance from the plane of zero potential. Similarly (31) (33) state: At any
point of a' V c' the tangential speed (qt sin e) equals the equatorial speed times the sine of the
obliquity; the normal speed (qn cos e) equals the polar speed times the cosine of the obliquity.
This theorem applies to all the confocals, even at the model where qn = 0.4

Incidentally the normal flux through a' V c' is f q„ cos e • dS = Yn f dSy, where S,, is the pro-
jection of S on the plane of ¢=const. and equals the cross section of the tangent cylinder.
The whole flux through a' V c' is therefore zero, as should be.

POLAR STREAMLINE

Some of the foregoing relations are portrayed in Figure 22 for a case of plane flow. Note-
worthy is the polar streamline or hyperbola. Starting at infinity parallel to qb, the polar fila-
ment runs with waning speed normally through the front poles of the successive confocal sur-
faces; abuts on the model at its front pole, or stop point; spreads round to the rear pole; then
accelerates downstream symmetric with its upstream part. Its equation qt = 0 = 6(p/as can be
written from (28)

qt =(1+ma)Usin 0—(1+mb)V cos 8=0, or tan B= 1 +mb V*
1+m. U	 (34)

This asymptotes the stream axis y/x = V/ U; for at infinity ma , m b = 0, and tan B = V/ U. Plane-
flow values of ma , m b are given in Tables I, III.

All the confocal poles are'given by (34); those of the model are at the stops where

	

1+ka V__al y	
(37)tang= 1

+k b U 62x 

Thus on an elliptic cylinder they are where y/x = b3/a3 . V/ U; on a thin lamina they are at
x= f c cos ce, as given in the footnote. Tables II, IV give values of ko , kb -

4 An analogous theorem obtains also for any other uniform steady stream, say of heat or electricity, that has zero normal component at the bound
ary ellipsoid and zero concentration in the flow field.

• To graph (34) we may use the known relations.
z

tan a=6„ i=b, tan a,	 (35)

where tan a — V,' Uis the slope of q, or the asymptote to (34). Thus (34) becomes a'/b'—(I+Mb)/(i+M,), which with the tabulated values of
M., me, reduces to

X	 —Y2

CT COST a CT sine a=1'	
(38)

a hyperbola whose semiaxes are c cos a, c sin a, c being the focal distance. In this treatment x=a' cos a, y=b' sin a, a being a fixed eccentric
angle of the successive confocal elipses.
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Each angle of attack has its own flow pattern; each its- polar streamline given by (34).
A close-graded family of confocal ellipses and hyperbolas therefore portrays all the poles and
polar streamlines in the plane ab for all angles of attack. The family can be written

x = a' cos a,	 y = V sin a.	 (38)

Thus, giving a', V a set of fixed values, then a a set, we have the confocal families
X2 y2	 x2	 y2
a,z+b,2=1.	 c2 cos2 a C2 sin2 a =1.	 (39)

the first being ellipses, the second hyperbolas like (36) below.
Similarly, the locus q„ = 0, or q = qi , is written from (33). With T= 0,

tan 0=- 1 —na C	
(40)1—n b V

Its discussion is of minor interest.
DRAG AND MOMENT

Formulas for the pressure p all over the simple quadrics here treated are well known, for
oblique as well as axial flow, and serve to find the drag and moment. For uniform flow the
resultant drag is zero; its zonal parts can be found as heretofore. The moment about z is the
surface integral of p(y dy dz—x dx dz), and generally is not zero.

REGIONS OF EQUAL SPEED ABOUT OBLIQUE MODELS

Compounding the velocities (31), (33) at any point in the ab plane, as in Figure 22, gives
for q constant

q2 =[(l+m a)U sin 0—(1+m b)V cos 0] 2 +[(1 — no)UCOS 0+(1—n b)V sin 01 2 =const. (41)
In particular for q2 = I72 + V2 (41) gives

8a'2

	

tan 0= B (A f -IBC+A 2)=b,2 tan	 (42)

where 8=V/i7, and

A=(1+ma) (l+mb)—(1—na) (1—nb), B= ma(2+ma)—nb(2—nb)K2,CD= na(K2na) —mb(2+mb).

FIG. 22.—Polar streamline and component velocities for uniform stream of inviscid liquid about oblique
elliptic cylinder

For an elliptic cylinder, as is well known.
b a+b	 b a+b	 a s+b	 a s+ b

ma=a, a, +.b ,2 	 na=brar+b,I	 mb=b' a-''I-b-"
	 nb=a, a,+b,f

which determines A, B, C, and thence R in terms of a' Y. Thus, for an endless elliptic cylinder
of semiaxes a =4, b=1, yawed 10° to the stream, i. e., V1 U= tan 10° .1763, the graph of (42)
has the form shown full line in Figure 23. This graph takes the dotted form when V= 0, qa = U.
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For a prolate spheriod of semiaxes a=4, b = 1, yawed 10°, the graph of (42) is shown in
Figure 17.

FIG. 23.—Lines of steady flow, lines of constant speed and pressure, for infinite frictionless liquid
streaming across endless elliptic cylinder. Dotted curve refers to stream parallel to z : full-line
curve q=q. refers to stream inclined 101 to s

The two values of tan a in (42) are

tan k= B(A+^/BC+A2),	 tan O2 = B(A— ^/BC+A2),	 (43)

from which are readily derived
z

tan (0 1 — 02) = 2 B 
BK C r tan (a1 + a2) = B +g2 • (44)

(43) give the x-ward inclinations 0 1 , 02, of the asymptotes of the curves q=qe. As can be
proved, the interasymptote angle (31 — #2 remains constant as 8(= VI U) varies and the asymp-
totes rotate through %((3 1 +02 ) about the c axis.

Thus, with 'an elliptic cylinder, giving A, B, C their values at co makes

tan (01-02) = ^>	 tan (/31+02)= E(a+b);	 (45)b—aK

hence the asymptotes continue rectangular, as in Figure 23, while with varying angle of attack

the rotate through 1	 generally 	
y	 d	 /^

Y	 g /2(a1+ Q2 ) • Or more enerall one may show that ch Q1— a2)=0•'• N1— R2=
const.

A similar treatment applies to the other figures of Table III. For all the cylinders the
interasymptote angle is 90°; for the spheroids it is 2tar '- =109°-28' in the ab plane.
Figure 17 is an example. If the flow past the spheroids is parallel to the be plane the inter-
asymptote angle for the curves q=qa in that plane is obviously unaffected by stream direction.
It is 90 0 for infinitely elongated spheroids; 109°-28' for all others. Excluded from the gen-
eralizations of this paragraph are the infinitely thin figures, such as disks and rectangles edge-
wise to the stream, that cause no disturbance of the flow. Passing to three dimensions, we
note that the asymptotic lines form asymptotic cones having their vertex at the origin.

42488-27-35
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SUMMARY

For an infinite inviscid liquid streaming uniformly, in any direction, past an ellipsoid or
simple quadric:

1. The velocity potential at any confocal surface point equals the greatest tangential
speed along that surface times the distance from the point to the surface's zero-potential plane.

2. The tangential flow speed at .said surface point equals the greatest tangential 'speed
times the sine of the obliquity, or inclination of the local surface element to the equipotential
plane.

3. The normal speed at the point equals the greatest normal speed times the cosine of the
obliquity.

4. The locus of q=qa is a cup-shaped surface asymptoting a double cone with vertex at
the center.

5. The vertex angle of this cone is invariant with stream direction; for cylinders it is
90°, for spheroids it is 2tan ' V/ =109° — 28'.

6. The velocity and pressure distribution are closely the same as for air of the same
density, except in or near the region of disturbed flow.

7. The zonal drag is upstream on the fore half; downstream on the rear half; zero on the
whole. These zones may be bounded by the isobars, a const.

For the same stream, but with kinematic viscosity v, if the dynamic scale is R= godly,
d being the model's diameter:

8. The drag coefficient of a sphere is 24/R for R<.2; 28R--"+.48 for 0.2<R<200,000;
and 0.5 for 104<R<105.

9. The drag coefficient of an endless round` cylinder fixed across stream is 87r/R(2.002-
log,R) for R<.5; approximately 9.4 R`+ 1.2 for 0.5<R<200,000; 1.2 for 104<R<200,000.

10. For 15,000<R<200,000 the drag coefficient of a round cylinder is 2.4 times that for
a sphere.
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TABLE III

Flow functions for simple quadrics in stream V along y positive

(For all shapes 0=—(1+Mb) Vy,	 q,=(1+Mb) V sin e*	 q„=—(1—nb) V cos e)

Shape -b nb

Sphere
as

a
as

a' a' s

as

Circular cylinder az

Elliptic cylinder b' a'+V a' a +b'

Prolate spheroid loge 1+e' —	 2e'
1—e'	 1—e'z loge L+e^ -2e, 1_20

1—e	 1—e1
e=a

_

10& 1+ e-2e1 -2e2 l0	 1+"— 2e
1—e	 1—e2

Be 11—e— I—e2

Oblates spheroidP e ',,	 —6 12 —sin- le'
rg

e' 1+e
	 —sin-le'n

e= bVbz —as
a

a
V 

1	
z—e 
—sin-le a l+ez—sin le

" e is the angle between V and any normal to the confocal surface.

TABLE IV

Inertia factors k b for quadric surfaces in steady translation along axis b in Figure 20

Prol. spher. E=a/b
Ellip. cyl E=a/b l0	 I+e	 2e— Obl. spher. E=b/a

Elon
tion 

E-
kb= a k b=—	

g` 1—e	 1—e2 kb=—	 a—E sin ^e
Esin-leb to	 l+e	 2e 1-2ezlog, eEz(62+1)—

I—ez

1.00 1.00 0.500 0.500
1.50 1.50 .621 .384
2.00 2.00 .702 310
2.50 2.50 .763 .260
3.00 3.00 .803 .223
4.00 4.00 .860 .174
5.00 5.00 .895 .140
6.00 6.00 .918 .121
7.00 7.00 .933 .105
8.00 8.00 .945 .092
9.00 9.00 .954 .084

10.00 10.00 .960 .075
00 eo 1.000 0

The numerical values in column 3 are given in Lamb's paper already cited; those in column 4 are given
substantially by Doctor Bateman, Report No. 163 National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 1923.
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REPORT No. 323

FLOW AND FORCE EQUATIONS FOR A BODY REVOLVING IN A FLUID

IN FIVE PARTS

By A. F. ZAHM

SUMMARY

This report, submitted to the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics for publication, is
a slightly revised form of U. S. Navy Aerodynamical Laboratory Report No. 380, completed for the
Bureau of Aeronautics in November, 1928. The diagrams and tables were prepared by Mr. F. A.
Louden; the measurements given in Tables 9 to 11 were made for this paper by Mr. R. H. Smith,
both members of the Aeronautics Staff.

Part I gives a general method for finding the steady-flow velocity relative to a body in plane
curvilinear motion, whence the pressure is found by Bernoulli's energy principle. Integration of
the pressure supplies basic formulas for the zonal forces and moments on the revolving body.

Part II, applying this steady-flow method, finds the velocity and pressure at all points of the
flow inside and outside an ellipsoid and some of its limiting forms, and graphs those quantities for
the latter forms. In some useful cases experimental pressures are plotted for comparison with
theoretical.

Part III finds the pressure, and thence the zonal force and moment, on hulls in plane curvi-
linear flight.

Part IV derives general equations for the resultant fluid forces and moments on trisymmetrical
bodies moving through a perfect fluid, and in some cases compares the moment values with those
found for bodies moving in air.

Part V furnishes ready formulas for potential coefficients and inertia coefficients for an ellipsoid
and its limiting forms. Thence are derived tables giving numerical values of those coefficients for
a comprehensive range of shapes.
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FLOW AND FORCE EQUATIONS FOR A 'BODY REVOLVING IN A FLUID

PART I

INTRODUCTION

STEADY-FLOW METHOD.—In some few known cases one can compute the absolute particle
velocity q' at any point (x, y, z) of the flow caused by the rotation of a body, say with uniform
angular speed St, in an infinite inviscid liquid otherwise still. Thence, since q' is unsteady at
(x, y, z), the instantaneous pressure there is found by Kelvin's formula p„/p = — acplat — q'2/2, p„
being the supervacuo pressure there, and p the velocity potential.

Otherwise superposing upon said body and flow field the reverse speed St, about the same
axis, gives the same relative velocity q but which now is everywhere a steady space velocity.
In the body 's absence the circular flow speed at the radial distance R would be qo = —OR.' If
the fixed body's presence lowers the speed at (x, y, z) from qo to q, it obviously begets there the
superstream pressure

p=2p(qo2 — q2) ----------------- -----------------

or in dimensionless form, a being some fixed length in the body,

2

1WP = a2(1—q2/qo2)-----------------------------(11)2

2

The present text finds 'p by this steady-flow method only, and applies it to streams about various
forms of the ellipsoid and its derivatives.

The superposed circular flow, qo = — OR = — b4,16R, has the stream-function

=1QR2 ----------------------------------- (2)

which, for rotation about the z axis, plots as in Figure 4. This flow has no velocity potential,
since ()4,1(')R3,4-0-  

GENERAL FORMULAS FOR VELOCITY COMPONENTS. —In plane flow, 3 as is known, a particle
at any point (x, y) of a line s drawn in the fluid has the tangential and normal velocity com-
ponents

q` bs	 an	 qn an as------------------- (3)

1 This velocity entails the centrifugal pressure po=pQ 2R2/2 at all distances, R= - x72+y2 from the rotation axis of the circular stream, here assumed
to be constrained by a coaxial closed cylinder infinitely large. To the dynamic pressure p,+p may also be added any arbitrary static pressure
such as that due to weight or other impressed force.

2 At any surface point of the body q is the velocity of wash or slip, whether the body moves or not; it is q',—q"^, the difference of the tangential
space velocities of the fluid and surface point. If the body is fixed q"e=0, q=q',.

8 Plane flow, via two-dimensional flow, literally means flow in a plane; the term applies also to space flow that is the same in all parallel planes.
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where 5s, Sn are elements along the line and its normal. As usual, q„ q n are reckoned positive
respectively along Ss, Sn positive; e. g. Figure 2. The components along x, y are

U=	 -P	 v=6^0 —C)(4)

	

ax by	 by	
ax-------------

FIGURE 1.—Comp011ent velcci
ties q,., q' of surface point of
any rigid cylinder having an-
gular speed Q about any axis

parallel to its length, q„=
SEA,; q,=nk. h,=R sin (0-
p)=—R dR/ds= rnx—ly, 1, rn
being direction cosines of the
normal to the contour element
ds at (x, y). If the body rotates
in a fluid, q,.=o¢/bs=dw/on.
At any surface point q,, is the
same for body and fluid; q,
different except at points of no
slippage

where 1, m, n are the direction cosines of the surface normal, as in (131).
If at the same time the body has translation components, U, V, W along x, y, z, (6) must be

increased by l U+mV+nIV, giving

In solid flow (3), (4) still hold for gyp, and further w=b^plbz. In
general, q2 = u2 + v2 + w2 = q ? + q,,2. At any point of a surface drawn in the
fluid q t is taken in the plane of q and q,1. All these velocities are referred
to fixed space.

SURFACE VELOCITY.—A fixed body In any stream, since q,,=0, has
the surface flow velocity q = q f, which put in (1) determines the surface
pressure.

At any surface point of an immersed moving body q, 1 is the same for
body and fluid, hence is known from solid kinematics. Thus, if the body
is any cylinder rotating as in Figure 1,

q n = —OR dR/ds=OR sin (B — /)= Ohl = Q(mx—ly) ------- (5)

where the symbols are as defined in Figures 1, 2.
More generally, for any surface with velocities 9,,, Sl y , 9, about the

axes x, y, z,

q„= (ny—mz)Q,z+ (lz—nx)Sl y + (mx—ly)S2 ------------ (6)

qa=l(U+zSly—ySlz)+m(V+xSlz—zo.,)+n(W+yUx—xSly) __(7)

But (5), (6), (7) express qn only at the model's surface.
Equations (1) to (7) obtain whether the fluid is inside or out-

side the body.
ZONAL FORCES AND MOMENTS.—For any cylinder spinning

about z, as in Figure 1 or 5, surface integration of p gives, per
unit of z-wise length, the zonal' forces and moment, respectively,

X=fpdy	 Y=f'pdx	 N= fp r dr- - - __ (8)

FIGURE 2.—Geometric data for confocal
ellipses. x=a' cos n=r cos j3; y=b' sin

n=r sin p; Q, tan B=tan v=6, tan R=

â  z; hi=r sin (B—p); hs = r cos (B—p).

f=ae=a' e', e= 1—W/0 being eccen-
tricity of ab

A surface of rotation abf

where p dy, p dx are the x, y components of the elementary
surface force p ds, and r is the radius vector of (x, y). To derive
N we note that p ds has components p r da, p dr along and across
r. Having no moment, p r do can be ignored, leaving only p
dr with arm r. Thus, 2N= fp d(r2 ), which varies as the area of
the graph of p versus r2.

)ut x, spinning about its z axis, has zonal forces

X = -r fp dy dz	 Y= J'J'p dx dz------------------ (9)
+ A zone is any part of the surface bounded by two parallel planes; in this text they are assumed normal to x, and the zone has the bounding

planes x=0, x=fx1; in Part III other planes are used; e. g. x=x,, x=a.
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If ds,,, ds w are elements of its lines of meridian and latitude, as in Figure 3, the moment about
Z of p ds, dsw is p r dr dsw in the plane w = 0, and p r dr dsw cos co=p  r dr dz dN for any
:meridian plane; hence the zonal moment is

N= J'Pr d r--------------------------------(10)

where P = F
'Zo  

p dz = dY/dx, is the y-wise pressure-force per unit length x-wise. 5 Thus, as for

(8), N varies as the area of the graph of P versus r 2. Also one notes that
rr z,^

Y=fPdx	 P=zeJo p cosw dw ------------------ (10,)

Since p is symmetrical about
not urged along y, z or about x, y, z

the x axis, Z=0  = Y= L = M= N; viz, the assumed zone is
. In general, X is not zero for such a zone, but is zero for

the whole model. The zonal Y, N are zero for steady
rotation about z in a frictionless liquid, because p is
symmetrical about the x axis; but are not so in a viscid
fluid, nor for accelerated spin in a perfect fluid.

For trisymmetrical surfaces. we note also: If the
zones were formed by planes normal to z, zonal X
would be zero for motion about z; zonal N in general
not zero; e. g., for a viscid fluid. Similarly for zones
with faces normal to y.

By (10) the bending moment about the z ordinate

in the plane y = 0 is 
fa 

P r dr. This is zero for a fric-

tionless liquid; for a viscid fluid it increases with length
of zone.

Fioum3.—Oeometric data for prolate spheroid. x=acos In addition to the pressure forces and moments just
n; y=b sin„cosw =r sin# cos.; z=b sin 'I sin w=r sin considered, due to rotation about z, a viscid fluid exerts
# sin

positive s
sl 

indicated
S n is positive outward; S 8n, surface friction symmetrical about the z axis, but not

baw posive a indicated by snows; zo=yo=6 sin v
treated here.

For any surface S, clearly (9) still holds and (10) can be generalized to the usual form

N= f J'p (xdx—ydy ) dz -------------------------- (10,)

GEOMETRICAL FORMULAS.--Most of the surfaces treated in this text are members of the
confocal ellipsoid family

	

x2
+ y2 + 

z

^	 a 	b'2W2
	

x2 y2 
z2

W-+--x b2 +A c2+ =1 = f iV2 .z ---- ------------------(11)c 

whose semi axes are a'_ V^ + ),, etc. The following known properties are needed.
The distance from the center to the tangent plane at the point (x, y, z) of a'b'c' is

h
7, _ x2	 y2	 z2 

)-1	 (12)2—^ĵ + b i4 + C i4 	 ----------------------------- 

The direction-cosines of the normal to said plane are

	

hex hey kz	 ( 13 )Z, m, n= a12 ) b^2 I ^^ ---------------------------- 

5 The radius of the latitude circle is denoted by zo=yo.
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The partial derivatives of X are

6X
 

ax 
21h,

More generally for any surfa

l_jv_ m_jaf

ay=2mh.2	 az -2nh,2	 —n=2h2-------------- --(14)

ce f (x, y, z) = 0, one knows

n= .1az 	 j=L\az+(a2+(a2]_^ ----------- (13,)

and the distance from the origin to the tangent plane at (x, y, z) is

h,2 =lx-I-my+nz=r cos y---- - -------------- --------(12)

-y being the angle between the radius vector r and the normal.
CONVENTIONS.—In all the text x, y, z have the positive directions shown in Figure 3,

as also have the x, y, z com-
ponents of velocity, accelera-

tion, force, linear momentum.
The angular components	 –
about x, y, z of velocity, ac-
celeration, moment, momen-
tum are positive in the re-	 ^\
spective directions y to z, z	 -	 \
to x, x to y. The positive 	 \	 ^.
direction of a plane closed
contour s is that followed
by one going round it with
the inclosure on his left, as X
in Figure 2; the positive
direction of the normal n FicvaE 4,—Streamlines for 4= 212 R=, with increments:D 0=.2, for fluid rotating with unifors

is from left to right across S;	
angular velocity Q=-1

and 3s, an determine the positive directions of the tangential and normal flow velocities q,
q n , as previously stated. For a closed surface an is positive outward and 38 is positive
in the direction of one walking on the outer surface with n on his left.

The word "displaced fluid," used in treating the motion of a submerged body, usually
means fluid that would just replace the body if the latter were removed.
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PART II

VELOCITY AND PRESSURE

(A) BODIES IN SIMPLE ROTATION

ELLIPTIC CYLINDER.—For an endless elliptic cylinder, of semiaaes a, b, c (= co), rotating
about c with angular speed St e in an infinite inviscid liquid, otherwise still, one knows 1

m',Qgy = — 2m',Q,a'b' sin 2	 —	 m' SZ a'b' cos 2—

V

FIGURE 5.—Streamlines for endless elliptic cylinder rotating about its long axis with uniform angular velocity S2; shows d=— 2vn '. a a' b'
1 as—V

cos 2q with increments O = .2, 0=1. For inside fluid, 02 a2+b2 
12

the geometric symbols being as in Figure 2. For any outer confocal a'b' the potential coefficient
has the constant value

. m'e=(a+b) 2(a'-b')l2a'b'(a'+b') ----------------------- (16)2

On the model's surface a'= a, b' = b; W, = (a2 —b 2) /2ab.

The equipotential lines on either surface ab or a'b' are its intersections with the corre-
sponding family of hyperbolic cylinders xy=— tp/m',Q = const. Normal to the equipotentials
are the streamlines 4, = const. Graphs for ¢ = 0, 0.2, 0.4, etc., are shown in Figure 5 for a model
having a/b=4. They are instantaneous streamlines, and form with the model a constant
pattern in uniform rotation about c in said infinite liquid.

At any outer confocal a'b' the velocity components are, if K=m'ea'b'9,,

	

_	 q	 Z sin	 n—	 tan_	 _)q' t = a =—

	

s KCOS2^ds 	 q^n—asK1nrrds	 g t	 ,^ ----------- (17)

I Proofs of (15), (23), (29), (40) are found in books; e. g., Lamb §§ 72, 108, 110, 115, 5tb ed., except that Lamb reverses the si gn of P, d.
f	 ^

Equivalent to (18) is m',= (—a e'+111—e9l
 2.4f--c2 

a
e+41--P

e, e' being the eccentricities of ab, a'b'. On ab this becomes ^n'.=eP/^1—e^. See (49)
\e,

for the six potential coefficients Ta„ Mb, 7n., 7n'„ m'b, m'., in the value of m for more general motion.
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where do/ds =1/a' ti 1— e' 2 cos2r7 , as one easily finds. Alternative to (17) are

-d
q' t = — M , ^Q2 as xy=—m'^Sl,rCos (B+(3)	 q' =—q^ t tan 2r/ ---------- (171)

Thus for -q=0, 45°, 90 0 (17) and (17 1 ) give q',10, —m',a', o, m',b'. At the model's surface,
where m',= (a2 —b2 )/2ab, (17,) become

a2 — b2
2ab U'r cos (B +p)

the latter being k,Q,, as in (5).

q'n=Q,r sin (6— ^) --------------- (172)

Where q', = 0, or cos n= 1 /-^ -2, viz, at the stream poles, clearly x = a'1 -%1-2, y = b'/V2,

x2— y2= a2e2/2 -------------------------------- (18)

a rectangular hyperbola. (18) is the instantaneous polar streamline, e. g., Figure 5, orthogonal
to all the confocal ellipses. Its asymptotes are y= tx; its vertices are at x= ±ae/V2; it cuts
each ellipse where x1y=a'1b', viz, on the diagonals of the circumscribed rectangle. For an
endless thin plate of width 2a the poles are at y = 0, x = zL al V-2.

Superposing —9, on the body and fluid, and using (2), changes (15) to

41= 2 (r2—m',a'b' cos 277)02 --------------------------(19)

Its graph, with Ai = 0.2, gives the streamlines in Figure 6 for the flow Q, = —1 round a fixed
cylinder having a/b=4. About the point (0, 1.45) in Figure 6, is a whirl separated from the
outer flow by the streamline ¢=4.25. This line abuts on the model at the inflow points i, i;
spreads round it and emerges at the outflow points o, o. 3 The streamlines for an endless thin
rectangle having b = 0, a =1, are similar to those of Figure 6, but infinitely crowded at the edges.

The superposed particle velocity = Q,r contributes to (171)

q",= —Q,r cos ( B -0)= —h,20 1	 q"n= —U,r sin (B -0) = —hjQ ----------- (20)

also q" n = q" t tan (B — a). Adding (17 1 ) and (20) gives the components q, = q', + q"a, q„ = q 1 . + q" n,
of the resultant flow velocity at any field point. One notes that (20) are the reverse of q t , q,
in Figure 1.

In particular q,,, 0 on the fixed model and x, y axes; hence there

^[m',cos (a+,6)+Cos (B—^i)] 	 q/qo=m',cos (B +0)+cos (B — X3)_____(21)

Thus q/qo =1 + m', on the x axis; 1— m', on the y axis; and 1 at - where m', = 0. The dashed
line in Figure 6 gives q/ag , = — (1— m',)y/a for points on the y axis; it crosses y at the whirl
center where q=0, viz, where m',=1. By (16) 1 for the surface of any model having
a/bR^:l + -^-2; and there is no whirl if alb <1 + -%/-2. Figure 7 shows q/aQ, for the surface of a
model having a/b = 4, m', = (a2 — b 2 )/2ab =15/8.

Putting q2/q2e of (21) in . (1 1 ), where r2/al= cos217 /cos20, gives

p/1 2Q2 ^=(I—[m'^COS (B+0)+Cos (B—/3)] 2) cos2 17/cos'-i3........... __(22)

which is graphed in Figure 7 for a model having a/b=4.

.integrating p/2pa2Q2 , as in (8), gives for an inviscid liquid Y=O=N; X 5-^ 0. Figure 7

delineates X for this case.

= Ttie points i, o are identical with those in Figure 5; viz, where the slip speed q in (21) is zero; they are called stop points, stagnation points, etc.
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For the surface of an endless flat plate (b = 0, c = - ) fixed in the stream — Q,, clearly
m',=a/2b and generally r cos (B— p) =0; hence (21) gives

q/ao, -2b cos (0+0)= — sin B cos q cot 271-------- - --------- - (211)

which equals — -, 0, 1/2 for q =0°, 45°, 90°. The flow resembles that in Figure 6; it has
twin whirls abreast its middle, stop points at x= t a/-F2, and infinite velocity at the edges.

Putting in (1 1 ) r=x and qo = —xQt gives the plate's surface pressure
z	 z

pl 2 paz^

2=X '-
 a= 

a2S2^^—(1—cote 2^) cos2 ^]------- ------------- (221)

FIGURE B.--Streamlines about endless elliptic cylinder fixed in infinite invfscid liquid rotating about its long axis with uniform angular speed-11;

shows 0--2 a W—W. a' b' cos 2r,) with increments 0 k=.1, Q-1. Dotted line portrays z-wise speed on y axis

which equals —1/4, 1/2, — - for x=0, fa/-J2, ±a; viz, for 1t=90°, 45 0 , 0, etc.
PROLATE SPHEROID.—For a prolate spheroid, of semiaxes a, b, c, rotating about c with

speed n, in an infinite inviscid liquid,

m',Shxy=- 2 m',0,aW sin 21? cos w -------------------- (23)
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FIGURE 7.—Endless elliptic cylinder fixed in infinite inviscid liquid uniformly rotating about it; shows (1) z-wise

zonal pressure-force, %/2p aI ft'; (2) surface velocity qlast and surface pressure, p/ 2 p a2SP, above or below undis-

turbed local pressure in uniform stream, —12
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the geometric symbols being as in Figure 3. For any outer confocal spheroid a'b le' (23) has
the known constant potential coefficient

3 
l0 

1+e'—
   3 — 

e ,2

2e' g 1	 '	 1 — e'2

	

m	
— e	

2 eel ---------------------(24)

2e (2_e2) log l±e- 6 + 1 e e2

e, e' being the eccentricities of ab, a l b'. Table IV gives surface values of m', for various shapes
of prolate spheroid.

In the yz, zx planes ^o = 0; in the xy plane, where cos w =1

,o=--2m'^2,a'b' sin 277 	 1y=- 2m',St,a'b' cos 2r7---------------(231)

which, except for m',, have the same values as (15), entailing the same polar streamlines (18).
The equipotentials on a'b'c' are its intersections with the family xy = — (P/m',Q, = const.

At any point (x, y, z) on a'b'c' the orthogonal velocity components are by (23)

by de'	 , _ bp d 7	 1 ao dco
q (3 e' an	 q n-

6 .17
 

d&S11
q "

= ŵ ds --------------- - -(25)

Sn, Ss,,, Ss. denoting line elements along the normal, meridian, and circle of latitude, as in
Figure 3. Since q'n is absent from (1), we shall not need it; we merely note that on the model's
surface it is ro, sin (0—#) cos co. By geometry dq/ds„ =r cos (0+,6)/a'b' cos 2,x, 4 dw/ds^ =
1 /b' sin q; hence

q',,= —m',U r cos (0 +a) cos co	 q'^ =m',Q,r cos a sin w - - - --------(25,)

For w=0,	 differs only by m', from (17 1 ) for an elliptic cylinder; also r cos #=x :.
q' = m', xQ, sin w = 0, W xg, for co = 0, 7r/2-

Superposing — 0, on the above system adds to (25 1 ), as easily appears

	

q" n = — %r sin (0 — A) cos co	 q"n = — R,r cos (6 — a) cos w	 q"w = Q,r cos 0 sin co--- (26)

At the now fixed surface and on the x, y axes q„=0=q',+q"n; hence summing (25 1 ), (26)
gives there

q„ = — [m'^ COs (0+ a) + COs (0 — 0)] Q,r cos w-q„ cos w
q.=(1+m',) 2,r cos 0 sin w -q„ sin w I ----------------27

Thus for w = 0 clearly q/qo = m', cos (0+ 0) -+- cos (0- 0), differing from (21) only by m' for
w = 7r/2, q/go= — (1+m',), a formula like that for a negative flow qo across a cylinder; for w =0°,

1
90°, 45°, q = q, —qw 

2 
(-q2,, + q2w) . On the x axis q/qo =1 + m' on the y axis q/qo =1— m',> 0

everywhere, hence no whirl centers on y.
Figure 8 shows Iq/aQ,l on the meridians w=0, ±45°, f 90 1 of a fixed spheroid with a/b=4.

Distributions symmetrical with these occur on the opposite half of the surface. Noteworthy
is q for w = f 90 0 . By (27) it is q= ± ( 1 +m',)Q x; hence the straight-line graph in Figure S.

Figure 8 shows also, for these meridians, the pressure computed with the working formula,
derived from ( 1 1 ), (27).

1 p	 =A Cos 2 co+ B sin' w ------------------------ (-'^)
2 

Pal f?,

E. g., by (23) dr xy da -1 Wasin 271 cos .; viz, r cos (0+B) = a'b' cos 2,1 da ' which gives d
817

in (25). Also directly q' —L -
n	 ron 	 v

—W da,d8 xy=—'m,.Q,r cos (0+0) cos ^.
n
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qi

FIGURE 8.—Prolate spheroid fixed in-infinite inviscid liquid uniformly rotating about it; shows (1) z•wlse zonal

pressure-force, %/2 p a' 02; (2) surface flow-speed, q/a 12; (3) surface pressure, p/2 p a2 519, above or below

undisturbed local pressure in uniform stream, —R. Crosses and circles give measured air pressures for S2=
— 39.5 radians per second given in reference 3
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where A = (1— [m', cos (B + (3) + cos (B — #)] 2) cos21]/cos2(3, B = — m',(2 +m',) ,cos 2?7. Here m', =
.689 by Table IV. The crosses and circles, giving experimental values taken from Reference 3,
show good agreement with (28) for a considerable part of the surface. For cos w = 0, giocBcxxz.
or the graph is parabolic.

Integrating p, as in (9), (10), gives for an inviscid liquid Y= 0 = N, X3--Z 0. Figure 8 portrays
X computed from theory and experiment.

ELLIPSOID.—For an ellipsoid, of semiaxes a, b, , along x, y, z, rotating about c with speed
0, in an infinite inviscid liquid, otherwise still,

(P = —WAXY --------------------------------  (29).

which for any outer confocal ellipsoid a'b'c', has the constant potential coefficient

z	 z

W e = CO — a)	
C=2(a'—F) (a2 + b2 )(Qo —ao) ---------------- (30)

the Greek letters being as in Part V. Surface values of m', are listed in Table IV.
By (29) the equipotential lines on a'b'c' are its intersections with the hyperbolic cylinder

family xy= — p/m' cQ, = const. The orthogonals to p const. at the surface a'b'c' are the stream-
lines there. These by (31) are parallel to x where x=0; parallel to y where y=0; normal to
z where z=0. The same obviously holds for spheroids and other ellipsoidal forms.

In the xy plane the flow has the polar streamlines (18); also it has there

^=-2m',Q,a'b' sin 271	 Vi=-2m',Qd'b' COS 277________,______(290

whence the streamlines in that plane are plotted. The form of (29 1 ) is like those of (15) and
(23 1 ), for the elliptic cylinder and prolate spheroid, entailing similar expressions for the velocity
and pressure in the plane-flow field z = 0.

For the general flow the velocity components at a'b'c' are by (29)

U' — —(x ^x^+m'^>Q,y	 v'=—Cyaayc+m^`>%X	 w'--QXyamz -------(31)

and those due to the superposed velocity — Q R = qo, are

Ulf =Qcy	 V/1=—QX	 w"=0---------------------(32)

whence the resultant velocity and pressure may be derived for all points of the flow field about.
the ellipsoid fixed in the steady stream —S2,R. In forming the x, y, z derivatives of m', one
may use the relations (14) and (72).

Everywhere in the planes x = 0, y = 0, the resultant velocities are respectively, by (31)
and (32),

q=U= (1—m'^Ay	 q =v= — (1 +m',)Q x-----------------(33)

while in the plane z = 0, q can be found as indicated for an elliptic cylinder. (33) apply also
to the elliptic cylinder and prolate spheroid previously treated, and to all other forms of the-
ellipsoid fixed in the flow —52,.

(B) BODIES IN COMBINED TRANSLATION AND ROTATION

MOST GENERAL MOTION.—The most general motion of any body through a fluid may-
have the components U, V, W along, and 0,,, Q,, 52, about, three axes, say a, b, c. The entailed
resultant particle velocity q' at any flow point is found by compounding there the individual
velocities severally due to II, V, W, 12 ¢, Q b, 0. and computable for an ellipsoid by formulas in
Reference 2 and the foregoing text.

YAWING FLIGHT.—In airship study the flow velocity q' caused by a prolate spheroid in
steady circular flight is specially interesting. Let the spheroid's center describe about 0,
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Figure 9, a circle of radius na, with path speed na52. Then if a is the .constant yaw angle of
attack, the component centroid velocities along a, b, and the steady angular speed about c are,
respectively,

U =na52 cos a	 V=na52 sin a	 52,=52__________________(34)

If, now, velocities the reverse of (34) are imposed on the body and fluid, q,,,=0, and the
slu •face velocity q on the fixed spheroid has in longitude and latitude the respective components

qn = (1+7c a) U sin 0— (1 +k b)V cos 0 cos w — [m', cos (0+0)+cos (0 — /3)152,r cos co	 (35)
qw = (1+k b)V sin w+ (1 +m',)Q r cos a sin w	 }-----

where positive flows along ds are, respectively, in the directions of increasing 77, co, as in Fig-
ure 3. The terms in I7, V, are known formulas for translational flow, e. g., Reference 2; the others
are from (27). Hence q2 then p is found for any point (0, co) on the spheroid.' If 52, is negli-
gible, q = q sin e, where q 2 = (I +k d) 2 U2 + (1 +kb) 2 V2 , and e is the angle between the local and
polar normals, as proved in Reference 2.

Figure 92 portrays, for specified conditions, theoretical values of pl2i&, Q being the path

speed V U2 + V2 of the spheroid's center; it also 	 2p	 portrays pl—pQ for the model in rectilinear

motion with — U. The difference of 1Q	 pl2pQ2 for straight and curved paths, though material,

is less than experiment gives, as shown by 9 3. Fuller treatment and data are given in
Reference 3.

The forces X, Y and moment N, , for any zone, may be computed as before; but for the
whole model they are more readily found by the method of Part IV. Zonal Y and N for a
hull form are found in Part III.

The first of (35) applies also to an elliptic cylinder, with cos co =1, m', = (a'— b2)/2ab.
Fixed in a flow — U, — V, —52,, it has the surface velocity

q=(1+b/a)U sin 0—(1+a/b)V Cos 0—Ca2ab2 cos (0+0)+cos (0—(3)^S2,r ----------- (36)

For an endless flat plate b = 0, cos 0 = bla. sin 0 cot 71; and the last term of (36) may be rewritten
by (21 1 ); thus (36) becomes

q=(U— V cot 77 —a52, cos 71 cot 277) sin 0________________________(37)

These two values of q with (1 1 ) give the pressure distribution over an elliptic cylinder or flat
plate revolving about an axis parallel to its length or fixed in a fluid rotating about that axis.

Thus -an endless plate of width 2a, revolving with angular speed 52, path radius na, and
incidence a, as in Figure 10 1 , has by (37) the relative surface velocity, viz, slip velocity

glao = (n cos a — n sin a cot 7r — cos q cot 27,) sin 0_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (38)

and since sin 20 = 1, q,,2= U 2 +(V+x52) 2= a202 (n2 +2n sin a cos q+cos 27)), (1) gives

pl
2 

pa222 =,q2 + 2n sin a cos 77 + cos 277 — n2 (cos a — sin a cot 77 — cos 77 cot 270 2 ---------  (39 )

For n = 3, a = 30°, Figure 10 2 delineates the distribution of slip velocity q/a52 on both sides of

the plate; 103 that of the pressure p/2 pa2SZ2 on its two faces. This pressure integrated over

the plate's double surface gives Y=0, as may be shown. The dashed line in Figure 10 3 is the
pressure-difference graph whose integral for 77 = 0 to 7r is also zero. The resultant forces X, Y
and moment N for such a plate are found in Part IV by a method simpler than surface inte-
gration of the pressure.

I here again q is the slip speed of the flow at any point of the body's surface, and depends only on the relative motion of body and fluid
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FLOW INSIDE ELLIPSOID.—At any point inside an ellipsoid with speeds U, V, W, Q., u5,
Sty, along and about a, b, c, filled with inviscid liquid otherwise still,

2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2
UX+ Vy+ Wz+b2. -C2 Slayz

+^2+a2 
0bzx +a2+b2 %Xy-------------- (40)

.4\	 --- -	 ' ^' -.06N
2	 -------	 ^^	 -.070	 -----

%0i.08*1(4

-	
9^°/OOH

FIGURE 9. Prolate spheroid in steady yawing flight. (1) Defines FIGURE 9 (continued).—For conditions (1), (4) delineates pressure load per unit
velocity conditions; (2) delineates theoretical pressure dis- 	 length; (5) the zonal force; (B) the zonal moment. In (4) the full and dotted lines
tribution; (3) experimental pressure distribution for Q-40 feet 	 give theoretical values from equations (ai), (bs); the dashed line, experimental values
per second. In (2) and (3), full lines indicate rectilinear, 	 from reference 3. (5) is obtained by planimetring (4); (5) by planimetring (5)
dashed lines curvilinear motion

whose coefficients are constant for the whole interior. Hence the components of the particle
velocity q are

(P=u= II+ c2 —a2 9 bz+ ! sLAD ------------------------(41)ax	 c +a	 a +b- `y
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and like values for v, w found by permuting the symbols. If the fluid were solidified any
particle would have

u= U+9 bz — Stay, etc., etc---------------------------(42)

Thus when an ellipsoid full of inviscid still fluid is given any pure translation its content moves
as a solid; but when given pure rotation each particle moves with less speed than if the fluid
were solidified, since the fractions in (41) are less than unity.

For velocities U, V, 2, of the ellipsoid
a2— b2

gyp= Ux+ Vy+ a2+b2^^y------- --------------------- (43)

s 30

5 25

4)
^t

20 0' 3
v^ I

3
0

h /5	
'

2
d̂

a

v

/0
J.

/	 \	 I	 f- 5

o

-/ a	 -s

-2 m -/0 Q

U

U _3

0	 /

h -4r^	 j -20 ` l

v ^	
h	

I ^
4
j3 h	 v

'S ^	 a

or
-25 U

^
0	 I

'sue

k

-30
FIGURE 10.—Endless flat plate revolving about axis parallel to its length, in infinite inviscid fluid.	 (1) Defines conditions; (2) delineates

relative velocity q/a 0 of fluid; (3) pressure P 2 p a2 S22, and pressure difference A p/-! p 	 a3 22 on two faces of plate

for which w=bplbz = 0. For this plane flow (4) with (43) gives

1 a2—b2( 2	 2+^= Uy — Vx -2^`a2 +b2 x —y)------------------------(44)

whence the streamlines may be plotted. In particular if the model has simple rotation St,,
2	 2

x2—y2= —2a2+b2+G/SZ^=const.------------------------(45)

and the interior streamlines are hyperbolas, as in Figure 5.
Adding (2) to ¢ in (45) gives the steady flow

_ 20 (a2 2 + b2x2

a2+b2	 y	
)
	 --------------------------(46)

hence the streamlines lie on the elliptic cylinders

a 2 y 2 + b2x2 = (a2 +b 2) /Q e^ = const	 - - (47)
104397--30-28
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By (46) q=20,(aly2 +b4x2) i/(a2 +b2), which put in (1) gives at (x, y), since qo= —SEAR,

	

4(a4y2+b4x2)	
--------(48)pn_ 

p__ 
(a2+b2)2(x2+y2)pn ---------------- --

where p n =pg02/2. Here p n is the centrifugal pressure due to the fluid's peripheral velocity
qo, and p is the pressure change due to qa — q, q being the relative velocity of fluid and container.
In a like balloon hull q would quickly damp out, leaving only p n as the dynamic pressure. At
the ends of a, b, c, respectively, (48) gives

p n p =	 4	 4

pn	 (a2+b2)2' (a2+b2)2, 0.

For large alb the first is negligible, the second approaches 4, giving p = — 3p n = — 1.5pn c2b2 as
the temporary dynamic pressure drop inside the hull at the end of b. Experimental proof
would be interesting.

POTENTIAL COEFFICIENTS.—An ellipsoid Of semiaxes a, b, c along x, y, z, when moving
through an infinite inviscid liquid, otherwise still, with velocities U, V, W, SE a , SE b , SE, along and
about the instantaneous lines of a, b, c; begets the known velocity potential

,p = — ma Ux — mbVy — m,:Wz—m'aSEayz—m' bSE bzx— m',SE,xy ------------- (49)

the six potential coefficients m being constant over any outer confocal ellipsoid a'b'c'. Their
values for abc are given in Tables III, IV. Alternatively (49) can be written for this surface

	

2	 2	 2	 2
cp=—kaUx—kbVy—k,TFz—b2z+c2

2k'aQ ayz—
C2±a2

k 'bQbzx— az 2k',Rxy ------- (50)

the ks being the more familiar inertia coefficients defined and tabulated in Part V. Of the six
potential coefficients in (50) the first three are the same as the inertia coefficients k a, k b, k,;
the last three are greater except when c/b or a/c or b/a is zero. Thus, if b/a=0 the last term of
(50) is — k',Q xy, which is the potential on the outer surface of an elliptic cylinder (a rotating
about c. Everywhere inside of it the potential is Q xy, as (40) shows.

For the flow (40) textbooks give the inertia coefficients

	

b2 — cz z	 cz — az z.
ka, k b, k c =1	 k'a= b2 +c2>	 k'b—(c2+a2>, etc-------------( 51)

which are the squares of the potential coefficients. One notes too that the ratios of like terms
in (40), (50) equal the ratios of like potential coefficients and like inertia coefficients, which
latter in turn are known to equal the ratios of like kinetic energies of the whole outer and inner
fluids, if the inner moves as a solid.

RELATIVE VELOCITY AND KINETIC PRESSURE.—When a body moves steadily through a
perfect fluid, otherwise still, the absolute flow velocity it begets at any point (x, y, z), being
unsteady, is not a measure of the pressure change there. The relative velocity is such a measure.
To find it we superposed on the moving body and its flow field an equal counter velocity, thus
reducing the body to rest and making the flow about it steady. The same result would follow
from geometrically adding to said absolute flow velocity the reversed velocity of (x, y, z) assumed
fixed to the body. In particular this process gives for any point of the body's surface the wash
velocity, or slip speed, which with Bernoulli's principle determines the entailed change of surface
pressure. Conversely, if the pressure change at a point is known or measured, it determines
the relative velocity there. In hydrodynamic books the above reversal is used commonly
enough for bodies in translation. In this text it is employed as well for rotation; also for
combined translation and rotation. However general its steady motion, the body is steadily
accompanied by a flow pattern whose every point, fixed relatively to the body, has constant
relative velocity and constant magnitude of instantaneous absolute velocity and pressure.
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PART III

ZONAL FORCES ON HULL FORMS I

PRESSURE LOADING.—For a prolate spheroid abc with speeds U, V, Q,, Figure 9,, or fixed
in a stream — U, — V, —Q,, (35) gives at (x, y, z) on abc the relative velocity

92 =q,,2 +qw2 =A—B cos w+C cos' co

A, B, C being constant for any latitude circle. In forming this equation one finds

B=2(1+ka)Usin 0{(1+k b)Vcos 0+[m', cos (0+,6)+cos (0—MrQ41

etc., for A, C. In the body's absence said stream has, at said point (x, y, z),

q 2= (— U+yQ ) 2 + (— V_X%)2==A,—Bl cos w+ Cl cos? w,

where co alone varies on the latitude circle. Its radius being yo = zo, makes y = ye cos co,

B, = 2 UzoQ2 ,

etc., for A,, C,. Putting q, qo in (1) gives the surface pressure

p/.5p=qe 2 —q2 = (A,—A)+ (B—BI ) Cos w+ (C,— C) cos' w.

By (10 1 ) the loading per unit length of x is, since
) 

2^cos w=0= f 2^cos3 w,
0

P1. 5p 	 5p f
2 
'Pcoswdco (B—B,)ze f 2 cos2 wdw=—w(B— Bt ) zo---------(a)

A, A,, C, CI vanishing on integration of p. Thus, finally,

P1.5pQ'= —a(B — BI) 
zo/Q2 ----------------------------- (at)

P having the direction of the cross-hull component of p at w = 0.
One notes that gw(cz sine w) contributes nothing to B or the integral in (a); viz, the loading

P is unaffected by q.„ and depends solely on q,,, the meridian component of the wash velocity.
Also for 0=0  and 7r, B — BI = 0 = P.

In Figure 94 the full line depicts (a,) for the spheroid shown in 9 1 , circling steadily at 40
feet per second. The theoretical dots closely agreeing with it are from Jones, Reference 3, as is
also the experimental graph. Beside them is a second theoretical graph plotted from Doctor
Munk's approximate formula derived in Reference 8 and given in the next paragraph. But
that Professor Jones omitted some minor terms in his value of p, his theoretical P1.5pQ2 should
exactly equal (a,). His formula, derived by use of Kelvin's p„/p=(—q?l2, can best be studied
in the detailed treatment of Reference 3.

In Reference 8 Professor Ames derives Munk's airship hull formula

5 Q' =sin 2a dx-1Rdx(X8),

1 This part was added after Parma I. II, IV, V were typed; hence the special numbering of the equations.
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S being the area of a cross-section; R the radius of the path of the ship's center. This was
assumed valid for a quite longish solid of revolution; for a short one it was hypothetically
changed to

.5pQ2= (k,—ka) sin 2a dx
+ 2kR` dx (xS)----------------------(b)

Applying this to a prolate spheroid we derive the working formula

P __
Lx— Mx2 +N ---------------------------- (bl).5pQ2

where the constants for a fixed angle of attack are 2

zz
L=2(k,—k,,) a2 • 7r sin 2a,	 M=W.,0 R cos a,	 N= k' • R cos «.

Plotting (b,) for the conditions in 9 1 gives the dotted curve in 9 4. It shows large values
of P/.5pQ 2 for the ends of the spheroid, where (a,) gives zero. To that extent it fails, though
with little consequent error in the zonal force and moment at the hull extremities. It has the
merit of being convenient and applicable to any round hull whose equation may be unknown
or difficult to .use.

ZONAL FORCE.—An end segment of the prolate spheroid, say beyond the section x=xl.
bears the resultant cross pressure

a

Y= 
z i 

P dx ---------------------------------(c

which with the resisting shear at x, must balance the cross-hull acceleration force on the seg-
ment in yawing flight. For the whole model (b,) with (c) gives Y=O, which is not strictl--
true for curvilinear motion; but (a,) with (c) gives the correct theoretical value of Y, and
agrees with (67).

In Figure 9s graphs of Yl.5pQ2, for the values (a,) and (b,) of P, are shown beside those
derived from Jones' experimental pressure curve. Since Y is proportional to the area of :,,
segment of the graph of P, it can be found by planimetering the segment or by integrating Pdx.

ZONAL MOMENT.—The loading P exerts on any end segment, say of length a—x, the
moment about its base diameter z

Nz=
 f

a Ydx

which can be found by planimetering the graph of Y. Figure 98 delineates Nz so derived from
the three graphs of Y. They show the moment on the right hand segment varying in length
from 0 to 2a; also on the left segment of length from 0 to 2a. The resisting moment of the
cross section must balance Nz and the acceleration moment of the segment.

CORRECTION FACTORS.—No attempt is here made to deduce theoretically a correction
factor to reconcile the computed and measured p. In Reference 3 Jones shows that the theo-
retical and experimental graphs of P1.5pQ 2 have, for any given latitude x, > a/2, the san;.e
difference of ordinate whatever the incidence 0<a<20'. Thus the ordinate difference fouled
for the zero-incidence graphs, when applied to the theoretical graph for any fixed 0<a<20',
determines the experimental one with good accuracy. Such established agreement in loadilig
favorably affects, in turn, the graphs of Y, NZ the transverse force and moment on any elld
segment of the spheroid.

yon 	d
From the meridian curve 

z7Q, 
t V —1 

dyo	 b^ x
dz 	a% yo' 

S=" hence dz
dS 

=2ayo da
yo 

= -2a 
a

b ^

%
z, which put in (b) leads to (bi).
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PART IV

RESULTANT FORCE AND MOMENT

BODY IN FREE SPACE. —Let a homogeneous ellipsoid of semiaxes a, b, c move freely with
component velocities u, v, w, p, q, r' respectively along and about instantaneous fixed space
axes x, y, z coinciding at the instant with a, b, c. Then the linear and angular momenta referred
i,o x, y, z are

m,u	 mIv	 mIw	 A,p	 Big	 CIr ------------------- (52)

m, being the body's mass, A,, B,, C, its moments of inertia about a, b, c. If, now, forces X,,
Y,, Z, and moments L,, MI , N, are applied to the body along and about x, y, z, they cause in
the vectors (52) the well-known change rates

MI (it—ry +qw)=X,	 AIp— (BI —CI)gr=L,
mI (b—pw+ru)=Y,	 BIq— (Cl —A I )rp=Ml ______________(53)
m,(w -qu+pv)=Z,	 C,r—(AI—BI)pg=N1

which apply bo any homogeneous solid symmetrical about the planes ab, be, ca.

For motion in the ab plane; viz, for w, p, q=0; (53) give

	

X,=m, (it —rv)	 Y,=m,(b +ru) 	 N,=Cir ----------------- (54)

and for uniform revolution about an axis parallel to z, as in Figure 11, viz, for it, b, r=0, (54)
become

	

X,=—m,ry	 Y,=m,ru	 N,= O______________________(55)

where now X,, Y, are merely components of the centripetal force m,rVu2 +v2, whose slope is

Y,IX,= —u/v. Also if Q= -%/0 —+v' is the path velocity of the body's centroid, h its path radius,
r Q/h is the angular velocity of h and of vector m,Q.

REACTIONS OF FLUID.—If external forces impel the ellipsoid from rest in a quiescent fric-
tionless infinite liquid, with said velocities u, v, w, p, q, r, they beget in the fluid the corresponding
liriear and angular momenta

k amu	 k bmv	 k,mw	 k' QAp	 Y bBq	 V,Cr ------------- (56)

where m is the mass of the displaced fluid, and A, B, C its moments of inertia about a, b, c.
One calls 7c,^ k bm, k,m the "apparent additional masses"; k' QA, V bB, k',C the "apparent

additional moments of inertia," of the body for its axial directions; because the fluid's resistance
to its linear and angular acceleration gives the appearance of such added inertia in the body.
The six k's are called "inertia coefficients," and are shape constants. Values of them are
given in Tables III, VI, VIII for various simple quadrics.

The component flow momenta (56), like (52), are vectors along the instantaneous directions
of a; b, c; viz, along x, y, z; hence their time rates of change must equal the forces and moments
which the body exerts on the fluid; viz,

X =m(k ait—kbry +k,qw)	 L=k',,Ap— (k'bB—k',C)gr— (kb—k,)mvw
Y=m(k bb—k^pw+karu)	 M=k'bBg—(k'aC—k'a.A)rp—%—ka)mwu ---- (57)
Z=m%t;)—k aqu+k bpv)	 N=V,Cr—WaA—k'bB)pq—(ka—kb)muv

I These new meanings of u, v, w, g', q, r are assigned for convention's sake and for convenience.
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all written from (53) on replacing its momenta by those of (56), and adding vector-shift terms.
Thus the vector k,mw shifts with speed v entailing the change rate k,mw.v of angular momentum
about x, while k bmv shifts with speed w entailing the opposite rate—k bmv.w. Their sum is
(k,—k b)mvw. Permuting these gives for the y, z axes (k,—k,)mwu, (k b —ka)muv. When the
k's are equal the vector-shift terms vanish, as for said free body, or for a sphere, cube, etc., in a
fluid. The fluid reactions are (57) reversed. (57) apply also to fluid inside the trisymmetrical
surface.

If the angle of attack is a=tari lv/u, we may write in (53), (57)

r=Q/h	 u=Q cos a	 v=Q sin a	 uv= 2Q z sin 2a_____________(58)

FIGURE 11.—Momenta and forces for free body in uniform circular motion. Centripetal force, Rt=mQr=

rmQ 2/h, has slope —u/v, r being angular speed about 0

Of special aeronautic interest are (57) for plane motion, such as in yawing airship flight.
for which w, p, q = 0, giving

X=m(k aic—k brv)	 Y=m(kbv+karu)	 N=k',Cr+(kb—ka)muv --------- (59)

Thus for uniform circular flight

X=—k bmry 	Y=kamru	 N=(kb—ko)muv ----------------- (60)

which are the analogues of (55) for the free body. Or in notation (58)

kLr	 kaT	
2

X=— ^ PQ' Sin a	 Y= ^	 2pQ2 cos a	 N=(k b —k a}T	 sm 2«_________(61)

z being the volume of the model.
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As shown in Figure 12 (60) give the resultant force and slope

	

R2 =mrVQ1u2 +k b2v2 	 Y/X= —kb cot a= —cot Q--------------(62)

also R and N at the origin are equivalent to a parallel force R through the path center 0, along
a line (called the central axis of the force system) whose arm and intercepts are

	

l=N/R=h, sin (R—a)	 x=l sec 0	 y=l cosec ^ ------------- (63)

FIGURE 12.—Momenta and forces for symmetrical body in uniform circular motion through frictionless infinite
liquid otherwise at rest. Whole hydrodynamic force, R=mr N(ka 2 u2+ka2 v2, has slope —k, u/ka V. Yaw

2
moment IV= (kb—k.) muv=(ke—ka) z o2 sin 2 a, z being volume

For steady motion (60) show that the body sustains no force in pure translation (r=0);
no force nor moment in pure rotation (u, v = 0) ; no moment in revolution about a point on
x or y; viz, for u=0, or v=0. For given u, v the moment is the same for revolution as for pure
translation. The forces result from combined translation and rotation; the moment from
translation oblique to the axes a, b, irrespective of rotational speed.

CiOMBINATION OF APPLIED FORCES.—TO find the Whole applied force constraining a body
to uniform circular motion in a perfect fluid (55), (60) may be added, or graphs like those of
Figures 11, 12, may be superposed. . For an airship having m 1 =m, (55), (60) give

X=—(1+k b)mvr	 Y=(1+ka)mur	 N=(kb—ka)muv ---------- (64)

.2 Writing R=rQ.m-%/k 2 cos2 a+ka2 sin 2a we may call it the centripetal force of the apparent mass m-Vka2 cos2a+kV sin2 asinla for the body direr,
tion of Q.

r:
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where X = X1 + X, etc. Figure 13, compounded of Figures 11, 12, shows that a submerged
plane-force model, revolving uniformly about its path center, may have as sole constraint a
single force R through that center, and outside itself; that is attached to an extension of the
model. Such conditions appear commonly in vector diagrams of aircraft. The line of R, so
defined, is the central axis of the force system.

HYDROKINETICALLY SYMMETRIC FORMS. —Equations (56), (57), for trisymmetrical shapes,
apply also to others having hydrokinetic symmetry. Examples of these are: All surfaces of
revolution, axially symmetric surfaces whose cross sections are regular polygons; torpedo forms
symmetrically finned, etc. All these figures, as has been known many decades , 3 have three

FIGURE 13.—Composition of forces on symmetrical body in uniform circular motion through frictionless infinite liquid
otherwise at rest. Resultant of centripetal and hydrodynamic forces, R=m r 4(1+k,)' u2+(I+kb) 2 o2,o^, has slope

_1+k, u. Figure 13 is 11 and 12 compounded1+ 6 v

orthogonal axes with origin at the body's impulse center, 4 such that if the body, resting in ::.
quiet sea of perfect fluid, is impelled along or about either axis it begets in the fluid a linear
or angular momentum expressible by a vector along that axis.

EXAMPLES.—We may apply (60) to some simple cases interesting to the aeronautical
engineer.

(1) For an endless elliptic cylinder in uniform yawing flight, as in Figure 12, m = 7rpab p^!r
unit length, and by comparison with Table VIII k a =b/a, k 6 =a/b; hence by (60)

3 See Reference 7.
+ I. e., the point of intersection of k,m U, knmV, km W;  it may be found as in the last paragraph of Part V.
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z
X = — 7ra2pry 	 Y= 7rb2pru	 N= .7r(a2 — b2)p.uv = 7r(a2— b2)p2 sin 2a- - _ - _ - - (65)

The resultant force 7rprVa4v2 +V has the slope —btu/a2v = — b2/a2 .cot a; the central axis is
through the path center; X is the same as for a round cylinder of radius a; Y the same as for
one of radius b. For a good elliptic aircraft strut alb = 3; hence X/Y= — 9v/u = — 9 tan a;

N=8762puv=81rb2 .LT.sin 2a. By (65) N is the same for all confocal elliptic cylinders, since

a2 — b2 is so.	 2
If a = b, as for a round strut, N= 0, R = 7ra2prQ2 and coincides with the body's previously

found centripetal force to which it bears the ratio m/ml.
If b = 0, as for a flat plate, (65) become

X =— ?ra2pry	Y=0	 N=7ra2puv=9ra2p22sin 2a ------------ (66)b

The equivalent resultant force 7ra2p7,v, with slope Y/X = — 0, runs through the path center
parallel to x. If r=0, the plate has pure translation, with forces X, Y=O, and moment
N=aa2puv, a well known result. X in (66), being the same as in
(65), is independent of the strut thickness b.

(2) For a prolate spheroid, of semiaxes a, b, b, in uniform
yawing flight, m = 4/3.7rpab2, and k a , k b areas given in Table III.
Thus for alb =4, k a, 7C b =0.082, 0.860; hence by (60)

X = —3.6ab2pry	Y=0:3434ab2pru	 N=3.26ab2puv_(67)

(3) For an elliptic disk of semiaxes a, b, c, moving as in Fig-

ure 14, Table VIII gives k,m = 3,rpab21E; hence by (57) the forces

and moment are

	

Y= —k,mpw= —3E.7rpb2.pw	 Z=0

L=k,m.vw =3a . b 2.vw ------- (68)
FIGunE 14.—Thin elliptic wing moving par•

allel to Its plane of symmetry through a
perfect fluid

the other pertinent terms in (57) vanishing, as appears on numerical substitution. Here

E=E(0,2), sin2B=(a2 —b2)/a2 ; also L= 4aaUeb2& sin 2a. Compare (68) with (66), calling b the

width in both.
THEORY VERSus EXPERIMENT. —In favorable cases the moment formulas of Part IV

'iccord fairly well with experiment, as the following instances show. For lack of available data
(lie force formulas for curvilinear motion are not compared with experiment.

(1) By (65) an endless elliptic strut with a = 1/3 foot, b=1/12 foot, c=5 feet, held at a
c(egrees incidence in a uniform stream of standard air at 40 miles an hour, for which pQ2/2 =
4.093 pounds per square foot, sustains the yawing moment per foot length

2
N=7r(a2 —b2)• p2 •sin 2a = 1.3392 sin 2a lb. ft-------------------(69)

This compares with the values found in the Navy 8 by 8 foot tunnel, as shown in Table IX
faired from Figure 15. The agreement is approximate for small angles of attack. The model
was of varnished mahogany, and during test was held with its long axis c level across stream,
and with two closely adjacent sheet metal end plates, 2 feet square, to give the effect of plane
flaw.

Equations (66) were published in Reference 5 as the result of a special research to determine the fluid forces and moment on a revolving plate.
Ir. the present text they follow as corollaries from more general formulas.
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(2) By (66) an endless thin flat plate of width 2a=5/12 feet, similarly held in the same
air stream, has per unit length the moment

2

N=7ra2P2 sin 2a=0.5581 sin 2a lb. ft --------------------- (70)

This is compared in Table X and Figure 16 with the values found in the Navy 8 by 8 foot
tunnel. The flat plate was of polished sheet aluminum 3/32 inch thick, with half round edges
front and rear.

Again for an endless flat steel plate 5.95 inches wide by 0.178 inch thick at the center, with
its front face flat and back face V-tapered to sharp edges, Fage and Johansen, Reference 6,

tc x Theoretics/^ :
c

.4
^

16

c 14 te x Theoretical

0°^ 3 4 . /0 °K 

.0e

ti
Experi

.06
	mento/

EXperimenfo/E,/ .04^

2

2° 4°	 6°	 8° -B° -6° -4° -2° 2° 4°	 6°	 8°	 l0°	 l2° 14°	 16° 18°

Angle of ollock, cr -.02 Angle of olloclr, cl 
/

.04

-.06

( -.3

.14

-.4 -. /6

	

FIGURE 15.—Theoretical and experimental moment 	 FIGURE 16.—Theorectical and experimental moment about long axis of endless

	

about long axis of endless elliptic cylinder. Width 	 rectangular plate. Width 5 inches, air speed 40 miles per hour. Correction

	

8 inches, thickness 2 inches, air speed 40 miles per 	 factor x=0.860
hour. Correction factor x=0,912

found, at 50 feet per second and 5.85 0 angle of attack, N=0.125 pound foot as the moment
per foot run about the long axis, computed from the measured pressure over the median section.
By (66), a thin flat plate would have

N = 7ra2 • 
PQ2 

• sin 2a= 0.1931 X 2.9725 X 0.2028 = 0.116 lb. ft.

which is 7 per cent less than 0.125 found with their slightly cambered plate.
(3) An elliptic disk 3/32 inch thick with a, b =15, 2.5 inches, when held as a wing in the

Navy 40-mile-an-hour stream, had the moment L versus angle of attack a shown in Figure 17
and Table XL For this case

sin 2 0 = (a2 — b2)/a2 = 875/900,	 0 = 80 0 — 24',	 E=1.03758.

Also in (68) a=5/4 feet, b=5/24 feet, Q 2= 4.093; hence
2

L=3-E 7r b2 • 
P2 

• sin 2a=0.8963sin 2a lb. ft.__ _______________(71)
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These values appear from Table XII
not to accord closely with the experi-
mental ones.

CORRECTION FACTORS.—Figures

•04

• 02

moments, at small angles, as accu-
rately equal to the theoretical times -.04
an	 empirical	 correction	 factor	 K.

15, 16, 17	 portray experimental _8° =

7 -Q

2

Thus amended (61) 	 gives for the -.06

experimental moment
- -.08-.OB

N,=KN=K(kb — kd)T p2 sin 2a. -./0

4° 6° 8° l0° 12' 14° 16° 18° 20°
-. 02	 Angle of o ttock, d
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which gives the theoretical values in Figure 17 and Table XI. The agreement is fair
at small incidences. The disk as tested was of sheet aluminum cut square at the
edges without any rounding or sharpening.

(4) For a wooden prolate spheroid 20
24 inches long by 6 inches thick,
carried as in Figure 12 round a circle ^K x Theoretico/

of radius h=27.96 feet to the model's
center, Jones, Reference 3, found at
40 feet per second the values of N

/4

1̂—Experimental

listed in Table XII. 	 For this case
Table III gives kb—ka =0.778, and

•/0
(61) g1V05 C

pQz 0B
N= (kb — ka),r• 

2	
sin 2a=0.388 sin 2a. ^^

For the given elliptical cylinder
K=0.912 with —8°<a<6°; for	

- /4the endless plate K=0.860  with
—6°<a<6°; for the elliptic disk
K=0.887 with —5°<a<4°. In such
cases one should expect to find the 	 /s

actual air pressure nearly equal to	 -.20
the theoretical over the model's FIGURE 17.—Theoretical and experimental moment about long axis of elliptic disk.

forward part, but So deficient along K 
en0gth 30 inches, width 5 inches, air speed 40 miles per hour. Correction factor

the rear upper surface as to cause a
defect of resultant moment. No effort is made here to estimate it theoretically, nor to de-
termine it empirically for a wide range of conditions.

The measurements shown in Table X, for the flat plate, were repeated at 50 and 60 miles
an hour without perceptible scale effect.
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PART V

POTENTIAL COEFFICIENTS, INERTIA COEFFICIENTS

GREEN'S INTEGRALS.—The foregoing text employs Green's well-known integrals, which
for the ellipsoid abc may be symbolized thus:

dXa=abcf
'a13 11	 0=abc,liWab131 	 T=abcf>mab'c'3 ------- (72)

where a' = a2 + X, V= V6-2 +x,  etc., are semiaxes of the confocal ellipsoid a'b'c'. The integrals
have the following values, Reference 4:

a=A (b2—c2) [F (0 , ^o) -E( 0 , P)l

O=A (c2-a2)[a2—c2F(9, ^)+-aa2 bc2aeb
,—E(0, 

gyp)] --------------- (13)1
'V

y= A(a2 —b2)[Va2 —c2 a cc'—E(B,'P)]

where

A— 2 2 
2abc2	

2 2	
Sin20 =a2—b2	 Sin2cp =a2—C2(a —b)(b —c )^/a —c	 a —c	 a + X------------(74)

and the elliptic integrals are

F(0, <p) = f (1— sin 20 sin 2 (p) -M(p	 E(0, gyp)= f (1—sin2B sin2,p)Mdp --------- (75)

Numerical values of F(0, gyp), E(0, 1p), a, a, T are given in Tables I, II for X = 0 and various
ratios a/b, b/c; viz, for various shapes of the ellipsoid abc. For 1 P = 7/2 one writes F(0, (p) = g,
E(0, p) = E, by convention.

POTENTIAL COEFFICIENTS.—For motion (49) the ellipsoid abc has the potential coefficients
known from textbooks.

a	 m' G(T_—a)— where G= b2—c2M.=

	

2—a	 a°

	

o	 2G— (To — Qo)	 b2+c2

	

M,=2 
aQo	

mob 2H— (ao - 7o) 
where H= ^2 +a2 ------- ------- (76)

1( 0 — a)	 a2 - b2
	m°- 2

 yTo	
""'° 

:2I— (Ro — ao) 
where I= a2 +b2

Map mb, M. being for translation along a, b, c and m'a, m' b, m', for rotation about them, and
a,, Qo, To being (73) for X =0; viz, for a', b', c' =a, b, c. Surface values of (76), viz, for a, a, T=
ao, go, To are given in Tables III, IV. For fluid inside the ellipsoid the potential coefficients are
as in (40) and given numerically in Table V.

INERTIA COEFFICIENTS.—From (76) are derived the conventional linear and angular inertia
coefficients

ka, kb, k c =ma, m b, MC	 k'a, V b, k' c =Gm'a, Hm'b, Im --------------- (77)

for the ellipsoid moving through or containing liquid, as in (40), (49). Surface values are
given in Tables III, VI, VII.

1 (73) satisfy the known relation a+R+y=2abc/a'b1c 1, as appears on adding.
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LIMITING CONDITIONS.—In sofne limiting cases, as for c=0, or a=b, etc., (73) may become
indeterminate and require evaluation, as in Reference 4. In such cases the formulas in Table
VIII may be used. For c=0, entailing zero mass and infinite k,, k'a, k'b, one may use in (57)
the values of l oin, k'aA, k' bB given at the bottom of Table VIII.

PHYSICAL MEANING OF THE COEFFICIENTS.—The tabulated potential coefficients, put in
(40) or (49), serve to find the numerical value of the potential V, or impulse — prp per unit area,
at any point (x, y, z) of an ellipsoid surface. 2 Integration of pcp over any surface, as explained
for p in Part I, gives the component linear and angular zonal impulses. So, too, integration of
— p(pq,,.12, where qn is the normal surface velocity at (x, y, z), gives the kinetic energy imparted
to the fluid; and integration of the impulsive pressure — pbplot gives the impulsive zonal
forces and moments. One finds pace/at for (40), (49) by using with them the specified density
p, accelerations U, V, W, SZa, d b, Si c, and tabulated potential coefficients for the given semiaxes
a, b, C.

Thus putting — pip,, — pv' , for p in (9), (10 1 ), and integrating over the whole ellipsoid
surface, easily gives the fluid's linear and angular momenta

	

k,.m W	 k' CQc----------------------- ------(78)

where m W, CC, are respectively the linear and angular momenta of the displaced fluid moving
as a solid with velocities W, Si b. The like surface integration of — p^p.q„ 12 gives, as is well known,

	

k,.m W2/2	 k' CO',12 --------------------------- (79)

where m W2/2, C21,12 are the kinetic energies of the displaced fluid so moving. Each inertia
coefficient therefore is a ratio of the body's apparent inertia, due to the field fluid, to the like
inertia of the displaced fluid moving as a solid.

By (49) the potential coefficients due to velocities W, Q, are

m b = —,Pc/Wz	 m'c= P, dogy

The first is the ratio of the outer and inner surface potentials due to W at any point z on the
ellipsoid abc; the second is the ratio of the potentials due to 9, at (x, y), respectively on the
outer surface of that ellipsoid and inside the cylinder of semiaxes co, b, c.

One notes that the momenta (78) tfines half the velocities give (79); also that the time
derivatives of (78) are the force and moment Z, N=k,m% k'o,, as in (57) for the simple
z-wise motions, TV, St.

For any axial surface, say of torpedo form, moving as in Figure 12, the ratio —k',CO31kbmV
is the distance from the arbitrary origin 0 1 to the impulse center 02, or center of virtual mass.
This may be .taken as origin, and if the body's center of mass also is there Figures 11, 12 can
still be superposed as in Figure 13. In the same way are related the acceleration force and
moment k bmV, k',C6,, thus illustrating the doctrine that the motion of a hydrokinetically sym-
metric form in a boundless perfect fluid, without circulation, obeys the ordinary dynamic
equations for a rigid body.

AERODYNAMICAL LABORATORY,
BUREAU OF CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR, U. S. NAVY,

WASHINGTON, D. C., December 17, 19,28.

7 This impulse is imparted by the moving surface to the fluid, otherwise still; the fluid in turn tends to impart to the body the impulse pp
per unit area at (z, y, z).
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CHIEF SYMBOLS USED IN THE TEXT

GEOMETRICAL
a, b, c ------------ Semiaxes of ellipsoid abc.
a', b', c----------- Semiaxes of confocal ellipsoid a'b'c'.
e, e--------------- Eccentricities of ellipse ab and its confocal a'b'; ae = a'e' = V/ 2---62.
n; h l , h2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Normal to ellipse ab; distances from origin to normal and tangent.
1, m, n------------ Direction cosines of normal n to any surface.
s;	 s,,, s------------ Length along any line; lengths along meridian and circle of latitude.
x, y, o ------------ Cartesian coordinates; also coordinate axes.
r, 0, w------------ Polar coordinates of prolate spheroid abc.
77, B -------------- Eccentric angle of ab, inclination to x of normal to ab.

KINEMATICAL

U, v, w------------ Component velocities of fluid parallel to x, y, z axes.
q,, q a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Component velocities of fluid parallel to tangent and normal.
q o, q-------------- Resultant velocity of fluid before and after disturbance.
xy v, w------------ Component translation velocities of abc parallel to a, b, c
U, V, W _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Component translation velocities of abc parallel to a, b, c
p, q, r------------ Component rotation velocities of abc about a, b, c------ 

Alternative symbols.

Qt , Q b, ffi---------- Component rotation velocities of abc about a, b, c------ 
,p, ¢--------------  Velocity potential, stream function.
Ma, Mb, m--------- Potential coefficients for abc with velocities u, v, w or U, V, W.
m'a, m'b, m' c ____ __ Potential coefficients for abc with velocities p, q, r or 2, 9b, 0 1 -
p=^/U2 -I-V2 +W2 Resultant velocity of abc.

DYNAMICAL

A,, B,, C, --------- Moments of inertia of rigid body about its axes a, b, c.
A, B, C_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Moments of inertia of displaced fluid moving as a solid.
m,> m ------------ Mass of body, mass of displaced fluid.
P ,	 r-------------- Density of fluid, volume of model or displaced fluid.
p, p-------------- Pressure of fluid moving, pressure on coming to rest.
X,, Y,, Z,; R, ----- Component forces applied to free rigid body; resultant force.
X, Y, Z; R_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Component forces exerted by body on fluid; resultant force.
L,, MI , N, -------- Component moments about a, b, c applied to rigid body.
L, M, N- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Component moments about a, b, c exerted by body on fluid.
ka, k b, k^---------- Inertia coefficients for abc moving parallel to a, b, c in fluid.
V., k' b, k'^-------- Inertia coefficients for abc rotating about a, b, c in fluid.
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TABLE I

ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS F(B, ,p), E(B, ,p)1
[Defined in eq. (75), Part V]'

5/c

-a/c
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1	 8 9 10 m

FA y)

1 0.00000
2 1.31696 1.04720
3 1.76305 1.43870 1. 23095
4 2.06412 1.71374 1.48399 1.31814
5 2.29319 1.92798 1.68471 1.50687 1.36940
6 2.47903 2.10413 1.85188 1.66560 1.52053 1.40332 -
7 2.63508 2.25400 1.99520 1.80281 1.65204 1.52959 1.42745
8 2.77024 2.38432 2.12075 1.92379 1.76856 1.64194 1.53595 1.44550
g 2.89035 2.49971 2.23255 2.03191 1.87318 1.74321 1.63405 1.54065 1.45948

10
m

2.99638
m

2.60288
m

2.33303
m

2.12855
m

1.96804
m

1.83534
m

1.72357
m

1.62768
m

1.54419
m

1.47063
m

E' (O, N)

1 0.00000
2 .86603 1.04720
3 .94277 1.07021 1.23095
4 .96822 1.06091 1.18103 1.31814
5 .97975 1.05019 1.14337 1.25126 1.36940
6 .98597 1.04146 1.11604 1.20294 1.29996 1.40332
7 .98972 1.03472 1.09589 1.16833 1.24893 1.33574 1.42745
8 .99214 1.02946 1.08071 1.14185 1.21035 1.28451 1.36317 1.44550-
9 .99378 1.02529 1.06894 1.12136 1.18040 1.24464 1.31304 1.38483 1.45948

10 .99496 1.02195 1.05966 1.10516 '1.15669 1.21297 1.27310 1.33642 1.40240 1.47063
m 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000

I The integrals in this table are culled from L. Potin's Formules at Tables Numerique.

TABLE II
GREEN'S INTEGRALS ao, flo p to

[Defined in eq. (73), Part V]

5/c

a/c 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 m

ao

1 0.66667
2 .34713 0.47280
3 .21751 .31265 0.36460
4 .15092 .22474 .26820 0.29636
5 .11171 .17064 .20719 .23189 0.24951
6 .086527 .13471 .16584 .18769 .20336 0.21541
7 .069266 .10950 .13629 .15541 .16970 .18079 0.18950
8 .056894 .091037 .11435 .13135 .14426 .15440 .16254 0.16914
9 .647710 .077071 .097571 .11276 .12448 .13378 .14132 .14757 0.15271

10 .040637 .066203 .084381 .097957 .10872 .11728 12428 13010 .13500 0.13920
m 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

80

1 0.66667
2 .82643 0.47280
3 .89127 .53423 0.36460
4 . 92459 . 56964 .39662 0.29636
5 .94418 .59182 .41804 .31587 0.21951
6 .95678 .60693 .43307 .32965 .26265 0.21541
7 .96538 .61775 .44413 .34083 .27275 .22477 0.18950
8 .97154 .62577 .45260 .34912 .28071 .23234 .19654 0.16914
9 . 97619 . 63184 .45913 .35569 .28709 .23847 .20237 .17458 0.15271

10 .97972 .63659 .46437 .36109 .29233 .24354 .20725 .17927 .15712 0.13920
m 1.00000 .66667 .50000 .40000 .33333 .28572 .25000 .22222 .20000 .18182 0

70

1 0.66667
2 .82643 1.05440
3 . 89127 1.15312 1.27078 .
4 .92459 1.20572 1.33518 1.40726
5 .94418 1.23752 1. 37478 1.45223 1.50098
6 .95678 1.25835 1.40110 1. 48267 1.53401 1.56918
7 . 96538 1.27273 1.41956 1.50377 1.55754 1.59443 1.62100
8 .97154 1.28320 1.43306 1.51953 1.57504 1.61325 1.64091 1.66172
9 .97619 1.29109 1.44329 1.53154 1.58844 1.62775 1.65630 1.67784 1.69457

10 .97972 1.29720 1.45125 1.54094 1.59895 1.63917 1.66846 1.69062 1.70787 1.72160
m 1.00000 1.33333 1.50000 1.60000 1.66667 1.71429 1.75000 1.77778 1.80000 1.81818 2.00000
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TABLE III

POTENTIAL COEFFICIENTS m„ Mb, m^* FOR ELLIPSOIDS IN TRANSLATION

(For outer surface of a b c)

[Defined in eq. (701

b/c

a/c 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9	 10

7n,

1 0.5000
2 .2100 0.3096
3 .1220 .1853 0.2229
4 .08162 .1266 .1549 0.1740
5 .05916 .09328 .1156 .1312 0.1425
6 .04522 .07222 .09042 .1036 .1132 0.1207
7 .03588 .05792 .07313 .08425 .09272 .09938 0.10478 .02928 .04769 .06064 .07029 .07774 .08366 .08846 0.092389 .02444 .04008 .05129 .05975 .06637 .07169 .07603 .07966 0.08267
10 .02074 .03423 .04405 .05150 .05748 .06229 .06626 .06958 .07239 0.074810 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

.,nb

1 0.5000
2 .7042 0.3096
3 .8039 .3645 0.2229
4 .8598 .3983 .2474 0.1740
5 .8943 .4203 . 2643 .1876 0.14256 .9171 .4357 .2764 . 1974 . 1512 0.1207
7 .9331 .4469 .2855 .2054 .1579 , 1266 0.1047

0'0
8 .9447 .4554 .2925 .2115 ,1633 . 1314 0.092389 .9535 .4618 .2980 .2163 .1676 34.1354 .1128 .09564 0.0826710 .9603 .4869 .3024 .2203 .1712 ,1387 .1158 .09848 .08528 0.0748100 1.0000 .5000 .3333 .2500 .2000 ,1667 .1429 .12500 .11111 .10000 0

M.

--1 0.5000 I
2 .7042 1.116
3 .8039 1.362 1.743
4 .8598 1.518 2.008 2.374
5 .8943 1.623 2.199 2.651	 3.009
6 .9171 1.697 j	 2.339 2.866	 3.292 3.642
7 .9331 1.750 2.446 3.030	 3.520 3.931 4.277
8 .9447 1.790 2.528 3.163	 3.706 4.171 4.570 4.912
9 .9535 1.821 ;	 2.593 3.269	 !	 3.860 4.373 4.819 5.208 5.54810 .9603 1.846 2.645 3.357	 3.987 4.543 5.032 5.465 5.846 6.184a+ 1.0000 2.000 3.000 4.000	 !	 5.000i 6.000 7.000 8.000 9.000 10.000 m

* These have the same values as the inertia coefficients k„ kb, k,..
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TABLE IV

POTENTIAL COEFFICIENTS m'a, m'b, m'. FOR ELLIPSOIDS IN ROTATION

(For outer surface of a b c)

[Defined in eq. (76)]

ble

a/c 1 2 3 f 5 6 7 8
II 	

9
ffff

10 W

m'a

1 0
2 0 0.5643
3 0 .6390 1.045
4 0 .6788 1.135 1.499
5 0 .6989 -	 1.190 1.596 1.943
6 0 .7125 1.225 1.663 2.042 2.380
7 0 .7211 1.249 1.705 2.113 2.481 2.813
8 0 .7270 1.266 1.738 2.165 2.556 2.915 3.245
9

I	
0 . 7315 1.278 1.762 2.205 2.615 2.995 3.348 3.675

10 0 .7348 `	 1.288 1.780 2.235 2.660 3.058 3.430 3.778 4,103
0 .7500 1.333. 1.875 2.400 2.917 3.429 3.937 4.444 4.950.

m'b

1 0 I

2 -0.3990'	 -0.5643
3 -.5819	 i	 -.8853 -1.045
4 -.6888	 -1.104 -1.349 -1.499
5 -.7581	 -1.264 -1.588 -1.800 -1.943
6 -8058	 -1.384 -1.780 -2.052 -2.243 -2.380
7 -..8402	 !	 -1.476 -1.935 -2.264 -2.504 -2.680 -2.813
8 -.8659	 -1.548 -2.062 -2.445 -2.732 -2.948 -3.114 -3.245
9 -.8857	 -1.607 -2.168 -2.600 -2.931 -3.188 -3.388 -3.547 -3.675

10 -.9013-1.654 -2.257 -2.734 -3.107 -3.402 -3.637 -3.825 -3.978 -4.103
w III-1.0000	 -2.000 -3.000 -4.000 -5.000 -6.000 -7.000 -8.000 -9.000 -10.000 -^

m',

1 0
2 0.3990 0
3 .5819 0.1556 0
4 . 6888 . 2420 0.08332 0
5 .7581 .2969 .1359 0.05193 0
6 .8058 .3350 .1719 .08705 0.03549 0
7 .8402 .3627 . 1981 .1134 .06127 - 0.02569 0
3 .8659 .3836 .2181 . 1330 .08081 .04529 0.01951 0

117
0840.072981 .04721

0.01527 0il
 9013 .4127 .2460 . 1608 0.01238 0

m
I

1.. 0000 .5000 .3333 .2500 .2000 .16667 .14286 .12500 .11111 0.10000 0

104397-30-29
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TABLE V

POTENTIAL COEFFICIENTS m'a, m'b, m'^ FOR ELLIPSOIDS IN ROTATION.

(For all points inside of a b c)
[Defined in eq. (40)]

b/c

a/c 1 2 3 4 5 6
I

7 8 9 10 w

m',=G

0 to 0 0.60000 0.80000 0.88235 0.92308 0.94595 0.96000 0.96923 0.97561 0.98020 1.00000

m'b=H

2 -0.60000
3 -. 80000 -
4 -.88235 -
5 -92308.
6 -.94595 Same for all values of b/c
7 -.96000
8 -.96923
9 -.97561

10 -.98020
-1.00000

1 0
2 0.60000 0
3 .80000 0.38462 0
4 .88235 .60000 0.28000 0
5 .92308 . 72414 .47059 0.21951 0
6 .94595 .80000 .60000 .38462 0.18033 0
7 96000 .84906 .68966 .50769 .32432 0.15294 0
8 .96923 .88235 .75342 .60000 .43820 .28000 0.13274 0
9 . 97561 .90588 .80000 .67010 .52830 .38462 .24615 0.11724 0

30 .98020 - .92308 .83486 .72414 .60000 .47059 .34228 .21951 0.10497 0
o0 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00090 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 ---------
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TABLE VI

INERTIA COEFFICIENTS 1 k'a, k' b, V, FOR ELLIPSOIDS IN ROTATION

(For outer surface of a b c)

[Defined in eq. (77)]

b/c

a/c 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

k', = Gm',

1 0
2 0 0.3386
3 0 .3834 0.8359
4 0 .4061 .9081 1.323
5 0 .4194 .9519 1.408 1.793
6 0 .4275 .9803 1.468 1.885 2.251
7 0 .4326 .9995 1.505 1.950 2.347 2.701
8 0 .4362 1.013 1.533 1.999 2.418 2.799 3.145
9 0 .4389 1.023 1.555 2.035 2.473 2.875 3.215 3.585

10 0 .4409 1.571 2.064 2.516 2.935 3.324 3.686 4.022
W 0 00.4500 1.067 1.654 2.215 2.759 3.291 3.816 4.336 4.852

k'a =Hm's

I
1 0
2 0.2394 0.3386
3 .4655 .7082 0.8359
4 .6078 9745 1.191 1.323
5 .6998 1.167 1.466 1.662 1.793
6 .7622 1.309 1.683 1.941 2.122 2.251
7 :8066 1.417 1.857 2.174 2.403 2.573 2.701
8 .8393 1.501 1.999 2.370 2.648 2.857 3.019 3.145
9 .8641 1.567 2.115 2.536 2.860 3.110 3.305 .3.460 3.585

10 .8834 1.622 2.213 2.679 3.045 3.335 3.565 3.749 3.900 4:022
w 1.0000 2.000 3.000 4.000 5.000 6.000 7.000 8.000 9.000	 - 10.000

i

i

1 0
2 0.2394 0
3 .4655 0.05985 0
4 .6078 .1452 .0.02333 0
5 .6998 .2150 .06393 0.01140 0
6 .7622 .2680 .1031 .03348 0.00640 o
7 .8066 .3079 .1367 .05758 .01987 0.00393 0
8 .8393 .3385 .1643 .07982 .03541 .01268 0.00259 0
9 .8641 .3622 .1869 .09941 .05077 .02330 .00858 0.00179 0

10 .8834 .3810 .2054 .1164 .06503 .03431 .01616 .00608 0.00130 0
1.0000 .5000 .3333 .2500 .20000 .16667 .14286 .12500 .11111 0.10000 0

For translation ka, kb, k, are given in Table III.
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TABLE VII

INERTIA COEFFICIENTS k' a, k' Si k', FOR ELLIPSOIDS IN ROTATION.

(Inner surface of a b c)
[Defined in eq. (77)]

b/c

a/c 1 2 3	 I 4 5	 I 6 7 8 I	 9 I	 10 m

k',= dm',

0 to 0 0.36000	 I 0.64000 0.77854	 I 0.85208 0.89482 0.92160 0.93941 0.95181 0.96079 1.00000

k'b=Hm'b

1 0
2 0.36000
3 .64000
4 .77854
5 .85208
6 .89482 Same for all values of b/c.
7 .92160
8 .93941
9 .95181

10 .96079
m 1.00000

1 0
2 0.36000 0
3 .64000 0.14793 0
4 .77854 .36000 0.07840 0
5 .85208 .52438 .22145 0.04818 0
6 .89482 .64000 .36000 .14793 0.03252 0
7 .92160 .72090 .47563 .25775 .10518 0.02339 0
8 .93941 .77854 .56764 .36000 .19202 .07840 0.01762 0
9 .95181 .82062 .64000 .44903 .27910 .14793 .06059 0.01375 0

10 .96079 85208 69699 52438 .36000 22145 11716 04818 0.01102 0
m 1.00000 1..00000 1..00000 1..00000 1.00000 1..00000 1..00000 1..00000 1.00000 1.00000

-------- 
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TABLE VIII

INERTIA VALUES FOR LIMITING FORMS OF ELLIPSOIDS a>b>c

'INERTIA COEFFICIENTS FOR TRANSLATION AND ROTATION

alb Shape k. kb k. k'. k'y k',

c=0

1 Circular disk____________________ 0 0 W 0

1+ Elliptical disk___________________ 0 0 = W 0

m Long rectangle__________________ 0 0 m 0

b>c>0

cs—a sin-ie_c ae—c sin- le—a ea(yo—^o)#, 0
1 Oblate spheroid e2= 1— c2/a2__.___ a ae(e2+1) — C sin-^e C_Ce—¢ sin-3e (2—e2)[2e2— (2— e2)('yo—Qo)]
1+ Ellipsoid------------------------ ----------°----°- -°---°---- ----------------- ----------°-------- -------------------- -°-------
.c Elliptical cylinder_______________ 0	 c/b b/c 1

(6^—cs)2	 b/c
2bc 0+e2

c/b

c=b

1 Sphere------------------------- 3h	 I
+e	 2e^

0 0 0

1+
l+e

log.1 e-2e loB.I_ee-1—es
Prolate spheroid e2=1 —c2/a2____. —	

1+e	 2e l+e	 1 - 2e2
0

(2— e2)[2e2 — (2—e2)(p — a)
log,l —e 	I-0 loB.1—e-2e1_e2

m Round cylinder_________________ 0 1	 I	 1 0 1 1

APPARENT MASSES AND MOMENTS OF. INERTIA WHEN c=0

alb Shape k.m kbm k.m k'.A k'bB k'.0

1 Circular disk_____	 °°--- 0 0 $
p a33

16 ab
45

0

1-{-
----

Elliptical disk_____________ _____ 0 0 43apab2/E 4ap	 abs (a 2—b2)	 4rp	 00(x2-0)
I

0.
15 (2a2 -82)E-82K 15 (a2-262)E+b2K

Long rectangle a=W------------ 0 0 apW jrpb+•	 .rpb2. 0

3 3	 3	 l+e
# yo —Ro = -1+ez e2 ^1—e2 sin-3e. 	 9o — ao=-2+62 

3
2 e3

1 —e2 log.l—e
• Per unit length of model.
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TABLE IX

LIFT, DRAG, AND MOMENT ON ENDLESS ELLIPTIC CYLINDER

[Width 8 inches, thickness 2 inches, air speed 40 miles per hour]

Angle
Lift Drag

Moment about long
axis pound foot per

foot run

of at-
tack a," Theoreti-degrees Pound per foot Experi- cal

run mental N=1.3392
sin 2.

-8 -2.30 0.160 -0.335 -0.3691
-6 -1. 94 . 139 254 -.2784
-4 -,1.42 .122 -.-.170 -.1864
-3 -1.11 .116 -.127 -.1400
-2 -76 .111	 - -.084 -.0934
-1 -.. 40 .108 -.042 -.0467

0 0 .106 0 0
-{-1 1•.41 .108 +.044 -{-.0467
2 .80 .111 .085 .0934
3 1.13 .116 .129 .1400
4 1.44 .123 .171 .1864
6 1, 90 .140 .249 .2784

+8 1-2.16 .165 -{-.325 -x.3691

*As the test angles a were in part fractional, all measurements in Table II{ are faired from the original graphs of lift, drag, and moment versus
a, in hg. 15.	 -	 -

TABLE X

LIFT, DRAG, AND MOMENT ON ENDLESS THIN FLAT PLATE

[Width 5 inches, air speed 40 miles per hour]

Angle

Lift Drag
	 ^ Moment about long

axis pound foot
per foot run

of at-
tack a, Theoreti-degrees

Pound	 foot run Experi• calper mental N=0.5581
sin 2a

I-8 -1.345 0.190 -0.107 -0.1538
-6 -. 980 ,112 -.097 '	 -.1160
-5 -.827 '.0816 -.083 -.0984

I	 -.0777-4 -.614 , 0596 -.064
-3 -. 471 , 0464 -.050 -.0583
-2 -.315 03600360 -. 032 ^..	 -.0389
-1 -.157 ,0321 -.016 -.0195

0 0 ,0312 0 0
+1 -{-.155 .0328 -{-.017 1-.0195

2 .311 .0360 .033 .0389
3 .471 .0472 .050 .0583
4 .639 .0648 .066 .0777
5 831 .0900 .085 '	 .0984
6 1..018 .124 .098 . 1160
8 1.346 .206 .107 .1538

10 1	 1.538 .291 .084 1-.1909
12 !	 1.594 .360 -.074
14 1.582 .422 .059
16 1.581 .480 .055

1-18 1-1.530 .542 1-.046
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TABLE XI

LIFT, DRAG, AND MOMENT ON THIN ELLIPTIC WING

[Length 30 inches, width 5 inches, air speed 40 miles per hour]

Angle

Lift Drag Moment about long
axis, pound foot

of at'
tacka Theoreti-
degrees Pounds Eaperi- cal

mental 7^=0.8963
sin 2a

-8

-

-2.415 0.426 =0.173 -0.2471
-6 -1.835 .266 -.154 -.1863
-4 -1.188 .169 -.109 -.1247
-3 --.886 .138 -.082 -.0937
-2 -. 567 .116 -.053 -.0625
-1 -.294 .105 -.031 -.0313

0 -(-.005 .103 0 0
+1 .306 .106 -1-.030 -{-.0313

2 .590 .118 .056 .0625
3 .890 .136 .084 .0937
4 1.195 .168 .111 .1247
6 1.861 .266 .166 .1863
8 474 .422 .165 .2471

10 865 .567 .134 -x-.3066
12 2.958 .696 .109
14 2.892 .798 .094
16 2.859 .897 .086
18 2.769 .974 .097

+20 -{-2.7$5 1.065 -{-.095

TABLE XII

MOMENT ON PROLATE SPHEROID'

[Length 24 inches, diameter 6 inches, through -air speed 40 feet per second]

Moment about minor axis, pound foot

Angle Measured
on bal- Found by Pressure

of at ance integration Theoreti-tack a, cal
degrees N=0.388----

Recti- Recti- Curvi- sin 2a
linear linear linear

motion motion motion

-20 -0.179 -0.207 -0.157 -0.219
-10 -.106 -.122 -.078 -.133
-4 04b 052 054 0

0
0 +.021 0

x-10 -{-.106 -x-.122 .127 -1-.133
+20 -x-.179 +. 207 F. 177 { .249

1 Data taken from Reference 3.
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM NO. 713

BEHAVIOR OF VORTEX SYSTEMS*

By A. Betz

Progressive application of the Kutta-Joukowsky theorem to the relation-
ship between airfoil lift and circulation affords a number of formulas con-
cerning the conduct of vortex systems. The application of this line of
reasoning to several problems of airfoil theory yields an insight into many
hitherto little observed relations.

The report is confined to plane flow, hence all vortex filaments are
straight and mutually parallel (perpendicular to the plane of flow).

I. GENERAL THEOREMS

1. Kutta-Joukowsky theorem.- When a body, about which the line integral
of the flow is other than zero, i.e., with a circulation r, is in motion
relative to this fluid with speed v, it is impressed by a force perpendicular
to the direction of motion, which per unit length is

P = pvr	 (1)

(Kutta-Joukowsky theorem, fig. 1). If there is no motion in the fluid other
than the circulatory flow, then v is the speed at infinity relative to the
fluid. But, if the fluid executes still other motions aside from the circula-
tion, say,'when several vortices, or sources and sinks are existent, it is
not forthwith clear which is to be considered as the relative speed. On the
other hand, we do know that v should be the speed of the body relative to
that flow which would prevail in the place of the body in its absence. The
body is thereby assumed as infinitely small, otherwise different speeds could
prevail at different places of the body. (This case can be worked up by
integration from infinitely small bodies.) This finer distinction of the
Kutta-Joukowsky theorem is readily understood when bearing in mind that a
free vortex, upon which no force can act, moves at the same speed as the flow
in the place of the vortex if the latter were nonexistent. Consequently, the
Kutta-Joukowsky theorem must afford the force zero for the motion at this
speed, that is, the speed in the Kutta-Joukowsky theorem must be measured rel-
ative to this motion. But this may also be shown direct by appropriate

Verhalten von Wirbelsystemen." Z.f.a.M.M., vol. XII, no. 3, June 1932,
pp. 164-174.
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derivation of the Kutta-Joukowsky theorem. The general rule for this deriva-
tion consists of computing those pressures in a coordinate system, in which
the body rests (steady motion), which as result of superposition of circula-
tion and translation act upon a control area enveloping the body and the
momentums which enter and leave through it. Thus when we choose as control
area a cylinder enveloping the body so closely that the speed of translation
in the whole region of the control area can be considered as constant, this
selfsame translatory speed contiguous to the body becomes the speed v in
the Kutta-Joukowsky theorem, although it is the speed which would prevail at
this point if the body were nonexistent.

2. The center of gravity of finite vortex zones.- If there are a number
of vortices in a fluid, each individual one is within a flow which as field of
all other vortices is determined by their magnitude and arrangement, and each
vortex moves with this flow. Visualizing these vortices replaced by individual
solid bodies with the same circulation as the vortices (say, rotating cylinders)
the flow also is the same. Preventing these bodies from moving with the flow
without effecting a change in their circulation, each cylinder is impressed
according to Kutta-Joukowsky by a force and we must, in 'order to hold it,
exert an opposite force upon it. For a body with circulation rn , existing
at a point with speed vn , this force is

P  = p v  r 	 (2)

and is at right angles to v . The resultant of the forces exerted on the
cylinders must be taken up by the walls at the boundaries of the fluid, i.e.,
it must be equal to the resultant from the pressures of the fluid onto the
boundary wall.*

*By restraining the vortices the flow becomes steady (provided that there are
no singularities other than those vortices, and that the boundary walls are
rigid and quiescent). For which reason the pressures can be computed by the

simple Bornoulli equation p + 2-- = v2 = constant. For free vortices the type

of flow within a stated time interval is the same as for restrained vortices,
but it is usually no longer steady, for the vortices travel, that is, change
their arrangement in space. Therefore the pressures change also, because for

nonsteady flow the generalized Bornoulli equation pad 2 v2 + p DID constant
is applicable ((D = flow potential, for steady flow 3t = 0). With free

vortices there is no force as is in the restrained vortices, so that the
resultant force on the boundary walls must disappear. This is precisely

obtained by the accelerating forces p at. Consequently, the forces on the

fluid boundaries used here and in the following are those forces which would
occur if the vortices were restrained, i.e., by steady flow.
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Now, if the fluid is very much extended so that its assumedly rigid and
quiescent boundaries are everywhere far removed from the vortices (or bodies
with circulation), the resultant of the pressures onto the boundary walls
approaches zero when the vortices are restrained. For the flow velocity v
produced by the vortices decreases inversely proportional to the first power
of the distance, while the relevant pressure differences (Bornoulli's

equation p - po = - 2- v2 ) drop inversely proportional to the square of the

distance; the surface of the boundary increases linearly with the distance, so
that the force produced as sum of pressure difference and surface is a
decrease inversely proportional to the distance.

But when this force on the boundary walls vanishes, the resultant force
on our body must disappear also, or in other words,

E P 
=
P E v F= 0

n n	 n n n

As the forces Pn or the speeds v may assume any direction, E is
considered a vectorial addition of the forces or speeds, respectively. Instead
of that the components in the X and Y direction may be added separately, in
which case

n Pnx - p n vny F = 0	 (3a)

and

E P ny=p nvnxrn=0
	

(3b)

with x and y as components along X and Y of the respective vectors. If we
release the bodies, whereby they can be replaced again by common vortices, they
move at the speed v , and our preceding equations constitute a general predic-
tion as to the displacement of the vortices within a fluid without extraneous
forces, especially in a fluid extended to infinity. To illustrate: visualize
the vortices replaced by mass points (material system) whose mass is propor-
tional to the vortex intensities. Admittedly, we must also include negative
masses, in which the vortices with one sense of rotation correspond to
positive masses and those with opposite sense of rotation correspond to
negative masses. Then we may speak of a center of gravity of a vortex system,
while meaning the center of gravity of the corresponding mass system. Applying
this interpretation, the vortex motion can be expressed as follows:

Theorem l.- The motion of vortices in a fluid upon which no extraneous
forces can act (fluid extended to infinity), is such that their center of
gravity relative to the rigid fluid boundaries or relative to the fluid at
rest at infinity remains unchanged. This theorem has already been developed,
although in a different way, by Helmholtz, in his well-known work (reference 1).
The premise is, of course, the absence of further singular points in the fluid
other than the stipulated vortices.

(3)
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If the fluid is bounded by rigid walls and it is possible to make some
prediction as to the resultant force on the boundary walls by restrained
vortices (steady flow), then equation (2) gives an account of motion of the
center of gravity of the vortex.

If the resultant force on the walls is P, then

P E v  r  = P	 (4)

with v0 
= velocity in center of gravity relative to the rigid walls, we have

P v  E F  = p E v  F  = P
hence,

P
vo =

P E rn

which is at right angles to the force P. Thus,

Theorem 2.- When, by restrained vortices (steady flow), the pressures
exerted by the fluid onto the boundary walls produce a resultant force, then
the movement of the center of gravity of the free vortices is such as an air-
foil whose circulation equals the sum of the circulations of the vortices
would need to have an quiescent, infinitely extended fluid to make its lift
equal to this resultant force.

As a rule the pressures on the boundary walls and thus their resultant
force are not summarily known, although it is possible to make at least certain
predictions in many cases. For example, if the fluid is bounded on one side
by a flat wall or enclosed between two parallel walls, the resultant force
can only be perpendicular to those boundary walls. Since the center of gravity
of the vortices moves perpendicularly to this force.

Theorem 3 reads as follows: If there are vortices between two flat,
parallel walls or on one side of a flat boundary wall, the distance of the
center of gravity of the vortex from these walls remains unchanged (it moves
parallel to the walls). This result has already been obtained for a small
number of vortices by numerical calculation of the vortex paths.*

3. Inertia moment of finite vortex zones.- Again visualize the vortices
as being held fast in a fluid and decompose the speeds on each vortex into a
component radially toward or away from the center of gravity and one at right
angles thereto. If r is the distance of a vortex with circulation r away
from the center of gravity, and yr the radial (outwardly directed) speed
component, this vortex is impressed with a force

*W. Muller's report before the meeting of the members of the Ges. f. angew.
Math. u. Mech., at Gottingen, 1929; and of physicists, at Prague, 1929.

(5)
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T = p P v 

which is perpendicular to r and therefore forms a moment T r with respect
to the center of gravity. The tangential component v	 (perpendicular to r)
produces a force along r which does not set up a moment about the center of
gravity. The sum of the forces impressed upon the vortices can be divided
into a resultant passing through the center of gravity (radial force component
due to vt) and a moment

M = p E P 
v
  r.

They must be equal and opposite to the forces and moments acting on the fluid
boundaries. Releasing the vortices, the center of gravity moves conformably
to the laws of the individual force. Moreover, the vortices move also in
radial direction at speed v r . Since

v =
Dr

r Tt

we obtain

p E P r at
	 2 at E P r

2 = M	 (6)

where M = moment of extraneous forces, by restrained vortices, with respect
to the center of gravity. If this is zero,* we have

E P: r2 = constant
	

(7)

E P r2 is a quantity which corresponds to the polar mass moment of inertia
E m r2 relative to the center of gravity. Consequently, it may be designated
as inertia moment of the vortex system and we obtain

Theorem 4.- When, by restrained vortices, the extraneous forces acting on
a fluid have no moment with respect to the center of gravity of the vortex
system within this fluid, the inertia moment of this system of vortices remains
constant.

If the moment of the extraneous forces is in the same sense as the chosen
positive vortex rotation, this inertia moment increases according to equa-
tion (6) and vice versa.

4. Vortex systems whose total circulation is zero.- The kinetic energy
of a potential vortex in infinitely extended flow in a circular ring between
r and dr and thickness layer 1 is

*Whether or not there is an extraneous moment in a given case requires a more
careful analysis than the problem of extraneous forces, since, for example,
the forces decrease toward zero with 1/r when the boundary surfaces are
enlarged, whereas the moments may remain finite because of the added factor
r as lever arm.
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2
P P 

2 
2rTrdr=p P dr

2 2r7r	 2 2Tr r

Integration over the whole fluid (from r = 0 to r 	 yields by approxima-
tion to r = 0 as well as to r = -, the energy as 	 For which reason it is
physically impossible to realize such vortices. The difficulty with r = 0 is
obviated because the physical vortices always have a nucleus of finite diameter,
in which the speed no longer rises with 1/r toward -, but remains finite.
But by r = - the difficulty remains (apart from the energy the rotary momen-
tum likewise = -). As a result,•the production of vortices in an infinitely
extended fluid can only be effected by pairs, so that the sum of the circula-
tions is zero. The velocity field of such a doublet drops at great distances
inversely as the square of the distance so that the fluid energy remains
finite for any extension. Hence,

Theorem 5.- The total circulation of all vortices in an infinitely extended
fluid is zero. No vortex system with finite total circulation can occur unless
the fluid is finitely limited. And of course, a part of the vortices in an
infinitely extended fluid can also be at such a remote distance as to be of no
account for the flow at that particular point. There may then be vortex
systems with one-sided total circulation, in which the very vortices which
supplement the total circulation to zero are very remote from it. Since,
however, energy and momentum of two opposite vortices increase with the distance,
very great distances are encountered only in cases of very great energy input.
The case of a vortex system with zero total circulation is consequently rela-
tively frequent and deserves special consideration, since the center of gravity
of such a system lies, as we know, at infinity, so that the preceding theorems
are not summarily applicable in part.

Combining one part of the vortices into one group and the others into
another group, we can analyze each group by itself, as, for instance, the
clockwise rotating vortices in one, and the anticlockwise vortices in another,
although this is not necessary. The only condition is that the total circula-
tion of the one group be equal and opposite to that of the other group and

other than zero.

In the absence of forces and moments on the fluid,* as, say, by infinitely
extended fluid, the forces and moments on restrained vortices must be zero or,
in other words, the resultant force on one group must be equal and opposite to
the force on the other and be on the same line with it. But these forces need
not necessarily pass through the center of gravity of each of the two groups.
When the vortices are released the center of gravity of each of the two groups
moves perpendicularly to this onesided force and at the same speed. This is

expressed in

*In such vortex systems the moments also are forthwith small when pushing
beyond the rigid boundary walls. (Compare footnote on page 8.)
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Theorem 6, as follows: The motion of the centers of gravity of two groups
of vortices with equal and opposite total circulation is mutually parallel and
has the same speed, hence constant distance.

Knowing at first absolutely nothing about the,direction of the opposite
force, we can make no prediction as to the direction of motion. When this
opposite force passes through the center of gravity of a group, this group is
without extraneous moments and its inertia moment is then constant (theorem 4).*
As a rule this force does not exactly go through the center of gravity of the
two groups. But when they are separate to a certain extent and closed in
themselves, the force almost always passes very close to the center of gravity,
in which case we can then consider the inertia moments at least approximately
as constant.

If the force does not pass through the centers of gravity of the groups,
their inertia moment changes. But if the force is parallel to the line
connecting the two centers of pressure (S 1 , S 2 , fig. 2), which is manifested
by their perpendicular motion to the connecting line, the moment of the force
relative to the two centers.of gravity is equal and opposite. The result is
that= the inertia moment of one group increases at the same rate as that of the
othergroup decreases. (One inertia moment is usually positive, the other
negative; their absolute values thus increase or decrease to the same extent.)

Theorem 7.- If the motion of the centers of gravity of two groups of
vortices of equal and opposite total circulation within an infinitely extended
quiescent fluid is perpendicular to the line connecting the gravity centers,
the algebraic sum of the inertia moments of the groups remains unchanged.

When the force forms an angle with this connecting line (S 1 S 2 , fig. 3),
that is, when one velocity component v is along its connecting line, the
inertia moment of one group increases more than that of the other decreases
or vice versa. In any case, the sum of the inertia moments of the two groups
is changed. It amounts, in fact, to

T 
(E r 1 2 rl + E r2 2 r2) = 2 vx a E r	 (8)

according to equation (6) and figure 3. (E r12 rl is the inertia moment of
one group, E r2 2 r2 that of the other, a is the distance of the two centers
of gravity, and E F the total circulation of one group.)

*It was always assumed that no singularity other than the vortex system
existed. But with the two groups and each considered by itself, the assump-
tion ceases to hold. However, the previous considerations can be generalized
so that the forces needed to restrain the vortices of the momentarily dis-
regarded group, become the extraneous forces on the fluid. It is readily seen
that theorem 4 is equally applicable in this sense to a group of vortices in
the presence of further vortices.
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The sum of the inertia moments increases when the motion of the centers
of gravity in direction of the group with positive circulation is toward the
group with negative circulation. It decreases for opposite direction. Thus
E r in equation (8) denotes the total circulation of that group, which moves
toward the other.

II. APPLICATION

In the practical application of these theorems, it frequently is not so
much a case of a number of individual vortices, but rather of continuously
distributed vortices. But that presents no difficulty; it merely means substi-
tuting	 terms for E terms. It is, however, something else when the vortex
systems extend to- infinity and at the same time have infinitely large circula-
tion. But with some care, they also are amenable to solution by these
theorems.

1. Vortices back of an airplane wing.- According to airfoil theory (see
Handb. d. Phys., vol. VII, p. 239 ff), an area of discontinuity is formed
behind a wing by optimum lift distribution (minimum by given lift), which has
the same speed of downwash at every point. Thus the flow behind an airfoil
may be visualized as if a rigid plate, the area of discontinuity, were down-
wardly displaced at constant speed and thereby sets the fluid in motion
(fig. 4). This, however, is applicable only in first approximation when the
interference velocities (foremost of which is the speed of displacement w)
are small compared to the flight speed. For this motion would only be possible
for any length of time if the area of discontinuity actually were rigid. By
flowing around the edges, laterally directed suction forces P occur, which
only could be taken up by a rigid plate. These forces are absent when the
area of discontinuity is other than rigid, as a result of which the suction P
effects other motions; starting at the edges, it unrolls and gradually forms
two distinct vortices (fig. 5).

With Z = wing span, the circulation per unit length of 
dx 

for such an

area of discontinuity is distributed across the span conformably to the
following equation

dr	 2

dx - ro(Z)	 x x 2	
(9)1- 12 Z^

with r o = circulation about the wing in its median plane. The downward veloc-
ity of the area of discontinuity prior to development is

r
0W = T.

The area of discontinuity may be regarded as a continuously distributed
system of vortices with zero total circulation. The distribution of the

(10)
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vortices is given in equation (9). Combining the two symmetrical halves

(- 2 < x < 0 and 0 < x < 2) into one group each, the distance of the center

of gravity of the two groups must remain the same, according to theorem 6.
The center of gravity of a system of vortices conformable to equation (9) from
0 to 1/2 lies, as is readily computable, at a distance.

xo 
= 4 2	

(11)

from the center, so that the distance of the centers of gravity of the two
groups becomes

a=2xo4 Z	 (12)

This, then, is accordingly also the distance of the centers of gravity of
the two formative individual vortices (fig. 5). The steady symmetry of the
process in the present case is indicative of the consistently parallel.dis-
placement of the centers of gravity and consequently, that the individual
vortices are also symmetrical to the original plane of symmetry.

The process of convolution or development with respect to time can also
be followed by similar considerations, although this calls for considerable
mathematical work. Up to the present the course of the process has been
explored very accurately in its first stages, during which the developed part
was still small compared to the whole area of discontinuity (reference 3).

In the present report an attempt is made to gain approximate information
regarding the magnitude of the tip vortices and the circulatory distribution
within them. The vortices of the area of discontinuity are divided at some
point x and those lying to the left are grouped into one; these to the right
of it (full line in fig. 6) into another. Then it is assumed that the opposite
forces on the two groups - the vortices being restrained - pass through the
center of gravity of both groups, which actually proves fairly correct, because
of the comparatively strong concentration of the vortices toward the tips and
the ensuing distinct separation of both groups. Now the inertia moment of one
vortex group must remain approximately constant during development. The total
circulation of one group of the undeveloped area of discontinuity from x to
Z/2 is

2

	

rx -^Z/2 ax dx = ro 1 - (Zx)	 (13)
x

For the ensuing calculation the angle ^ is used in place of the variable x,
which is bound up with x through

2

	

cos = Zx and sin = 1 -(Zx)	 (14)
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Thus the vortex distribution (equation 9) becomes:

l2	 x
ax	 ro(Z/	

= ro 
Z 

cot	 (9a)

1 —(Z/2
2

rx = r 	 1 - (2x	 = r  sin	 (13a)

The distance of the center of gravity of this group is:

rZ/2	 ^
xl	

r x J^	 ax xdx = sin ¢ 2 0 cos
2 ^d^ = 4 sin	 [^ + 2 sin

e 	(15)

The inertia moment of the group with respect to the center of the area
of discontinuity (x = 0) is:

/^Z/2 ar	 2	

GY
o -

,1	
axx2dx = r

Z
o(Z) f cos 3 ^d^ = r o 	sink (1 - 3 sine ^) (16)

x	 o

The inertia moment of the group with respect to its center of gravity is:

j  = Jo - rxx12 = ro 

\2/2 
sink 11 - 3 si n2 ^ 1

2	 \ 	 2

- (4) sink 	
+ 2 sin 2^	 (17)

This inertia moment must be present again after the convolution.

Now the coiled-up group is assumed to be circular; that is, the asymmetry
stipulated by the mutual interference of the two coiled-up vortices is dis-
regarded, so that the circulation may be presented as a pure function of radius
(r = f(r)). The vortex group from x to Z/2 is coiled up into a spiral
which fills the circle with radius r. Then the circulation rr must be equal
to the circulation of the original vortex group

(18)r = rr	 x

and likewise, the inertia moment of the vortices coiled up in this circle must
be equal to the original inertia moment of the vortex group

Jr
 = 1r 8r r

2 dr = Jx	(19)
0

Permitting r to increase by dr, then decreases x by dx and increases
^ by # under these premises. The result is an increase of
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3 	 ar

arr dr = a^x 
0 = r o cos ^ d^	 (20)

in circulation, and of

a 	 aJ
2_

ar	
= a^x d

in inertia moment.

Then the differentiation of (17) yields

2

a
JX = 

ro 
(212 cos 3 ^ + 4 sin (^ + 2 sin 2^

J
^	 ` l

2 sink (^ + 2 sin 	2^^ (1 + cos 2^1J
which, written into (21) and with regard to (20) gives

(2r l2 = Cos 2 ^ +	 1	 +-L	
2

sin 2^	 - coo (^ + 2 sin 2^	 (22)

Z /	 4
sin^

sin2 ^	 /	 `

2
	Since sink = 1 - \Zx/ 	 (equation 22) connotes the relationship between

r and x, that is, it gives the size of the circle into which a piece of the
original area of discontinuity has changed. And, knowing the circulation
I' = F  sin ^, the equation also discloses the distribution of the circulation
in the coiled-up tip vortex. Figure 7 shows the respective values of r and
x versus r, and also the distribution of the vortex density

dr	 Z2
d(r27r) 20 r o . 

When forming the pertinent boundary transitions, equation (22)

yields

CZr 2 = 9 
sin4 ^	 (23)

for very small values of ^, so that

r	 _ 2	 (24)

	

Z	 3
2 - x

(21)
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In other words, a small boundary piece of the area of discontinuity coils
up into a circle, whose radius is 2/3 of the length of the original piece.

For	 = 2 we 	have Zr = 4 which means that the radius of the tip
vortices is 4 Z	 Since the center of the tip vortices is 4 2 distant from
the plane of symmetry, it would indicate that the two tip vortices precisely
touch each other. But for such close proximity, our assumption that the
individual tip vortices shall be symmetrical circles, ceases to hold: the
speed between the two vortices is substantially greater than it is outside,
with the result that the individual streamlines are outwardly displaced. So
in reality the vortices should not touch each other. The established approxi-
mate result however, may,.because of its simplicity, give a ready picture
of the order of magnitude of the vortices. According to figure 7, the rela-

lationship between r and x is fairly linear. Hence r = 3 (L - x) 	in the

greater part of the vortex conformable to (24), and it is only in the outer
edge of the vortex that the factor 2/3 changes to 7/4. The curve for the
distribution of the vortex density shows the main part of the vortices to be
very much concentrated around the center despite their comparatively great

extent.

2. Phenomena behind cascades of airfoils.- Cascades of airfoils also
form areas of discontinuity aft of the airfoils (fig. 8), and whose motion
relative to the undisturbed flow would, by optimum lift distribution, be as
for rigid surfaces, if the edges could absorb the suction. But in reality
they develop with respect to time. (See Handb. d. Phys., vol. VII,
p. 272 ff.)

Let us analyze the practically always existing case wherein the distance
at of the surfaces is small compared to their span. Assuming the areas of
discontinuity to be actually rigid, the flow around the rigid surfaces far
behind the airfoils would, near the edge, be as shown in figure 9, when
choosing a system of coordinates within which these surfaces rest. The motion
in this system of coordinates being steady, Bernoulli's equation can be
employed. Inasmuch as the interference velocity between the surfaces far
removed from the edge is evanescently small relative to the surfaces, whereas
outside in the undisturbed flow the relative velocity is equal and opposite
to the velocity of displacement w, Bernoulli's equation yields

W2
p = P 2 (25)
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positive pressure between the surfaces with respect to the pressure in the
undisturbed flow on the side of the surfaces.* This positive pressure balances
the suction at the plate edges. For an analysis of the horizontal forces
acting upon a fluid strip of the height of the surface spacing a', reveals

on one side a force a' p 2 , as result of the pressure difference within and
without, and on the other the suction at one plate edge. No momentums are
transmitted by the boundary surfaces, therefore the suction must be

2
P = a' p 2—	( 26)

In such a system of surfaces the vortices are very much concertrated at
the boundaries, at great distance from the edge, that is, in the entire middle
part of the surfaces the relative velocities are practically zero and with it,
of course, the velocity differences on both sides of the surfaces, i.e., the
vortices. As a result, the effects of the developed and of the undeveloped
areas of discontinuity are equal at distances which are great compared to
spacing a', since the spatial transformation of the vortices during develop-
ment is subordinate as against the great distance. Nevertheless, there is a
fundamental difference as far as the flow is concerned between the theoretical
process with undeveloped rigid surfaces and the actual process with developed
individual vortices, a fact which up to now has never been pointed out, to my
knowledge.

The vortex group at one side is in the velocity field of the vortices of
the other. Owing to its remoteness, this field does not change appreciably
during the development. Thus assuming the vortices as restrained before and
after development, the mutual force exerted by the vortices, remains the same,
and with it the velocity in the center of gravity of the developed and the
undeveloped vortices. But when visualizing the areas of discontinuity as
rigid, they are then no longer exempt from forces because of the suction P,
and in that case the velocity is greater by an amount

4w= 
pP
	 (27)

*Directly behind the cascades the pressures and velocities are different. By
contraction or expansion of the lateral edges of the areas of discontinuity
(positive or negative contraction) equilibrium is, however, established with
the pressure of the lateral undisturbed flow, resulting in a correspondingly
different speed. (see Handb. d. Phys., vol. VII, p. 259 ff.) Here and in
the following the conditions subsequent to this balance are considered only.
For many purposes it should be noted that owing to the width changes of the
hypothetical rigid area of discontinuity the suction at the edges has a
component along the direction of flow.
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than with the free vortices. P is herein the circulation about the part of
the area of discontinuity lying on one side of the plane of symmetry, respec-
tively, about the single vortex developed therefrom (for the rest equal to the
circulation about the airfoil in its median part). Following the line integral
in figure 9, it is readily seen that

hence, with due regard to (26):

r = a' w	 (28)

A w = 2	 (29)

Then the velocity of the free vortices is:

w' = w - Aw = 2	 (30)

As a matter of fact, the process of development is such that the center
of gravity of the vortices clustered around each edge, lags behind the velocity
of the central main part of the surfaces. Whereas the latter moves at velocity
w, the center of gravity of the vortices moves at a speed w/2 and it maintains
this speed in the final attitude after development.

However, this speed w/2 can also be deduced direct from the field of
the opposite vortices. At great distance it is identical with that of a
vertical row of concentric vortices (fig. 10). But at medium distance the

field of such a vortex row is a constant speed ±w ' = ±2a' downward on one

side and upward on the other. Between the two rows the fields of the two rows
add up to speed w, so that

w=2 w'
	

(31)

The signs for the fields outside of the rows are contrary, hence the
speed is zero. Each vortex row itself moves under the effect of the momentary
other row, that is, its speed is

_ w
w - 2

But there is yet another result which is not as readily conceived as the
change in vortex velocity. For the rigid surfaces we had within the deflected

flow a positive pressure q = p 2 which balanced the suction at the edges.
After development the suction is absent, so that there is also no more positive
pressure within between the vortex rows, as can be proved from the Bernoulli
equation. In the chosen system of coordinates of figure 10, w is the speed
of the inside flow, 0 that of the outside flow, and w/2 that of the vortices.
To insure steady conditions, we must select a coordinate system in which the
vortices rest. Then the speed of the inside flow is w/2 and that of the

(32)
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outside flow -w/2 (fig. 11). Both are of equal absolute magnitude, hence of
equal pressure within and without the vortex rows.

Now this change of pressure during development is not without influence
on the flow inside. Analyzing a cut through the airfoil cascades (figs. 8
and 12) while applying Bernoulli's equation to the speeds in front of and
behind the cascades, reveals by pressure balance (developed vortices, fig. 12).

C3 = c l	(33)

and by p = p 
w2
2 (undeveloped vortices)

c22 + w2 = c 1 2	 (34)

Therefore the speed is greater after development than before (cg > c2).

This result, while at first sight perhaps somewhat peculiar, can also be
elucidated in a different fashion. Looking at the cascades from the side,
once with undeveloped vortex surfaces (fig. 8), and then with developed vor-
tices (fig. 12), the direction of the detached vortices is manifestly different
because their own speed relative to the undisturbed flow is different (w and
w/2). The interference velocity w, which may be considered as vortex field,
is perpendicular to the vortices, and has therefore a somewhat different posi-
tion in both cases. For nondeveloped vortices, the vortices lie in the direc-
tion of c2 , w is perpendicular to c2 (fig. 8), and since c 2 is composed
of undisturbed velocity c l and interference velocity w, we have

c2 2 = cl2 - w2 .

In the developed state the vortices move with natural speed w/2, that is,
they are between c l and cg. Since w and therefore w/2 in turn are
perpendicular to the vortices, the velocity vectors c l , cg, and w form a
triangle in which the vortex line is the median line (fig. 12). But this
implies that cg = cl.

Translation by J. Vanier,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
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Figs. 5,6,7,8
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Figs. 9,10,11,12
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GENERAL POTENTIAL THEORY OF ARBITRARY WING SECTIONS
By T. THEODORSEN and 1. E. GARRICK

SUMMARY

This report gives an exact treatment of the problem of
determining the 2-dimensional potential flow around
wing sections of any shape. The treatment is based
directly on the solution of this problem as advanced by
Theodorsen in N. A. C. A. Technical Report No. 411.
The problem condenses into the compact form of an inte-
gral equation capable of yielding numerical solutions by
a direct process.

An attempt has been made to analyze and coordinate
the results of earlier studies relating to properties of wing
sections. The existing approximate theory of thin wing
sections and the ,Joukowsky theory with its numerous
generalizations are reduced to special cases of the general
theory of arbitrary sections, permitting a clearer perspec-
tive of the entire field. The method not only permits the
determination of the velocity at any point of an arbitrary
section and the associated lift and moments, but furnishes
also a scheme ,for developing new shapes of preassigned
aerodynamical properties. The theory applies also to
bodies that are not airfoils, and is of importance in other
branches of physics involving potential theory.

INTRODUCTION

The solution of the problem of determining the
2-dimensional potential flow of a nonviscous incom-
pressible fluid around bodies of arbitrary shape can be
made to depend on a theorem in conformal represen-
tation stated by Riemann almost a century ago,
known as the fundamental theorem of conformal rep=
resentation. This theorem is equivalent to the state-
ment that it is possible to transform the region
bounded by a simple curve into the region bounded by
a circle in such a way that all equipotential lines and
stream lines of the first region transform respectively
into those of the circle. The theorem will be stated
more precisely in the body of this report and its sig-
nificance for wing section theory shown—suffice it at
present to state that if the analytic transformation by
which the one region is transformed conformally into
the region bounded by the circle is known, the poten-
tial field of this region is readily obtained in terms of
the potential field of the circle.

A number of transformations have been found by
means of which it is possible to transform 'a circle into

a contour resembling an airfoil shape. It is obviously
true that such theoretical airfoils possess no particular
qualities which make them superior to the types of more
empirical origin. It was probably primarily because
of the difficulty encountered in the inverse problem,
viz, the problem of transforming an airfoil into a
circle (which we shall denote as the direct process)
that such artificial types came into existence. The
2-dimensional theoretical velocity distribution, or what
is called the flow pattern, is known only for some
special symmetrical bodies and for the particular class
of Joukowsky airfoils and their extensions, the out-
standing investigators' being Kutta, Joukowsky, and
von Mises. Although useful in the development of
airfoil theory these theoretical airfoils are based solely
on special transformations employing only a small
part of the freedom permitted in the general case.
However, they still form the subject of numerous
isolated investigations.

The direct process has been used in the theory of
thin airfoils with some success. An approximate
theory of thin wing sections applicable only to the
mean camber line has been developed' by Munk and
Birnbaum, and extended by others. However, at-
tempts a which have been made to solve the general
case of an arbitrary airfoil by direct processes have
resulted in intricate and practically unmanageable
solutions. Lamb, in his "Hydrodynamics" (reference
1, p. 77), referring to this problem as dependent upon
the determination of the complex coefficients of a
conformal transformation, states: "The difficulty,
however, of determining these coefficients so as to
satisfy given boundary conditions is now so great as
to render this method of very limited application.
Indeed, the determination of the irrotational motion of
a liquid subject to given boundary conditions is a
problem whose exact solution can be effected by direct
processes in only a very few cases. Most of the cases
for which we know the solution have been obtained by
an inverse process; viz, instead of trying to find a
value of 0 or 4, which satisfies [the Laplacian] v2o = 0
or vI =0 and given boundary conditions, we take
some known solution of these differential equations

I See bibliography given in reference 9, pp. 24, 84, and 587.
1 Cf, footnote 1.
" See Appendix II of this paper.
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and inquire what boundary conditions it can be made
to satisfy."

In a report (reference 2) recently published by the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics a gen-
eral solution employing a direct method was briefly
given. It was shown that the problem could be stated
in a condensed form as an integral equation and also
that it was possible to effect the practical solution of
this equation for the case of any given airfoil. A
formula giving the velocity at any point of the surface
of an arbitrary airfoil was developed. The first part
of the present paper includes the essential develop-
ments of reference 2 and is devoted to a more com-
plete and precise treatment of the method, in particu-
lar with respect to the evaluation of the integral
equation.

In a later part of this paper, a geometric treatment
of arbitrary airfoils, coordinating the results of earlier
investigations, is given. Special airfoil types have
also been studied on the basis of the general method
and their relations to arbitrary airfoils have been
analyzed. The solution of the inverse problem of
creating airfoils of special types, in particular, types of
specified aerodynamical properties, is indicated.

It is hoped that this paper will serve as a step
toward the unification and ultimate simplification of
the theory of the airfoil.

TRANSFORMATION OF AN ARBITRARY AIRFOIL INTO
A CIRCLE

Statement of the problem.—The problem which this
report proposes to treat may be formulated as follows.
Given an arbitrary airfoil' inclined at a specified angle
in a nonviscous incompressible fluid and translated
with uniform velocity V. To determine the theoreti-
cal 2-dimensional velocity and pressure distribution at
all points of the surface for all orientations, and to
investigate the properties of the field of flow surround-
ing the airfoil. Also, to determine the important
aerodynamical parameters of the airfoil. Of further
interest, too, is the problem of finding shapes with
given aerodynamical properties.

Principles of the theory of fluid flow.—We shall
first briefly recall the known basic principles of the
theory of the irrotational flow of a frictionless incom-
pressible fluid in two dimensions. A flow is termed
"2-dimensional" when the motion is the same in all
planes parallel to a definite one, say xy. In this case
the linear velocity components u and v of a fluid
element are functions of x, y, and i only.

The differential equation of the lines of flow in this
case is

v dx—u dy=0

By an airfoil shape, or king section, is roughly meant an elongated smooth shape
rounded at the leading edge and ending in a sharp edge at the rear. All practical
airfoils are characterized by a lack of abrupt change of curvature except for a rounded
nose and a small radius of curvature at the tail.

and the equation of continuity is

bx by	 c&x	 by

which shows that the above first equation is an exact
differential.

If Q = c is the integral, then

u = aQ and v= — kQ

This function Q is called the stream function, and
the lines of flow, or streamlines, are given by the equa-
tion Q = c, where c is in general an arbitrary function
of time.

Furthermore, we note that the existence of the
stream function does not depend on whether the motion
is irrotational or rotational. When rotational its
vorticity is

_ cw_ ou _ 61Q62Q
TX 	 3x2 + by,

which is twice the mean angular velocity or "rotation"
of the fluid element. Hence, in irrotational flow the
stream function has to satisfy

()xQ+ 
()2Q=
y 0	 (2')

Then there exists a velocity potential P and we have

cbP_
u

 __ ()QQ .

6Xx =
	
by	 (1)

()P V= bQ
y = 

v	 cC)x

The equation of continuity is now

cb2P c^2P
c^x'2 + jy2 = 0	 (2)

Equations (1) show that
aP aQ 6P bQ
6x ax + cry 5y
 =0

so that the family of curves

P = constant, Q = constant

cut orthogonally at all their points of intersection.
For steady flows, that is, flows that do not vary

with time, the paths of the particles coincide with the
streamlines so that no fluid passes normal td them.
The Bernoulli formula then holds and the. total pres-
sure head H along a streamline is a constant, that is

%pv2+p'=H

where p' is the static pressure, v the velocity, and p
the density. If we denote the undisturbed velocity
at infinity by V, the quantities p' —p' , by p, and
32 p V2 by q, the Bernoulli formula may be expressed as

P=1 —( vl2
	

(3)
q 
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The solutions of equations (2) and (2'), infinite in
number, represent all possible types of irrotational
motion of a nonviscous incompressible fluid in two
dimensions. For a given problem there are usually
certain specified boundary conditions to be satisfied
which may be sufficient to fix a unique solution or a
family of solutions. The problem of an airfoil moving
uniformly at a fixed angle of incidence in a fluid field
is identical with that of an airfoil fixed in position and
fluid streaming uniformly past it. Our problem is
then to determine the functions P and Q so that the
velocity at each point of the airfoil profile has a direc-
tion tangential to the surface (that is, the airfoil con-
tour is itself a streamline) and so that at infinite dis-
tance from the airfoil the fluid has a constant velocity
and direction.

The introduction of the complex variable, z=x+iy,
simplifies the problem of determining P and Q. Any
analytic function w(z) of a complex variable z, that is,
a function of z possessing a unique derivative in a

each real functions of x and y. Suppose now in the
xy complex plane there is traced a simple curve f (z).
(Fig. 1.) Each value of z along the curve defines a
point w in the w plane and f (z) maps into a curve f (w)
or F(z). Because of the special properties of analytic
functions of a complex variable, there exist certain
special relations between f (z) and F(z).

The outstanding property of functions of a complex
variable analytic in a region is the existence of a unique
derivative at every point of the region.

dwz_ 
T,-

?lim w — w'
dz	 —z' — pe",—

or

dw= pe'Tdz

This relation expresses the fact that any small curve
zz' through the point z is transformed into a small
curve ww' through the point w by a magnification p
and a rotation y; i. e., in Figure 1 the tangent t will
coincide in direction with T by a rotation y = R — a.

FIGURE I.—Conformal property of analytic functions

region of the complex plane, may be separated into its
real and imaginary parts as w(z)=w(x+iy)=P(x, y)
+iQ(x, y), determining functions P and Q which may
represent the velocity potential and stream function of
a possible fluid motion. Thus, analytic functions of a
complex variable possess the special property that the
component functions P and Q satisfy the Cauchy
Riemann equations (eq. (1)), and each therefore also
satisfies the equation of Laplace (eq. (2)). Conversely,
any function P(x, y)+iQ(x, y) for which P and Q
satisfy relations (1) and (2) may be written as w(x+
iy)=w(z). The essential difficulty of the problem is
to find the particular function w(z) which satisfies the
special boundary-flow conditions mentioned above for
a. specified airfoil.

The method of conformal representation, a geomet-
ric application of the complex variable, is well adapted
to this problem. The fundamental properties of trans-
formations of this type may be stated as follows:
Consider a function of a complex variable z=x+iy,
say w(z) analytic in a given region, such that for each
value of z, w(z) is uniquely defined. The function
iv (z) may be expressed as w = ^+ i,7 where ^ and 71 are

FIGURE 2.—Orthogonal network obtained by a conformal transformation

This is also true for any other pair of corresponding
curves through z and w, so that in general, angles
between corresponding curves are preserved. In par-
ticular, a curve zz" orthogonal to zz' transforms
into a curve ww" orthogonal to ww'.

It has been seen that an analytic function f(z) may
be written P(x, y)+iQ(x, y) where the curves P=con-
stant and Q=constant form an orthogonal system.
If then f(z) is transformed conformally into f(w)

that is into .f[w(z)]-F(z)=R(x, y)
+iS(x, y), the curves P(x, y) = constant, Q(x, y) = con-
stant map into the orthogonal network of curves
R (x, y) =constant, S(x, y) =constant. (Fig. 2.) If the

magnification dz =p is zero at a point w, the trans-

formation at that point is singular and ceases to be
conformal.

We may use the method of conformal transforma-
tions to find the motion about a complicated boundary
from that of a simpler boundary. Suppose w(z) is a
function which corresponds to any definite fluid motion
in the z plane, for instance, to that around a circle.
Now if a new variable 1 is introduced and z set equal
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to any analytic function of 1-, say z=f(1'), then w(z)
becomes w[f (6] or W(0 representing a new motion in
the ^ plane. This new motion is, as has been seen,
related to that in the z plane in such a way that the
streamlines of the z plane are transformed by z=f(1')
into the streamlines of the ^ plane. Thus, the con-
tour into which the circle is transformed represents
the profile around which the motion W(1-) exists. The
problem 'of determining the flow around an airfoil is
now reduced to finding the proper conformal transfor-
mation which maps a curve for which the flow is known
into the airfoil. The existence of such a function was
first shown by Riemann.

We shall first formulate the theorem for a simply
connected region 5 bounded by a closed curve, and
then show how it is readily applied to the region
external to the closed curve. The guiding thought

leading to the theorem is simple. We have seen that
an analytic function may transform a given closed
region into another closed region. But suppose we
are given two separate regions bounded by closed
curves—does there exist an analytic transformation
which transforms one region conforlally into the
other? This question is answered by Riemann's
theorem as follows:

Riemann's theorem.—The interior T of any simply
connected region (whose boundary contains more than
one point, but we shall be concerned only with regions
having closed boundaries, the boundary curve being
composed of piecewise differentiable curves [Jordan
curve], corners at which two tangents exist being per-
mitted) can be mapped in a one-to-one conformal
manner on the interior of the unit circle, and the
analytic 8 function 1- f(z) which consummates this
transformation becomes unique when a given interior
point zo of T and a direction through zo are chosen to
correspond, respectively, to the center of the circle and
a given direction through it. By this transformation
the boundary of T is transformed uniquely and con-
tinuously into the circumference of the unit circle.

The unit circle in this theorem is, of course, only a
convenient normalized region. For suppose the ,re-
gions Ti in the 1 plane and T2 in the w plane are
transformed into the unit circle in the z plane by
1=f(z)  and w = F(z), respectively, then T, is trans-
formed into T2 by 1=4>(w), obtained by eliminating z
from the two transformation equations.

In airfoil theory it is in the region external to a closed
curve that we are interested. Such a region can be
readily transformed conformally into the region in-
ternal to a closed curve by an inversion. Thus, let us
suppose a point zo to be within a closed curve B whose

5 A region of the complex plane is simply connected when any closed contour lying
entirely within the region may be shrunk to a point without passing out of the region.
Cf. reference 3, p. 367, where a proof of the theorem based on Green's function is
given.

G Attention is here directed to the fact that an analytic function is developable at
a point in a power series convergent in any circle about the point and entirely
within the region.

external region is r, and then choose a constant k
such that for every point z on the boundary of r,
l z — zoi >k. Then the inversion transformation w=

zkz will transform every point in the external region
0

r into a point internal to a closed region r' lying
entirely within B, the boundary B mapping into the
boundary of r', the region at infinity into the region
near zo. We may now restate Riemann's theorem as
follows:

One and only one analytic function (z) exists by
means of which the region r external to a given curve
B in the 1 plane is transformed conformally into the
region external to a circle C in the z plane (center at

z = 0) such that the point z = oo goes into the point

1 = - and also da(z) =1 at infinity. This function can

be developed in the external region of Cin a uniformly
convergent series with complex coefficients of the form

1—m=f(z)—m=z+^z+z2+2'+	 (4)

by means of which the radius R and also the constant
m are completely determined. Also, the boundary B
of r is transformed continuously and uniquely into the
circumference of C.

It should be noticed that the, transformation (4) is
a normalized form of a more general series

1—m=ae+a_,z+zf +z2+ . . . . .

and is obtained from it by a finite translation by the
vector ao and a rotation and expansion of the entire
field depending on the coefficient a_,. The condition
a_, = 1 is necessary and sufficient for the fields at
infinity to coincide in magnitude and direction.

The constants ct of the transformation are functions
of the shape of the boundary curve alone and our
problem is, really, to determine the complex coeffi-
cients defining a given shape. With this in view, we
proceed first to a convenient intermediate trans-
formation.

The transformation ^ = z' + z, '.—This initial trans-

formation, although not essential to a purely mathe-
matical solution, is nevertheless very useful and
important, as will be seen. It represents also the key
transformation leading to Joukowsky airfoils, and is
the basis of nearly all approximate theories.

I.et us define the points in the 1 plane by 1 =x+iy
using rectangular coordinates (x, y), and the points in
the z' plane by z' = a0+ae using polar coordinates
(ae O, B). The constant a may conveniently be con-
sidered unity and is added to preserve dimensions.
We have

a2	
(5)
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and substituting z'= a0+re

we obtain	 1• 2a cosh (0+io)

or	 1• = 2a cosh ¢ cos B + 2ia sinh ^, sin B

Since 1 =x+iy, the coordinates (x, y) are given by
x = 2a cosh ¢ cos B1
y = 2a sinh ¢ sin 011	(6)

If ¢ = 0, then z'= aeT a and 1 = 2a cos B. That is, if P
and P are corresponding points in the i and z' planes,
respectively, then as P traverses the x axis from 2a to
—2a, P traverses the circle ae fa from 9=0 to 0 =7r,
and as P retraces its path to 1=2a, P completes the
circle. The transformation (5) then may be seen to
map the entire 1 plane external to the line 4a uniquely
into the region external (or internal) to the circle of
radius a about the origin in the z' plane.

Let us invert equations (6) and solve for the elliptic
coordinates 1p and 6. (Fig. 3.) We have .

FIGURE 3.—Transformation by elliptic coordinates

cosh ¢ = x
2a cos B

sinh ^ = y2a sin B
and since cosh ?¢—sinh 10 =1

(	
x	

a	
y	

z

2a cos B) - (2a sin B) -1

or solving for sin'B (which can not become negative),

2 sin' B=p+Vp'+(a)z	 (7)

wherep =
'—(V—(.2a)z

Similarly we obtain  

(2a cosh 'G/z+(2a sinh ik)z-1

or solving for sinh 2,k

2 sinh 2q/= —p+ 
V 

p'+(0	 (8)

We note that the system of radial lines B = constant
become confocal hyperbolas in the 1• plane. The circles
^=constant become ellipses in the 1 plane with major
axis 2a cosh ik and minor axis 2a sinh ¢. These orthog-
onal systems of curves represent the potential lines and
streamlines in the two planes. The foci of these two
confocal systems are located at (f 2a, 0).

Equation (8) yields two values of ¢ for a given
point (x, y), and one set of these values refers to the
correspondence of (x, y) to the point (aO, B) external to
a curve and the other set to the correspondence of

(x, y) to the point (ae-0 , —B) internal to another curve.
Thus, in Figure 3, for every point external to the
ellipse EI there is a corresponding point external to the
circle C, and also one internal to CI'.

The radius of curvature of the ellipse at the end of

the major axis is p = 2a Binh zk or for small values of
cosh ¢

p=2aik'. The leading edge is at
z

2a cosh >G=2a(1 + 2)-2a+ 2
Now if there is given an airfoil in the 1 plane (fig. 4),

and it is desired to transform the airfoil profile into a
curve as nearly circular as possible in the z' plane by

using only transformation (5), it is clear that the axes
of coordinates should be chosen so that the airfoil
appears as nearly elliptical as possible with respect to
the chosen axes. It was seen that a focus of an
elongated ellipse very nearly bisects the line joining
the end of the major axis and the center of curvature
of this point; thus, we arrive at a convenient choice of
origin for the airfoil as the point bisecting the line of
length 4a, which extends from the point midway be-
tween the leading edge and the center of curvature of
the leading edge to a point midway between the
center of curvature of the trailing edge and the trailing.
edge. This latter point practically coincides with the
trailing edge.

The curve. B, defined by ae 0+11 , resulting in the z'
plane, and the inverse and reflected curve B', defined
by ae-^- fe, are shown superposed on the 1 plane in
Figure 4. The convenience and usefulness of trans-

FIGURE 4.—Transformation of airfoil into a nearly circular contour

formation (5) and the choice of axes of coordinates
will become evident after our next transformation.

Wen
zn

The transformation z'= ze ° —Consider the trans-

formation z'= z01) wheref (z)= zn Each exponential
o 

en

term e e representts the uniformly convergent series

1+zn+21 ( zn \)z +	 M!(znlm^.	 (g)

C, •.	 c,

e^a

H,

Z' Mane
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where the coefficients cn=A„+iBn are complex num-
bers. For f (z) convergent at all points in a region
external to a certain circle, z' has a unique real abso-
lute value lzle lfc=l l in the region and its imaginary part
is definitely defined except for integral multiples of
27ri. When z= co, z' = ze`o. The constant co = Ao +
Bio is then the determining factor at infinity, for the
afield t infinity is magnified by eAO and rotated by the
angle Bo. It is thus clear that if it is desired that the
regions at infinity be identical, that is, z'= z at infinity,
the constant co must be zero. The constants c, and cz

also play important r61es, as will be shown later.
We shall now transform the closed curve 7 z' = ae 0t 1

into the circle z=ae h+iw (radius ae 0o , origin at center)
by means of the general transformation (reference 2)

cn

1 zn
Z' = ze

which leaves the fields at infinity unaltered, and we
sliall obtain expressions for the constants An, Bn , and
^o . The justification of the solution will be assured by

the actual convergence of Cn, since if the solution
tz

exists it is unique.
By definition, for the correspondence of the bound-

ary points, we have
z'=ze" o+i(B—gyp) 	 (10')

E (An + iBn) n
z

Also	 z' = ze 
1

Consequently

¢ — ¢o+i(B — p) = E(An +iBn) In

where	 z = ae o+='P

1 2v

IP0=2a 0 ^dv

The evaluation of the infinite number of constants
as represented by equations (a) and (b) can be made
to depend upon an important single equation, which
we shall obtain by eliminating these constants from
equation (12).

Substitution of (a) and (b) for the coefficients of
equation (12) gives

27r
(B — p)' = E cos n p f ¢ (p) sin n p dp

7r I	 0

27r
— sin nip' f ip(^o) cos nip dP]

0

where ¢ (gyp) = ¢ and (B - gyp)' represents B — w as a func-
tion of gyp', and where is used to distinguish the angle
kept constant while the integrations are performed.
The expression may be readily rewritten as

27r
Of V,(,p) (sin n^p cos nip' — cos np sin mp')d^p

21r
= 1	 f k(q) sin n(v p') dp7r 1 0

But

cos (2n+1) (p p )n	 2
E sin n(tp — p') _^ cot `p 2^' 

 
—

1 	 2 sin 2`^

Then
27r	 _

	

(B—'v)" = limo	 fp ( ,p) cot `p 2 `p dp
0

	

1 27r	 Cos (2n+1) 
(`p 2^')

— 2' 'f 4, 	 ^_^	 d^
	0 	 sin 2

The first integral is independent of n, while the latter
one becomes identically zero.

Then finally, representing V—B by a single quantity
E, viz (o—B=E—_E(^p), we have

27r	 _ ,
E (P') _ — 2a O 4 ( ^O) cot `p 2 dp	 (13)

By solving for the coefficients in equation (12) and
substituting these in equation (11) it may be seen that
a similar relation to equation (13) holds for the func-
tion

'G(v') = 27r0 E(w) cot `p 2 `p dip+ 27r f ^(,p) d^ (14)

(10)

(c)

On writing z=R(cos rp +i sin gyp) where R=aeo, we
have

p)=E(An+iBn)Rn(cosn(p—isin n^p)

Equating the real and imaginary parts of this relation,
we obtain the two conjugate Fourier expansions:

¢— ¢o= E

	

An cos nip+Rn sin nv	 (11)

B—so [Rn- cos n(p—Rn sin nVI (12)

From equation (11), the values of the coefficients A.

Rn+ and the constant ¢o are obtained as follows:

Rn= - fV, cos nip dp	 (a)
0

27r
Rn=- f¢ sin nip dip	 (b)

0

	

7 Unless otherwise stated, it and B will now he used in this restricted sense, i. e., as 	
The last term is merely the constant ;Po, which is, as

defining the l:oundary curve itself, and not all points in the z' plane. 	 has been shown, determined by the condition of mag-
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nification of the z and z' fields at infinity. The
[ 2Tr

corresponding integral  f E(,p) d,p does not appear in
0

equation (13), being zero as a necessary consequence
of the coincidence of directions at infinity and, in
general, if the region at infinity is rotated, is a constant
different from zero.

Investigation of equation (13).—This equation is
of fundamental importance. A discussion of some of
its properties is therefore of interest. It should be
first noted that when the function ,k(,p) is considered
known, the equation reduces to a definite integral.
The function 8 e(v) obtained by this evaluation is the
"conjugate" function to so called because of the
relations existing between the coefficients of the
Fourier expansions as given by equations (11) and (12).
For the existence of the integral it is only necessary
that ¢(,p) be piecewise continuous and differentiable,
and may even have infinities which must be below
first order. We shall, however, be interested only in
continuous single-valued functions having a period 2r,
of a type which result from continuous closed curves
with a proper choice of origin.

If equation (13) is regarded as a definite integral, it is seen

to be related to the well-known Poisson integral which solves
the following boundary-value problem of the circle. (Reference
3.) Given, say for the z plane a single-valued function u(R,T)
for points on the circumference of a circle w=Re c, (center at
origin), then the single-valued continuous potential function

u(r,o,) in the external region z=re p^ of the circle which assumes
the values u (R, T) on the circumference is given by

2a	 r2y
u(r,a)=2^0 u(R'T)R2+ra-2Rr ^os (Q —T) dT

and similarly for the conjugate function v(r,a)

2a
v(r,Q) =2, 

f0 
v(R,T)R,+,.z-2Rr cos (v—T) dT

These may be written as a single equation

u(r,o-) +iv (r, Q) =f (z) =1ff (w) z—w dw

where the value f(z) at a point of the external region z=re i, is
expressed in terms of the known values f(w) along the circum-
ference w=Rei ,. In particular, we may note that at the

boundary itself, since i e;, + e ;r = cot (Q 
2 T ), we have

( Q — T)u(R,Q) iv(R,o)=—Zi 
2a

 f [u(R,T)+iv(R,T)] cot 2 dT,
0

which is a special form of equations (13) and (14).

The quantity ¢ is immediately given as a function
of B when a particular closed curve is preassigned, and
this is our starting point in the direct process of trans-
forming from airfoil to circle. We desire, then, to find
the quantity > as a function of ,p from equation (13),
and this equation is no longer a definite integral but an

E This function will be called "conformal angular distortion" function, for reasons
evident later.

integral equation whose process of solution becomes
more intricate. It would be surprising, indeed, if
anything less than a functional or integral equation
were involved in the solution of the general problem
stated. The evaluation of the solution of equation (13)
is readily accomplished by a powerful method of suc-
cessive approximations. It will be seen that the
nearness of the curve ae0+1e to a circle is very signifi-
cant, and in practice, for airfoil shapes, one or at most
two steps in the process is found to be sufficient for
great accuracy.

The quantities >G and E considered as functions of p
have been denoted by ¢(,p) and e(^p), respectively.
When these quantities are thought of as functions of 9
they shall be written as ¢(B) and i(B), respectively.

Then, by definition

and	 'G (8) _ ¢[ p(8)]	 (15)

Since (p — 6= e, we have

0(,P)=^0--e(,a) l	 (16)

We Wre seeking then two functions, tl(,p) and E(,p),
conjugate in the sense that their Fourier series expan-
sions are given by (11) and (12), such that ¢[,p(B)] =
4,(0) where +(0) is a known single-valued function of
period 2r.

Integrating equation (13) by parts, we have

E(,p') = 1 
2r
 o log sin `p 2 p' d ' ( 'P) dip	 (13')

The term log sin `p 
21p' 

is real only in the range p=,p' to

io=2a+,p', but we may use the interval 0 to 27r for io
with the understanding that only the real part of the
logarithm is retained.

Let us write down the following identity:
_ r	 9 _ r

log sin `P 2 `P =log sin 2B

sin (B+El)—(B+E,)' 	 sin (0
+E2)—(9 +Eg)'

+log	
sine B	

+log sin (B+i,) 2 (6+i,)'
2	 2

.sin 
(B + Ek) — (B + Ek)'

2
... —log sin (B+ik_,) — (B+Ek_,)'+ ...

	 (17)

2

	

sin (B + — (B +in)'	
sin (©+i) — (B+i)'

+log sin (8+ en_l) 2 	 +log sin (B+Zr 2 (B+in)'
2	 2

wherein the last term we recall that B+i(6) =,p(B); and
where it may be noted that each denominator is the
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numerator of the preceding term. The symbols Ek

(k =1, 2, ..., n.) represent functions of B, which thus
far are arbitrary.'

Since by equation (15) ^ (o) =,G[,p(o)] we have for
corresponding elements do and d p

d d(,p) d(p dde) do
Then multiplying the left side of equation (17) by

1 d4, ( (o)	 1 d^ (o)7r d^ d p and the right side by 7r do do and inte-

grating over the period 0 to 27r we obtain

E[,p(o')1=E(o') _ o log sin o o' dde) do+ .. .

(o + Ek) — (o + Ek)'

+ 1 f log sin
	 2	 d1G(o) do+	 .

7r	
b (o+Ek_1) — (o +Ek_1) 	 do0	 sin-	 2

2 7r	 sin (
o + E(o)) — (o + e(o))'

+0 log—sin (o+ea) 2(o +Ez
	dde) do 	 (18),r

2
where k = 1, 2,	 ., n.

We now choose the arbitrary functions ek (o') so that
Zo(o') = 0

and

Ek(o') = 1 f log sin (B+Ek_1) — (B+Ek_1)' d>G(o) 
do (19)Ir 0 	2	 'do

where k =1, 2,	 ., n.
Equation' (18) may then be written

	

E(o')=EO+E1+(E2 — El) . .	 +(En— En_3)+(E-En) (20)

or	 E(o') = X1+X2+	 Xn +X

where Xk (o' ) = E71 - 4_1 and is in fact the kth term of
equation (18). The last term we denote by X.

From equation (19) we see that the function ek (o') is
obtained by a knowledge of the preceding function
Ek_1 (o'). For convenience in the evaluation of these
functions, say

Ek+1 (o') = 1 f log sin `B +Ek) — (o+Ek)' d>G(B) 
doa 0	 2	 do

we introduce a new variable ,pk defined by
Vk (o) = o + 4(o)	 (k=1,2,. . .,n)

Then

Ek+1[e(,p'k+1)] = E*k+l((P'k)

= 1 f log sin (Pk	 k) d^G [B('Pk) 1 	
(21)

dVkit 0	 2	 d(pk

From the definition of rpk as
,pk (o) = o +'k (0)

0 The symbol (B+ek)' represents B' +ik(o') and is used to denote the same function
of B' that B+WO) is of e. The variables a and 6' are regarded as independent of ea(:h
other.

we may also define the symbol Ek(pk) by

o('Pk) = Pk —Ek('Pk)

where
Ek(B) = Ek[0k(B)1

It is important to note that the symbols Ek , Ek, Ek*

denote the same quantity considered, however, as a
function of o, 'Pk, Vk_l, respectively.

The quantities (Ek — Ek_l) in equation (20) rapidly
approach zero for wide classes of initial curves ¢(o),

i. e., + [o(vk)] very nearly equals ^ [o(,pk}1)] for even
small k's. The process of solution of our problem is
then one of obtaining successively the functions + (o),
Co(,Pl)], ^[B ( ,p2)1, . . . . where Co(^pn,)] and
e4o(,pa)] become more and more "conjugate." The
process of obtaining the successive conjugates in prac-

tice is explained in a later paragraph. We first pause
to state the conditions which the functions ,pk are sub-
ject to, necessary for a one-to-one correspondence of
the boundary points, and for a one-to-one corre-
spondence of points of the external regions, i. e., the
conditions which are necessary in order that the
transformations be conformal.

In order that the correspondence between boundary
points of the circle in the z plane and boundary points
of the contour in the z' plane be one-to-one, it is
necessary that o(,p) be a monotonic increasing function
of its argument. This statement requires a word of
explanation. We consider only values of the angles
between 0 and 27r. For a point of the circle boundary,
that is, for one value of ,p there can be only one value
of o, i. e., O(V) is always single valued. However, ,p(o),
in general, does not need to be, as for example, by a
poor choice of origin it may be many valued, a radius
vector from the origin intersecting the boundary more
than once; but since we have already postulated that
¢(o) is single valued this case can not occur, and p(o)
is also single valued. If we decide on a definite direc-

tion of rotation, then the inequality d- >= 0 expresses

the statement that as the radius vector from the origin
sweeps over the boundary of the circle C, the radius
vector in the z' plane sweeps over the boundary of B
and never retraces its path.

The inequality

d^
-1 

^d^) 
>0

corresponds to
de((p) 

C1
dv

Also, the condition

d`p=1 + dE ^o) >= 0
do	 dB

corresponds to
4q >—I
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Multiplying d by do we get

( 1—
dedp) ) 

(1+ adB) )=1
This relation is shown in Figure 5 as a rectangular

de
TV,

de
dB

FIGURE 5.—The quantity dw as a function of de dB

hyperbola. We may notice then that the monotonic

behavior of p(0) and o(^o) requires that de remain on

the lower branch 11 of the hyperbola, i. e.,

	

d
E ^1	 (22)

It will be seen later that the limiting values

de(,p)	 &(,p)(,p)	 de	 de
dv — 1 , d^ _ — ^(i. e.,d0= oo 'd0

-
-1)

correspond to points of infinite velocity and of zero
velocity, respectively, arising from s'.larp corners in the
original curve.

The condition for a one-to-one conformal corre-
spondence between points of the external region of the
circle and of the external region of the contour in the
z' plane may be given (reference 5, p. 98 and reference
6, Part II) as follows: There must be a one-to-one
boundary point correspondence and the derivative of

the analytic function z' = zed 
zn 

given by equation (10)
must not vanish in the region. That is, writing g(z)

for E On we have
1 zn

,
dz =e° lY' l+z 

d(i) 
00 for lzl>R or since

the integral transcendental function e° (" does not vanish
in the entire plane, the condition is equivalent to

z Mz-1 for >R
dz

10 The values of the upper branch of the hyperbola arise when the region internal
to the curve ae OliO is transformed into the external region of a circle, but may also
there be avoided by defining p+0 instead of a-0.

40708-34--1R

By equation (10') we have on the boundary of the
circle, g (Re'v ) = V, — ¢e — ie, and

dg (z)	 t d[V,(y)—ie(^p)]
Z 

d  
=Re	

iReiw dip

de(,p) _ .d+ (v)
_dv 2 d^p

the first term on the right-hand side being real and the
last term a pure imaginary. We have already postu-
lated the condition

—^ 5dv<1

as necessary for a one-to-one boundary point corre-

spondence. Now by writing z=^+i,7 and zdd(z)
PQ,,7 ) +iQ%, )), we note that deep) gives the boundary

values of a harmonic function P%??) and therefore this
function assumes its maximum and minimum values
on the boundary of the circle itself. (Reference 3, p.

223.) 
Hencezddzz

) can never, become —1 in the
,

external- region, i. e., dz can never vanish in this
region.

At each step in the process of obtaining the succes-

sive conjugates we desire to maintain a one-to-one
correspondence between 0 and V, i. e., the functions
0((pk) and ,Pk (0) should be monotonic increasing and are
hence subject to a restriction similar to equation (22),
viz,

dEk _1
	 (22')

d(Pk =
The process may be summed up as follows: We con-

sider the function ^(0) as known, where + (0) is the
functional relation between ,p and 0 defining a closed
curve ao+21 The conjugate of ^(0) with respect to 0
is et (0) . We form the variable ^p f = 0+ E1(0) and also
the function Co(^p t)]. The conjugate of > [0(w 1)] with
respect to VI is e *2(^01) which expressed as a function of
0 is e2 (0). We form the variable V2 = 0+e2 (0) and the
function ^[0( 'p2)]. The conjugate of 0(^02)1 is a*3(p2),

which as a function of 0 is E 3 (o), etc. The graphical
criterion for convergence is, of course, reached when
the function Vo(^pn)] is no longer altered by the
process. The following figures illustrate the method
and exhibit vividly the rapidity of convergence. The
numerical calculations of the various conjugates are
obtained from formula I of the appendix.

In Figure 6, the ^ (0) curve represents a circle re-
ferred to an origin which bisects a radius (obtained
from an extremely thick Joukowsky airfoil) (see p. 200)
and has numerical values approximately five times
greater than occur for common airfoils. The 0(,p)
curve is known independently and is represented by
the dashed curve. The process of going from ^(o) to
f (1p) assuming f,(,p) as unknown is as follows: The
function e1 (0), the conjugate function of ^ (o), is found.
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The quantity V1 is then plotted against the new variable
,p, = B + E, (0) (i. e., each point of ¢ (0) is displaced hori-
zontally a distance E,) and yields the curve + [e(vl)].

(Likewise, E,(0) is plotted against Bp i yielding e,(^ol).)

is drawn at P. This process yields the function E2(0).
The quantity V1 is now plotted against the new variable
,p2 =0+E2 (0) (i. e., each point of , (0) is displaced hori-
zontally a distance E2) giving the function CO(VA-

O	 .5	 /.0	 1.5	 2.0	 2.5	 3.0 t-rr 3.5	 4.0	 4.5	 5.0	 5.5	 &.0 27r
Argument (0, rp,, rp, i rp in rodions)

FIGURE 8.—The process of obtaining successive conjugates

The function 6*2 (1p,) is now determined as the conjugate This curve is shown with small circles and coincides
function of + [O(^p,)]. This function expressed as a 

I 
with ¢(,p).. Further application of the process can

function of O is a*2['p,(0)] =e2 (0). It is plotted as follows: yield no change in this curve. It may be remarked

.2G

./G

G

— . 16

—.2G

.4G

.3G

.2G

./G

G

(b) P" d(el;

f'
,

i
If	 7r	 17r	 C7r

2	 2
FIGURE 7.—Process applied to transforming a square into a circle

At a point P of e*2 ((p,) and Q of e, (n) corresponding to
a definite value of gyp, one finds the value of O which
corresponds to VI by a horizontal line through Q meet-
ing -el (o) in Q'; for this value of O, the quantity e2 at P

here that for nearly all airfoils used in practice one
step in the process is sufficient for very accurate results.

As another example we shall show how a square
(origin at center) is transformed into a circle by the
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method. In Figure 7 the ^(0) curve is shown, and in
Figure 8 it is reproduced for one octant. 11 The value
is > (o)=log sec 0. The function >G[0(p,)] is shown
dashed; the function >G[B(p2)] is shown with small
crosses; and Co((p3)] is shown with small circles. The
solution >G(^p) is represented by the curve with small
triangles and is obtained independently by the known
transformation (reference 3, p. 375) which transforms
the external region of a square into the external region
of the unit circle, as follows:

4 [-
w(z)=f^z Zldz=zLl+P(z)]

zo	 z

whereP(z) denotes a power series. Comparing this

with equation (10), we find that >G(,p) except for the

constant 'Go is given as the real part of log 11 +P(z)]

evaluated for z=e fw, and that e((p) is given as the
negative of the imaginary part. It may be observed
in Figure 8 that the function , [0(,p3)] very nearly

X=

o=
o=

J	 .2	 .3.4	 .5	 .6	 7 77.F
n.- 	 —4 IQ.	 ;n rnr/inncl	 .4

FIGURE 8.—Process applied to transforming a square into a circle

equals >G(p). The functions e(^p) and E(0) are shown in

Figure 7 (a); we may note that at ^5 4, which corre-

sponds to a corner of the square, 
d- 

=1 or also,

dE

d0=

11 Because of the symmetry involved only the interval 0 to 1' 	 be used. The
integral in the appendix can be treated as

1 2x
	 V-9

 r

e (w')	 p„	 P(,P) cot
2
 d.p

a
4

°— 2 f L(w)[cot 2 (,p Np ) — cot 2(w+w')]dm

It may be remarked that the rapidity of convergence
is influenced by certain factors. It is noticeably af-
fected by the initial choice of E,(0). The choice
E0 (0) = 0 implies that 0 and (p are considered to be very
nearly. equal, i. e., that ae0+11 represents a nearly cir-
cular curve. The initial transformation given by
equation (5) and the choice of axes and origin were
adapted for the purpose of obtaining a nearly circular

P = a e w"a
P = ae^..^a

B 6
0

(bj

FIGURE 0.—Translation by the distance OM

curve for airfoil shapes.- If we should be concerned
with other classes of contours, more appropriate

initial transformations can be developed. If, how-
ever, for a curve ae 0+11 the quantity e= gyp —0 has large
values, either because of a poor initial transformation
or because of an unfavorable choice of origin, it may

occur that the choice Eo(0) =0 will ,yield a function

e,(Ip,) for which 
dI 

may exceed unity at some points,

thus violating condition (22'). Such slopes can be
replaced by slopes less than unity, the resulting func-
tion chosen as ae(0) and the process continued as
before. 12 Indeed, the closer the choice of the function
z, (0) is to the final solution E(0), the more rapid is the
convergence. The case of the square illustrates that
even the relatively poor choice E0 (0) = 0 does not appre-
ciably defer the convergence.

The translation z,=z+c l .—Let us divert our
attention momentarily to another transformation
which will prove useful. We recall that the initial.
transformation (eq. (5)) applied to an airfoil in the 1
plane gives a curve B in the z' plane shown schemati-
cally in Figure 9(a). Equation (10) transforms this
curve into a circle C about the origin 0 as center and
yields in fact small values of the quantity Ip-0. We
are, however, in a position to introduce a convenient
transformation, namely, to translate the circle C into
a most favorable position with respect to the curve B
(or vice versa). These qualitative remarks admit of a
mathematical formulation. It is clear that if the
curve B itself happens to be a circle 13 the vector by
which the circle C should be translated is exactly the
distance between centers. It is readily shown that

12 The first step in the process is now to define wo = 6+eo (0) and form the function
98(To)j. The conjugate function of ^[B(.po)j is e'o(va) which expressed as a inaction
of 0 is €I (o), etc.

V See P. 200.
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then equation (10) should contain no constant term.
We have

F^ ^n	 (10)
1 z

Z' = ze

/	 2

=z1 1+z1 +2^(zl> + . )(1 Fz2^ . 1 X

(1+?+ •) etc.

=z(1+ z'+z2+	 •)	 (10a)

where 14

k1= c,

c2
k2 =c2+ 2

C,3
k3 = C3 + CA t 6

It is thus apparent that if equation (10) contains no
first harmonic term, i. e., if

o,r

cl = Al+iBl= f¢elvd(v=0,
0

the transformation is obtained in the so-called normal
form

d, d2
Z, Z12

This translation can be effected either by substituting
a new variable z, = z + c,, or a new variable z,'= z'— c,.

699,
FIGURE 10.—The J (B) and { ,(B.) curves (for Clark Y airfoil)

This latter substitution will be more convenient at
this time. Writing

z,'= ae k+111 , c, = ae y+fa , and z'= ae0+1e

we have
ae 0i+fe1= ae 0+se — aey+as

The variables ¢,, and 0,, can be expressed in terms of
0, y, and S. Tn Figure 9(b), P is a point on the B

These constants can be obtained in a recursion form. See footnote 10.

curve, i. e., OP=ae'v', PQ represents the translation
vector c, = aey+fs , OQ is aok+tei, and angle POQ is
denoted by µ. Then by the law of cosines

e% j = e2^ + e 2 — 2e 4,ey cos (0—S)	 (a)

and by the law of sines
ey sin (0 — S)SIR µ =	 e;P1

or	 81=0 +µ =0+tan
1 e; - 'o sin (0-5)	 (b)1 — ey— cos (B —S) 

In Figure 10 are shown the ^(0) and e(B) curves for the
Clark Y airfoil (shown in fig. 4) and the ¢ 1 (0 1 ) and
E1 (61) curves which result when the origin is moved
from 0 to M. It may be noted that e l (01 ) is indeed
considerably smaller than e(0). It is obtained from

27r
O ^pl(,v) cot— d̂

and the constant i'o is given 11 by
1 2a

^o= 2, ^ +kl(w)dw

The combined transformations.—It will be useful to
combine the various transformations into one. We
obtain from equations (5) and (10) an expression as
follows:

1 =2a cosh(log a+ E zn} 	 (24)
1 )

or we can also obtain a power series development in z

= C,+2+z1 +z2 +z3+	 (25)

where 10	 an = kn+, + a2hn_,

The constants kn may be obtained in a convenient
recursion form as

k, = c,
2k2 = k,c, + 2c2
3k3 = k2c, + 2kic2 + 3c3
4k4 = k3C, + 2k2C2 + 3k 1c3 + 4c4

The constants hn have the same form as kn but with
each c i replaced by —c, (and ho=1). It will be re-

15 The constant ,to is invariant to change of origin. (See p. 200.) It should be
remarked that the translation by the vector ci is only a matter of convenience and
is especially useful for very irregular shapes. For a study of the properties of airfoil
shapes we shall use only the original e(,p) curve. (Fig. 10(a).)

19 By equations (5) and (10) we have

1 z" aY e 1 Z.
=ze	

} s 

E `
ẑ°The constant k " is thus the coefficient of a1 in the expansion of a i and the constant

°J f^

h ^ 'the coefficient of .1 the expansion of e	 . For the recursion form for k^
see Smithsonian Mathematical Formulae and Tables of Elliptic Functions, p. 120.
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called that the values of ca are given by the coefficients
of the Fourier expansion of >G((p) as

27r
Rn= f 0(v)e` 1 dp where R=aO

0
and

1 27r
,'o= 27r ^ >P(,P)dp

The first few terms of equation (25) are then as
follows:

C12	
C13

=z+c1 +C2+ 2 +a2 +C3+C2c1 
s
6 —cla2+
	 (25')

Z	 z

By writing z 1 =z+cl , equation (25) is cast into the
normal form	

7

	

= Z1+k1+z 2+	 (26)

The constants bn may be evaluated directly in terms
of an or may be obtained merely by replacing ¢(,p) by
41, (() in the foregoing, values for an.

The series given by equations (25) and (296) may be
inverted and z or z i developed as a power series in ^.
Then

fr	 5-	
a1 a2 + ale, a, C12 + 2a2c1 + a3 + a12

z (D) = ) — cf — Y — 	p2 —	 ^3	 ... ( 27)

and	
D	 J	

rr

z l ())=--'—}2—b3b'2... 	 (28)

The various transformations have been performed
for the purpose of transforming the flow pattern of a

FIGURE 11.—Streamlines about circle with zero circulation (shown by the full
lines) Q=— V sink µ sin p=constant

circle into the flow pattern of an airfoil. We are thus
led immediately to the well-known problem of deter-
mining the most general type of irrotational flow
around a circle satisfying certain specified boundary
conditions.

The flow about a circle.—The boundary conditions
to be satisfied are: The circle must be a streamline of
flow and, at infinity, the velocity must have a given
magnitude and direction. Let us choose the ^ axis as
corresponding to the direction of the velocity at

infinity. Then the problem stated is equivalent to
that of an infinite circular cylinder moving parallel to
the ^ axis with velocity V in a fluid at rest at infinity.

The general complex flow potential 11 for a circle of
radius R, and velocity at infinity V parallel to the x
axis is

2

w(z) _ —V(z+R)-2r log R	 (29)

where r is a real constant parameter, known as the

FIGURE 12.—Streamlines about circle for V=0 Q=_ —r,^A=constant

circulation. It is defined as fvsds along any closed
curve inclosing the cylinder, vs being the velocity
along the tangent at each point.

Writing z=Reµ+=, and w=P+iQ, equation (29) be-
comes

w= —V cosh( A +i(p) — ir
2^(p+iv)	 (29')

or	 P= —V cosh p cos +r

Ip
Q= —V sink p sin -rp

27r

For the velocity components, we have
dw	 2

dzV(1—R)-2 z	 (30)

In Figures 11 and 12 are shown the streamlines for
the cases r = 0, and V = 0, respectively. The cylinder
experiences no resultant force in these cases since all
streamlines are symmetrical with respect to it.

The stagnation points, that is, points for which u

and v are both zero, are obtained as the roots of dz = 0.
This equation has two roots.

_ir f V167r2R2 V2— r2

z0	 47rV

and we may distinguish different types of flow accord-
ing as the discriminant 167r2R2 V2 — r2 is positive, zero,
or negative. We recall here that a conformal trans-
formation w=f(z) ceases to be conformal at points

where dz vanishes, and at a stagnation point the flow

divides and the streamline possesses a singularity. ,
17 Reference 4, p. 50 or reference 5, p. 118. The log term must be added because

the region outside the infinite cylinder (the point at infinity excluded) is doubly
connected and therefore we must include the possibility of cyclic motion.
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The different types of flow that result according

as the parameter r2 167r2R2V2 are represented in

Figure 13. In the first case (fig. 13 (a)), which will not
interest us later, the stagnation point occurs as a
double point in the fluid on the q axis, and all fluid
within this streamline circulates in closed orbits around
the circle, while the rest of the fluid passes downstream.
In the second case (fig. 13 (b)), the stagnation points
are together at S on the circle Re'' `p and in the third
case (fig. 13 (c)) they are symmetrically located on the
circle. We have noted then that as r increases from
0 to 47rRV the stagnation points move downward on

^//	 the circle Re'' `p from the
axis toward the +t axis.
Upon further increase in
r they leave the circle and

J	 are located on the 71 axis in
(a) the fluid.

Conversely, it is clear

	

,g	 that the position of the
stagnation points can de-

termine the circulation r.
r This fact will be shown to

be significant for wing-
section theory. At pres-

(b) ent, we note that when
S both r and V3,15 0 a marked

dissymmetry exists in the
streamlines with respect to
the circle. They are sym-
metrical about the q axis
but are not symmetrical
about the ^ axis. Since

(°) they are closer together on
the upper side of the circle
than on the lower side, a

FIGURE 13.—Streamlines about circle resultant force exists per-
[from Lagally—Handbuch der Physik pendicular to the motion.
Bd. Vill Q=V sixth µ sin ,-2A =con-	 We shall now combine
stant (a) r' )16x9R2 V9 (b) r%=16x2R2 V2 the transformation (27)
(e) r2 <16aIRI V2 ,	 and the flow formula for

the circle equation (29) and obtain the general complex
flow potential giving the 2-dimensional irrotational flow
about an airfoil shape, and indeed, about any closed
curve for which the Riemann theorem applies.

The flow around the airfoil.—In Figure 14 are
given, in a convenient way, the different complex
planes and transformations used thus far. The com-
plex flow potential in the z plane for a circle of radius
R origin at the center has been given as

W(Z) _ - V  + z 
z 

-"log z	 (29)

where V, the velocity at infinity, is in the direction of
the negative ^ axis. Let us introduce a parameter to

permit of a change in the direction of flow at infinity
by the angle a which will be designated angle of attack
and defined by the direction of flow at infinity with
respect to a fixed axis on the body, in this case the
axis tp =0. This flow is obtained simply by writing
ze t° for z in equation (29) and represents a rotation of
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FIGURE 14.—The collected transformations

the entire flow field about the circle by angle a. we
have	

/

	

w(z)=-V(zet°+z e- t°^-2vlogz	 (31)

dwdz =u-iv

=-Vet°( 1-R2e 2tn1_2 z
	 (32)

Since a conformal transformation maps streamlines
and potential lines into streamlines and potential lines,

0C
W^

v z Plane
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we may obtain the complex flow potentials in the
various planes by substitutions. For the flow about
the circle in the z, plane, z is replaced by z, — c,

w(z,)=—VI(z,—e,)e"+(R2e 
el)^ 

2^ log (z, —e)) (31')

dw — Ve 1— R2e
-2z« _	 it

dz,	
za	

(z,—C,)2	 27f (zl _Cl)
	 (32')

For the flow about the B curve in the z' plane, z is
replaced by z(z') (the inverse of eq. (10a)) and for the
flow about the airfoil in the f plane z is replaced by
z(1-) from equation (27)

z

WW(1") _ —Viz(1")ea«.{-z(3')e «] —2^ log z(1') (33)

d"'	 t	 Rae za«
l1 _ iP	 dz(1) (34)ai. = —Ve«(1 

[z( —r) 2 [z(f)] d(l)

The flow fields at infinity for all these transformations
have been made to coincide in magnitude and direction.

At this point attention is directed to two important
facts. First, in the previous analysis the original
closed curve may differ from an airfoil shape. The
formulas, when convergent, are applicable to any
closed curve satisfying the general requirements of
the Riemann theorem. However, the peculiar ease of
numerical evaluations for streamline shapes is note-
worthy and significant. The second important fact is
that the parameter r which as yet is completely unde-
termined is readily determined for airfoils and to- a
discussion of this statement the next section is devoted.
It will be seen that airfoils may be regarded as fixing
their own circulation.

Kutta-Joukowsky method for fixing the eircula-
tion.—All contours used in practice as airfoil profiles
possess the common property of terminating in either
a cusp or sharp corner at the trailing edge (a point of
two tangents). Upon transforming the circle into an

airfoil by 1 =f(z), we shall find that 
d^ is infinite at

the trailing edge if the tail is perfectly sharp (or very
large if the tail is almost sharp). This implies that

the numerical value of the velocity 
I dz d^ _ v is

dwinfinite (or extremely large) provided the factor I dz

is not zero at the tail. There is but one value of the
circulation that avoids infinite velocities or gradients
of pressure at the tail and this fact gives a practical
basis for fixing the circulation.

The concept of the ideal fluid in irrotational poten-
tial flow implies no dissipation of energy, however large
the velocity at any point. The circulation being a
measure of the energy in a fluid is unaltered and inde
pendent of time. In particular, if the circulation is
zero to begin with, it can never be different from zero.

However, since all real fluids have viscosity, a better
physical concept of the ideal fluid is to endow the
fluid with infinitesimal viscosity so that there is then
no dissipation of energy for finite velocities and pres-
sure gradients, but for infinite velocities, energy losses
would result. Moreover, by Bernoulli's principle the
pressure would become infinitely negative, whereas a
real fluid can not sustain absolute negative pressures
and the assumption of incompressibility becomes in-
valid long before this condition is reached. It should
then be postulated that nowhere in the ideal fluid from
the physical concept should the velocity become

dwinfinite. It is clear that the factorI T-
 must then be

zero at the trailing edge in order to avoid infinite
velocities. It is then precisely the sharpness of the
trailing edge which furnishes us the following basis for
fixing the circulation.

It will be recalled that the equation dw = 0 deter-

mines two stagnation points symmetrically located on
the circle, the position of which varies with the value
of the circulation and conversely the position of a
stagnation point determines the circulation. In this
paper the x axis of the airfoil has been chosen so that
the negative end (B= Tr) passes through the trailing
edge. From the calculation of a=(p—B (by eq. (13))
the value of cp corresponding to any value of B is deter-
mined as v = B + e, in particular at B = 7r, rp = a + a, where
g is the value of e at the tail and for a given airfoil is a
geometric constant (although numerically it varies
with the choice of axes). This angle R is of consid-
erable significance and for good reasons is called the
angle of zero lift. The substance of the foregoing
discussion indicates that the point z _ —Reis
is a stagnation point on the circle. Then for this value
of z, we have by equation (32)

dw,« 1—Rte -2s«	 it
dz = — Ve ( z2	 _ 27rz = 0

or	 r=-2,rRViet(«+ft) ( 1 _e 21(a+d))

= 42rRV(	 2i	 >

=4,rRVsin (a+p)	 (35)

This value of the circulation is then sufficient to
make the trailing edge a stagnation point for any value
of a. The ' airfoil may be considered to equip itself
with that amount of circulation which enables the
fluid to flow past the airfoil with a minimum energy
loss, just as electricity flowing in a flat plate will dis-
tribute itself so that the heat loss is a minimum. The
final justification for the Kutta assumption is not only
its plausibility, but also the comparatively good agree-
ment with experimental results. Figure 15 (b) shows
the streamlines around an airfoil for a flow satisfying
the Kutta condition, and Figures 15 (a) and 15 (c) illus-
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trate cases for which the circulation is respectively too
small and too large, the stagnation point being then on

the upper and lower surfaces, re-
spectively. For these latter cases,

(a) the complete flow is determinable
only if, together with the angle of
attack, the circulation or a stag-

e(b) nation point is specified.—^'

	

	 Velocity at the surface.—The
flow formulas for the entire field

(c) are now uniquely determined by
 substituting the value of r in equa-

FIGURE 15.—(fi) Flow with tions (33) and (34). We are, how-
circulation smaller than for ever, in a position to obtain much
Kuta condition;	 flow simpler and more convenient re-satisfying Knits,con

n
condition;

(e) flew with circulation lations for the boundary curves
greater than for xntta
condition	 themselves. Indeed, we are chiefly

interested in the velocity at the

surface of the airfoil, which velocity is tangential to
the surface, since the airfoil contour is a streamline of
flow. The numerical value of the velocity at the
surface of the airfoil is

v= ^VVs2 + vv2 = l vx-ivl-_
dw-dw dz dz'
dl-	 dz ^ dz' ^ d^

We shall evaluate each of these factors in turn. From
equations (32 and (35)

dw	 ( R2 	1 i47rRV sin* (a+
dz = -Ve t« 1- z2 a-zaa _	

27rz

At the boundary surface z=ReIF, and

d_w =-Vei°(1-e 2t(a+9')-2iVe—'vsin(a +0)
dz

or

d_w = - Ve-',P[(e (-+,) -e- 1(-+,P)) +2i sin(ee+ 0)l
dz

=-2iVe t,P[sin(a+gyp)+sin(a+g)]

and

dw = 2 V[sin (a + p) + sin (a + 0) ]	 (36)
dz

In general, for arbitrary r we find that

dw
dzj =2V sin (a+gyp)+2RR	 (36')

To evaluate 
dz 

we start with relation (10)

^c

z' = ze I zn

At the boundary surface

z = ze P-0o-11 where e = (P - B and z = ae0c+a,

dz'=z' 	 d(¢- ie))
dz _Z(l+z dz

= 
Z (1
i + d( d^iE) ^ 	 (37')

dip dE d^	 d+

__ z' de - de - ido 
z, 1- idel

z (	 dip	 z + dil

	

de	 dB

dz'	 +(d9)zThen	 ddz ° e^ —^u	 (37)
l+ dedo

By equation (5)

1 =z'+p and at the boundary z'=ae +ae or

=2a cosh(¢ +io)

d̂ =2a sinh(>/ +io) d(4,+io)
dz	 dz'

=2 sinh(+ +iO)e-(0+1e)

Then 
fl 

2 =4e — ' 0 (sinh2 ¢ cos'6+cosh2 ¢ sin2B)

=4e-2,P (sinh2¢+ sin 2B) .

and	 Idz =2e 0 Vsinh'4,+sin2B)	 (38)

Then finally

"
__ dw _ d_wl I dz dz'

 d^	 dz dz' df

V[sin (a + 'p) + sin (a + a) l(1 + di

(39)

V (sinh2 l + sin 20) (1 + 
(02

 )de

In this formula the circulation is given by equation
(35). In general, for an arbitrary value of r (see
equation (36')), the equation retains its form and is
given by	

r
V[sin(a + So) + 4 RV](1+ di e

4l°

V =	 (40)
^(sinh2,p+sin29)(1+(d'

d̂o)
2)

For the special case r = 0, we get

	

V sin(a+^O)(1+di	
(41

Oo

2	 )

V=

V(sirlhl> +sin20)(1+(dLLty
e)) 

Equation (40) is a general result giving the velocity
at any point of the surface of an arbitrary airfoil sec-
tion, with arbitrary circulation for any angle of attack
a. Equation (39) represents the important special
case in which the circulation is specified by the Kutta
condition. The various symbols are functions only of
the coordinates (x, y) of the airfoil boundary and ex-
pressions for them have already been given. In Tables
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I and II are given numerical results for different air-
foils, and explanation is there made of the methods of
calculation and use of the formulas developed.

We have immediately by equation (3) the value of
the pressure p at any point of the surface in terms of
the pressure at infinity as

p=1

—(V

9	 J
Some theoretical pressure distribution curves are given
at the end of this report and comparison is there made
with experimental results. These comparisons, it will
be seen, within a large range of angles of attack, are

strikingly good.18

GENERAL WING-SECTION CHARACTERISTICS

The remainder of this report will be devoted to a
discussion of the parameters of the airfoil shape affect-
ing aerodynamic properties with a view to determining
airfoil shapes satisfying preassigned properties. This
discussion will not only furnish an illuminating sequel

Px
FIGURE 16.

to the foregoing analysis leading to a number of new
results, but will also unify much of the existing theory
of the airfoil. In the next section we shall obtain
some expressions for the integrated characteri$tics of
the airfoil. We start with the expressions for total
lift and total moment, first developed by Blasius.

Blasius' formulas.—Let C in Figure 16 represent a
closed streamline contour in an irrotational fluid field.
Blasius' formulas give expressions for the total force

and moment experienced by C in terms of the complex
velocity potential. They may be obtained in the fol-
lowing simple manner. We have for the total forces
in the x and y directions

Px = — fpzds = — f pdy
c	 C

P„= fp„ds= fpdx
C	 C

Pz —iPy = — fp(dy+idx)

19 A paper devoted to more extensive applications to present-day airfoils is in
progress.

The pressure at any point is

p=po—lpvz

Then,

Px—iPv=2 cv2(dy+idx)

= ip fdwdwdz
2Cdzdz

where the bar denotes conjugate complex quantities.
Since C is a streamline, v2dy — vvdx = 0. Adding the
quantity

ip f (vv + iv.) (vzdy — vvdx) = 0c

to the last equation, we get. 19

Pi.—iPv= 
2 

f (v.—ivv)2(dx+idy)

ip	
z

2 -fR& ) dz	 (42)

The differential of the moment of the resultant
force about the origin is,

dMo =p(x dx+y dy)
=R. P. of p[x dx+y dy+i(ydx—xdy)]
=R. P. of p z T z

where "R. P. of" denotes the real part of the complex
quantity. We have from the previous results

ip dwd(Px —iPo = —i p Tz= 2 (dz)2dz
z

Then	 dMo= —R. P. of 
2(dz) 

z dz

and	 Mo= —R. P. of 2	
2

f (dz) z dz	 (43)

Let us now for completeness apply these formulas to
the airfoil A in the 1 plane (fig. 14) to derive the Kutta-
Joukowsky classical formula for the lift force. By
equation (32) we have

dw.	iP R2Ve — a«

T — 
—Vey«

-22rz +  z2

and by equation (25)

dl- . ,_ al a2

Tz 
1— z2 — z3 — . . .

Then
dwdw dz__

df 12 , Ti-

=—Ve`«-2^z+(R2Ve-a«—alVe{«)z2+

19 Cf. Blasius, 13: Zs. f. Math. u. Phys. Bd. 58 S. 93 and Bd. 59 S. 43, 1910.
Similarly,

	

ip	 w\ ^—
2C`dx\ uZ'

a less convenient relation to use than (42).
Note that when the region about C is regular the value of the integral (42) remains

unchanged by integrating about any other curve enclosing C.

/ ,iffy
0

L
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and

C

l2

dil 
= Ao+ z1 +z2+ . . .

where

Ao =V 2e2ia

A, = iti'ei°r7r

A2 = — 2R2V2+2a,V2e21,_ V

Then
dW 2

Pz—iP„= 2 A (dl dl'

— ip f dw 2 di dz
2 a(di dz

='p 
 
(2,riAI)

—ie i. pVr

Therefore
Pz= pVr sin a
P„=pVr cos a}

and are the components of a force pVr which is per-
pendicular to the direction of the stream at infinity.
Thus the resultant lift force experienced by the airfoil is

L = pVr
	

(44)
and writing for the circulation r the value given by
equation (35)

L= 47rRpV 2 sin (a +(3)	 (45)
The moment of the resultant lift force about the

origin i = 0 is obtained as
2

Me =R. P. 
of_ 2 

A \d^ 1 dl'
2

=R. P. of-2'f(d^dzdz

=R. P. of-
2 f

(Ae+A1+A2+ .. )X

R. P. of — 2 2ai (coefficient of z-1)

=R. P. of — 2 2,ri 02 + AIcI)

or, Me is the imaginary part of ,rp(A2 +A Ic,). After
putting 2e c, = me" and aI = b 2e2iy we get

Me= 27rpV2b2 sin 2(a+y)+pVrmcos (a+S) (46)

The results given by equations (44) and (46) have
physical significance and are invariant to a transforma-

70 It maybe recalled that c,, R f 4, (.p)elvd p and a l =a 2 + L2 +c2. (See eq. (25').)xe

tion of origin as may be readily verified by employing
equations (26) and (32') and integrating around the CI,
circle in the z, plane. It is indeed a remarkable fact
that the total integrated characteristics, lift and loca-
tion of lift, of the airfoil depend on so few parameters
of the transformation as to be almost independent of
the shape of the contour. The parameters R, 01 a,,
and ei involved in these relations will be discussed in a
later paragraph.

We shall obtain an interesting result 21 by taking
moments about the point 1=c, instead of the origin.
(M in fig. 17.) By equation (25) we have,

1'—c,=z+z1--+ a2rt . .

and by equation (43)

Mar = R. P. of - 2 f4 Fd(dwcl)J2(1 — cI)dl

of-2 f \A,+AI +A2 + ...) X

Cz
+zl +z2+ . . .)( 1— z2+..^dz

=R. P. of —i7rpA2
or

Mm = 2,rb 2pV2 sin 2 (a+ y)
	

(47)

O 2	 p
_'a	

Ml	
x Axis

(a +6J	 2a a
or

PCYio^

FIGURE 17.—Moment arm from M onto the lift vector

This result could have been obtained directly from
equation (46) by noticing that pVr in the second term
is the resultant lift force L and that Lm cos (a+S)
represents a moment which vanishes at M for all values
of a. (In fig. 17 the complex coordinate of M is
^=me ia , the arm OHis m cos (a+S).) The perpendic-
ular hM from M onto the resultant lift vector is simply
obtained from MM=Lhm,
as

	

__ b2 sin 2 (a+ y)	 (48)
hM 2R sin (a + 0)

The intersection of the resultant lift vector with the
chord or axis of the airfoil locates a point which may
be considered the center of pressure. The amount of
travel of the center of pressure with change in angle

of attack is an important characteristic of airfoils,
especially for considerations of stability, and will be
discussed in a later paragraph.

21 First obtained by R. von Mises. (Reference 6.) The work of von Mises forms
an elegant geometrical study of the airfoil.
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The lift force has been found to be proportional to
sin (a + 0) or writing a+a= a1

L = 47rpRVI sin a1	 (49)

where a1 may be termed the absolute angle of attack.
Similarly writing a + y = a2

MM =27rb2pV2 sin 2a2 	(50)

With von Mises (reference 6, Pt. II) we shall denote
the axes determined by passing lines through M at

angles a and y to the x axis as the first and second ales
of the airfoil, respectively. (Fig. 18.) The directions
of these axes alone are important and these are fixed
with respect to a given airfoil. Then the lift L is
proportional to the sine of the angle of attack with

respect to the first axis and the moment about M to

If this moment is to be independent of a, the coeffi-
cients of sin 2a and cos 2a must vanish.
Then

b2 cos 2y=Rrcos (0+u)
and

b2 sin 2y=Rr sin (/3 +o)
Hence,

2
r=R and o =2y—/3

Then if we move the reference point of the moment to

a point F whose radius vector from M is 
R eT 1 -

0), the

moment existing at F i^t for all angles of attack con-
stant, and given by

MF = 2rpb2 V2 sin 2(y—#)	 (51)

FIGURE 18.—I1lustrating the geometrical properties of an airfoil (axes and lift parabola of the R. A. F. 19 airfoil)

the sine of twice the angle of attack with respect to

the second axis.
From equation (47) we note that the moment at any

point Q whose radius vector from M is re", is given by

MQ =2 .7rpb 2 V2 sin 2(a+y)—Lr cos (a +v)

Let us determine whether there exist particular
values of r and a for which MQ is independent of the
angle of attack a. Writing for L its value given by
equation (45),
MQ = 27rpb2 V2 sin 2(a + y) — 4apRrV2 sin (a + p) cos (a + Q)
And separating this trigonometrically

MQ =21rpV2 [(b2 cos 2y— Rr cos (a+Q)) sin 2a

+(b2 sin 27—Rr sin (/3+v)) cos 2a
—Rr sin (p—a)]

It has thus been shown that with every airfoil pro-
file there is associated a point F for which the moment
is independent of the angle of attack. A change in
lift force resulting from a change in angle of attack
distributes itself so that its moment about F is zero.

From equation (47) it may be noted that at zero lift
(i. e., a= — a) the airfoil is subject to a moment couple
which is, in fact, equal to MF. This moment is often
termed "diving moment" or "moment for zero lift."
If MF is zero, the resultant lift force must pass through
F for all angles of attack and we thus have the state-
ment that the airfoil has a constant center of pressure,
if and only if, the moment for zero lift is zero.

The point F, denoted by von Mises as the focus of
the airfoil, will be seen to have other interesting prop-
erties. We note here that its construction is very
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2

simple. It lies at a distance R from M on a line making

angle 27 -13 with respect to the x axis. From Figure
18 we see that the angle between this line and the first
axis is bisected by the second axis.

The arm hF from F onto the resultant lift vector L
(hF is designated FT in Figure 18; note also that If T,
being perpendicular to L, must be parallel to the direc-
tion of flow; the line TV is drawn parallel to the first
axis and therefore angle VTF= a+ 0) is obtained as

hF=MF= —b2 sin 2(/3—y)
L	 2R sin (a+g)

or setting	 h= b 
z

sin 2 ((3 — y)

hF
h	

(52)sin (a+0)
But hF is parallel to the direction of a, and the relation
h = — hF sin (a+ a) states then that the projection of
hF onto the line through F perpendicular to the first

axis is equal to the constant h (h is designated.FV in
the figure) for all angles of attack. In other words,
the pedal points T determined by the intersection of
hF and L for all positions of the lift vector L lie on a
straight line. (The line is determined by T and V in
fig. 18.) The parabola is the only curve having the
property that pedal points of the perpendiculars
dropped from its , focus onto any tangent lie on a
straight line, that line being the tangent at the vertex.
This may be shown analytically by noting that the
equation of L for a coordinate system having F as
origin and FV as negative x axis is

X sin a, + y cos a, = hp= —	 h
sin (a + 0)

By differentiating with respect to a, = a+ R and elim-
inating a, we get the equation of the curve which the
lines L envelop as y2 =4h(x+h). From triangle FVS
in Figure 18, it may be seen that the distance

z
MF= R is bisected at S by the line TV; for, since

z
FV=h= 2R sin 2(y—p) and angle FSV=2(0—y),then

z

SF= bTR It has thus been shown that the resultant lift

vectors envelop, in general, a parabola whose focus is
at F and whose directrix is the first axis. The second
axis and its perpendicular at M, it may be noted, are
also tangents to the parabola being, by definition, the

resultant lift vectors for a= — ,y and a=2—y, respec-

tively.
If the constant h reduces to zero, the lift vectors

reduce to a pencil of lines through F. Thus a constant
center of pressure is given by h = 0 or sin 2 ((3 — ,y) = 0
which is equivalent to stating that the first and second
axes coincide. The lift parabola opens downward
when the first axis is above the second axis (0>y); it
reduces to a pencil of lines when the two axes are

coincident (/3 = y) and opens upward when the second
axis is above the first (0<y).

W. Muller 2s introduced a third axis which has some
interesting properties. Defining the complex coordi-
nate ^0 as the centroid of the circulation by

rl ,= A 3 `dt/
and using equations (25) and (32) one obtains

1'0 - c1= xo + iyo
where

xo= 2 sin (a+ 0) [R sin a+R sin (a+2y)]

2	 (53)

YO 2 sin («+a) [R cos « -Rcos (« +2y)]

The equation of the lift vector lines referred to the
origin at M and x axis drawn through M is

x cos «—y sin a 
b2 sin (a + -y)

= 2R sin (a + p)	
(54)

and it may be seen that the point (xo, yo) satisfies this
equation. The centroid of the circulation then lies on
the lift vectors. By elimination of « from equation
(53) one finds as the locus of (xo, yo)

2
2xo[R cos R-R cos (0-2y)]+2yo[R sin 0 .

(55)

+R sin (/3-2y)]=R2 — Rz

which is the equation of a line, the third axis, and
proves to be a tangent to the lift parabola. Geomet-
rically, it is the perpendicular bisector of the line FF'
joining the focus to the point of intersection of the

first axis with the circle.. (Fig. 18.)
The conformal centroid of the contour.—It has

already been seen that the point M has special inter-
esting properties. The transformation from the air-
foil to the circle having M as center was expressed in
the normal form and permitted of a very small e(,p)
curve. (See p. 188.) It was also shown that the
moment with respect to M is simply proportional to
the sine of twice the angle of attack with respect to

the second axis. We may note, too, that in the pres-
entation of this report the coordinate of M, 1 = c,

R 27r
_ 

7rf 

41e lvdp, is a function only of the first harmonic
0

of the ¢(9 ) curve.
We shall now obtain a significant property of M

invariant with respect to the transformation from air-
foil to circle. We start with the evaluation of the
integral

A f jY

22 Reference 7, p. 169. Also Zs. fiir Ang. Math. u. Mech. Bd. 3 S. 117, 1923.
Airfoils having the same first, second, and third axes are alike theoretically in

total lift properties and also in travel of the center of pressure, i, e., they have the
same lift parabola.
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where A is the airfoil contour, ds the differential of

are along A, and d , as will be recalled, is the magni-

fication factor of the transformation 1 =f(z) mapping
airfoil into circle; i. e., each element ds of A when

magnified by I dz I gives dS the differential of are in the

plane of the circle, i. e., dzl. Then we have,

A 1 d ds= i;, 1 (z) I dz l and by equation (25),

= f1 cl+z+a' + a2+ .^I&I

27r\

_ .f (e1 +Re fw + aR—'e- fw +R2 e- 22V + ..)Rdp
0

=27r R cl

= c1 Cd S=el ,f ` dz ds

Then

f i dl. ds

cl =	 dz	 (56)
A I dl. ds

The point M of the airfoil is thus the conformal cen-
troid obtained by giving each element of the contour
a weight equal to the magnification of that element,
which results when the airfoil is transformed into a
circle, the region at infinity being unaltered. It lies
within any convex region enclosing the airfoil contour 23

ARBITRARY AIRFOILS AND THEIR RELATION TO
SPECIAL TYPES

The total lift and moment experienced by the air-
foil have been seen to depend on but a few parameters
of the airfoil shape. The resultant lift force is com-
pletely determined for a particular angle of attack by

only the radius R and the angle of zero lift a. The
moment about the origin depends, in addition, on the
complex constants e l and a1 or, what is the same, on
the position of the conformal centroid M and the focus
F. The constants c, and a1 were also shown (see foot-,
note 20) to depend only on the first and second har-

monics of the e(<p) curve. Before studying these
parameters for the case of the arbitrary airfoil, it will
be instructive to begin with special airfoils and treat
these from the point of view of the "conformal angular
distortion" [e(Ip)] curve.

Flow about the straight line or flat plate.—As a
first approximation to the theory of actual airfoils,
there is the one which considers the airfoil section to
be a straight line. It has been seen that the line of

length 4a is obtained by transforming a circle of radius

a, center at the origin, by 1=z+ a 2.  The region ex-

23 Cf. P. Frank and K. Lowner, Math. Zs. Bd. 3, S. 78, 1919. Also reference e,
p. 146.

ternal to the line 4a in the 1 plane maps uniquely into
the region external to the circle I zj =a. A point Q of
the line corresponding to a point P at ae" is obtained
by simply adding the vectors a(e"+e`1) or completing
the parallelogram OPQP'.

For ¢=0, we have from equation (6)
x = 2a cosh > cos B = 2a cos B

y = 2a sinh ¢ sin B = 0

Then the parameters for this case are R = a, 0=0,
a1 = a2 (i. e., b = a, y = 0), and M is at the origin O.
Taking the Kutta assumption for determining the
circulation we have,

the circulation,	 P = 47raV sin a
the lift,	 L=47rapV2 sin a
moment about M, Mm=27ra2pV2 sin 2a	 (57)

z

position of F is at zF = c1 + R e tit2ti-al =a

Since R = y, we know that the travel of the center of
pressure vanishes and that the center of pressure is at

FIGURE 19.

F or at one-fourth the length of the line from the lead-
ing edge.. The complex flow potential for this case is

x(i) _ — V[z(1)e1,+z(1) a I-]+2r log z(1") (58)

where z(1) =2± 
C2/ —a

2 is the inverse of equation
(5). Since ¢(,p)=e((p)/=0 for this case, equation (39)
giving the velocity at the surface reduces to

siri^2 +a l

V=v 	 / for P = 47raV sin a,
sin 2

and by equation (41) v = V
C

sin
sin + a)/ 

for r = 0.

Flow about the elliptic cylinder.—If equation (5)
is applied to a circle with center at the origin and
radius ae O , the ellipse (fig. 19)

X2 	 y2

(2a cosh>G) 2+ (2a sinh>G)2-1

is obtained in the f plane and the region external to

this ellipse is mapped uniquely into the region external
to the circle. The same transformation also trans-
forms this external region into the region internal to
the inverse circle, radius ae -0. We note that a point
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Q of the ellipse corresponding to P at a0+11 is
obtained by simply completing the parallelogram
OPQP' (fig. 19) where P' now terminates on the circle
ae 0 . The parameters are obtained as R = ae'P, 0 = 0,
a, = a2 , M is at the origin O. Then, assuming the rear
stagnation point at the end of the major axis,

r 4aae P V sin a
L = 47rpae 0 V2 sin a

M,,, = 27ra2pV2 sin 2a

Since 0= y, the point F is the center of pressure for all
angles of attack and is located at zF =ae-0 from O or a
distance ae P from the leading edge. The quantity

EF	 ae'O __ cosh ,, + sinh ¢ —1
EE' 2a(e +_e- J')	 4 cosh 41	

4 (1+tanh>G)

represents the ratio of the distance of F from the
leading edge to the major diameter of the ellipse.

The complex flow potential is identical with that
given by equation, (58) for the flat plate, except that
the quantity a2 in the numerator of the second term is
replaced by the constant a2e4. Since >G(v) =constant,
e (gyp) = 0 and equation (39) giving the velocity at each
point of the surface for a stagnation point at end of
major axis becomes

V=V [sin (,p+a)+ sin a]e 	 (59)
•Js1Ilh 2,/,+sin2(p

and for zero circulation by equation (41)

v
=V sm('p+a)e4'	

(59')
/sinh 2.I, +sin2,p

Circular are sections.—It has been shown that

the transformation 1=z+  z2 applied to a circle with
center at z = 0 and radius a gives a straight line in the
^ plane, and when applied to a circle with center z = 0
and radius different from a gives an ellipse in the 1
plane. We now show that if it is used to transform a
circle with center at z = is (s being a real number) and
radius a2 +s2, a circular are results. The coordinates
of the transform of the circle C in the 1' plane are given
by equation (6) as

x = 2a cosh Vi cos 0
y=2a sinh +k sin 0

A relation between 4, and 0 can be readily obtained.
In right triangle 031D (fig. 20), OM= s, angle OMD = 0,
and recalling that the product of segments of any
chord through O is equal to a2, OD = Y2 (OP — OPI)

a 	_^) =a sinh V/. Then s sin 0=a sinh 4,, and from

the equation for y, y = 2s sin28. Eliminating both e and
¢ in equation (6) we get

x2+ \
y+ \a2 ss2// 2— \a2 5 82)2	 (60)

the equation of a circle; but since y can have only
positive values, we are limited to a circular arc. In
fact, as the point P in Figure 20 moves from A' to A
on the circle, the point Q traverses the arc A,' Al and
as P completes the circuit AA' the are is traversed in
the opposite direction. As in the previous cases, we
note that the point Q corresponding to either P or to
the inverse and reflected point P is obtained by com-
pleting the parallelogram OPQP'. We may also note

d
FIGURE 20.—The circular are airfoil

that had the are ALAI ' been preassigned with the
requirement of transforming it into the circle, the most
convenient choice of origin of coordinates would be
the midpoint of the line, length 4a, joining the end
points. The curve B then resulting from using trans-
formation (5) would be a circle in the z' plane, center
at z' =is, and the theory developed in the report could
be directly applied to this continuous closed B curve.

B,
P

Q A'	 A,'

_

B'

a p aA'	 a x Axis
A, A	 B'	 P'

FIGURE 21.—Discontinuous B curve

Had another axis and origin been chosen, e. g., as in
Figure 21, the B curve resulting would have finite
discontinuities at A and A', although the are ALAI ' is
still obtained by completing the parallelogram OPQP'.

The parameters of the are ALAI ' of chord length 4a,
and maximum height 2s are then, R= a2+s2,

0=tan la• The focus F may be constructed by
erecting a perpendicular to the chord at A' of length s
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and projecting its extremity on MA'. The center M'
of the are also lies on this line.

The infinite sheet having the circular arc as cross
section contains as a special case the flat plate, and
thus permits of a better approximation to the mean
camber line of actual airfoils. The complex flow poten-
tial and the formulas for the velocit y at -the surface
for the circular are are of the same form as those
given in the next section for the Joukowsky airfoil,
where also a simple geometric interpretation of the
parameters e and 0 are given.

Joukowsky airfoils.—If equation (5) is applied to
a circle with center at z=s, s being a real number, and
with radius R=a+s, a symmetrical Joukowsky air-
foil (or strut form) is obtained. The general Joukow-
sky airfoil is obtained when the transformation

a
=z+ 2 is applied to a circle C passing through the

point z = - a and containing z = a (near the circum-
ference usually), and whose center M is not limited to
either the x or y axes, but may be on a line OM inclined
to the axes. (Fig. 22.) The parametric equations of
the shape are as before

x = 2a cosh 'G cos 0
y = 2a sinh ¢ sin 01	 (6)

Geometrically a point Q of the airfoil is obtained by
adding the vectors ae'O+t' and ae-' - `B or by completing
the parallelogram OPQP' as before, but now P lies on
another circle B' defined as z=ae-0-11, the inverse
and reflected circle of B with respect to the circle of
radius a at the origin (obtained by the transformation
of reciprocal rad ii and subsequent reflection in the x
axis). Thus OP • OP' = a2 for all positions of P, and
OP is readily constructed. The center Ml of the
circle B' may be located on the line AM by drawing
OM, symmetrically to OM with respect to the y axis..
Let the coordinate of M be z = is + de ts, where d, s,
and 3 are real quantities. The circle of radius a, with
center M„ at z =is, is transformed into a circular are
through A,A,' which may be considered the mean
camber line of the airfoil. At the tail the Joukowsky
airfoil has a cusp and the upper and lower surfaces
include a zero angle. The lift parameters are

R= a2 +s2 +d, =tan-' -8 , a,=as =Ve2Zy or b = a and

y = 0. Since y = 0, the second axis has the direction of
the x axis. The focus F is determined by laying off

a
the segment MF=R on the line MA'. This quantity,

it may be noted, is obtained easily by the following
construction. In triangle MDC', MD=R, MC' and
MC are made equal to a, then OF drawn parallel to

DC' determines MF=R
a

• The lift parabola may be

now determined uniquely since its directrix AM and
focus F are known.

It may be observed that if it is desired to transform
a preassigned Joukowsky profile into a circle, there
exists a choice of axis and origin for the airfoil such
that the inverse of transformation (5) will map the
airfoil directly into a circle. This axis is very approx-
imately given by designating the tail as (-2a, 0) and
the point midway between the leading edge and the
center of curvature of the leading edge as (+2d, 0) the
origin then bisecting the line joining these points.

FIGURE 22.—The Joukowsky airfoil

The complex potential flow function for the Jou-
kowsky airfoil is

w(1') = - VC9(06',+R2e-"] +2Trlog9(1) 	 (61)
where

9(1')=2 ± V \2)2-a2-m

By equation (39) we have for the velocity at the
surface

V [sin (a+ ,p) + sin (a + 0) ] (1 + de) ek

^ z
J(sinh 2 ,^+sin20)(1+1 d0 ) )

This formula was obtained by transforming the flow
around Cinto that around B and then into that around
A. Since we know that B is itself a circle for this
case, we can simply use the latter two transformations
alone.
We get

v- V[sin (a+tp)+sin (a+0)]0 	 (62)
-^sinh 2./, +sin29

That these formulas are equivalent is immediately
evident since the quantity

edo- ^(1 +de)

^1+(d0)a

is unity being the ratio of the magnification of each
are element of C to that of B. (See eq. (37).)
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A very simple geometrical picture of the parameters
E and p, exists for the cases discussed. In Figure

23 the value of E or p-0 at the point P is simply

FIGURE 23.—Geometrical representation of c and J,
for Joukowsky airfoils

angle OPM, i. e., the angle subtended at P by the
origin 0 and the center M. The angle of zero lift is
the value of e for 0 = 7r; i. e , cTail = a = OTM. In
particular, we may note that c=0 at S and Sl which
are on the straight line OM. Consider the triangle

OMP, where OP = ae O , MP = R = aeO-, MP = p, angle

OPM= c; also, MOX = S, MOP = 0 — S, OMP = 7r —

(p—S). Then by the law of cosines, we have
e2(^-^°>=1+2p cos(°p — S) +p2

or

¢—>Go=2 log (1+2p cos(,p—b)+p 2)	 (63)

cos n(So —b) p.
1	 n

and by the law of sines
P sin(cp—S)sin E = (I+  2 cos

or

sin (,p — S)
E (p) = tan-' 

1 + p cos (<o — 5)

= E (— 1) n _pn(°p—S) pn 	 (64)
1	 n

We see that, as required, the expressions for the "radial
distortion" ¢(,p) and the "angular distortion" E(°p)
are conjugate Fourier series and may be expressed as
it 	 complex quantity

	

1	 n
=log [1+pe t(w-1)I

It is evident also that the coefficient for n = I or the
"first harmonic term" is simply pO and a translation
by this quantity brings the circle C into coincidence
with 73 as was pointed out on page 187.

1 2r
The constant V o=2 f > d p is readily shown to be

0

invariant to the choice of origin 0, as long as 0 is
within B. W e have

2r	 2a
pd,p =2- f 2 log (1+2p cos (,p—S)+p2)e'0odv

2,
= 2^.f ^o+ s. (- 1)n–

I COS nso -5)pn d°o =,ko
0	 1

FIGURE 24.—The Joukowsky airfoil P=0.10, 5=45°

Figure 24 shows the Joukowsky airfoil defined by
p=0.10  and 3=45 0 ,  and Figure 25 shows the ^ (0),
,P(Ip), a(0), and e(Ip) curves for this airfoil.

.0

E (BI E (°p)

0

.20

./5

./0—
^G(e) .. u '^(P)

.05--_

0
-.b5

/00	
>r	 3n	 2

3
FIGURE 25.—The e(B) and ^(B) curves for the airfoil in Figure 24

Arbitrary sections. In order to obtain the lift
parameters of an arbitrary airfoil, a convenient choice
of coordinate .--es is first made as indicated for the
Joll.kowsly airfoil and as stated previously. (Page 181.)
The curve resulting from the use of transformation (5)
will yield an arbitrary curve a0+1e which will, in
general, differ very little from a circle. The inverse
and reflected curve ae ^- ca will also be almost circular.
The transition from the curve a&+10 to a circle is
reached by obtaining the solution c( °p) of equation
(13). The method of obtaining this solution as
already given converges with extreme rapidity for
nearly circular curves.
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The geometrical picture is analogous to that given
for the special cases. In Figure 26 it may be seen that
a point Q on the airfoil (N. A. C. A. -M6) corre-

'.Q

FIGURE 26.—The N. A. C. A. —M6 airfoil

sponding to P on the B curve (or P on the B' curve)
is obtained by constructing parallelogram OPQP'.
The ^(B) and e(B) curves are shown in Figure 27 for
this airfoil. The complex velocity potential and the
expression for velocity at the surface are given respec-

The method used for arbitrary airfoils is readily
applied to arbitrary thin arcs or to broken lines such

as the sections of tail surfaces form approximately. In
Figure 26 the part of the airfoil boundary above the x
axis transforms by equation (5) into the two discon-
tinuous arcs shown by full lines, while the lower
boundary transforms into the arcs shown by dashed
lines. If the upper boundary surface is alone given
(thin airfoil) we may obtain a closed curve a0+2e only
by joining the end points by a chord of length 4a and
choosing the origin at its midpoint. 25 The resulting
curve has two double points for which the first deriva-
tive is not uniquely defined and, in general, it may be
seen that infinite velocities correspond to such points.

At a point of the T(B) curve corresponding to a
mathematically sharp corner, there exist two tangents,

that is, the slope d d(e) is finitely discontinuous. The

e(e) Curve
0

_.2

7P (0) Curve

0	 .5	 /	 1.5	 2	 2.5	 3 rr	 3.5	 4	 4.5	 5	 5.5	 6 27r
Nose	 Upper surface
	 Tail	 Lower surface	 Nose

0

FIGURE 27.—The E(0) and ¢(B) cu

tively by equations (33) and (301 ). The lift param-
eters are

R 
R= a00i (3=E Ta, I (at 0=7r),Misatz=c,= f 0(v)e',,dip

0
and Fis at z=c,+ al?' where a t is given in equation (25').

The first and second axes for the N. A. C. A. -M6
airfoil are found to coincide and this airfoil has then a
constant center of pressure at F. Figures 28 (a) to

28 (1) give the pressure distribution (along the x axis)
for a series of angles of attack as calculated by this
theory and as obtained by experiment. 24 Table I
contains the essential numerical data for this airfoil.

24 The experimental results are taken from test No. 323 of the N. A. C. A. variable-
density wind tunnel. The angle of attack a substituted in equation (39) has been
modified arbitrarily to take account of the effects of finite span, tunnel-wall inter-
ference, and viscosity, by choosing it so that the theoretical lift is about 10 per cent
more than the corresponding experimental value. The actual values of the lift
coefficients are given in the figures.

40768-34--14

rves for the N. A. C. A. —M6 airfoil

curve E(B) must have an infinite slope at such a point
for according to a theorem in the theory of Fourier
series, at a point of discontinuity of a F. S., the con-
jugate F. S. is properly divergent. This manifests
itself in the velocity-formula equation (39) in the fac-

tor \( I+ d9) which is infinite at these sharp corners.

For practical purposes, however, a rounding of the
sharp edge, however small, considerably alters the slope

&(B) at this point.de
Ideal angle of attack.—A thin airfoil, represented

by a line arc, has both a sharp leading edge and a
sharp trailing edge. The Kutta assumption for fixing
the circulation places a stagnation point at the tail for
all angles of attack. At the leading edge, however,

25 Note that T(B+,r) = —T(B) for this case.
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FIGURES 28 a to e.—Theoretical and experimental pressure distribution for the M6 airfoil at various angles of attack
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the velocity is infinite at all angles of attack except
one, namely, that angle for which the other stagnation
point is at the leading edge. It is natural to expect
that for this angle of attack in actual cases the fric-
tional losses are at or near a minimum and thus arises
the concept of "ideal" angle of attack introduced by
Theodorsen (reference 8) and which has also been
designated "angle of best streamlining." The defini-
tion for the ideal angle may be extended to thick

airfoils, as that angle for which a stagnation point
occurs directly at the foremost point of the mean
camber line.

The lift at the leading edge vanishes and the change
from velocity to pressure along the airfoil surface is
usually more gradual than at any other angle of attack.

Theoretical	 Experimental
o Upper surface
x Lower surface

1Averaae R. N. = 3 x 106)

of this function, one can determine airfoil shapes of
definite properties. The E(v) function, which we have
designated conformal angular distortion function, will
be seen to determine not only the shape but also to

give easily all the theoretical aerodynamic character-
istics of the airfoil.

An arbitrary E(V) curve is chosen, single valued, of

period 21r, of zero area, and such that — < d E <1.app -

These limiting values of 
d 

are far beyond values

yielding airfoil shapes " The ¢(tp) function, except for
the constant ¢e, is given by the conjugate of the
Fourier expansion of E(v) or, what is the same, by
evaluating equation (14) as a definite integral. The

Experimental
o Upper surface
x Lower surface

fAverage R. N. = 3 ,x 106)

FIGURES 28 k to 1.—Theoretical and experimental pressure distribution for the M6 airfoil at various angles of attack

The minimum profile drag of airfoils actually occurs
very close to this angle. At the ideal angle, which we
denote by a7j the factor [sin (a+(p)+sin (a+Q)] in
equation (39) is zero not only for 0 = gr or E =• E T = (3 but
also for 0 = 0 or E = EN. We get

al+ENr — (ar +ET) Or

a7 = — (EN+CT)	 (65)2

CREATION OF FAMILIES OF WING SECTIONS

The process of transforming a circle into an airfoil is
inherently less difficult than the inverse process of
transforming an airfoil into a circle. By a direct appli-
cationof previous results we can derive a powerful and
flexible method for the creation of general families of
airfoils. Instead of assuming that the ^(0) curve is
preassigned (that is, instead of a given airfoil), we
assume an arbitrary ¢(gyp) or E(,p) curve 26 as given.
This is equivalent to assuming as known a boundary-
value function along a circle and, by the proper choice

2a Subject to some general restrictions given in the next paragraph.

constant ,Go is an important arbitrary 2s parameter
which permits of changes in the shape and for a certain
range of values may determine the sharpness of the
trailing edge.

We first obtain the variable 0 as 0 (tp) _ ^p — E ((p), so
that the quantity ip considered as a function of 0 is
^ (0) =,k [gyp (0)]. The coordinates of the airfoil surface
are then

x = 2a cosh ty cos 0
(6)

y = 2a sinh ¢ sin 0.

Isr For common airfoils, with a proper choice of origin, U^
d, I G< 0.30.

29 For common airfoils ¢o is usually between 0.05 and 0.15. The constant tto is
not, however, completely arbitrary. We have seen that the condition given by
equation (22) is sufficient to yield a contour free from double points in the z' plane.
We may also state the criterion that the inverse of equation (5) applied to this
contour shall yield a contour in the ; plane free from double points. Consider the
.function ^ (6) for 0 varying from 0 to a only. The negative of each value of 4,(6) in
this range is considered associated with — B. 1. e., ve6e2a. Designate the function
thus formed from 0=0 to 2a by ^ (a)*. Then ^ (0)* represents a line arc in the ;
plane, , I. e. the upper surface of a contour. [See footnote 25.] Then for the entire
contour to be free from double points it is necessar y that the lower surface should not
cross the upper, that is, the original W) curve for 0 varying from v to 2a must not
cross below k0)*.
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he velocity at the surface is

v = V	
[sin (a+ 2p) + sin (a+ o) ] e' o	

(39')
(sinh '^, + sin' 0) 1- d_): +(dl)

2
 ]

R
and is obtained by using equation (37') instead of (37)
in deriving (39). The angle of zero lift 0 is given by

cp (B) = 0+ a (B) for B = 7r, i. e., cp (r) = 7r+ 0.
The following figures and examples will make the

process clear. We may first note that the most natural
method of specifying the e (2p) function is by a Fourier
series expansion. In this sense then the elementary
types of e (2p) functions are the individual terms of
this expansion.

29(h) to 29(t). In particular, the second harmonic
term may yield S shapes, and by a proper combina-
tion of first and second harmonic terms, i. e., by a
proper choice of the constants A l , A2 , S,, and 32 in the
relation

A, sinsin (,p-6,)+ A2 sin (2(p-62)

it is possible to fix the focus F of the lift parabola as
the center of pressure for all angles of attack. 29 The

equation
e (,p) = 0.1 sin (gyp - 60°) + 0.05 cos 2<p

represents such an airfoil and is shown in Figure 29(u).
The general process will yield infinite varieties of

contours by superposition of sine functions; in fact, if

e(&O..I s/n?p e(2p) -0.05 sin(io-457 e(p) -O./ sin 39
h)005 0) 0./a)0.l

-.-.-- -T-.-

e(rpJ =O.I sin(^p-l5J e(rpJ=O.I

 

sin(p-45) e(pJ=O.I sin(3rp-45J
0.l =0.08 0.l

(b) (i) (P)

e((o)=O.I sin(p-30 J e(p)°Ol sln(p-457 e(p)=O.I sin(3rp-90 7
0/ 0.12 9=0.1

C
o)

(1)

e(rp)=O.I sin(p-457 e(rp)=O.l5 s0(9-457 e(jo)=0075 s1n(4rp)

?A) 0.15
00)0.75^) 0.l

e(fo)=O.I sln((0-607 e(pp)=0.075 sin(49-457
=0.1 s 0075 e)0.l0 )

E(pp) -0/ s/n(rp-757 e(jp)=OI sin(2fo-457 e(fo)=0.075 sin(4fo-907
d0./ o) 0. 075oo)0./

e((o)=OI sln({o-907 e((o)=O/ si7(2rp-907 e(p)-0..1 sin((a-60)-.05 51n(2(o-90)
^^a 0.l ^0 =0.1 ^ =0./
(£c1 (n) (U)

rGURE 29.-Airfoils created by varying <(w)

Consider first the effect of the first harmonic term
e ( 2P) =A, sin ( 2o -3f)2 iPo =c

In Figures 29(a) to 29(g) may be seen the shapes
resulting by displacing 6, successively by intervals of
15° and keeping the constants A, = 0.10 and 1P 0 = 0.10.
The first harmonic term is of chief influence in deter-
mining the airfoil shape. The case e(2p)=0.1  sin
(2p -45°) is given detailed in Table II. (This airfoil
is remarkably similar to the commonly used Clark Y
airfoil.) The entire calculations are characterized by
their simplicity and, as may be noted, are completely
free from the necessity of any graphical evaluations or
constructions.

The effect of the second and higher harmonics as
well as the constant ¢o may be observed in Figures

the process is thought of as a boundary-value problem
of the circle, it is seen that it is sufficiently general to
yield every closed curve for which Riemann's theorem
applies.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., November 4, 1982.
29 Thia is accomplished as follows: Weseek to determine the constants A,, A2, S i , and

62 so that j9=-y, where y is obtained from equation (25 1) as ai=b2e2'7=a2} 
z2 

}C2 and

we may note that a60-A 2 e ih and -11--A202. These relations are transcenden-
tal; however, with but a few practice trials, solutions can be obtained at will. Addi-
tion of higher harmonics will yield further shapes having the same center of pressure
properties if d is kept unchanged.
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APPENDIX

I. EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRAL.

2a	
—'P '

2v f 4('P) cot `^ 2 dip	 (13)
0

	_ f d^'p) log I sin V 2^ dV 	(13')
0

The function ¢((p) is of period 27r and is considered
known. (Note that the variables ^p and are re-
placed by 0 and B', pt and p l ', ^,2 and p2 ', etc., in
equation (21) and that the following formula is
applicable for all these cases.)

A 20-point method for evaluating equation (13) as
a definite integral gives

t (^ ) = — l [ao d d (y) + a l ( ,PI — 4'-1) + a2(^ 2 — 1t-2)

where

4,1= value of V/ ((p) at (p = cp' + 
10

Vl =value of >G(^p) at ^p = ,a +
nr
 10

(n=1,-1, 2, —2, . ... 9, —9).

and the constants an are as follows: ao=10=0.3142;

a1 = 1.091; a2 =0.494; a2 =0.313; a4 = 0217; a5=0.158;
a5 =0.115; a,=0.0884; a8 =0.0511; and ao=0.0251.

This formula may be derived directl y from the
definition of the definite integral. The 20 intervals'

chosen are —910 to+ 20' p+20 to gyp+ 20 etc.

It is only necessary to note that by expanding tP(v) in
a Taylor series around p = (p' we get

2 /
+s 

4, (a) cot `! 2 `p ^ d^p=-2s rd d^w)l

	

^ —s	 L	 J	 a=w

where the interval —s to (p' +s is small. And, in
:general,

z f G((p) cot `p 2'0
V1

is very nearly

sin p `p2
,PA log 2

sin `p 1'2
1 Reference 2, p. 11, gives a 10-point method result.

where the range (p2 — API is small and 'YA is the average
value of ^(^o) in this range. The constants a„ for the
20 divisions chosen above are actually

sin 2n+1a
an=log	 24

40
0 (n = -9,. . . +9)

sin 40

As an example of the calculation of i(B) we may refer
to Table I and Figures 26 and 27 for the N. A. C. A.
— M6 airfoil. From the ,(o) curve (fig. 27) we obtain

the 20 values of ¢ and de for 20 equal intervals of 0.

For the airfoil (fig. 26) we get the following values:

(Upper	 d^	 (Lower	 dy
B surface) ¢	 dB	 B surface)	 1P	 dB

0 (nose) 0. 192	 0.000	 117
	 0. 049 —0. 002

10	 185	 .027	 10	 057	 .050

10	
192	 000	

0	
.071	 030

.31100	 .189 —.030	 10	 .077	 011

10	 • 174 —.064	 L5-	 .079	 .000

10	 146 —.095	 1	 .082	 016

10	 .110	 —.114	 17r	 .090	 .039

10	 • 077 —.086	 L8- .111	 091

80	 .052 —.066	 9	 .150	 .154

9V	 .041	 .025	 2,r (nose) .192	 .000
Y-0

v (tail)	 .055	 .000
The value of e at the tail (i. e., the angle of zero lift)

is, for example, using formula I

e= — I[10X0
+1.091(.049—.041)

+.494(.057  — .052)
+.313(.071—.077)
+.217(.077—.110)
+.158(.079  — .146)
+.115(.082  — .174)
+.0884(.090—.189)
+.0511(.111—.192)
+.0251 (.150  — .185)] =.0105
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The value of a for 0=10, for example, is obtained by

a cyclic rearrangement. Thus,

e= —a[10 (—.030)

+ 1.091(.174—.192)
+.494(.146  — .185)
+.313(.110—.192)
+.217(.077  — .150)
+.158(.052—A11)
+.115(.041—.090)
+.0884(.055  — .082)
+.0511(.049—.079)
+.0251(.057 —.077)] =.0347

The 20 values obtained in this way form the E1(0)

curve, which for all practical purposes for the airfoil
considered, is actually identical with the final e(B)
curve.

II. NOTES ON THE TRANSFORMATION

1 =f(z) =c,+z+^'+a2+	 (4')

There exist a number of theorems giving general
limiting values for the coefficients of the transforma-
tion equation (4), which are interesting and to some
extent useful. If f=f(z) transforms the external
region of the circle C of radius R in the z plane, into
the external region of a contour A in the 1• plane in a
one-to-one conformal manner and the origin 1- 0 lies
within the contour A (and f' ( co ) =1) then the area S
inclosed by A is given by the Faber-Bieberbach
theorem as 2

00	
n1a.12S=R' 7r— I

n=1 
R21n+1>

Since all members of the above series term are positive,
it is observed that the area of C is greater than that
inclosed by any contour A in the 1 plane (or, at most,
equal to the area inclosed by A if A is a circle).

This theorem leads to the following results

1al j s R2	 (a)
I cll :!— 2R	 (b)

I.et 'us designate the circle of radius R about the
conformal centroid M as center as C1 (i. e., the center
is at f = c 1 ; this circle has been called the "Grund-
kreis" or "basic" circle by von Mises). Then since

jaR-1 ^ represents the distance of the focus F from M, the

relation (a) states that the focus is always within Q.
In fact, a further extension shows that if ro is the radius
of the largest circle that can be inclosed within A, then

z
F is removed from C1 by at least rR—°

S For details of this and following statements see reference 5, p. 106 and p. 147, ana
also reference 6, Part II.

From relation (b) may be derived the statement that
if any circle within A is concentrically doubled in radius
it is contained entirely within a circle about M as
center of radius 2R. Also, if we designate by c the
largest diameter of A (this is usually the "chord" of
the airfoil) then the following limits can be derived:

R-1

R:5 2 c

These inequalities lead to interesting limits for the
lift coefficient. Writing the lift coefficient as

L_
^1CL 
/2 PV2C

where by equation (45) the lift force is given by
L=47rRP V I sin (a+ 0)

we have

27r sin (a+ #.) 5 CL= 87 sin (a+ ,B) 5 47r sin (a+ /3) (II)

The flat plate is the only case where the lower
limit is reached, while the upper limit is attained for
the cifeular cylinder only. We may observe that a
curved thin plate has a lift coefficient which exceeds
27r sin (a+o) by a very small amount. In general, the
thickness has a much greater effect on the value of
the lift coefficient than the camber. For common
airfoils the lift coefficient is but slightly greater than
the lower limit and is approximately 1.1 X 27r sin
(a + a)•

Another theorem, similar to the Faber-Bieberbach
area theorem, states that if the equation f =f (z) trans-
forms the internal region of a circle in the z plane into
the internal region of a contour B in the f plane in a
one-to-one conformal manner and f (0) =1 (the origins
are within the contours) then the area of the circle is
less than that contained by any contour B. This
theorem, extended by Bieberbach, has been used in an
attempt to solve the arbitrary airfoil.' The process
used is one in which the area theorem is a criterion as
to the direction in which the convergence proceeds.
Although theoretically sound, the process is, when
applied, extremely laborious and very slowly con-
vergent. It can not be said to have yielded as yet

really satisfactory results.

III. LOCATION OF THE CENTER OF PRESSURE FOR AN
ARBITRARY AIRFOIL

It is of some interest to know the exact location of
the center of pressure on the x axis as a function of the
angle of attack. In Figure 30, 0 is the origin, M the
conformal centroid, L the line of action of the lift
force for angle of attack a. Let us designate the

3 Muller, W., Zs. f. angew. Math. u. Mech. Bd. 5 S. 397, 1925.
HShndorf, F., Zs. f. angew. Math, u. Mech. Bd. 6 S. 265, 1926.
Also reference 5, p. 185.
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intersection of L with the x axis of the airfoil as the
center of pressure P.

In the right AONM we have,

0M=c,=me'1=A,+iB,

ON=m cos S=A,

MN=m sin S=BI

and in right AJKM, KM= MJ = hM
ssin a m a

Then	 KN=sIn —aB,

and	 NP = KN tan a = hm sec a — Bi tan a

By equation (48)

h, =Mm 2R sin
sin2((+ (3))

Then the distance from the origin to the center of
pressure P is

OP = ON+ NP = A, —BI tan a
bz	 sin 2 (a +,y)

+ 2R cos a sin (a+ ^;	 (III)

Lift vector

— x Axis

°c
^o

ow

FIGURE 30.—Center of pressure location on the x axis

EXPLANATION OF THE TABLES

Table I gives the essential data for the transforma-
tion of the N. A. C. A. —M6 airfoil (shown in fig. 26)
into a circle, and yields readily the complete theoretical
aerodynamical characteristics. Columns (1) and (2)
define the airfoil surface in per cent chord; (3) and (4)
are the coordinates after choosing a convenient origin
(p. 181); (5) and (6) are obtained from equations (7)
and (8) of the report; (9) is the evaluation of equation
(13) (see Appendix); (10) and (11) are the slopes, ob-

tained graphically, of the 4, against 0, and a against
0 curves, respectively; (12) is given by

(1 + de) e0e

(sinh z¢ + sin z0)(1+ (d0)
z 

)

	

1 27r	 \\
where >po 2a O¢ (,p) dv and may be obtained graphi-

cally or numerically; column (13) gives ^o=6 +e. The
velocity v, for any angle of attack, is by equation (39)

v=Vk [sin (a+ gyp) +sin (a+p)]
and the pressure is given by equation (3). The angle
of zero lift a is the value of e at the tail; i. e., the value
of a for 0 =a.

Table II gives numerical data for the inverse process
to that given in Table I; viz, the transformation of a
circle into an airfoil. (See fig. 29.) The function
e((p)=0.1 sin (Ip-45°) and constant ¢G = 0.10 are
chosen for this case. Then +P((p) =0.1 cos (gyp-45°)
+0.10. It may be observed that columns (11) and
(12) giving the coordinates of the airfoil surface are

obtained from equations (6) of the report. Column
(13) is given by

k=	
( l

	

^(sn	 r(h z>G+sinz0) 
L
C1 d^)z

 I \dP/z^J.

and the velocity at the surface is by equation (39')
v=Vk [sin (a+(p)+sin (a + a)]
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TABLE I

N. A. C. A.-M6
UPPER SURFACE

Per cent
c

V in per
cent c x Y sin ^B sink sP B

radians 0 ` dB TO
k P-0+e

0 0 2.037 0.000 0.000 0.0373 0.000 0.192 -0.0457 0.000 0.085 6.280 -2 37
1.25 1.97 1.986 .0796 .0465 .0341 .217 .184 -.0276 -.010 .080 4.249 10	 52
2.50 2.81 1.936 .1135 .0941 .0342 .312 .184 -.0206 .009 .080 3.368 16	 41
5.0 4.03 1.835 .163 .187 .0364 .447 .187 -.0098 .022 .080 2.557 25	 4
7.5 4.94 1.734 .200 .275 .0363 .551 .189 -.0015 .022 .080 2.163 31	 31

10 5.71 1.633 .231 .357 .0373 .640 .192 .0063 .020 .085 1.929 37	 3
15 6.82 1.431 .276 .507 .0375 .792 .193 .0188 -.009 .095 1.660 46	 27
20 7.55 1.229 .305 .636 .0366 .923 .190 .0310 -.031 .100 1.498 54	 38
30 8.22 .825 .332 .835 .0330 1.153 .181 .0549 -.066 .107 1.321 69	 11
40 8.05 .421 .325 .957 .0276 1.361 .165 .0717 -.085 .088 1.220 82	 7
50 7.26 .017 .293 1.000 .0215 1.571 .146 .0856 -.100 .060 1.166 94	 55
60 6.03 -.387 .244 .963 .0154 1.764 .124 .0932 -.100 .025 1.152 106	 25
70 4.58 -.791 .185 .845 .0101 1.975 .100 .0920 -.100 -:029 1.167 118	 28
80 3.06 -1.195 .124 .645 .0059 2.209 .077 .0828 -.088 -.056 1.302 131	 19
90 1.55 -1.599 .063 .363 .0027 2.495 .052 .0617 -.067 -.085 1.687 146	 30
95 .88 -1.801 .036 .191 .0016 2.690 .040 .0410 -.035 -.080 2 340 156	 28

100 .26 -2.003 .000 .000 .0030 3.142 .055 .0105 .000 -.027 \9.83 180	 36

LOWER SURFACE

0 0 2.037 0.000 0.000 0.0373 6.283 0.192 -0.0457 0.000 0.085 6.280 -2 37
1.25 1.76 1.986 -.071 .0425 .0297 6.075 .172 -.0781 .133 .120 4.615 -16 21
2.50 2.20 1.936 -.089 .0844 .0234 5.989 .152 -.0850 .160 .050 3.525 -21	 43
5.0 2.73 1.835 -.110 .173 .0176 5.855 .132 -.0882 .133 -.010 2.510 -29 35
7.5 3.03 1.734 -.122 .259 .0144 6.749 .120 -.0850 .109 -.045 2.025 -35 28

10 3.24 1.633 -.131 .342 .0125 5.659 .112 -.0811 .080 -.057 1.764 -40 24
15 3.47 .1.431 -.140 .494 .0099 5.505 .099 -. e723 .069 -.067 1.466 -48 44
20 3.62 1.229 -.146 .626 .0085 5.371 .092 -.0637 .057 -.067 1.307 -55 54
30 3.79 .825 -.153 .831 .0070 5.136 .084 -.0516 .025 -.052 1.156 -68 39
40 3.90 .421 -.158 .956 .0065 4.924 .081 -.0421 .008 -.036 1.098 -80 17
50 3.94 .017 -.159 1.000 .0063 4.712 .079 -.0350 .000 -.029 1.081 -91	 59
60 3.82 -.387 -.154 .963 .0062 4.518 .0785 -.0310 .010 -.013 1.120 -102 53
70 3.48 -.791 -.141 .845 .0058 4.307 .076 -.0300 .019 .000 1.211 -114	 55
80 2.83 -1.195 -.114 .645 .0050 4.074 .071 -.0295 .036 -.011 1.370 -128 14
90 1.77 -1.599 -.072 .363 .0035 3.788 .059 -.0235 .044 -.040 1.769 -144	 16
95 1.08 -1.801 -.044 .191 .0025 3.594 .050 -.0140 .020 -.067 2.368 -154	 50

100 .26 -2.003 .000 .000 .0030 3.142 .055 .0105 .000 -.027 19.83 -179 21

TABLE II

e(w)=0.1 sin (1p-45°) d. =0.10 d= a(^)=0.0657=3° 47'
UPPER SURFACE

w
a

B

0
d< d,y cosh d sink 0 cos B sin 8 x V k

Degrees Radians Radians Degrees do do 2 2

0 0.0000 -0.0707 0.0707 4 3 0.1707 0.0707 0.0707 1.0146 0.1715 0.9975 0.0703 1.0121 0.0121 6.3941
5 .0873 -.0643 .1516 8 41 .1766 .0766 .0643 1.0156 .1775 .9885 .1510 1.0039 .0268 5.1215

10 .1745 -.0574 .2319 1317 .1819 .0819 .0574 1.0166 .1826 .9733 .2298 .9895 .0420 4.0960
15 .2618 -.0500 .3118 17 52 .1866 .0866 .0500 1.0175 .1877 .9518 .3068 .9685 .0576 3.3602
20 .3491 -.0423 .3914 22 26 .1906 .0906 .0423 1.0182 .1918 .9243 .3816 .9411 .0732 2.8421
25 .4363 -.0342 .4705 26 57 .1940 .0940 .0342 1.0189 .1952 .8914 .4532 .9082 .0885 2.4704
30 .5236 -.0259 .5495 3129 .1966 .0966 .0259 1.0194 .1979 .8528 .5223 .8693 .1034 2.1892
35 .6109 -.0174 .6283 36 0 .1985 .0985 .0174 1.0198 .1998 .8090 .5878 .8250 .1174 1.9746
45 .7854 .0000 .7854 45 0 .2000 .1000 .0000 1.0201 .2013 .7071 .7071 .7213 .1423 1.6689
55 .9599 .0174 .9425 54 0 .1985 .0985 -.0174 1.0198 .1998 .5878 .8090 .5994 .1616 1.4709
70 1.2217 .0423 1.1704 67 35 .1906 .0906 -.0423 1.0182 .1918 .3813 .9244 .3882 .1773 1.2859
80 1.3963 .0574 1.3389 76 43 .1819 .0819 -.0574 1.0166 .1826 .2298 .9733 .2336 .1777 1.2133
90 1.5708 .0707 1.6001 85 57 .1707 .0707 -.0707 1.0146 .1715 .0706 .9975 .0716 .1711 1.1717

100 L 7453 .0819 1.6634 95 18 .1574 !0574 -.0819 1.0124 .1581 -.0924 .0957 -.0935 .1574 1.1586
110 1.9199 .0906 1.8293 104 49 .1423 .0423 -.0906 1.0101 .1428 -.2557 .9368 -.2583 .1381 1.1756
125 2.1817 .0985 2.0832 119 22 .1174 .0174 -.0985 1.0069 .1177 -.4904 .8715 -.4938 .1026 1.2727
135 2.3562 .1000 2.2562 12916 .1000 .0000 -.1000 1.0050 .1002 -.6329 .7742 -.6361 .0776 1.4088
150 2.6180 .0966 2.5214 144 28 .0741 -.0259 -.0966 1.0028 .0742 -.8138 .5812 -.8161 .0431 1.8306
160 2.7925 .0906 2.7010 154 48 .0577 -.0423 -.0906 1.0017 .0577 -.9048 .4258 -.9063 .0246 2.4584
170 2.9671 .0819 2.8852 16519 .0426 -.0574 -.0819 1.0009

I

.0426 -.9673 .2538 -.9682 .0108 4.0496
180 3.1416 .0707 3.0709 175 57 .0293 -.0707 -.0707 1.0004 .0293 -.9975 .0706 -.9979 .0021 13.4411

LOWER SURFACE

0 0.0000 -0.0707 0.0707 4 3 0.1707 0.0707 .0707 1.0146 I	 0.1715 0.9975 0.0706
I

1.0121 0.0121 6.3941
-5 -.0873 -.0766 -.0107 -0 37 .1643 .0643 .0766 1.0135 .1650 .9999 -.0103 1.0134 -.0018 7.1236

-10 -.1745 -.0819 -.0926 -5 18 .1574 .0574 .0819 1.0124 .1581 .9957 -.0924 1.0080 -.0146 6.3827
-15 -.2618 -.0866 -.1752 -10 2 .1500 .0500 .0866 1.0113 .1506 .9847 -.1742 .9958 -.0262 5.0338
-20 -.3491 -.0906 -.2585 -14 49 .1423 .0423 .0906 1.0101 A428 .9668 -.2557 .9766 -.0365 3.9225
-25 -.4363 -.0940 -.3423 -19 37 .1342 .0342 .0940 1.0090 .1346 .9420 -.3357 .9505 -.0452 3.1489
-30 -.5236 -.0966 -.4270 -24 28 .1259 .0259 .0966 1.0079 .1262 .9102 -.4142 .9174 -.0523 2.6077
-35 -.6109 -.0985 -.5124 -29 21 .1174 .0174 .0985 1.0069 .1177 .8716 -.4901 .8776 -.0577 2.2203
-45 -.7854 -.1000 -.6854 -3916 .1000 .0000 .1000 1.0050 .1002 .7742 -.6329 .7781 -.0634 1.7161
-55 -.9599 -.0985 -.8614 -49 21 .0826 -.0174 .0985 1.0034 .0827 .6514 -.7587 .6536 -.0627 1.4169
-70 -1.2217 -.0906 -1.1311 -64'48 .0577 -.0423 .0906 1.0017 .0577 .4258 -.9048 .4265 -.0522 1.1650
-80 -1.3963 -.0819 -1.3144 -7519 .0426 -.0574 .0819 1.0009 .0426 .2535 -.9673 .2537 -.0412 1.0763
-90 -1.5708 -.0707 -1.5001 -85 57 .0293 -.0707 .0707 1.0004 .0293 .0706 -.9975 .0706 -.0292 1.0322

-100 -1.7453 -.0574 -1.6879 -96 43 .0181 -.0819 .0574 1.0002 .0181 -.1170 -.9931 -.1170 -.0180 1.0270
-110 -1,9199 -,0423 -1.8776 -1073 .0094 -.0906 .0423 1.0000 .0094 -.3021 -.9533 -.3021 -.0090 1.0616
-125 -2.1817 -.0174 -2.1643 -1241 .0015 -.0985 .0174 1.0000 .0015 -.5594 -.8269 -.5594 -.0012 1.2136
-135 -2.3562 .0000 -2.3562 -135 0 .0000 -.1000 .0000 1.0000 .0000 -.7071 -.7071 -.7071 .0000 1.4209
-150 -2.6180 .0259 -2.6439 -15129 .0034 -.0966 -.0259 1.0000 .0034 -.8787 -4774 -.8787 -.0016 2.1106
-160 -2.7925 .0423 -2.8348 -162 25 .0094 -.0906 -.0423 1.0000 '.0094 -.9533 -.3021 -.9533 I	 -.0028 3.3501
-170 -2.9671 .0574 -3.0245 -173 18 .0181 -.0819 -.0574 1.0002 .0181 -.9932 -.1187 -.9934 -.0021 8.6641
-180 -3.1416 .0707 -3.2123 -184 3 .0293 -.0707 -.0707 1.0004 .0293 I	 -.9975 -1-.0706 -.9979 }.0021 13.4411
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GENERAL THEORY OF AERODYNAMIC INSTABILITY AND THE MECHANISM OF
FLUTTER

By THEODORE THEODORSEN

SUMMARY

The aerodynamic forces on an oscillating airfoil or
airfoil-aileron combination of three independent degrees
of freedom have been determined. The problem resolves
itself into the solution of certain definite integrals, which
have been identified as Bessel functions of the first and
second kind and of zero and first order. The theory,
being based on potential flow and the Kutta condition,
is fundamentally equivalent to the conventional wing-
section theory relating to the steady case.

The airforces being known, the mechanism of aergdy-
namie instability has been analyzed in detail. An exact
solution, involving potential flow and the adoption of the
K.utta condition, has been arrived at. The solution is of
a simple form and is expressed by means of an auxiliary
parameter k. The mathematical treatment also provides
a convenient , cyclic arrangement permitting a uniform
treatment of all subeases of two degrees of freedom. The
flutter velocity, definfd as the air velocity at which flutter
starts, and which is treated as the unknown quantity, is
determined as a function of a certain ratio of the fre-
quencies in the separate degrees of freedom for any magni-
tudes and combinations of the airfoil-aileron parameters.

For those interested solely or particularly in the numeri-
cal solutions Appendix I has been prepared. The rou-
tine procedure in solving numerical examples is put
down detached from the theoretical background of the
paper. It first is necessary to determine a certain number
of constants pertaining to the case, then to , perform a few
routine calculations as indicated. The result is readily
obtained in the form of a plot of ,flutter velocity against
frequency for any values of the other parameters chosen.
The numerical work of calculating the constants is sim-
plified by referring to a number of tables, which are in-
cluded in Appendix I. A number of illustrative examples
and experimental results are given in Appendix II.

INTRODUCTION

It has been known that a wing or wing-aileron struc-
turally restrained to a certain position of equilibrium
becomes unstable under certain conditions. At least
two degrees of freedom are required to create a con-
dition of instability, as it can be shown that vibrations

of a single degree of freedom would be damped out by
the air forces. The air forces, defined as the forces due
to the air pressure acting on the wing or wing-aileron
in an arbitrary oscillatory motion of several degrees of
freedom, are in this paper treated on the basis of the
theory of nonstationary potential flow. A wing-
section theory and, by analogy, a wing theory shall be
thus developed that applies to the case of oscillatory
motion, not only of the wing as a whole but.also to
that of an aileron. It is of considerable importance
that large oscillations may be neglected; in fact, only
infinitely small oscillations about the position of
equilibrium need be considered. Large oscillations
are of no interest since the sole attempt is to specify
one or more conditions of instability. Indeed, no
particular type or shape of airfoil shall be of concern,
the treatment being restricted to primary effects. The
differential equations for the several degrees of freedom
will be put down. Each of these equations contains a
statement regarding the equilibrium of a system of
forces. The forces are of three kinds: (1) The inertia
forces, (2) the restraining forces, and (3) the air forces.

There is presumably no necessity of solving a general
case of damped or divergent motion, but only the
border case of a pure sinusoidal motion, applying to the
case of unstable equilibrium. This restriction is par-
ticularly important as the expressions for the air force
developed for oscillatory motion can thus be employed.
Imagine a case that is unstable to a very slight degree;
the amplitudes will then increase very slowly and the
expressions developed for the air forces will be appli-
cable. It is of interest simply to know under what
circumstances this condition may obtain and cases in
which the amplitudes are decreasing or increasing at a
finite rate need not be treated or specified. Although
it is possible to treat the latter cases, they are of no
concern in the present problem. Nor is the internal
or solid friction of the structure of primary concern.
The fortunate situation exists that the effect of the
solid friction is favorable. Knowledge is desired con-
cerning the condition as existing in the absence of the
internal friction, as this case constitutes a sort of lower
limit, which it is not always desirable to exceed.
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Owing to the rather extensive field covered in the

paper it has been considered necessary to omit many
elementary proofs, it being left to the reader to verify
certain specific statements. In the first part of the
paper, the velocity potentials due to the flow around
the airfoil-aileron are developed. These potentials
are treated in two classes: The noncirculating flow
potentials, and those due to the surface of discon-
tinuity behind the wing, referred to as "circulatory"
potentials. The magnitude of the circulation for an
oscillating wing-aileron is determined next. The

y

(xr^ZJr)

P
b 	q

VELOCITY POTENTIALS, FORCES, AND MOMENTS OF
THE NONCIRCULATORY FLOW

We shall proceed to calculate the various velocity
potentials due to position and velocity of the individ-
ual parts in the whole of the wing-aileron system.
Let us temporarily represent the wing by a circle (fig.
1). The potential of a source e at the origin is given
by

EI,= 46 log (x2+y2)

For a source e at (x,,y,) on the circle

i log {(x—x,)2+(y—yf)2}

Putting a double source 2E at (x,,y,) and a double
negative source —2e at (x,,—y,) we obtain for the flow
around the circle

E	 (x—x,)2+ (y — yl)
2

v = ^_7r log (x—x,) 2 + (y+y,)2

FIGURE 1.—Conformal representation of the wing profile by a circle.

forces and moments acting on the airfoil are then
obtained by integration. In the latter part of the
paper the differential equations of motion are put
down and the particular and important case of un-
stable equilibrium is treated in detail. The solution
of the problem of determining the flutter speed is
finally given in the form of an equation expressing a
relationship between the various parameters. The
three subcases of two degrees of freedom are treated
in detail.

The paper proposes to disclose the basic nature of
the mechanism of flutter, leaving modifications of the
primary results by secondary effects for future investi-
(rations.' Such secondary effects are:,,The effects of a
finite span, of section shape, of deviations from poten-
tial flow, including also modifications of results to
include twisting and bending of actual wing sections
instead of pure torsion and deflection as considered in
this paper.

The supplementary experimental work included in
Appendix II similarly refers to well-defined elementary
cases, the wing employed being of a large aspect ratio,
nondeformable, and given definite degrees of freedom
by a supporting mechanism, with external springs
maintaining the equilibrium positions of wing or wing-
aileron. The experimental work was carried on
largely to verify the general shape of and the approxi-
mate magnitudes involved in the theoretically pre-
dicted response characteristics. As the present report
is limited to the mathematical aspects of the flutter
problem, specific recommendations in regard to prac-
tical applications are not given in this paper.

I The effect of internal friction is in some cases essential; this subject will be
contained in a subsequent paper.

The function ^p on the circle gives directly the sur-
face potential of a straight line pq, the projection of the
circle on the horizontal diameter. (See fig. 1.) In
this case z/ = V—x2 and Ip is a function of x only.

We shall need the integrals:

f
f log

(X xI) z +(y—?Af) z dx,=2(r—c) logN-2Vi—x2 cos Ic
e	 (x—x,) +(y+yl)l

and

I	 (.r—:rl) 2 + (y —yi) `	 zIon, 
(x — xt)2+( .

 . 2(xf—c)dx,=—V1—c^/1—x:f
—cos Ic(x- 2e)V1 — x2x2+(x—c)ZlogN

where	 N=
X—C

The location of the center of gravity of the wing-

aileron xa is measured from a, the coordinate of the
axis of rotation (fig. 2); xp the loca.lion of the center

^h

	

\F--	
q. g. of entire wing

	

tea o	 ^^	 +x

'Axiso frotation +/I
C. g.ofoi/eron=

FIGURE 2.—Parameters of the airfoil-aileron combination.

of gravity of the aileron is measured from c, the coordi-
nate of the hinge; and r. and rs are the radii of gyration
of the wing-aileron referred to a, and of the aileron
referred to the hinge. The quantities x0 and ro are
"reduced" values, as defined later in the paper. The
quantities a, x., c, and xs are positive toward the rear
(right), h is the vertical coordinate of the axis of rota-
tion at a with respect to a fixed reference frame and is
positive downward. The angles a and 0 are positive
clockwise (right-hand turn). The wind velocity v is to
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the right and horizontal. The angle (of attack) a
refers to the direction of v, the aileron angle a refers to
the undeflected position and not to the wind direction.
The quantities r. and r,3 always occur as squares.
Observe that the leading edge is located at -1, the
trailing edge at +1. The quantities a, c, x-, xs, r-,
and ro, which are repeatedly used in the following
treatment, are all dimensionless with the half chord b
as reference unit.

The effect of a flap bent down at an angle a (see fig.
2) is seen to give rise to a function V obtained by sub-
stituting -vpb for e; hence

'P
a = v#b [ ^1- x2 cos-Ic - (x- c) log N]

To obtain the effect of the flap going down at an
angular velocity B, we put r __ - (x 1 - c) J b2 and get

ab2 _
p^ = 2̂[^/1 — c2 ^/1 - x2 +cos-IC(x - 2c) 1 --x'

- (X- C)' log N]

To obtain the effect of an angle a of the entire air-.
foil, we put c = -1 in the expression for Ipo, hence

^Oq = vab V -x2
To depict the airfoil in downward motion with a veloc-

ity h (+ down), we need only introduce 
v 

instead of a.

Thus
,p;,=hbVl-x2

Finally, to describe a rotation around point a at an
angular velocity «, we notice that this motion may be
taken to consist of a rotation around the leading edge
e = - 1 at an angular velocity « plus a vertical motion
with a velocity- &(I+ a) b. Then

«b2«=2^rzr(x+2)x/1- 'z-«(1+a)b2V1-rz

WO x-a )
\

Agt-xt

The following tables give in succession the velocity
potentials and a set of integrals 2 with associated con-
stants, which we will need in the calculation of the air
forces and moments.

VELOCITY POTENTIALS

rpm=vabV1-i2

qp«=ab2(!2x -a )^/1-x2

^=^1 	 /^p	 v/ib[^/1- x2 cos Ic- (X-C) log N]

N= 
1r b

2[ 1 --c 2 -VI  -x2 + (x- 2c) V1 - x1 cos-lc
- (.x-C) 2 log N]

where	 N= 1-cx-^/1-x2/1-^

x-c

2 Some of the more difficult integral evaluations are given in Appendix Ill.

INTEGRALS

j
1 

Ax = -	 vaT,
c 2

frl'v;,dx= -.2hT,

1
^o dx = WT,

( I
JC pgdx= - 2 VOT5

f
I ^p4dx= - b 4Z

r 1

J
^p,(x -c)dx=

e
-2vaTj

f

1 

^oA(x- c)dx= —2hT

I

p« (x -
r

c)dx = WT18

I

fr
p0(x - c) dx=

/^

- 

b

b VOT2

f

I 

wA(x-r

b2

c)dx=-- 2 j4z

CONSTANTS

To = - 3 ^/1 - c2 (2 + c2) + c cos lc
T2 =c(1

/
-c2)-j c2(1+c2)cos- Ic+c(cos- Ic)2

+
c2/ 

(cos -I C) 2 +4c	 cos- Ic(7 +2c2)

-8( 1 -c2) (5c2+4)
T4 = cosIc+cV/1 —c2

T;= -(1-c2) - (COS Ic)2 +2cV1-c2 cos:Ic
T5 =T2

T,= -( S+c 2) ( .,Os-,c + c Vl- 2(7+20)

T8 = - 3 J- c2 (2c2 + 1) + c cos_ I c

Ts = 2 L
3(V1-c 2)B +1T4] = 2 (-P+-TI)

where p := - 3

Te= V1—c2 + cos- 1 c
T„ = cos -1 c (1 - 2c) + V'1  - c2 (2 - c)

TI2 = ^1-c2 (2+c)-cos Ic(2c+1)

TI3= 2[-T7-(c-a)Til

T4 = -F6 + 2 ac

FORCES AND MOMENTS

The velocity potentials being known, we are able to
calculate local pressures and by integration to obtain
the forces and moments acting on the airfoil and
aileron.

b
to„dx=2var

2
h'r

J- II (Padx=

+l

«dx= -	 2 'ra«b 2

+l

^ppdx= - 2vOT4I

( +l b2.
^ohdx = - l PT,

J 
1

+I

i
0p

b
(x-c)dx=-2vaCr

f+I b
^Pn (x - c) dx = - 24car

1-I
+I

r+I
JI

b
Apo (x - c) dx = - 2VOT8

f
I l^e(x - c) dx= -- 2
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Employing the extended Bernoulli Theorem for un-
steady flow, the local pressure is, except for a constant

_	 w2 atp

	

p"	 p(2+fit)

where w is the Iocal velocity and ^o the velocity poten-

tial at the point. Substituting w=v+ ax we obtain

ultimately for the pressure difference between the
upper and lower surface at x 	

l(v aP+ a,)
p =- 2p  

ax at
where v is the constant velocity of the fluid relative to
the airfoil at infinity. Putting down the integrals for
the force on the entire airfoil, the moment on the flap

I 

I	 X,Y

1

	

Vi I +ar	 —Ar

FIGURE 3.—Conformal representation of the wing profile with reference to the
circulatory flow.

around the hinge, and the moment on the entire air-
foil, we obtain by means of partial integrations

P= --2pb
J 

+iodx
1

M° = —. b2 110(x — c) dx+2pvb f ^llpdx
J 
+1	 +1

Ma =-2pb2 	0(x—e)dx+2pvb 
—I 

^odx
—1 

+1
- 2pb2 f0 (c — a) dx

Or, on introducing the individual velocity potentials
from page 5,

P=—pb2 [v2r&+alt—baraa—vT,l—Q',s]	 (I)

Alp = —pb3 C— vT,&—T,h+ 2T13ba— 1-1 vT,4 -
1 Tab(

+pvbl —vT9a—Tqh+ 2Toba— I vTp— I T2bs
7r	 7r

_ — pb 2 [T4v'a— (2 To+ TI ) by&+2T13 b2&+ Tsv2R

+(-11 T2 - 1 T2)bv4— 1 VT3p+T,vh—T,bh] (II)
7r	 T	 7r

M^ _ — pb2 I- rv'a + Ir(g + a) b ° %r + r' T4 # + { 7', — T;
—(c—a)T4}bav +{— T,—(c—a) ".}b 2a

	

— bash,— 7rvh,]	 (III)

VELOCITY POTENTIALS, FORCES, AND MOMENTS
OF THE CIRCULATORY FLOW

In the following we shall determine the velocity
potentials and associated forces and moments due to a
surface of discontinuity of strength U extending along
the positive x axis from the wing to infinity. The
velocity potential of the flow around the circle (fig. 3)
resulting from the vortex element —AP at (Xo, 0) is

DI' r 
_tx:::-x0

Y	 , Y

	

IPr = 2m, tan  	—tan	 1

X Xo

—AI tan-1 	 \— Xo +Xo)Y
2a

X2— 
(Xo+X°)X+ 

1-+ 1

where (X, Y) are the coordinates of the variable
and X° is the coordinate of — OP on the x axis.

Introducing Xo + Xo = 2xo

or Xo=xo+ -%G01 -1 on the x axis

and X = x and Y= V — x2 on the circle
the equation becomes

2a
_, ^ z z

	

xxotan 1 lx	
—1

This expressions gives the clockwise circulation
around the airfoil

/

 due to the element — All at xo.

We have: p = — 2p 0̂ + v 6O

But, since the element —OP will now be regarded as
moving to the right relative to the airfoil with a
velocity v

app = a p
^t ^x

Hence p 	 2 v(a?+ 6w)= — p _)x axo

Further

	

X	 + xo 1— x2

2a b<o	 2_ (1—xxo) 1—x2 (1—xxo)'

	

All ax = ^x0 1	 1 + 
(1— x2) (xo2 —1)

(1—xxo)'

VZ2 —1 1

VV 1_—_X_1 (xo — x)
and

	

1	 xo + JxOZ _ 1	 x

2a ap = 3 1 —x2(1—xx0) _42 -1	 (1 —xxo)2

2P axo	 1+ (1—x2)(xo2 -1)
(1— xxo)'

	

x2	 1
jxo2 - I (xo — x)

By addition:	 V
a^ app —_ Al

l
	xo+x

ax e axo 2a ^1 — x2 xo2 — 1
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To obtain the force on the aileron, we need the
integral

f
'("'+ a)dx= 2rf, 1 /

x°zx 11/1—x2 dx
Dr / xo 

	

^^ 	- 'X +	 ]2a x0'-1 co
	xo2-1 c

Ar	 xo	 ^j

2a[V̂ 02- 1 COS-'c +^x 0z -1J
Thus, for the force on the aileron

AP, 1 =- pvb 
or (^/xo° lcos'c + ^/1-c') or

OP, 1 =- pvb Al'[	 (COSxo (co'c- 1—c')
xo2-1

Ixo+ 1 z^

+o

Integrated, with Ar= Udxo	
('

P`'= - p̂ b [(cos 'c- ^/1-c2 ) J ' Vxo2 ° 1 Udxo

+	
f V xo

± i Udxo'

for c= -1 we obtain the expression for P, the force
on the whole airfoil

P= -pvbf 
	

0 °-1 Udxo	 (IV)

Since U is considered stationary with respect to the
fluid elements

U=f(vt—xo)

where t is the time since the beginning of the motion.
U is thus a function of the distance from the location
of the first vortex element or, referred to a system
moving with the fluid, U is stationary in value.

Similarly we obtain for the moment on the aileron

jc
L"

(
'	 "0	 Or ' (x — C) (xo+x) dxc6x + 2xo) (x-c)dx=

2,,J, ^/1-x2^xo2-1
Ar	 __	 z

2^,/x'-11CxoV1-x2+ x^2-x 
0

+ (2 - x0c)c0s-'x]1

^xoI - 1[(xo +2-c)1/1-c'

+ 2(1- 2xoc ) COS-1c

=+ Tj /x2° l l1/1-c'-ccoS-'c)
v o -

	

1	 '1

+^ — (cos ic-c^/1-c')
xo' - 1

Finally

AMP = - pvb 
Or x	 +^

	

2	 °	 ^
2

-cos- 'c' c+2^}+2^x°+i (Co_' c-c^/1-c2^
VVV o

Putting Ar= Udxo and integrating

lMa= - pvb' Lj^/1-c2\1+2/

-cos- 'c(c + 1 )} f m x° Udxo2
1 ('^ /xo+ 1

I (COS- 1c -c^/(1-c2) 2J1 1/xo-1 
Udxo (V)

Further, for the moment on the entire airfoil around a
+I d^ 6V	 Or 1

—1 (ax + axo (x-a)dx=-27r.^/xo2-1 C xo+
x
2-a)1/1-x'

/
+1 2-x °a) COS' x 

+I
-1 = + 2r^ 1 (2-xoa)a\	 xo2 -1

1
2 - xoa

and	 oM^ _ - pvb'A' 
^ x°2 

-1

Integrated, this becomes
1

xoa

Ma	 pvb 
2. fi /xo2 -1 

Udxo

1 1 o	
of	

11

P

2 + 2x x a +2
pvb'_ - 	 / 	 Udxo

V x o2 -1 	 ^/xo -1

_ - pvb2 f I 
/

n± i - (a+ 2) 
xo 

Udxo (VI)l̀  V	 VZ2 —1

THE MAGNITUDE OF THE CIRCULATION

The magnitude of the circulation is determined by
the Kutta condition, which requires that no infinite
velocities exist at the trailing edge,
or, at x=1

Ox (^Or + (Pu + 1p;,, i- ^a + 1p# + 1p^) =finite

Introducing the values of V., etc. from page 5 and

,pr from ax page 6 gives the important relation:

T7rf + _' Udxo=va+h+ b(2 -a)«
0

+ 10v/3+b211	(VII)

This relation must be satisfied to comply with the
Kutta condition, which states that the flow shall leave
the airfoil at the trailing edge.

It is observed that the relation reduces to that of the
Kutta condition for stationary flow on putting xo =co,
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and in subsequence omitting the variable parameters
a $, and h.

Let us write I

,I 'VX2+ Udxo=va+h+bl2—Z)&
  O-

+ Tiovo+b lira=Q

Introduced in (IV)
xo

_ Jxo2-1 Udxo
P= —2apvbQ

fUdxo
xo+ 1

m xo-1
from (V)

Me= —2pvb 2 (^/1—c 2 1 1+2)—	
/

cos , c( c+2)>X

x`—z_ Udxo
^x0 1	 +2

Udxo \
(cos-t c —cV1—c 2^ Q

((	 xo+ 1

!00	
F

F' —	 --j	 —

.80	 -

.60	 —

.40——

.20	
-G

-G

0	 4 
s 8 ` 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40

1//c

FiGuRE 4.—The functions F and 0 against kT -

 from (VI)

/	 l I	 x0 - Udxo
Ma = -21rpvb' 2—(a+0

. I 1/xn2 -1	 Q

\	
.1 0Vx

°± 1 Udxo
0

Introducing

x0 Udxo
C=' if	

x02-1

f m X° + i UdxO
o—

we obtain finally
P

/

= —2pvb7rCQ	 (VIII)

M,9 2 pvb 2 [(	 1 + 2) — cos-, c( c + 2))C

+2 (Cos- ,  c—c^l1—c\`)^Q= —pvb2 (T,2C — Ta)Q (IX)

X = 2rpvb 2 [( Ii +2)C -2IQ 	(X)

where Q is given above and C= C(k) will be treated in
the following section.

VALUE OF THE FUNCTION C(k)

[k 
( 6_ao) F

Put U=U0e=	
w]

where s = vt (sue co ), the distance from the first vortex
element to the airfoil, and k a positive constant deter-
mining the wave length,
then

F

"	 xa i e-ikxodx°

C(k) = ''	 x0
z
	 (XI)

x0 + 1 e_ ikzodx0l ,^.co2 — 1

These integrals are known, see next part, formulas
(XIV)—(XVII) and we obtain'

—2J,+ifI,,
C(k)	 J, -;k_	 _

—2J,-2Yo+i211,—i"JO —(J,
+ YO) +i(Y, —Jo)

_ ( — J, - I- iY,)1_ (J, +YO)—i(Y,—Jo) 1
(it +Yo)2+(Y,— JO) I

J,(J, + Yo) +Y,(Y, —JO)
(J, + yo) I + (Y, — Jo)2

—i Yl(Jf + Yo) — J,(YC -JO) =F+iG(J, + Yo) 2 + (Y,— Jo)2
where

F_ Ji(J, +YO) +11,(11,— Jo)
	((J,+I0)2+(Y,—Jo)2	 XII)

Y, Yo + J,Jo
G= (J,+110)2 +(Y, — JO) 2	

( XIII)

These functions, which are of fundamental import-
ance in the theory of the oscillating airfoil are given

graphically against the argument k in figure 4.

SOLUTION OF THE DEFINITE INTEGRALS IN C BY MEANS OF BESSEL
FUNCTIONS

We have

K. (z) _ ^me- 2 cosh t cosh nt dt

(Formula (34), p. 51--Gray, Mathews
& MacRobert: Treatise on Besse]
Functions. London, 1922)

where
in,r

K. (t) = e I G. (it)

(Eq. (28), sec. 3, p. 23, same reference)
and

Ga (x) _ — Yn (x) + [log 2 — y + 2 ]J. (x)

but

Yn (x) = 7r Y. (x) + (log 2 — ,y) J. (x)

(where Y. (x) is from N. Nielsen:
Handbuch der Theorie der Cylinder-
funktionen. Leipzig, 1904).

L This may also he expressed in flankel functions, C—	 lIi(^) —
11,0)+i 11,P)
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Thus,

Gn (x) = — 2 [ Yn (x) —iJ- (x)l

We have
e Skx

Ko (— ik)	 eik cosh i dt =dx
o	 i	 x2 — 1

or

^ cos kxdx	 r° sin kxdx
--J Yo(k)+i 2 Jo (k)=Jl m x2-1 +2J1

	 x2-1

Thus,

f

cos kxdx __ _ f Yo (k)
m Vx2 — 1	 2.

ff 
m 

sin kxdx — 
Jo 

(k)
J^  ^/x2 — 1 2

Further,

Kl (— ik) = f m e ok cosh t coshtdt =f l x, xdx

o	 i	 P

iG, (k) _ —i 
r 

Y, (k)	 J, (k)

X (cos kx+i sin kx) dxi yx2-1
Thus,

x cos kxdx = _ a J, (k)W 

V =1

x sin kxdx _ 7 Y
I (k)

a	 =^x =1

TOTAL AERODYNAMIC FORCES AND MOMENTS

TOTAL FORCE

From equations (I) and (VIII) we obtain

P = — pb 2 (v7r&

f

+ ah — arbaa — vT4( — T,b( )

— 2TrpvbCj v«+ h+ b(2 — a)«+1T"V0

+b2jT„ I	 (XVIII)

TOTAL MOMONTS

From equations (II) and (IX) we obtain similarly

MO = —pb 2[{ —2To—T,+T4(a-2)jvb&+ 2Tj'&

+irv2R(Ts—T4T10) —2rrvb#Z T47	 ^rTab2Q

— T,bli] — pvb 2 T,2 C{v«+h,+b(2- a)&

+7T,ovo+ b2̂T„ %l	 (XIX)

From equations (III) and (X)

M. _ — pb f ir(2 - a)vb& + 7rb IG + a2)a

• (T4 + T10)v2a
+(T,— T$ — (c—a)T4 +2T„ )vb/

—(T,+(c—a)T)V2 — a,rb ]

+2pvb 2,r(a+ 2)C{ v«+ h+ b(2 — a)&

• Tjovo+ b2- T o}	 (XX)

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION

Expressing the equilibrium of the moments about a
of the entire airfoil, of the moments on the aileron
about c, and of the vertical forces, we obtain, respec-
tively, the following three equations:
«:	 — I^«—Ip%3—b(c-a)S#%—Soh—«C.+M,=0
R:	 —I^jb(c—a)&S#—hSp— pCo +Mo=0
h:	 — KM— aS^—%Sp—hCh+P=0

Rearranged:.
aL+p(I,,+b(c—a) So) +h&+«C^—M^=0

(3:	 a(I,,+b(c—a) So) +OIo+hS,+(3C,—M,=0
h:	 &&+%Ss+hM+hCn—P=0

The constants are defined as follows:

P) mass of air per unit of volume.
b, half chord of wing.
M, mass of wing per unit of length.
S.A . static moments of wing (in slugs-feet) per

unit length of wing-aileron and aileron,
respectively.	 The former is referred to
the axis a; the latter, to the hinge c.

I. 1 I0 , moments of inertia per unit length of
wing-aileron and aileron about a and c,
respectively.

Ca , torsional stiffness of wing around a, cor-
responding to unit length.

Cll, torsional stiffness of aileron around c, cor-
responding to unit length.

Ch , stiffness of wing in deflection, correspond-
ing to unit length.

DEFINITION OF PARAMETERS USED INEQUATIONS

2
K ='rM the ratio of the mass of a cylinder of air of

a diameter equal to the chord of the
wing to the mass of the wing, both taken
for equal length along span.

(XIV)

(XV)

(XVI)

(XVII)
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r"= V 12b2 the radius of gyration divided by b.
S"X. Mb-	 the center of gravity distance of the wing'

from a, divided by b.

the frequency of torsional vibration
around a.

rs = Mbz ,. reduced radius of gyration of aileron

divided by b, that is, the radius at
which the entire mass of the airfoil
would have to be concentrated to give
the moment of inertia of the aileron Ip.

xg = Mb'	 reduced center of gravity distance from c.

Way =
V 
j0 , frequency of torsional vibration of aileron

around c.
Ch

w,, _	 frequency of wing in deflection.- JM^

FINAL EQUATIONS IN NONDIMENSIONAL FORM

On introducing the quantities M" , Mg, and P,
replacing T9 and •T13 from page 5, and reducing to
nondimensional form, we obtain the following system
of equations:

z	 1	 ll	 v/ 1	 C"	 r	 T,	 Ti	 1 v	 1
(A) &^r " +K (8 +a2/J

+«b Kt 2 —a )+«Mbz+%3Lr ẑ -(c—a)xe— K—(c—a) K]+-/3K
bL

-2p-1 2—a^T,

v2 1	 \	 / 1 	 12
) vC(k) v« h,	 1	

I-' v
	 T,1 •	 \+(3K bz ^(T4 +TIO)+h (x" —aK)b -2K (a+ 	 b Cb+b +(2 —a}«+ 7r b ^+ 2v 1]

	

LY^r 2 +(e —a x KT'— c —a 
T1K^+&
	 T,-1 T4\ K +al r z 1KT)— '2 T4T11vK

(B) d	 ) e— 
7r (	 ) Ir	

p	 2	 b 7r	 \	 a2	 2 a	 b

+a[Mbz+zbzK(Ts—T4Tlo)]+h(xg— ^KTI>b+
1zKVCb(k)rvba+b+(2—

a) «+Moba+2Ra]=0

(C) «(x"—Ka>+«bK+(3(x0— T1K)—%3bT4K-+h(1+K)b+hMb

	

 7r	 Ir

	

vC(k)rv« h, 1	 T10 v 
11-1+2K b 

Lb+&
+(2 —a)«+ ^ bR+2ra^=0

SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS

As mentioned in the introduction, we shall only have
to specify the conditions under which an unstable
equilibrium may exist, no general solution being
needed. We shall therefore introduce the variables at
once as sine functions of the distance s or, in complex

form with k as an auxiliary parameter, giving the

ratio of the wave length to 2a times the half chord b:

ik 6

a = a9e

i(kb+y)
0 = 00e

i (kb+m,
and	 h = hoe

where s is the distance from the airfoil to the first

vortex element, dt = v, and ^1 and Vz are phase angles

of p and h with respect to a.

Having introduced these quantities in our system of

equations, we shall divide through by 
Ok)

%.

We observe that the velocity v is then contained in
only one term of each equation. We shall consider
this term containing v as the unknown parameter OX.
To distinguish terms containing X we shall employ a
bar; terms without bars do not contain X.

We shall resort to the following notation, taking care
to retain a perfectly cyclic arrangement. Let the
letter A refer to the coefficients in the first equation
not containing C(k) or X, B to similar coefficients
of the second equation, and C to those in the third
equation. Let the first subscript « refer to the first
.variable «, the subscript R to the second, and h to the
third. Let the second subscripts 1, 2, 3 refer to the
second derivative, the first derivative, and the argu-
ment of each variable, respectively. A "1 thus refers
to the coefficient in the first equation associated with
the second derivative of a and not containing C(k) or
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X; 0113 to the constant in the third equation attached to
h, etc. These coefficients' are as follows:

Aai= K2+1 8+az/

Aaa= C
2 — a/

Aas = 0

A01= K

r

— T + 
C — a 

K 7r

Aryl=-.L-2p—\(
T'J

l

2—a/

AM 
= a 

(T4 + Tio)

xa
Ahi =— —a

K

Ahz = 0

AN 0
r2 T

B«, — K — 7 + C —a 
K 7r

Baz 7r (2, — T, 
2 
T)

Bas = 0
r_# 1

Bpi — K — ,3 T3

1
B,s2= —2TTlTli

B#3 = z (TD — T4T1o)

Bhl = K Ti

B, =O0
Bh3 = 0

xaCal =
K
-a

C.2,=_ 1

C"3=0
_ x^ 1

Cal -K—?r

Cyz	
1

= — it

Cgs =0

Chi x

Chz =O
Chi =0

+The factor k or k, is not included in these constants. See the expressions for

the R's and I's on next page.

The solution of the instability problem as contained
in the system of three equations A, B, and C is given
by the vanishing of a third-order determinant of com-
plex numbers representing the coefficients. The solu-
tion of particular subcases of two degrees of freedom
is given by the minors involving the particular co-
efficients. We shall denote the case torsion-aileron
(«, (3) as case 3, aileron-deflection (0, h) as case 2, and
deflection-torsion (h, a) as case 1. The determinant
form of the solution is given in the_ major case and in
the three possible subcases, respectively, by:

Raa+ila« , Ra
#_
+ilaa, Rah+ilah

D= Rb.+iIDa, RDd 

I
T 2IDd, R. 2lbh =0

Rc«T'Zlca, ROTilcd, RchTilch

and

_	 Raa-I-ilaa, R.#+ilaa	 _MDh— I
	 — O Case 3
R b« -f- ilb^, Rba -f- ^,Ibe

_ I R b +ila0 , RDh+ilbh

Ma"	 •	
=0 Case 2

R	 aI	 Rcfl+	 ct1,	 ch+filch

+Mb	
R ah U h, Ra«-I-il^« 	 —0I	 l

Case 1as Ral +ila h, ha. +ila a

REAL EQUATIONS	 IMAGINARY EQUATIONS

Ra«R_a9I _ I laalae — 0 I halal I + I laal_ae = 0 Case 3
RbaRbp lbalbo 	Ibalbg	 Rb«Rbd
f?, Rbh I _	 lbtllb h I _ 0 I RbRbh	

+I 
Iaplah I =0 Case 2

Ra#Rah IaftIch	 Ic3lch	 RbaRbh

RahRb« 
I _ I 

Iahlaa I — O I RahRaa I +	 Iahla«
IRahfla.

=0 Case 1
RahRa " lahlaa	 Iahla« 

NOTE.—Terms with bars contain X; terms without bars do not contain X.

The 9 quantities Ra" , Rag, etc., refer to the real parts
and the 9 quantities laa, Ia$, etc., to the imaginary
parts of the coefficients of the 3 variables a, #, and h
in the 3 equations A, B, C on page 10. Denoting the
coefficients of a, a, and a in the first equation by p,
q, and r,

GO

 1
Raa+ilaa=KC p+ig kv +r (kv) J

which, separated in real and imaginary parts, gives
the quantities Raa and Iaa. Similarly, the remaining
quantities R and I are obtained. They are all func-
tions of k or C(k). The terms with bars Raa, Rb#,
and Rah are seen to be the only ones containing the

unknown X. The quantities Q and X will be defined
shortly. The quantities R and I are given in the
following list:

( =A#,)

(= Ahl)

(=Bhl)
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(Raa=— Aa]+Q,X+12(2+a)[(2— a)G-11] (1)

1	 (
Ras=— Aa]+k2 Aa2+ k

1 1
zr`a +21)r

 T11G-2
1kT10I (`')

Rah = —Ahl + 1 2 (a 4- 1 )G (3)

Rba=—Ba1—k r12C(2 —a)G -k F] (4)

Rba =—Ba, +k2 Ba3+ StsX -1 71-1[7 11 G—`̂ t io1F] (5)

R bh = —B hl — 1 T112 G (6)

Raa=— C"1- 12[(2—a)G—
k F] (7)

llr	 1
R aa =—Cal — k 7rLTuG-2T,o k F (8)

R ah =— Ch1+ SthX— 12G (9)

Ia"= — 1[
2 (a +2) {(2- a)F+ 1G} — Aa2] (11)

Iaa	 k[ (a +2)(TuF+2k7]oG) —Aa2J (12)

Iah=
-12(a+2)F (13)

^I ba=k[^2J (2 — a)F+1G}+Ba2] (14)

Iba —k[27r2(TuF+2kT1oG) +Baz] (i5)

Ibh = 1 T112 F
(16)

^Iaa =
1[

2 {(2- a) F+- G
I+

Ca2] (17)

I aa = 1 [1(T.F+2 1 Z1 G)+C12] (18)

I1h =12F (19)

The solution as given by the three-row determinant
shall be written explicitly in X. We are immediately
able to put down for the general case a cubic equation
in X with complex coefficients and can easily segregate
the three subcases. The quantity D is as before the
value of the determinant, but with the term containing
X missing. The quantities Maa, Mbs, and Mah are
the minors of the elements in the diagonal squares
aa, bo, and ch, respectively. They are expressed ex-
plicitly in terms of R and I under the subcases treated
in the following paragraphs.

I Aaa+ QaX	 Aaa	 Aah

D=
 I

A aa	 Aaa +QaX	 Abh	 =0

Aaa	 A,,3A1h+QIX
where Aaa=Raa+ilaa etc.

Complex cubic equation in X:

2a9901,X3 + (QaQ9Aab +it9Q4Aaa+2hQ.Ae9)X1
+(QaMaa+ QaMba+ QhMah) X+D=0 (XXI)

Case 3, (a, 0) :

Q.QOX2 +(QaAba+2,,qA aa) X+Xh= 0	 (XXII)

Case 2, (p, h) :

Q02hX2 +(Q0Aoh + Qh A ba) X+ Maa = 0 	 (XXIII)

Case 1, (h, a) :
StAX2 + (Qh Aaa+ 2a Aah)X+Mba =0 	 (XXI V))

C a _ w r 21 br w 2

"`Y— k'`Mv2K — (w r,) K ( T )vk 

Cs _ _ (-Oro 
21 brrwr 2

k'zMv`K — (wrrr) K( vk )

SthX— Chb21 _ wh 1
/

2 1 br,w,1
/

z
k My K — (CJrrr/ K

and finally
1 brr'0' 2

`Y= K( vk

We are at liberty to introduce the reference param-
eters wr and rr, and the convention adopted is: wr is
the last w in cyclic order in each of the subcases 3, 2,
and 1.

z
Then Stn =	 CJnrn ) and Stn}1 =1, thus for

Q+Irn'+l

z

Case 3, S2"=(w"r") and Qo=1warn

2Case 2, its=( Wha)and ith=1

w
Case 1, Sth=( 10h)2 and ita=1

To treat the general case of three degrees of freedom
(equation (XXI)), it is observed that the real part
of the equation is of third degree while the imaginary
part furnishes an equation of second degree. The
problem is to find values of X satisfying both equa-
tions. We shall adopt the following procedure: Plot

graphically X against 1 for both'equations. The points

of intersection are the solutions. We are only con-

cerned with positive values of k and positive values of

X. Observe that we do not have to solve for k, but
may reverse the process by choosing a number of
values of le and solve for X. The plotting of X

against k for the second-degree equation is simple

enough, whereas the task of course is somewhat more
laborious for the third-degree equation. However,
the genera] case is of less practical importance than
are the three subcases. The equation simplifies con-
siderably, becoming of second degree in X.
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We shall now proceed to consider these three sub-
cases. By virtue of the cyclic arrangement, we need
only consider the first case (a, p). The complex
quadratic equations (XXII)-(XXIV) all resolve
themselves into two independent statements, which
we shall for convenience denote "Imaginary equa-
tion" and "Real equation", the former being of first
and the latter of second degree in X. All constants
are to be resolved into their real and imaginary parts,
denoted by an upper index R or I, respectively.

Let Maa=MRa«+iMra« and let similar expressions
denote Moo and Man
Case 3, (a.0). Separating equation (XXII) we obtain.
(1) Imaginary equation:

(^«Ia9+^91a«)X—I—M'ah =0

__

`Y	 ^«Ie^-I-vela«
(2) Real equation:

Q.Q#X2+ ( QaRbe+ Q9Raa) X +MRch = 0

Eliminating X we get

(oaRbe+ uoRaa) (ua1b9+^9jaa)M'ch

+MRah (QaI be+ Qojaa) 2 = 0

By the convention adopted we have in this case:

cot =Cool	 Q«co
Co AL.) I	

and go=1

Arranging the equation in powers of Q. we have:

Q'a2 [ —M'ah(Rb9Ib9) + MRa 109 +Qa[ (M'ch)2

M'ah (Ra«loo+ la«Rbo) +2MRahlaal b91

+[ —M'ahRaalaa+ MRChjaa2] =0

But we have

(M'ah) 2—M'ah (Ra«jbo+jaaRbo)
=M'ah[Raal b9—Ra9Iba +Rb9la«—Rbala9 —Ra«Ib9 —Rb9la«1

= —M'ah(Ra9lba-f'10Rb«)

Finally, the equation for Case 3 (a, #} becomes:

«2 (MRahje92 — M'ahRo9I b9) + Qa [ —M1 M (Ra9jbq + I a9Rba)

+ 2MRChlaalbo] + MRChla
a2—M'chRa «laa=0 (XXV)

where

MRan =RaaRbo — Ra9Rba — jaajo9+jaejoa

M'ah =1?aJ69 —Ra9I ba+IT,_Rbo—ja9Rba

The remaining cases may be obtained by cyclic
rearrangement:

(( //^^	
// 1Case 2, (P,h)	 Wr=Wh	 Q9=1 ,O,

z

I r02 	 gh=1
Wh

Qa(Maajah2 —Ma«Ranlah) + 09[ —Mb«(R bhlca-I IbhRcd)

12Ma«IeAlanlMa«la#t -111a,.Rb#Ib0 =O (XXVI)

where MRa«=Rb,3Ra„—RbhRa9 —Ibolah+lbhja9

Mba =Rbojah —R ehja9+ jboRch — I bhRa9

\\z
Case 1,(h,a)	 Wr=Wa	 2h=^Whl ^2 « =1

Wa r«

9h (M boja«2—Mb9Raalaa) +Qh[ —Mba (R-I.11 + I-R«h)

+2Mb91anla«1 +Mb9jah2— Mb9Rcnjan =0 (XXVII)

where Mbs=RchRaa—RaaRa„—Iahlaa+Icalah

Mbo =Rahla«—Rcal ah+ l,hRaa — IcaRah

Equations (XXV), (XXVI), and (XXVII) thus
give the solutions of the cases: torsion-aileron, aileron-
deflection, and deflection-torsion, respectively. The
quantity 9 may immediately be plotted against

kfor any value of the independent parameters.

The coefficients in the equations are all given'in terms
of R and I, which quantities have been defined above.
Routine calculations and graphs giving Q against
kare contained in Appendix I and Appendix II.

Knowing related values of Q and k, X is immediately

expressed as a function of Q by means of the first-
degree equation. The definition of X and 0 for each
subcase is given above. The cyclic arrangement of
all quantities is very convenient as it permits identical
treatment of the three subcases.

It shall finally be repeated that the above solutions
represent the border case of unstable equilibrium.
The plot of X against Q gives a boundary curve between
the stable and the unstable regions in the XQ plane.

It is preferable, however, to plot the quantity k2 X

instead of X, since this quantity is proportional to the
square of the flutter speed. The stable area can easily
be identified by inspection as it will contain the axis

k2 X
-0, if the combination is stable for zero velocity.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., May ,2, 1984..
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APPENDIX I

PROCEDURE IN SOLVING

(1) Determine the R's and Ps, nine of each for a
major case of three degrees of freedom, or those per-
taining to a particular subcase, 4 R's and 4 Ps. Refer
to the following for the R's and I's involved in each
case:

The numerals 1 to 9 and 11 to 19 are used for con-
venience.

(Major case) Three
degrees of freedom

1 Raa	 Iaa 11

2 Rap	 Iap 12

3 Rah	 Iah 13
4 Rb«	 Iba 14
5 Rae	 Ibe 15
6 Rbh	 11h 16
7 R,« 	Ica 17
8 Rap	 Iap 18

9 Rlh	 Iah 19

(Case.3) Torsional-
aileron (a, R)

1 Raa	 Iaa 11

2 Rap	 Iap 12
4 Rb«	 Ib« 14
5 R bp	 Ibp 15

(Case 2) Aileron-
deflection (g, h)

5	 R bp Ibp 15

6	 Rbh Ibh 16

8	 R bp Iap 18

9	 Rah Iah 19

(Case 1) Deflection-
torsion (h, a)

7	 Ra« 1— 17
9	 R", Iah 19
1	 Raa Iaa 11

3	 Rah Iah 13

It has been found convenient to split the R's in two
parts R=R'+R", the former being independent of

the argument
k

. The quantities I and R" are func-

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

tions of the two independent parameters a and c only.'
The formulas are	 in the following list.

R"a«=

given

k^(a +2)l
(2—a)G—k} (1)

R'ae= k,r (T+ T`) k1 . (a+ 2 
/( T

if G— k Tiol')
1

\

(2)

R"ah = 121 a+ 1)G (3)

R.=— k 7r12{(2
—a)G-k) (¢)

R"
bp= — 

112 
T,2

(Tll G—
k T,oF) — k(TS —T4 Tlo)}

\	 /

(5)

R"bh= — I	 12
G (6)

R" a« = — k 2 ^(2 — 
a)G— k } (7)

R%o= —k-'(Tf,G-2Tto k) (8)

R"ah = — k 2 G (9)

Ia« = - 21 a+2){(2 — a+F+ G}+2 — a	 (11)

Iap— 
—mi l(a+ 1 (T

,tF+l 2 ZoG)+2p	 (12)

+ (2 — a) T41

I,,=-2(a+   k) Fl

	

(13)

Ib«= 
1z `(2 —

a)F-^kG}+1(p—T, - 1T,)	 (14)

`'Where p=`— 3 (1— C2) 3 2

I10-22r2 {Ti2(Z,F+kTfo G)—T4Tu}	 (15)

Ibh = a12 F	 (16)

I,«=2{(2—a)F+1GI+1	 (17)

I,a= 1
{(T,,F+

2

i
TtoG)—T,}	 (18)

Iah = 2F	 (19)
s The quantities 1 given in the appendix and used in the following calculations

are seen to differ from the 11e given in the body of the paper by the factor k - It

may be noticed that this factor drops out in the first-degree equations.
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Choosing certain values of a and c and employing
the values of the T's given by the formulas of the report
(p. 5) or in table I and also using the values of F and
G (formulas (XII) and (XIII)) or table II, we evaluate

the quantities I and R" for a certain number of k
values. The results of this evaluation are given in
tables III and IV, which have been worked out for
a=0,-0.2, and-0.4, and for c=0.5 and c=0. The

range of k is from 0 to 40. These tables save the work

of calculating the I's and R"'s for almost all cases of
practical importance. Interpolation may be used for
intermediate values. This leaves the quantities R' to

be determined. These, being independent of 
k' 

are as

a result easy to obtain. Their values, using the same
system of numbers for identification, and referring to
the definition of the original independent variables on
pages 9 and 10, are given as follows:

2

R'ao= -r2- (c-a) Kry + T'+ (c -a) (2)

x«

R' b«=same as R' a ry (4)

R 'ba = -
rK
o2+ 1 T3 (5)

Lo	 1R bh=- 	+7T1
(6)

K

R',«=same as R' ah (7)

R',o=same as R' bh (8)

R' ch = - 
K - 

1 (9)

Because of the symmetrical arrangement in the
determinant, the 9 quantities, are seen to reduce to
6 quantities to be calculated. It is very fortunate,
indeed, that all the remaining variables, segregate them-

selves in the 6 values of R' which are independent of k,

while the more complicated I and R" are functions
solely of c and a. In order to solve any problem it is
therefore only necessary to refer to -tables III and IV

and then to calculate the 6 values of R.
The quantities (1) to (9) and (11) to (19) thus

having been determined, the plot of 12 against 
k^ 

which

constitutes our method of solution, is obtained by
solving the equation aQ'+bQ+c=0. The constants
a, b, and c are obtained automatically by computation
according to the following scheme:

Case 3

Find products 1.5	 2.4	 11.15	 12.14

ThenMRCh = 1.5-2.4- 1 (11.15-12.14)

Find products 1.15	 2.14	 11.5	 12.4
Then Mrch=1.15-2.14+11.5-12.4

and a=MR,,,(15)2-MI,„(5.15)
b=-Mlbh (2.14+l2.4)+MR,,,(11.15)
c =MR ^h(11)2-Mr.,,(J.11) 	 Find u.

Solution: 1- 0«(15 
n 

11
M,ch,c

Similarly
Case 2

5.9	 6.8	 15.19	 16.18

MRaa= 5.9-6.82(15.19-16.18)

5.19	 6.18	 15.9	 16.8
MIaa=5.19-6.18+ 15.9-16.8

a=Ma. (19)2- Mra.(9.19)
b= -1111raa(6.18-16.8) -2MRaa(15.19)
c =MRaa(15) 2-Mra .(5.15)	 Fiiyd no

1 _Stry(19)+15
X	 Mr..

and
Case 1

9.1	 7.3	 19.11	 17.13
MRbo= 9.1-7.3--k2(19.11-17.13)

9.11	 7.13	 19.1	 17.3
Mrbo=9.11-7.13+19.1-17.3

a=M1ba(11)2-M1bo(1.11)
b= -Mlbo(7.13+17.3)+MRbo(19.11)
e=MRbo( l9 ) 2-MIO(9 - 19 )	 Find %

1	 12„(11)-x-19
X

_
 Mrbry

12. is defined as (w-r.)2 for case 3;
\worry

Slo is defined as 
(W"rry)2 

for case 2; and
Wh

Qh is defined as ( wh )2 for case 1.
War.

2

The quantity X 
is K(bw 

rr) 
by definition.

Since both 12 and 
X 

are calculated for each value of

k' we may plot k2 X directly as a function of 12. This

quantity, which is proportional to the square of the
flutter speed, represents the solution.

We shall sometimes use the square root of the above

quantity, viz,k, - b r , and will denote this
V
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quantity by F, which we shall term the "flutter factor"
The flutter velocity is consequently obtained as

v=F br,
K

Since F is nondimensional, the quantity bb 
,r, must

obviously be a velocity. It is useful to establish the
significance of this velocity, with reference to which
the flutter speed, so to speak, is measured. Observing

2
that K = Lp and that the stiffness in case 1 is given by

Wa- VMb - this reference velocity may be written:

bco„r^ l C.
vR	

^K	 b 7rp or

7rpvR2b2= Ca

The velocity vR is thus the velocity at which the total

force on the airfoil 7rpvR22b attacking with an arm 2

equals the torsional stiffness C. of the wing. This
statement means, in mse 1, that the reference velocity
used is equal to the "divergence" velocity obtained
with the torsional axis in the middle of the chord. This
velocity is considerably smaller than the usual diver-
gence velocity, which may be expressed as

vD = vR 1
2+a

where a ranges from 0 to - 2 We may thus express
the flutter velocity as

VF - vRF

In case 3 the reference velocity has a similar signifi-
cance, that is, it is the velocity at which the entire lift of

the airfoil attacking with a leverage 
2 

b equals numeri-

cally the torsional stiffness Co of the aileron or movable
tail surface.

In case 2, no suitable or useful significance of the

reference velocity is available.

TABLE I.-VALUES OF T

c=1 0= % c =0 C=-A C =-1

T__________________ 0 -0.1259 -0.6667 -1.6967 -3.1416
T2_________________ 0 -0.2103 -1.5707 -4.8356 -9.8697
T3_________________ 0 -.05313 -.8084 -3.8375 -11.1034
T4_________________ 0 -.6142 -1.5708 -2.5274 -3.1416
T5_________________ 0 -.9398 -3.4674 -6.9503 -9.8697
T6_________________ 0 -0.2103 -1.6707 -4.8356 -9.8697
T7_________________ 0 .0132 -.1964 -1.1913 -3.5343
T8_________________ 0 .0903 -.3333 -1.4805 -3.1416
T,O_________________ 0 1.9132 2.5708 2.9604 3.1416
Tu_________________ 0 1.2990 3.5708 6.3538 9.4248
T72----------------- 0 .07066 .42921 1.2990 3.1416

TABLE. II.-TABLE OF THE BESSEL FUNCTIONS Jo, J,
Yo, Y, AND THE FUNCTIONS F AND G

F(k) - J1 (Jrh YO) +Y, (YrTO)
(J,+Y0)2+(Yl-JO)2

- G(k) = Y, (J1+ YO) -J1 (Yi -J0)
(Ji+Y0)2+(Y J0)2

k
k

J0 J, Y0 Y, F -G

0 -------•- --------- __ ---------- 0.5000 0
10 yIo -0.2459 0.0435 0.0557 0.2490 .5006 0.0126
6 yk .1503 -.2767 -.2882 -.1750 .5018 .0207
4 y -.3972 -.0660 -.0170 .3979 .5037 .0305
2 54 .2239 .5767 .5104 -.1071 .5129 .0577
1 1 .7652 .4401 .0882 -.7813 .5395 .1003
.8 1 y .8463 .3688 -.0868 -. 9780 .5541 .1165
.6 136 .9120 .2867 -.3085 -1.2604 .5788 .1378
.5 2 .9385 .2423 -.4444 -1.4714 .6030 .151
.4 254 .9604 .1960 -.6060 -1.7808 .6245 .166
.3 336 .9776 .1483 -.8072 -2.2929 .6650 .180
.2 5 .9900 .0995 -1.0810 -3.3235 .7276 .1886
.	 1 10 .9975 .0499 -1. 5342 - 7.0317 .8457 .1626

.025 0 _	 _____ _	 ______ ________ ___^__ .965 .090
0 m _________ _________ __________ ________ 1.000 0
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GENERAL THEORY OF AERODYNAMIC INSTABILITY AND THE MECHANISM OF FLUTTER

TABLE III.-VALUES OF R

I
k 0 Yo 4 Y4 3'6 1 1V4 135 2 2y§ 3^S 5 10 20 40
c a

0 0 -0.00564 -0.01566 -0.03529 -0. 14265 -0.68965 -0.93656 -1.72330 -2.56300 -4.1 
1100

-7.68720 -18. 66150 -85.38300 -365, 72000 -1, 528.2000
R",a (1) -.2 0 -.00353 -.00981 -.02208 -.08905 -.36586 -.58061 -1.08158 -1.5740^ -2. 51580 -4.68430 -11.31010 -51.42490 -219.74900 -917.3526

-.4 0 -.00123 -.00341 -.00767 -.03084. -.12595 -.19936 -.36305 -.53676 -.85520 -1.58540 -3.80774 -17.20670 -73,35520 -305.9280

0 0 -.00163 --ON52 -.01020 -.041.75 -.18016 -.29384 -.56223 -.87212- 1.43983 -2.84988 -7.46300 -38.29650 -172.36360 -741.7972
0 -.2 0 .00030 .00083 .00184 .00679 .01922 .02266 .01629 -.01400 -.06803 -.29517 -1.29480 -10.24590 -52.49020 -241.3664

"
-.4 0 .00222 .00617 .01388 .05531 .21861 .33914 .59499 .84414

--
1.30365 2.25914 4.87340 17.80470

--
67.38320 259.0648

-R °a --'
0 0
--

.00083
--

.00229 .00510
-

.01932
--

.06419
--

.08876 .12176 .12260
--

.12205 -.02900 -.93535 -10.48970 -59 16180 -268.7236
0.5 -.2 0 .00214 .00595 .01336 .05278 .20325 .31065 .53062 .73222 1.10233 1.81136 3.55230 10.14740 31.49620 101.6340

-.4 0 .00347 .00965 .02170 .08656 .34361 .53463 .94336 1.34762 2.09190 3.66913 8.08235 30.97980 120.89760 475.2592

0 0 -.00125 -.00345 -.00763 -.02890 -.10030 -.14560 -.22470 -.30200 -.41500 -.60000 -.94300 -1.62600 -2.64000 -3.6000
R"° n (1) -.2 0 -.00075 -.00207 -.00426 -.01734 -.06018 -.08736 -.13482 -.18120 -.24900 -.36000 -.56580 -.97560 -1.58400 -2.1600

-.4 0 -.00201 -.00334 -.00502 -.01003 -.02006 -.02508 -.03236 -.04012 -.05015 -.06683 -.10030 -.20060 -.40120 -.8024

0 0 00077 .00214 .00482 .01949 .08055 .12821 .23541 .35010 .56143 1.05008 2.54920 11.66330 49.95700 208.7520
0 -.2 0 .00080 .00223 .00503 .02027 .08329 .13219 .24169 .35836 .57276 1.06650 2.57490 11.70770 50.03000 208.8500

R
-.4 0 .00084 .00233 .00523 .02106 .08603 .13616 .24796 .36661

---
.58410 1.08286

--
2.60069 11.76220 50.10160

-
208.9490

" ea ---
0 0 .00013 .00035 .00079 .00321 .01327 .02112

--
.03878 .05767

M'

-
41988.41988 1.92110 8.22870 34.3850

0.5 -.2 0 .00013 .00037 .00083 .00334 .01372 .02177 .03981 .05903 .09434 .17566 .42413 1.92840 8.24060 34.4007
-.4 0 .00014 .00038 .OW86 .00347 .01417 .02243 .04084 .06039 .09621 .17836 .42837 1.93575 8.25246 34.4169

0 0 .00124 .00343 .00772 .03101 .12642 .19830 .35807 .52400 .82930 1.5168 3.54970 15.35120 64.02240 263.2340
R" ea .5 (2) 0 .00031 .00087 .00196 .00785 .03170 .04980 .08935 .13000 .20440 .35940 .84970 3.55050 14.56740 59.3188

R"cn 0 0 .00017 .00047 .00104 .00394 .01370 .01989. .03177 .04125 .05669 .08196 .12881 .22211 .36062 .4918
.5 (2 ) 0 .00003 .00008 .00016 .00065 .00226 .00328 .00506 .00680 .00934 .01350 .02122 .03659 .05940 .0810

0 0 .01128 .03132 .07058 .28530 1.17930 1.87710 3.44670 5. 12600 8.22000 15.37450 37.32300 170.76600 731.44000 3, 056, 4000
R" ( 1 ) -.2 0 .01178 .03270 .07362 .29684 1.21954 1.93540 3.53860 5.24680 8.38600 15.61440 37.70020 171.41640 732.49600 3,057.8400

-.4 _0 .01228 .03408 .07668 .30838 1.25950 1.99360 3.63050 5.36760 8.552001 15.85440 38.07740 172.06680 733.55200 3,059.2800

R"

_
0 (1 ) 0 .00963 .02673 .06018 .24266 1.00561	 1.58246 2.89371 4.29100 6.85898 15. 49965 30.84330 140.26370 ^ 599.41300 2,502.3470'a .5 0 .00680 .01840 .04150 .16810 .69850	 1.11453 2.05320 3.06224 4.92530 9.24438 22.54400 103.67300 444.86400 1,881.9900

F" ° n (1) (2) 0 .00250 .00690 .01420 .05780 .20060	 .29120 .449401 .60400 .83000 1.20000 1.88600 3.25200 5.28WO 7.2000

1 Independent of c.	 2 Independent of a.

TABLE IV.-VALUES OF I

I
k

0 55a Si Y 55 I 13, 1% 2 235 315 5 10 20 ^	 40

c a

0 0.25000 0.25096 0.25255 0.25578 0.27240 0.33055 0.36855 0.44030 0.50050 0.60275 0.76750 1.07920 1.70320 2.68450 3.61750
la, ( 1 ) -.2 ,49000 .49050 .49131 .49302 .50189 .53359 .55464 .59472 .62794 .68671 .78070 .96021 1.32040 1.90140 2.45470

-.4 .81000 .81014 .81037 .81086 .81145 .82395 .82938 .84176 .85186 .87059 .90030 .95763 1.07300 1.26400 1.44630

0 .17805 .17874 .17985 .18219 .19433 23768 .26645 .32132 .36664 .44690 .57526 .82035 1.31213 2.10476 2.85963
0 -.2 .39170 .39212 .39278 .39418 .40147 .42748 .44474 .47761 .60485 .55300 .63002 .77708 1.07215 1.54773 2.00065

-.4 .60531 .60545 .60567 .60614 .60857 .61724 .62299 .63395 .64303 .65908 .68475 .73377 .82313 .99065 1.14163
Io6

0 .13262 .13317 .13425 .13640 .14742 .48544 .20914 .25611 .29514 .35951 .46379 .65973 1.05124 1.65524 2.22869
0.5 -.2 .21297 .21336 .21401 ..21530 .22191 .24472 .25894 .28712 .31054 .34916 .41173 .52929 .76420 1.12651 1.47067

-.4 .29342 .29354 .29376 .29419 .29640 .30400 .30891 .31813 .32594 .33881 .35966 .39884 .47714 .59792 .71260

0 -.50000 -.50060 -.50180 -.50370 -.51290 -.53950 -.55410 -.57880 -.60300 -.62450 -.66500 -.72760 -.84570 -.94100 -.96500
1. 4 ( 1 ) -.2 -.30000 -.30036 -.30108 -.30222 -.30774 -.32370 -.33246 -.34728 -.36180 -.37470 -.39900 -.43656 -.50762 -.56460 -.67900

-.4 -.10000 -.10012 -.10036 -.10074 -.10258 -.10790 -.11082 -.11576 -.12060 -.12490 -.13300 -.14552 -.16914 -.18220 -.19300

0 .39023 .39010 .38988 .38944 .38717 .37923 .37404 .36424 .35601 .34204 .31954 .27696 .19172 .05766 -.06980
0 -.2 .40389 .40378 .40359 .40320 .40119 .39397 .38918 .38005 .37249 .35911 .33771 .29683 .21469 .08255 -.04344

-.4 .41755 .41746 .41730 .41697 .41520 .40871 .40432 .39586
-

.38896 .37617 .35598 .31671 .23793 .10744 -.01707
-lee--

0 .07438' .07435 .07433
-

.07474 .07387
--

.07256 .07171 .07009 .06874 .06644 .06273 .05572 .04168 .01960 -.00327
0.5 -.2 .07663 .07661 .07658 .07651 .07618 .07499 .07420 .07270 .07145 .06925 .06572 .05899 .04548 .02370 .00295

-.4 .07887 .07885 .07882 .07867 .07848 .07741 .07668 .07529 .07416 .07205 .06871 ..06226 .04928 .02779 ..00728

0 (2) .32297 .32288 .32273 .32241 .32075 .31483 .31090 .30342 29721 28625 .26872 .23524 .16806 .05979 -.04333
lbd .5 .04270 .04270 .04270 .04270 .04240 .04150 .04095 .03930 .03904 .03760 .03386 .03080 .02200 .00845 -.00470

0 (2) •06830 •06840 •06850 •06880 .07010 07370 .07570 .07910 .08240 .08530 .09080 .00940 .11550 .12440 .13180
len .5 .01125 .01126 .01129 .01133 .01154 .01214 .01247 .01302 .01357 .01405 .01496 .01637 .01903 .02117 .02171

0 1.50000 1.49808 1.49490 1.48844 1.45520 1.33890 1.26290 1.11940 .99900 .74950 .46500 -.15840 -1.40630 -3.36900 -5.23500

I<a ( 1 ) -.2 1.70000 1.69832 1.69562 1.68992 1.66036 1.55470 1.48454 1.35092 1.24020 1.04430 .73100 .13264 -1.06802 -3.00460 -4.84900
-.4 1.90000 1.89856 1.89634 1.89140 1.88552 1.77050 1.70618 1.58244 1.48410 1.31410 .99700 .42370 -.72974 -2.64020 -4.46300

0 (2) 1.06830 1.08690 1.06470 1.06000 1.03580 .94900 .89150 .78190 .69110 .52840 .27380 -.21640 -1.20010 -2. 78560 -4.29530
I° 6 .5 .40220 .40100 .39880 .39450 .37240 .29840 .24640 .15510 .07610 -.05160 -.26030 -.65220 -1.43520 -2.fi4380 -3.79010

la ( 1 ) ( 2) 1.00000 1.00120 1.00380 1.00740 1.02580 1.07900 1.10820 1.15760 1.20600 1.24900 1.33000 1.45520 1.69140 1.82200 1.93000

1 Independent ofc. 	 2 Independent of a.
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AMIN
NUMERICAL

A number of routine examples have been worked out
to illustrate typical results. A "standard" case has
been chosen, represented by the following constants:

K=0.1, c=0.5, a=-0.4, xa=0.2,

rat =0.25, xs =80' 
r02 

160
wa, coo, wh variable.

We will show the results of a numerical computation
of the three possible subcases in succession.

DIX II

ALCULATIONS

The heavy line shows the standard case, while the
remaining curves show the effect of a change in the

value of xp to 40 and 160 -

Case 1, Flexure-torsion (h, a): Figure 9 shows again

xp =1/160 1/40
4-1

(b)

1,

80

	

I	 I	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1

	

n	 i	 ?	 .3	 4	 .S	 R	 _7	 R	 .9	 /,

Ilk
FIGURE 5.—Case 3, Torsion-aileron I(a, (3): Standard case. Showing Ra against k

Case 3, Torsion-aileron (a,(3): Figure 5 shows the ua

against k relation.and figure 6 the final curve

F=K(w^rob)2against Sta=Qprp)2=40( w;

20

/s

8

4

0	 20	 40	 60	 80	 /00	 120	 140	 160 18
Ila

FIGURE 5.—Case 3, Torsion-aileron (a, t1): Standard case. Showing flutter factor
.F against Q..

Case 2, Aileron-flexure ((3, h): Figure 7 shows the

go against krelation I and figure 8 the final curve 
K(w b 12A, /

z

against SEo=(wW a) _ 160(wh)

B It is realized that considerable care must be exercised to get these curves reason-
bly accurate.

J

Ilk
FIGURE 7.—Case 2. Aileron-deflection (]3, h): (a) Standard case. (b), (c), (d) indicate

dependency onxp. Case (d),zy=-0.004, reduces to a point.

the Qh against k relation and figure 10 the final result

K (warab)2 against Qh
 _ (wara)2 — 4(wa)z

Case 1, which is of importance in the propeller theory,
has been treated in more detail. The quantity F shown

in the figures is	
v

warab•

Figure 11 shows the dependency on W"= WI;
wa w2

figure 12 shows the dependency-on the location of the
axis a; figure 13 shows the dependency on the radius of
gyration ra=r; and figure 14 shows the dependency
on the location of the center of gravity x, for three

different combinations of constants.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Detailed discussion of the experimental work will not
be given in this paper, but shall be reserved for a later
report. The experiments given in the following are

F
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restricted to wings of a large aspect ratio, arranged with able springs restrain the wing to its equilibrium
two or thraa rlaoraaa of frP..P.r1nm in sl.nnnrrlsl.nnn with tha I ri 4;nn

/.4

.2

/.0

.B

F

.6

.4

.2

O	 4	 8	 /2	 /6	 20

(b)

F

x^ =1/40

24---1
	 0 

_t

x11
O	 .002 .004 .006 .008 .0/0	 .012 .014

fin

FIGURE 8.—Case 2, Aileron-deflection (p, h): Final curves giving flutter factor F
against Op corresponding to cases shown in figure 7.

theoretical cases. The wing is free, to move parallel to
itself in a vertical direction (h); is equipped with an

FIGURE 30.-0ase 1, Flexure-torsion (h, a): Standard case. Showing flutter factor
F against fth.

We shall present results obtained on two wings, both
of symmetrical cross section 12 percent thick, and with
chord 2b=12.7 cm, tested at 0°.

/.50

/.00

F

.50

;>P,X°jcu^^e

e
f; A I-

0i

.0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 /O
1/k

FIGURE 0.—Case 1. h lexure-torsion (h, a): Standard case. Showing 14 against-!-

axis in roller bearings at (a) (fig. 2) for torsion, and
with an aileron hinged at (c). Variable or exchange-

0 V6 Z3 V2 213 516

FIGURE 17.—Case 1, Flexure-torsion (h, a): Showing dependency of F on w^ • The

upper curve is experimental, Airfoil with r— L a= —0.4;x=0.2;   4s=.01; .1 variable.

Wing A, aluminum, with the following constants:

K=416' a=-0.4, xa =0.31, 0.173, and 0.038,

respectively;
ra2 =0.33 and wa= 7X27f
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Wing B, wood, with flap, and the constants:

100, c=0.5, a=-0.4,	 xa=0.192, rat=0.178,

xp=0.019, roe =0.0079, and wo	 kept constant
=17.6 X27r

The results for wing A, case 1, are given in figure 15;
and those for wing B, cases 2 and 3, are given in figures
16 and 17, respectively. The abscissas are the fre-
quency ratios and the ordinates are the velocities in
cm/sec. Compared with the theoretical results calcu-
lated for the three test cases, there is an almost perfect

3.00

JOMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

The conclusion from the experiments is briefly that
the general shapes of the predicted response curves re-

2.00

/.so-
A

F

/.00

B

.50

0	 .5	 /.O	 /.S
V

FIGURE 13.—Case 1, Flexure-torsion (h, a): Showing dependency of F on the radius
of gyration ra=r.

A,airfoil with a= —0.4; K= 4; z=0.2; D-1;  r 	 variable.

B,airfoil with a- —0.4; —1; z=0.2; m: 1.00; r variable.

2.

D

2,

50
F

00

J	 —.2	 —.4	 —.6
a

FIGURE 12.—Case 1. Flexure-torsion (h, a): Showing dependency of F on location
of axis of rotation a. Airfoil with r= 2 ; 1=0.2; K = 4 `—'= 8 : ,I'variable.z 

agreement in case 1 (fig. 15). Not only is the minimum
velocity found near the same frequency ratio, but the
experimental and theoretical values are, furthermore,
very nearly alike. Very important is also the fact that
the peculiar shape of the response curve in case 2, pre-
dicted by the theory, repeats itself experimentally.
The theory predicts a range of instabilities extending
from a small value of the velocity to a definite upper
limit. It was very gratifying to observe that the upper-
branch of the curve not only existed but that it was
remarkably definite. A small increase in speed near
this upper limit would suffice to change the condition
from violent flutter to complete rest, no range of transi-
tion being observed. The experimental cases 2 and 3
are compared with theoretical results given by the
dotted lines in both figures (figs. 16 and 17).

2.50

2.00
B

/	 A
/. so

i
F

/.00

.50
	 caZ 1,4k=.01

0	 2	 4	 6
X.

FIGURE 14.—Case 1, Flexure-torsion (h, a): Showing dependency of F on za, the
location of the center of gravity.

A, airfoil with r— 2 % a=-0.4; `=400; "z= B % a variable.

B, airfoil with r— K= 4 % Wz=8	 ;z variable.

C, airfoil with r= 1 ; a=-0.4; a— 1 ; -̀-I; z variable.2	 100 .2

peat themselves satisfactorily. Next, that the influ-
ence of the internal friction' obviously is quite appreci-

2 This matter is the subject of a paper now in preparation.
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able in case 3. This could have been expected since
the predicted velocities and thus also the air forces on
the aileron are very low, and no steps were taken to
eliminate the friction in the hinge. The outline of the
stable region is rather vague, and the wing is subject

BILITY AND THE MECHANISM OF FLUTTER

50

xp = 0.019
40

X30

E	 Experimento/	 xp=G

F

A

U	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .B	 /.0	 1.2	 1.4
wh /wa

FIGURE 15.—Case 1. Wing A. Theoretical and experimental curves giving flutter

velocity a against frequency ratio ^Q • Deflection-torsion.

to temporary vibrations at much lower speeds than
that at which the violent flutter starts. The above
experiments are seen to refer to cases of exaggerated
unbalance, and therefore of low flutter speeds. It is
evident that the internal friction is less important at
larger velocities. The friction does in all cases increase
the speed at which flutter starts.

FiGUnc 15 .—Case 2. Wing B. Theoretical and experimental curves giving flutter

velocity a against frequency ratio WA • Aileron-deflection (0, h).

F

8
rDa/gyp

FIGURE 17. —Case 3. Theoretical curve giving flutter velocity against the fre•

quency ratio w^ • The experimental unstable area is indefinite due to the im-

portance of internal friction at very small velocities. Torsion-aileron (a, 0)
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APPENDIX III

EVALUATION OF Apo

1	 (x-x1)2+(y-y1)2
log 

(x-xl) 2 + (y+yl)2 
dx,

=[X, lo (x-
x1) 2

+(y-y,) 21l 2 f' X' dx,
g (x—x,)2+(y+y1)2I yJC yi (x—xi)

=-2c to 
1—xC—y	

—

	

1 - c2 2 

yJC

'	 x,dx,
g	

(X-C)

	

r 
	 x,2(x-x,)

+ (' 1	 x,dx,_	 ( dx,
c ^l1-x,2(x-x,) ,J V -x z

+
 xJ

dx'	 2 [Putting x,=cos B]
(X X)  -x,

--B_ x 
1og 

1-x cos B+ 1-x2 sin B Cose=l
^/ 1-x

2
	cosB-x	 Cole=C

= COS`lc + x 10a 1-cx+ ^11—x2-^1-c2
X, 

b	 C -x^/1 -

=cos''c+ 
x 

slog
C- x

1-Cx-V --j!Vj-c2

27r. 2c log (1-cx-^T. x2 -^1-c2)+2clog (X-C)

-2V - x2 cos- 'e-2x log (c-x)

+2x log (1-cx- V ---P V/1-c2)

=2 (X-C) 
log Cl-cx-V1-x Vj-C2\

X-C	 J

cos-1c

EVALUATION OF jos

,vx = f 1{log[(x-x^)2+(y-y1)21

-log[(x-x1)2+(y+y,)2]1 (x,-c)dx,

- (x,-
2 

C)2
(log[(x- XI) 2 + (y-y,)2]

-
log[ (x- XI) 2 + (y +yl) 21 } ]1

f+yf1(x1—C)z 
dx,

C	 yl( x-xl)

('1 (x, — c) 2dx1_ ('l (xi — c) 2dx, _ _ (' (Cos B—C)2d0
C y,(x-xl) - C 1- x2,(x -x,) - ,J x-rose

x,=cos 9, y,=sin 9, dx,=-sin ede

(' 1 (x, -C)2 dx _	 f 1 de
yl(x-xl) - sln e+ (x-2c)B-(x-c)2 C x-cos 6

` de d(7r+B)
X-cos e = C x+cos (V+9)

1 
log 

1-x cos B-_/1— x2 sin B cos 0=1
-	 2 x —cos 6	 Cos e=c

__ 1	 1-x	 1-cx- 1-x2V1-czl
V - x2 C1 og x-1 -log	 X-C	 J

X11-x2 log (1-cx-

+ V 1̂ x2 log (X-C)

2 zr
e Px = 1- x2 I-V -0— (x-2c) cos-'c

(x- c}2

+ V -x21og (1-cx-^/1-x2 /1-C1)

-V1 Cx2 log (x-C).J

2a
pxE ^=--3 1—CZ-J1—xz—COS–'C (x-2C)^1—x1

+(x-C) 2 log (1-cx-^/1-x2 /1-C2)
- (x-C) 2 log (X-C)

EVALUATION OF Ts

(''2er^z(x-e)dx=-^/1-c2 (^(x-c)VV-x2dx

E-cos lc f (X
-C) (x- 2c)V1—x2 dx

{	
4

(x-C)44 log (1-Cx- 1-x2 1-c2)
r

-4 
J 

(x-c) 3dx-v 1 4cz -1 
—C)

-X'

- f (x- c)' log (x- c)dx; x=cos B, dx=-sin ede

2a I
tPx(x— c)dx=^/1-c2 (cos B-c) Sin e BdB

Tf
+cos- 1 c J (cos B-c) (cos -2c) sin  ede

(X-C)'+ 4 log (1-cx- ^C2)

-:I  (x-c)'dx+^ 
c2 f (cos B-c)'dB

(

-( 
4 C)4 log (X-C) +4

(^

 f (x-c)3dx

2 c l
^x(x -C)dx= — Cos` c J COS4 ede

+(3c cos -1c-V1-C 2 + V1 4 C2
)

 f cos' ede
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